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2.ABSTRACT
The present thesis on the problems of agricul­
tural development in Bengal during the period from 1920/21 
to 194*5/4*6 is divided into two parts.. ■ The first part, 
consisting of three chapters, is devoted to an examination ■ 
of the crop statistics and the analysis of trends in crop 
output and its two determinants - acreage under cultivation 
and yield per acre. In the first chapter a close look is 
taken at the quality of the officially published data in 
the light of the statistics available from independent 
sources. The proposed plan of revision of the data and 
other procedural problems are also discussed in this chapter. 
Trend rates 03? the output, acreage and yield of all the 
crops taken together and the two groups of food crops and 
non-food crops are analysed in Chapter II. The discussion 
is taken a step further in Chapter III where the trend 
rates of all the Individual crops are examined. .Further, 
an attempt is made in these last two chapters to explain 
the divergent experience in food crops and non-food crops 
and among the five regional units of Bengal.
The second part of the thesis,, consisting of four 
chapters, is devoted to an examination of the factors which 
directly or Indirectly influenced the trends In agricultural 
production. In Chapter IV an attempt is made to estimate
_________________________________________
3the price-elasticity of the acreage under the cultivation 
of all the crops taken together and five major individual 
crops* This is followed by an analysis of the trends in 
four important items of physical capital (land, animal 
power, ploughs and houses) involved in Bengal agriculture. 
These trends are compared with those in total labour force 
engaged in agriculture and crop output. In Chapter VI 
the problem of agricultural credit is discussed and a 
quantitative picture about the progress of Co-operative 
Credit Movement presented, finally, in Chapter VII some 
questions are raised as to why the Bengal landlords were 
not instrumental in improving agriculture* These questions 
relate to such aspects of the objective economic conditions 
which had direct bearing on the investment behaviour of the 
landlords*
4PREFACE
The need Tor the expansion of agricultural 
production in the underdeveloped countries has been 
receiving increasing attention# There is, however, con­
siderable dispute about the appropriate policies to be 
implemented to induce such expansion# The examination of 
historical experience can thrown important light on many 
of the issues involved in these controversies among the 
economists. The present work is devoted to an examination 
of the historical experience in Bengal during the quarter 
century since 1920*
The work owes a great deal to a number of 
individuals# The greatest debts are due to Dr P.if# 
Chaudhuri who stimulated my interest in quantitative 
methods, suggested the present study and provided helpful 
guidance at all stages of its progress. Without his 
encouragement and help I would have hardly succeeded in 
accomplishing this study.
Others who helped me with valuable suggestions 
and comments include Dr K.R. Walker, Dr Biplab Dasgupta, 
T.J. Byres, Michael Hodd (Department of Economics and 
Political Studies, S.O.A.S.), Professor Morris David Morris 
(University of Washington), Dr John Kurd (University of 
Okland, U.S.A.), and Dr S. Ghatak (Department of Economics,
University of Leicester). I am grateful to them. I also 
owe a debt of gratitude to Miss J. Skegg for her helpful 
suggestions on a number of problems, to Mrs. J.A. Lalor 
(University of London Computer Centre) and Dr. S.K. Mazumder 
(Birkbeck College) for their help in computer programming, 
and P.N. Chaudhuri, B.R. Khan, A. Rahim, Akhter Hussain 
(Post-graduate Students at the School of Oriental and 
African Studies) and N. Islam for helping me in a number 
of ways.
I am grateful to the authorities of the Univer­
sity of Chittagong (Bangladesh) for granting me study leave 
and to the authorities of the School of Oriental and African 
Studies for giving me an Award at the final stage of my 
work. My thanks are also due to the authorities of the 
Central Research Fund (University of London) who gave me 
financial assistance to obtain some essential materials from 
Calcutta.
For my materials I depended on the following 
Libraries: The British Museum Library, the Cambridge
University Library, the India House Library, the India 
Office Library and Records, the Library of the London School 
of Economics, the National Library of India (Calcutta), 
the Library of the School of Oriental and African Studies 
and the Senate House Library. I am grateful to the
Librarians and other staff of these Libraries. My thanks 
are also due to the Staff of the University of London 
Computer Centre, the Computer Department of University 
College and Mrs. Williams who typed this thesis.
The responsibility for any error of fact or 
logic is, however, entirely mine.
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8INTRODUCTION
The establishment of British rule in India led 
to a great expansion of the external demand for her agri- 
'cultural raw materials. Whereas in the preceding centuries 
production for domestic consumption and transactions in 
kind was the dominant pattern, under the changed circum­
stances in the nineteenth century agriculture became much 
more market-oriented. In other words, growing emphasis 
began to be given on the production and marketing of certain 
crops which were needed for export to the world market.
Working in the same direction was the influence of the 
growth of commercial centres and the development of certain 
industries. The net result was that the surplus productive 
capacity in agriculture which was so long locked up as a 
result of the narrowness of market now came to be increasingly 
utilized.
Of all the regions of India where the impact of 
the widening of market was felt, Bengal occupied an impor­
tant position. Its effect was naturally concentrated most 
in the agricultural sector. In particular foreign
demand for raw jute and the development of the jute industry 
in and around Calcutta stimulated the production of this crop.
1. For details see, B.B. Chaudhuri, "Growth of Commercial 
Agriculture in Bengal 1859-1885", Indian Economic and 
Social History Review, vol.7 (197077 pp.25-60; "Growth of 
G c r m n A g r i c u l t u r e  and its Impact on Peasant Economy", ibid.,
pp. 211-252. ---- -
The impetus which was thus given by the forces of economic 
development led to a remarkable expansion of agriculture 
and it seems that by 1920 a stage was reached when the 
scope for the further expansion of cultivation had become 
limited. Secondly, an important development which accom­
panied this process was the gradual increase of the pressure 
of population on land. As the expansion of agriculture 
was not accompanied by industrial-urban development on a 
sufficiently large scale the man/land ratio became gradually 
worse. Thus, according to the censtis of 1921 the percen­
tage of total population directly dependent on agriculture
was as high as 77*3 and cultivated land per worker was
p
only 2.5 acres.
The present study is an attempt to examine the 
performance of the agricultural sector in such, an environ­
ment. Thus, evidently we are directly concerned with a 
period which is much later than the time when the market 
forces began penetrating the rural areas. However, in 
order to place the present study in its proper perspective 
it is necessary that an attempt is made to review the 
process by which this environment was created, the theoreti­
cal justifications which were put forward for them by the 
classical economists and the policy implications which were
2. Census of India, 1921, Bengal, 2 Parts (Calcutta, 1923)9 
p. 377*
derived by the foreign government from such reasonings.
For this will show that the assumptions of the nineteenth 
century economists and administrators which were in sharp 
contrast to the thinking of the present day growth economists 
actually created conditions of stagnation rather than self­
sustained economic development.
Thus, the contention which has featured prominently 
in the rapidly growing literature on growth since the 
19d0s is that of the economic development of the under­
developed countries through industrialisation. It is 
true that there are differences of opinion with regard to the 
question whether priordty should be given to the industrial 
or agricultural sector or both. Thus, the .re is one group 
of economists who argue the case for agricultural develop­
ment. The second and by far the larger group of economists 
believe that the underdeveloped countries could be trans- 
formedAgiving "big push" industrialisation programme top 
priority. There is yet a third group who put forward the 
view that the development of the two sectors - industry and
agriculture - should proceed simultaneously as these are
3complementary to each other. But in spite of these
—  — * ■ ■ -  —  ‘
3. For the economists under first group see E.J. Go/le and 
E.M. Hoover, population Growth and Economic. Development 
in Low-income Countries (princeton7 1958*), p.~ 120 and p. 139: 
The various assumptions of the economists in the second 
group are discussed by R.M. Hartwell, The Industrial 
Revolution and Economic Growth (London, 1971)? Chapter 9;
/Continued over
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differences of opinion about the establishment of priority 
there are not many authors who deny the importance or 
necessity of industrialisation*
As opposed to these different economists, parti­
cularly those belonging to the last two groups, “were the 
classical economists who advocated economic development 
through international division of labour. In other words, 
the underdeveloped countries should specialise in the 
production of primary products suitable for their resources 
and the exports of these could finance the imports of 
manufactured goods from abroad. It was believed that such 
a "universal!sm" would transmit economic growth to all parts 
of the world. Thus, Adam Smith, the most prominent advo­
cate of such a model of economic development, contended that 
international trade would overcome the narrowness of the
footnote 3 continued from previous page.
H . Myint, The Economics of the Developing Countries 
(London, 1961), Chapter 7; concurren!G™growth of agri­
culture and industry is advocated by W.A. Lewis, The 
Theory of Economic Growth (London, 1955)? pp. 276-2^3;
R. Uurkse, "TheHoonflict between 1 Balanced Growth1 and 
International Specialisation'1 in Lectures on Economic 
Development (Istanbul, 1958); H . Galtskell, 1 Importance 
of Agriculture in Economic Development" in W.W. McPherson 
(ed.), Economic Development of Tropical Agriculture 
(University of Elorida Press, 1^657, pp. 46-58.
It is needless to mention that there are con­
siderable differences In the assumptions and approaches 
of the different economists within each group.
domestic market and create an effective demand for primary 
products. This has been called the "vent for surplus" 
theory. Another feature of this school of thought is the 
belief that by widening the extent of market international 
trade would improve the division of labour and raise general 
productivity. This would improve human skill, encourage 
technical Innovations and thereby would provide a satis­
factory basis for continuous economic development.^
Although the dynamic aspect of International trade 
did not occupy a central place in the writings of other 
classical or neo-classical economists there was nonetheless 
some recognition of the growth transmitting aspect of trade 
above and beyond the static gains from comparative advantage. 
In this interpretation gains from trade were entirely con­
sistent with the gains from growth. As a matter of fact
the latter could be expected to increase pari i^ eysu with the
5extension of foreign trade. J.3. Mill was exceptionally 
clear 011 this point. Trade, according to comparative 
advantage, results in a "more efficient employment of the 
productive resources of the world" and this may be considered 
the "direct economical advantage of foreign trade. But,"
4. This part of the discussion is based on the article by
H. Myint, "The 'Classical Theory’ of International Trade 
and Underdeveloped Countries", Economic Journal, vol. 68, 
(1958), reprinted in I. Livingstone~"(ed. )T Economic 
Policy for Development (London, 1971)> PP* 85-112.
5. For reference to the writers who shared this view see, 
G-.M* Meier, The International EconoBiics of Development
Theory and PolTcyTTolyo, lybts'f, p. 2T77
I 3
he emphasises 1 there are, besides, indirect effects which 
must be counted as benefits of high order," One of the 
most significant of these "indirect" benefits is "the ten­
dency of every extension of the market to improve the 
process of production, A country which produces for a 
larger market than its own, can introduce a more extended 
division of labour, can make greater use of machinery and
is more likely to make inventions and improvement in the
6process of production,"
kin?then, once such a dynamic role was assigned to
international specialisation it did not remain confined to
the political economists only. Indeed it became what has
been called the confirmed conviction of the middle classes
7which were about to seize political power. It was con­
tended that since trade was so beneficial in raising produc­
tivity and transmitting growth the government should go 
beyond the negative policy of removing all obstacles to 
trade and initiate.',a positive policy of encouraging wider 
commercial intercourse. Under such an impulse the foreign 
government of India went far beyond the strict laissez 
faire policy to promote the export of primary products by
6, G.M, Meier, op,cit,, pp. 217-218.
7. L.G.A. Knowles, The Industrial and Commercial Revolution 
in Britain during "the Nineteenth Gen tury~”jLondon, 192TJ7 
p. 128”cited by k.F. Clairmonte, Economic Liberalism 
and Underdevelopment (Bombay, I960J, p. 16.
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improving the means of transport and communication and 
providing irrigational facilities.
There have always been dissenters from this 
optimistic view about the economic development of the- 1-  *-L
backward countries through international division of labour. 
With the present concern for the underdeveloped countries 
the critics are more numerous and the arguments more 
challenging. firstly, the thesis which has been most 
widely discussed is the deterioration In the terms of trade 
for the countries producing raw materials. Secondly, it 
has been pointed out that the classical model of growth 
makes the backward countries vulnerable to the wide fluctu­
ations of the price-level of primary products in the world 
market. Thirdly, unlike manufacturing industry agriculture 
is subject to the Law of Diminishing Heturns. fourthly,
in agriculture there is less scope for technical progress. 
Fifthly, according to the classical scheme opportunities 
for the modernisation of the underdeveloped countries are 
opened up in a sector where outlook and institutions are 
conservative and in which modernising inflLiences tend to 
be dampened rather than amplified before they are trans­
mitted to the rest of the economy. Sixthly, apart from 
the transfer of Income through some of the disadvantages of 
international specialisation already mentioned direct drain 
of income takes place through foreign investment In the
I 5
8export trade. For all these considerations it is now 
generally believed that self-sustained economic growth 
cannot he "built upon the expansion of primary products 
alone•
But a closer scrutiny would suggest that far from 
the possibility of the maintenance of a self-sustained 
growth under the classical scheme the scope for even' the 
realisation of the full potential of agricultural develop­
ment remains limited in a long-settled country like India. 
Thus, as contended by Schultz economic development takes 
place in a specific locational matrix which is primarily 
industrial-urban in composition. With particular reference 
to agriculture he hypothesised that those parts of agri­
culture situated favourably relative to the industrial-urban
centre are more developed than those situated at the 
9periphery. In other words, the structural diversification
8. Bor a discussion of the works by different authors who 
are critical of the classical model see, Myint, op.cit», 
Chapter 9; T* Szentes, The Political Economy of Under­
development (Budapest, 1971)? Chapter VI; Meier, op.cit., 
particularly Chapters 3 and 7; W. Baer, "Ihe Economics 
of Pre&eisch and the ECLA", Economic Development and 
Cultural Change, vol. 10, Hoi 2 ^1951^527 reprinted In 
Livings to neH^ed.), op.cit., pp. 178-196.
9. T.W. Schultz, “Reflections on Poverty Within. Agriculture", 
Journal of Farm Economics, vol. LVHI, Wo. 1 (1950)?
pp. 1-15; The Economic Organisation of Agriculture (New 
York, 1953). This hypothesis has been substantiated by 
the findings of different authors. Bee, W.H. Nicholls, 
"Industrialisation, Pactor Markets, and Agricultural 
Development", Journal of Political Economy, vo1. LXIX,
/Continued over
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of the economy through industrialisation creates a 
favourable environment for the transformation of the agri­
cultural sector through its impact on the product market, 
as well as labour and capital markets. Eirstly, industri­
alisation creates an expanding domestic market for the 
increased and diversified products of the agricultural 
sector. The availability of such a market is necessary in 
order to ensure a more remunerative price-level both in 
the short and the long-run and thus to induce the producers 
to make use of new technology. Secondly, the emerging 
Industrial sector absorbs an increasing proportion of the 
available labour force. This contributes to the reorgani­
sation of agriculture by preventing an aggravated pressure 
on land. Moreover, as there Is a rise in the level of 
wage, imputed or paid, in the rural areas those who remain 
in agriculture are induced to find ways of raising their
Eootnote 9 continued from previous page.
Wo. 4 (1961), pp. 319-340; A.M. Tang, Economic Develop­
ment in the Southern Piedmont, 1860-1930? Its Impact on 
Agriculture^Chapel H i l l ¥.H . Wicholls, ,!The‘" 
Transformation of Agriculture In a Semi-Industrialised 
Country: The Case of Brazil" in Eric Thorbecke (ed.),
The Role of Agriculture in Economic Development (Wew 
XorkV"" 19655 ? ”pp • 3 m 3 8 5 O n e  weakness of these works 
Is that, though in some cases it is mentioned that 
industrial capital flowed from outside, these do not 
emphasise the role of agriculture at least in the sphere 
of creating a demand for industrial products.
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productivity so that they are worth these high wages.
This makes it possible to increase the scale of farming 
and raise capital/labour ratio. Thirdly, the improvement 
in capital/labour ratio is facilitated by the increase in 
the aggregate financial resources in the rural and urban 
areas. New financial institutions come into being and 
these cater for the needs of both the industrial and the 
agricultural sector.
From such enumeration of the contribution of 
industrial-urban development to the transformation of the 
agricultural sector it must not, however, be concluded 
that the basic relationship between the two sectors is one 
of unidirectional causation from the former to the latter.
Bor in a number of ways agriculture makes decisive contri­
bution to industrialisation. Firstly, in the earlier 
periods \tfhen industrial capital has not been accumulated 
agricultural surplus may be mobilized to finance industri­
alisation. Secondly, agriculture contributes to industrial - 
development by expanding market for the new products.
Finally, agriculture supplies labour force and meets Its 
food requirements. If we look at the problem in this way 
it is clear that the basic relationship between agriculture 
and industry is characterised by mutual rather than uni­
directional causation.
As it has been aptly pointed out by one author,
i 8
"In general, the process of economic growth 
contains, as one of its major characteristics, 
the interdependence between various sectors 
of the economy; the growth (or retardation) 
of a particular sector influences, and in 
turn is influenced by, the growth (or 
retardation) of the other sectors ... Economic 
growth usually leads to an increasingly close 
sectoral interdependence of the economy.
Agriculture and industry would follow this 
general trend, but with variety of patterns 
from one country to another and from one phase
to another within a single country." 10
In the case of a country like India the importance of con­
current growth of agriculture and industry assumes particular
relevance. Since there was pressure on land what was 
needed for the reorganisation of agriculture was the struc­
tural diversification of the economy with all its dynamic 
11impact. But this was denied in the classical scheme.
10. Iiazushi Ohkawa, "Concurrent Growth of Agriculture and 
Industry: A Study of Japanese Case1* in H.3J. Dixey (ed.),
International Explorations of Agricultural Economics 
XAmes™ Iowa," l'564) / The sectoral interdependence is
shorn in this work. See also, by the same author,
"Phases of Agricultural Development and Economic Growth1 
in Km Ohkawa, 33. P. Johnston and H. Kane da (eds.), 
Agriculture and Economic Growth: Japan1s Experience,
Chapter 1. For a discussion on the contrast in Javanese : 
agriculture see, C. Geertz, Agricultural Involution:
The Process of Ecological Change in Indonesia7~(Berkely, 
I9"65) ; the historical experience in England ’is noted 
in the present work.
11. As already mentioned the need for structural diversifi­
cation through industrialisation has long been recog­
nised. The purpose here is not to question the validity - 
of any of the contentions usually put forward for 
industrial development. We are trying to emphasise
the importance of industrialisation from the side of 
agricultural reorganisation.
This meant that even if there was some expansion of agri­
culture the benefits in terms of a rise in per capita 
income and the consequent reinvestment momentum would be 
much lower than in countries undergoing industrial-urban 
development. For whereas, in the former the expansion of 
agriculture would be accompanied by the increase in the 
pressure on land, the absolute number of labour force 
engaged in the agricultural sectors of the other countries 
would decline or remain constant. Secondly, since India 
was a late-comer in industrialisation the scope for her 
access to outside markets was limited.. Therefore, an 
expanding domestic market .was needed for her industriali­
sation and this could be possible only as a result of agri­
cultural development.
In this connection another importance of 
indtist rial-urban development may be pointed out. Economic 
development involves the transformation of the xvider cul­
tural matrix against which economic activities take place. 
Industrialisation helps to achieve such a transformation
as this creates an intellectual environment which is more
12secular In outlook and less tradition-bound. In this
respect also we see the particular importance of industrial
12. V.H. IHchoUs, tlrfhe Place of Agriculture In Economic 
Development", In O.K. Eicher and L.W. Witt (eds.), 
Agriculture in Economic Development (New York, 1964-) , 
pp. 7-4-4-.
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development for a country like India*
Now in looking at the problem purely from the 
point of view of modernising the agricultural sector it 
must be pointed out that though Industrial-urban develop­
ment fulfils a necessary condition, this in itself is not 
sufficient. In a long-settled country the scope for the 
extension of cultivation to new areas is obviously more 
limited than In a newly settled country* In such a 
situation what is needed, particularly once cultivation has 
extended to the possible limits, is the improvement of 
the productivity of land already under cultivation. Up 
to a point this could perhaps be done by increasing the use 
of such traditional inputs as labour, animal power and 
implements for tillage and the improvement of the methods 
of irrigation or the pattern of crop-rotation. But sooner 
or later a stage is bound to be reached when the gains from
the increase of these inputs with which the cultivators have
IBlong been acquainted will be severely limited.  ^ In 
other words, better resource allocation and more savings 
and investment restricted to the traditional factors of pro­
duction will not be remunerative. At such a stage the 
necessity of obtaining additional output will — require
13* rfbe discussion on the Importance of the introduction of 
new technology and the necessity of their development 
and supply by the government is based on the work by
I .W . Bchultz, Transforming (Traditional Agriculture 
(Tale University Press, 19*65*7*
'21
the introduction of a technology which will lead to an 
upward shift of the aggregate production function. Again, 
it is not the introduction of an once-for-all change. If 
agricultural development is to he sustained the techniques 
of production must he constantly changing. When they 
stop changing once again agriculture becomes stagnant.
Technological progress as defined here may be 
viewed as the combined effect of two processes:
(a) research and experimentation and (b) diffusion. The
first process Includes search for new methods and materials 
from other countries, testing them for their usefulness 
locally and perhaps modifying them. This also includes 
experimentation to develop really new strains of crops, 
soil treatment, disease control measures, livestock medicine 
and machinery all of which make agriculture more productive. 
Once the new techniques are developed at‘the research 
station there arises the further necessity of popularising 
them among the cultivators through agricultural extension 
services and to ensure their regular supply in the market. 
Now there are two factors which require that sunk, research 
and experimentation and the popularisation of new tech­
niques should be undertaken by the State. firstly, private 
agencies cannot capture all the benefits from increased 
production made possibly by the development and distri­
bution of new techniques. Secondly, there are known
2 2
indivisibilites in the methods and staff of scientists 
required for the production of new factors. Similarly in 
the case of agricultural! extension services there are 
important size considerations.^1"
Thus, given that the cultivators respond favour­
ably to new.opportunities sustained growth in the agri­
cultural sector basically depends on (a) an environment 
characterised by favourable product, labour and capital 
market and (b) the availability of constantly changing 
technology. While the creation of a favourable environ­
ment depends on industrial-urban development the fulfil­
ment of the second condition depends on state action.
How far were these two basic conditions fulfilled 
in India? It is true that the influence of the scheme of 
economic development through international specialisation 
did not last all through the period of foreign rule. But 
the change of policy was slow to come and when it came it 
did not mean an abandonment of the general policy of laissez 
faire In favour of a positive plan for industrialisation.
14. A.M. Tang has tried to explain measured, technological 
progress in Japanese agriculture In terms of government 
expenditure on agricultural research, extension and 
rural education by forming a regression of the former 
on the latter. On the basis of the goodness of fit 
he has claimed that more than 70 per cent of the variation 
in output is explained. For details see his nResearch 
and Education in Japanese Agricultural Development”, 
1880-1958”, Economic Studies Quarterly, vol. 15 (1965)? 
pp. 27-41 and 91-99•
2'3
As a result of the tariff protection which was granted in
the 1920s a number of industries benefited. ^  But the
16scale of industrial-urban development remained low with 
the result that its dynamic impact on the agricultural 
sector remained insignificant.
As to research and experiments with new methods 
and techniques of agricultural production the role of the 
government was in one respect more positive. Public 
support of agricultural research was being given from the 
turn of the present century when the Imperial Agricultural 
Research Institute was established, There were also experi- 
mental centres under the supervision of the Provincial 
Department of Agriculture. Successful experiments were 
made to evolve new varieties of seeds of such crops as 
jute, cotton, rice, wheat, sugarcane and tobacco* But 
efforts in the field of demonstration and propaganda 
remained inadequate. Thus, as pointed out by Russel "By 
far the most important and difficult task before the agri­
cultural officers in India is to bridge the great gulf
15. These are discussed by A.K. Bagchi, Private Investment 
in India 1900-1939 (Cambridge, 1972)3 ~
16* In its "Survey of Indian Industries" made at the end of 
1936 the Economist commented that "although India has 
begun to modernise her industries it can hardly be 
said that she is as yet being industrialised."
Quoted by Clairmonte, op.cit., p. 133*
separating the agricultural experimental stations and the
few large scale farmers from the peasants who cultivate by
far the largest portion of the land. It is not neitf
science so much as fuller use of existing science that 
17is needed.1 Thus, the overall position seems to have
been such that there was neither the availability of an 
adequate supply of new inputs nor perhaps such a wide market 
which would make the use of these inputs remunerative.
How was agriculture going to respond in such an 
environment? Was the type. of specialisation as visualised 
by the classical economists really going to take place when 
the growth of population was aggravating the pressure on 
the available land and the cultivators were virtually left 
to themselves to effect technological improvement of their 
production process? Io continue the discussion at an 
a priori level it is very likely that the foreign demand 
for raw' materials would lead to an expansion of agricul­
tural output. At the time of the establishment of wider
17- Sir John Hus sell., Report on the Work of the I.C.A.H. in 
Applying ScienceaProp Production in IndiaTITSimTa, 1937), 
pp. 221-222. In 1538739 there were only 130 agricul­
tural demonstrators and 23 government farms in the whole 
province of Bengal. It was tersely commented by a member 
of the Provincial Assembly that "this white elephant of 
a department (Agricultural Department) has no justifi­
cation to exist and it does greater harm than good to 
■ the actual tillers of the soil. Ihis Department acts as 
the Intelligence Branch of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce. 
(The Agricultural Officers are there to supply statistics 
and figures to the Department which help the foreigners 
in exploiting the agriculturists In a scientific manner." 
Bengal Legislative Council Proceedings, vol. XVII,
no7TTL925), p. 119.
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commercial contact there must have been considerable 
surplus of land and labour in India. In other words, the 
domestic market was too narrow to absorb the additional 
output which could be obtained even If there was no tech­
nological improvement. In such conditions the expansion 
of foreign trade, development of the means of transport 
and communication and considerable irrigational facilities 
by the State, introduction of new crops and the estab­
lishment of more stable conditions would make the agricul­
tural sector much more market-oriented than before. Up 
to this point the propulsive effects of international trade 
cannot be denied as It is very likely that the growth of 
exports would mean an increase in per capita national 
income shared in different proportion by the different 
sections of the community.
Blit the more important question that has to be 
asked is whether the expansion of output was going to be 
achieved merely by the extension of cultivation or a new 
combination of the factors of production. In other words, 
was specialisation going to mean merely a movement along the 
given "production possibility" curve or was there going to 
be such technological innovations which lead to an upward 
shift in the aggregate production function? Since the 
cultivators were virtually left to themselves it would seem 
that increased output would be achieved mainly by the
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18extension of cultivation. Under such circumstances could
it not he expected that after an initial spurt the agri­
cultural sector would again begin to stagnate once the 
extension of cultivation had reached the natural limits? 
Secondly, since the gains from foreign trade would not be 
used for a structural diversification on a sufficient scale 
was not this stagnation in agriculture going to create 
ndisguised unemployment" with its adverse effects on per 
capita income, level of investment even in the traditional 
factors of production and on the availability of marketable 
surplus?
There has been a considerable number of works on
Indian agriculture. But the attention of scholars has so
far remained confined to the estimation of the trends in
crop-output as "representative of change in agriculture 
19as a whole" J and the main controversy has centred on whether 
production increased or decreased or remained constant.
There is no denying the fact that these trends are main 
indicators of the agrarian economy as a whole. But in
18. This is clearly shown in the case of Bengal. As
pointed out later yield per acre in Bengal in 1920 was 
much lower than in the advanced countries.
19* G-. Blyn, Agricultural Trends in India, 1691-194-7?
Output, Availability and Productivity "’(University of 
Pennsylvania Press', 19 657?p. 19 • The findings of 
the other works are summarised by this author.
order to have a "better under standing of the underlying 
trends it is necessary that these should he discussed 
within a framework: comprehensive enough to include, apart 
from the wider 'background we have outlined, all the 
variables which directly or indirectly determine such 
trends, viz. labour, capital, credit, price-level and the 
land system. The exclusion of these variables renders 
these works of limited significance.
However, even within this narrow scope there 
are several other limitations in the existing literature, 
firstly, in most of these works no attempt has been made to 
check the officially published data against the data 
available from independent sources and much less to revise 
them. Revisions which have been attempted are mostly 
straightforward or based on gues.ses. Secondly, most of
the works fail to estimate trends in all the major indivi­
dual crops. The obvious result of such an omission is 
that we do not get a detailed picture about the changes in 
the weights of particular crops which may have taken place 
in changing circumstances. Lastly, all- these works are 
at the all-India level. Since agriculture is a location- 
bound industry and conditions all over the sub-continent 
are not uniform such studies have obvious limitations.
The only exception to this pattern (as in the case of trends
20in individual crops) seems to be the work by George Blyn.
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He not only estimates the trends in production and their 
relationship with land and labour, but presents his esti­
mates at the regional level. But here again we do not 
get an independent picture of Bengal as such as Blyn 
treats Bengal along with Bihar and Onyissa. We believe 
that the inclusion of these two other Provinces considerably 
depresses the estimated trends.
In the present work an attempt is made to examine 
the agricultural trends in Bengal proper (i.e. Bengal 
without the two native States of Gooch Bihar and Tippera) 
for the period from 1920/21 to 19^5/46. As against the 
limited scope of the existing works the purpose here is to 
examine both the trends in crop-output and problems con­
nected with these trends, positive or negative, slow or 
fast. This will focus attention not only on the quantity 
and the quality of the factors which have direct impact on 
output, viz. land, labour and capital and the mutual 
relationship among them, but also on those factors which 
have indirect influence on growth such as availability of, 
credit, pattern of the institutional control of land and 
the shifts in the price-level. Thus, clearly the scope 
of the present work is more comprehensive.
The present concern for the economic development 
of the underdeveloped countries has led to a renewed interest 
among the economists in history and this, in 'turn, is
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stimulating a new school in economic history, The
211 Hew Economic History” as this school is called 
basically emphasises the application of economic theory 
and the use of mathematical model and statistical tech­
niques to examine or re-examine past phenomena, The 
application of such techniques has been criticised by 
different authors. But in spite of this the Hew 
Economic History is attracting increasing number of students. 
Paucity of relevant data permits of only a limited appli­
cation of these techniques in the present study. But as 
far as possible attempts have been made to use economic 
theory to explain specific problems or to examine the 
assumptions made about them at various levels, The need 
for such an approach has been particularly felt in the 
examination of such issues as the role of the landlords in 
agricultural development and agricultural indebtedness with 
all its attendant evils and the attempt made at its 
solution. Secondly, we have tried to present a more 
detailed and systexaatic analysis of the trends in the
21. For discussion on the "New Economic History1 see,
M. Desai, "Some Issues in Econometric History”,
Economic History Review, Second Series, Vol. XXI (19687, 
pp. 1-lG; R.W. Fogel, "The New Economic History: Its
Findings and Methods”, Economic History Review, 2nd 
Series, vol. XIX (1966) ,“pp. 6^^567'' L. Davis, 
"Professor Fogel and the New Economic History”, 
ibid., pp. 657-663.
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different variables and to test some hypotheses about the 
production behaviour of the peasantry. For obvious reasons 
the main attention has been focused on the trends of pro­
duction and its two determinants - acreage and yield.
In this case we have included 13 crops which accounted for 
more than 90 per cent of the total acreage under culti­
vation. In order to obtain more reliable estimates of 
these trends we have revised the officially published data 
in the light of evidence available from independent sources. 
The two sets of trends estimated from the revised and 
unrevised series have been presented both fox4 all-Bengal 
and the regional units. The method of revision is more 
rigorous than has so far been attempted. The problems 
of capital formation and credit have similarly been 
examined at the aggregate and regional level.
Such a detailed and systematic treatment of the 
available data has been facilitated by the use of Computer 
technique. For although in many cases the data are 
unreliable, these are quite voluminous In size. This is 
so particularly because data were published for every 
single district of Bengal and these required a number of 
adjustments. In some cases Standard Package Programs have 
been used to obtain the desired estimates.
It is believed that such a comprehensive approach 
and the use of the new research techniques, even in their
31
limited form, would enable us to have- a better under- 
standing about the performance of the agriculture of Bengal 
during the period under review and its underlying impli­
cations *
CHAPTER I
NATURE OF CROP STATISTICS AND REVISION
The quality of the "basic core of statistics is
of primary significance in any quantitative study. But
it is perhaps in this respect that students on Indian
agriculture have "been faced with the greatest problem.
Statistics were collected in India in the pre-British 
1
period. Afterwards when in the second half of the 19th 
century government interest in famine control and of com­
mercial needs of India led to the creation of a Department 
of Agriculture, it addressed itself, at least in the earlier 
years of its creation, primarily to the task of compiling
reliable statistics as it was recognised to be the first
2step in the direction of agricultural development. But 
it is generally believed, inspite of this long history, 
that agricultural statistics of all parts of India in 
general and those of Bengal in particular are unreliable. 
Thus, according to the Royal Commission on Agriculture 
!fthese are merely guesses, not frequently manifestly absurd 
guesses1 • Similar views have been expressed by varxous
1. See Lord Merton, "Statistics in India", Journal of the 
Royal Statistical Society, XCVT (1933)» pp. 1-26.
2. Report of the Royal Commission on Agricultureiijmsss; p;.ar;   ”
3* Ibid., p. 605*
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other official bodies and individual authors. Most of 
them have not, however, referred to much quantitative evidence 
against which the original data ohm- checked and their 
opinions are based on a priori considerations of the defects 
of the primary agency which collected these data and the 
method used by the latter*
In this Chapter it is proposed to examine the 
basis of these assumptions and discuss some of the methodo­
logical problems. The first question that needs investi­
gation is the presiimption that the agricultural statistics 
of Bengal are unreliable. Could it be argued that the 
estimation of the different components of crop-output was 
more influenced by the subjective judgment of the reporting 
agencies than usually supposed and, therefore, the officially 
published data are likely to be more unreliable? These 
questions call for a re-examination of the official estimating 
formula and the agencies responsible for making the 
estimates.
4. See for example: Govt, of India, Report of the Indian
Economic Enquiry Committee (Calcutta, 1‘9'25T»_ vo 1 • 1, 
pp. 16-19; Govt, of Bengal, Report of the Bengal Jute 
Enquiry Committee (Calcutta, 1534}, p. 52; Report of 
the"Bengal Paddy and Rice Enquiry Committee (Calcutta, 
19:59), vol. 1, pp. 82-89; R e p o r t " t h e  Bengal Land 
Revenue Commission (Calcutta, 1940),' voI• I , PP* ?6-79; 
Report of the Bengal Jute Enquiry Committee (Calcutta, 
1939), PP• #9-91• Opinions of the some of the 
individual authors are referred to later.
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The estimating formula used by the Agricultural 
Department was as follows:
Ot = At (S x °t) (1)t t
where 0^ - crop output at time t, = area under culti­
vation, S » Standard yield and « condition factor of the 
same year expressed as a percentage of the standard. For 
example, if the area under cultivation of a crop was 200 
acres, standard yield per acre 1200 lbs and the condition 
of the current yield 75 P©3? cent of the standard, the 
output was
180000 = 200 (— (2)
In the temporarily settled areas where the 
primary source of crop data was the village accountant or 
Patwari uit is generally agreed that the annual figures on 
areas sown with various crops are on the whole accurate and 
they compare in this respect very favourably with those 
published for any other country in the w o r l d * B u t  as 
revenue demand was permanently fixed in Bengal, the govern­
ment did not maintain any such staff at the village level 
and it is believed that the estimates submitted, in the 
absence of such a staff, by the village watchmen or chowkidar
5* Royal Commission, op.cit», p* 605*
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6are "almost worthless"• The first question that has to he
asked in this connection is whether the chowkidars were at
all the primary agency in the collection of crop statistics.
7There is no reference either in the Ohowkidari Manual' or
the Manual for the Preparation of Crop Reports and Agri-
cultural Statistics to any such duty assigned to the 
8chowkidars. On the other hand according to the Bengal 
Paddy and Rice Enquiry committee the agency responsible for 
the submission of acreage statistics was to be:
(a) Preferably a Khash Mahal Tahsildar, if he had duties 
in the thana which gave him opportunities of judging 
the area and quality of the crop*
(b) Next a Circle Officer "who has been appointed to a 
circle as a permanent measure" provided he must not be 
asked to submit an estimate for more than a normal 
circle of 20 to 40 unions.
6. A.H* Bowley and D.H. Robertson, A Scheme for an Economic 
Census in India, (New Delhi, 1934), p. 56. This author, 
kowever, does not make any such direct reference. For 
such references see, for example, Rep ort of frhe Indi an 
Economic Enquiry Committee, op.citT, p ♦ t?; R • 0• Desai, 
Standard of _Li^ng T n  Indxa and~~Pakistan, 1931-1941, 
(Bombay,- P*7* See also'™the’~cakegorica 1 asser­
tion to this effect by R.S. Finlow and McLean in the Report 
of the Royal Commission, op.cit., vol. IV (Evidence 
taken in Bengal), p. 14.
7* Bengal Chaukidari Manual (Calcutta, 1916).
8. Manual of Rules for the Preparation of Crop Report and 
cultural Statistics, (Calcu^'ta, 19227» Third 
EdTEIon. Henceforth referred to as Manual.
(c) Failing the above the thana officer.
(d) in addition, either a kanungo or a District Agri­
cultural Officer might be employed to make an estimate 
without restriction as to permanency or knowledge of 
the crop area covered by the estimate
Two points clearly emerge here. Firstly, there 
was no uniform agency for the whole of the Province. 
Secondly, as revenue demand of the nine-tenths of the total 
area of Bengal was permanently fixed, the area for which 
estimates were made by the Khas Mahal Tahsildars must have 
been very small. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that 
forecasts were submitted mainly by the thana and circle 
officers* But it is also obvious that the units (com­
prising 150 to 300 villages) for which such estimates were
9* Report of the Bengal Paddy and Hice Enquiry Committee, 
p*83• According to this Report these were laid down 
under Rule 5* But Rule 5 of the Manual already referred 
to provides that "initial reporting agency should be the 
same throughout the districts, and the practice under 
which, in the same district a Kanungo submits estimation 
for the whole of the sadar sub-division, while elsewhere 
the police submits estimates for each thana should be 
abandoned. In most districts the thana should be the 
reporting unit throughout." Thus, it is clear that 
there is considerable difference between this Rule 5 and 
the one referred to by the above committee. It is, 
however, possible that the committee was referring to a 
later edition of the Manual which could not be consulted 
for the present work. The chowkidars worked under the 
direct supervision of the Presidents of the Village 
Panchayets. A former President informed me that he 
had never any knowledge of the chowkidars1 compiling 
the crop statistics.
made by the individual thana or circle officer was too large>
to enable him to make any objective judgement about the 
acreage under the cultivation of different crops and their 
yield per acre. This basic weakness of the primary agency 
has to be understood also with reference to the fact that 
they did not belong to the Department of Agriculture and it 
seems that the compilation of crop statistics was but an 
additional duty discharged by them. It is true that the 
chowkidars were ill-paid and illiterate. But to the 
extent that many of them were cultivators themselves and 
had intimate knowledge of the agricultural conditions of 
the neighbouring villages it seems that forecasts submitted 
by them would have been better than the ones made by thana 
or circle officers for such large areas. Under the same 
Buie of the Manual the district officers were allowed to 
"reject or amend" any estimate "received from the interior" 
in the light of their "knowledge or experience".^ But it 
is difficult to see how such estimates could have been 
improved by district officers who had far less knowledge
10. Manual, p. 5*
T F  was pointed out to the Baddy and Rice Enquiry 
Committee that the net effect of this provision "was 
to reduce the calculation of the crop area to an 
entirely subjective estimate - an estimate not of 
informed observers permanently resident in the locality, 
but of casual visitors of itinerant officers, who are 
required by the rules to sleep only a reasonable 
number of nights out of every months", op*cit., vol. 11, 
p. 83.
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of agricultural conditions as they were in charge of still 
larger areas*
The defects of the primary agencies were com­
pounded by the rather complicated method laid down by the
Manual for the compilation of the data. Thus, under Buie 7
it was provided that a crop report was to contain an estimate 
of the area sown with the crop in question in the current 
year and to compare it with the “normal area" and the 
area sown in the previous year. The terma “normal area” 
was defined as “the figure which, in the existing circum­
stances, might be expected to be attained in the year if
the rainfall and season were of a character ordinary for the 
tract -under consideration; that is neither very favourable 
nor the reverse.” In other words it was defined to be the 
crop which past experience had shown to be the most generally 
recurring crop in a series of years. This was not, how­
ever meant to “imply a mechanically correct arithmetic
11average which would be misleading"* Evidently the average 
intended here is the mode of a series, but this is hardly 
clear from the definition. On the other hand it was 
pointed out in the Manual that there was a tendency to 
confuse the normal for the maximum area available for the
11. Manual, p. 7*
cultivation of the crop* It was found that "in spite of
weather and other conditions having been admittedly
favourable to the cultivation of a crop, the area sown is
1 Pestimated at a figure considerably short of the normal"*
IBTable 1.1. seems to corroborate this view.
Table 1.1.
Crops
1i
Il
f
Actual area 
under
cultivation
Normal area 
under 
1 cultivation
Col. 2 as p.c. 
of col. 3.
1 | 2 3 4
Winter Rice
|
15293.3 16947.2 90
Autumn Rice 1 54-4-6.0 5743.0 95
Summer Rice 1 4-06.7 418.3 97
Wheat 1 14-1.5 166.3 85
Barley
&
88.0 113.8 77
Or am i 192.4- 269.6 71
Mustard 1* 752.3 911.6 83
Sesamum [ 168.9 229.7 79
Linseed 132.9 174.6
>
76.
Tobacco | 297*4 ! 279.8 106
Sugarcane 1 298.0 202.0 148
Source: Season and Crop Report of Bengal.
All figures are in thousand acres.
12. Manual, p.9 *
13. This Table has been prepared by averaging the acreage 
statistics for the period from 1920/21 to 1940/4i. The
latter date is selected in view of the upward trends 
in the average statistics after 194-0/4-1. This will 
be shown in another table later on.
Thus, except in the case of tobacco and sugar
cane 'actual* areas sown is shorter than normal areas and
the discrepancy varies from 3 per cent in the case of
summer rice to as high as 26 per cent in sesamum*
The Manual further provided that the normal
figures were to be revised at the end of every five years
in the light of the information obtained from Settlement
Records, cadastral surveys and other sources. These were to
be further supplemented by the district and other executive 
14officers. It is true that when the Settlement Reports
of individual districts were published the statistics were 
usually revised accordingly. But there are many instances 
when figures on 'normal* ax^eas were revised without 
reference to any changes in its underlying determinants.
This was frequently done even for districts where figures 
were available from the Settlement Reports.
The presumption that these weaknesses of the 
estimating formula and primary reporting agencies made the 
crop statistics xmreliable, and indeed more unreliable than 
usually supposed, is borne out by three sets of quantitative 
evidence - District Settlement Reports, Agricultural 
Statistics by Plot-to-Plot Enumeration and the Sample 
Surveys made by the Indian Statistical Institute. As
14. Manual, p. 3*
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already mentioned tlie defects of the crop statistics were
pointed out from time to time by official bodies and indi­
vidual authors. But it was only in the 194-Os that steps 
were being taken by the provincial government to remedy the 
situation. The most important of these was the plot-to- 
Plot Enumeration of 1944-/4-5 conducted under the supervision 
of the then Development Commissioner, A.H.M. Ishague.^
The most immediate urge in this direction, however, came 
from the experience of the famine of 194-5 and the necessity 
of obtaining, for the success of the Grow Moie Pood Campaign,
a clear picture about the pattern of land use in Bengal.
Statistics available from this Report are the most reliable 
and detailed of their kind in the whole of the sub-continent. 
But, except in the case of autumn rice, sugarcane and 
sesamum, no direct comparison between the departmental 
estimates and the findings of this Report is possible, as 
the Agricultural Department, instead of submitting their own 
estimates for 194-4-/4-5? published the figures available from 
the Ishaque Report. Such a comparison would not, however, 
have been meaningful even if the official figures were 
available. Phis is due to the fact that there was con­
siderable upward revision of the acreage data from 194-1/4-2
15* Agricultural Statistics by Plot-to-Plot Enumeration in 
Bengal^ l94-4/4-'5? 5 Parts (Calcukba^ T94-6J".
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(Appendices)# These are obviously reflected in the areas 
designated as Net Cropped Area, Double Cropped Area,
Current Eallow, Culttirable Waste and Not available for cul­
tivation. This makes it once again difficult to attempt 
any direct comparison.
Thus , it is clear that the findings of the Ishaque 
Report do not directly reflect the margin of error involved 
in the official acreage data. In order to obviate this 
difficulty predicted values of the departmental estimates 
for 194-4/4-5 have been obtained by fitting the least square 
trend line and these are then compared with the figures 
available from the "Plot-to-Plot" Enumeration* In the 
case of sugarcane and sesamum the comparison is directly 
between the official estimates and the figures available 
from the Ishaque Report. In the case of autumn rice the 
figures from this Report are compared *60th with the pre­
dicted values of the official estimates for 1944/45 and the 
actual estimates which were published. The comparative 
picture which emerges from this procedure is presented in 
Table 1.2. This shows that the official figures on the 
acreage under sesamum, sugarcane and tobacco are over­
estimated and in the case of other crops these are under­
estimated and the error in total crop acreage is in the 
direction of underestimation. In the case of autumn rice 
comparison between predicted official estimate and the
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Table 1.2*
(Predicted values expressed as percentage of the figures
from Ishaque Report.)
Crops All Presidency Burdwan Rajshahi Dacca Chittagong
Bengal 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
W.Rice 74 72 64 65 88 87
A. Rice 90 81 157 70 119 68
S. Rice 77 71 23 95 80 63
Graiih. 54 62 45 41 29 17
Wheat 89 110 37 92 79 -
Barley 47 79 83 27 70 —
Mustard 129 139 172 122 141 99
Sugar 
cane (tf) 176 117 100 165 285 106
Tobacco 195 83 191 250 110 78
A.Rice (a) 120 103 150 n o 158 109
Sesamum
(a)
156 25 192 368 42 114
Net
cropped
area
79 67 59 81 63 91
Double
cropped
area
66 84* 58 35 91 57
Current
Pallow 428 581 570 629 61 167
Cultivable 
Waste 127 186 186 114 34 100
Hote: (a) Official estimates expressed as percentage of the 
figures from Ishaque Report.
findings of the Ishaque Report show that the official 
figures are underestimates. But the direction of error is 
just the opposite when comparison is made between the actual
d <1
official estimates for 1944/45 and the figures available 
from the Ishaque Report* Ror reasons to be discussed later 
on it is assumed that the official data on autumn rice up 
to 1940/41 are also underestimates* It is significant that 
except in the case of sesamum, the forecast figures are 
overestimates in those cases where the 'actual1 area exceeds 
the normal acreage under such crops (lable 1*1.)* However, 
at the regional level the margin of error in all the cases 
is not in the same direction*
A second independent check in the case of winter 
rice, autumn rice and jute is provided by the findings of 
the sample surveys conducted by the Indian Statistical 
Institute. For reasons already referred to here again 
direct comparison between these findings and the official 
forecast figures does not reflect the real margin of error 
in the latter* Secondly, acreage under the cultivation 
of jute was statutorily regulated from 1941/42 and it is, 
therefore, possible that the margin of error in these years 
was less than in the past. What is, however, significant 
is that the direction of error remains the same, except 
in the case of autumn rice for 1945/46 (lable 1*5*)*
Another independent check is provided by the 
figures available from the Reports on the Survey and Settle­
ment Operations in the districts. Here again, there is one 
important limitation. Ihese operations were started in 1888
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Table 1.3 ♦
| Crops Tears fSurvey !Official Col.4 as percentage
\
lEstimate Estimate jof Col. 3*
I CD (2 ) 1 (3)
s
(4)
1 (5)
j Jute 1943 /44
|
i 2755 2146 | 77
I 9 4 4 /4 5 j 2106 1694- 1 80t
I 9 4 5 /4 6 2520 2018 j 80
194-6 /471 2273 1493 j 66
! Autumn Rice I 9 4 4 /4 5 j 7873 8084 i 103*
} I 9 4 5 /4 6 j 6884 | 6671 97
I 1946 /47 6262 6699 107
Winter Rice {194-4./4-5 222Q1 18952 ; 84
[1945/46 21087
J____ ___ i 194-71
92
Source of the Survey estimate: Desai (op.cit.), p.8.
In the case of Winter Bice for 194*4-/4-5 the comparison is 
against the figures compiled by the Agricultural Department 
in the "usual procedure”. See: Calcutta Gazette, Yol.
CLYIII, No. 2049> p.532. All figures are in thousand acres.
and by 1920 ten districts (comprising 4*6 per cent of the 
total area of Bengal) were surveyed. The survey operations 
of the remaining seventeen districts were completed by 
194-0* During this long period acreage under the cultivation 
of different crops must have increased with the additional 
possibility that there were changes in the relative weights 
of particular crops in the total crop mix. Borne idea of 
such increase may be made from Table 1.4-. in which figures 
available from the Survey Reports are compared with the 
findings of the Ishaque Report.
(Table 1.4.
.Crops Battlement Ishaque Col. 2 as percen- J
jfigures Report tage of Col. 3* j
j C D   __________| (2) j (3) (4) |
fW. Rice 19093 20864 i 91
IA. Rice 6034 6652 j 90
j s .  Rice 384 j 556 j 69
jGram-e 511 | 597 | 85
j Wheat 166 199 | 83
| Barley 171 215 i 80
fHustard 412 554 j 74
[Sugarcane 153 174 87
flobacco& 143 1 165 ; 86a
fSesamumI 134 0
0 ro 163
JDouble cropped 
tare ai 6084
I 1 t *
j 8212 ; 74
I Cultivable waste 470Q> | 3994 119
jcurrent fallow 1411 | 956 i 147
Net cropped 
[area 28841
■1
I 30435 , 108
Source: Agricultural Statistics of Bengal and Ishaque
Report (opTcit. ) ♦ tQTl^igures are in thousands.
(These increases in the crop acreage \tfith the sole 
exception of sesamum are once again reflected in.the area 
designated as Ret Cropped Area, Double Cropped Area, Cul­
tivable Waste and Current Fallow. In view of this con­
sideration it is not possible to make any estimate about 
the magnitude of error in the official acreage statistics
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by comparing these with the settlement figures* Strictly 
speaking this is true even in the case of particular 
districts as it took several years (as many as 10 years in 
the case of Rajshahi district) to complete the survey 
operations. But even then the indications are unmistakfably 
clear. Table 1.5* in which the average of the official data 
for five years ending 1939/4-0 are compared with those 
available from the Settlement Reports confirms the earlier 
finding that there is considerable margin of error in the 
former. It is again significant that the direction of error 
in individual crops remains the same as in Table 1.2.
Table 1.5.
Crops
-  -U) _
Settlement
figures
(2)
Official
figures
C3L..
Col. 3 as percen­
tage of Col. 2. 
(4-)
W. Rice 19093 15699 83
A. Rice 6034- 5788 97
S. Rice 383 4-18 110
G-ram 511 256 50
Wheat 166 158 94-
Barley 171 158 92
Mustard 4-12 . 74-5 iaoo
Sugarcane 153 309 202
Tobacco 14*3 312 218
Sesamum 134* 181 150
Net cropped area 2884-1 24-303 84-
Double cropped 
area
6084- 5111 84-
Cultivable waste 4-780 5009 104-
Current fallow 14-11 6326 4-4-8
Note: All figures are in thousands.
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In the case of jute there are other independent 
sources which contain evidence to show that the official esti­
mates on aJ$3£eage are underestimates# For example, there is 
the 1!actual" total of jute., production as ascertained from 
trade statistics and village retention# The year-to-year 
discrepancies between the official estimates and such 
actuals are presented in Table 1.6# This shows that except
Table 1#6.
Tears Official
estimate
(1)
r*..— ...—  ~ —  ' ■
Exports, Hill Purchases & 
local consumption in the 
year. (2)
' Col. 1 as 
percentage 
of Col. 2.
1920-21 5915 7881 76
1921-22 3985 7953 57
1922-25 5408 6436 84
1923-24 8401 9421 89
1924-25 8062 9165 88
1925-26 8940 9407 95
1926-27 12132 12407 ' 98
1927-28 10188 11611 88
1928-29 9906 11097 89
1929-50 10335 11144 95
1950-31 11205 10320 109
1931-52 5542 6704 83
1952-35 7072 8874 80
1953-54 7987 8854 90
1954-35 8500 9966 86
1955-56 7215 8670 82
1956-37 9611 10932 88
1937-58 8656 10132 85
1958-39 6819 9920 69
1939-40 9738 10500 92
1940-41 13172 9714 135
i9zi.l-.42 5460 6840 80
1942-43 9047 9180 98
1943—44 ^990 7139 98
1944-45 6189 7650 89
igzj^ zi-e 7991 9121 88
Source: Director General of Commercial Intelligence and
Statistics, Estimates of Area and Yields of Principal 
Crops in India (Annualj# Figures"in thousand bales*
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for two years, 1929 and 1959* the departmental forecast
TGfigures on production are always underestimates. It 
has already, been shown (Table 1.3.) that this error in 
the three years from 194-3/4-4 to 194-6/4-7 is due to the under­
estimation in acreage statistics. The same trend emerges 
from the findings of the Ishaque Keport and another 
Plotwise Survey made in 194*0/4*1. Compared with these 
findings the official data on acreage are found to be under­
estimated by 17 per cent in the case of the former and 
52 per cent in the latter. For reasons to be discussed 
later it is believed that the error in the production 
figures of the earlier years is also due to the error in 
the official estimate of acreage under cultivation.^ This 
unreliability of the acreage data on jute is of particular 
significance in view of the fact that, unlike the case of 
other crops, these estimates are said to have been submitted 
by the presidents of the village panchayets and for this
16* These figures also include production of jute in Behar, 
Orissa, Assam and Cooch Behar. But only a small quan­
tity of jute was produced in these areas. It is 
reasonable to assume that this direction and margin of 
error are representative of Bengal. The Department of 
Agriculture sometimes revised upward the final forecast 
figures on acreage and production. The margins of 
error indicated in this Table would be bigger if com­
parison is made between final forecast figures on pro­
duction and Actuals1.
17* It will further be argued that indeed the margin of error 
was bigger than indicated in this Table.
so
1 o
reason these have "been regarded as reliable. Secondly, 
from 1941/4-2 the acreage under jute cultivation was con­
trolled under the Jute Regulating Act of 194-1.
The two other elements in the estimating formula 
of the final output of a crop are the "Standard Yield" 
and "Condition Factor". Both of these elements have been 
strongly criticised from time to time, but it is only 
recently that attempts are being made to quantify the mag­
nitude of error involved in them. Estimates of standard 
yields were worked out at the end of every fifth year on 
the basis of the crop-cutting experiments made during the 
preceding five years. Such estimates, once worked out, 
were taken to be the standard yield of the crops for the 
next 5 years. The definition of standard yield is the 
same as that of 'Normal Area' and as already mentioned was 
itself very confusing.^ But there were other limitations
of this procedure as it was pointed out by the National 
Income Committee. The experiments made by the district 
officials were not based on random sampling but on purposive 
sampling. Neither the size of the plot nor the number of 
experiments was adequate for the purpose of generalisation. 
The normal yield which was thus worked out was taken to be
18. Hanual, p. 13. 
19• Ibid., p. 7*
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the normal yield of the entire district irrespective of
20variations within the district* Some idea of the extent 
to which the subjective judgement of the officials was at 
work in the whole process of working out the standard yield 
may he made from the fluctuations of the figures on standard 
yield at different quinquennial periods which are presented
u
in {Table 1.7. It seems that the explanation of these
liable 1,7*
Crops Standard yields of Quinquennium beginning from
1916/17 1922/25 1927/28 1932/53 1937/38 1942/4-5
W,Rice 10566-45)10296-44) 10226-45) 11116+55) 1050(444) 1020(445)
A.Rice 871(4-53) 8886*56) 892(4-56) 1025(4-56) 914(4-40) 865(4-32)
Jute 158X4-21)1587(4-21) 158X+21) 15876*21) 15876*21) 1587(4-21)
Gram4 8674 826 811 935 853 738
Wheat 6981 688 721 816 788 685
Mus­
tard 480 485 485 624 571 555
Sesa-
mum 504 505 495 610 580 529
Lin- 1
seed 445 467 4-75 607 556 564
Sugar­
cane 2965 5004 5054 4645 4446 4588
Source: Official Standard Yield figures are available from
Estimates (op.cit,) and Reports on the Results of 
Crop-cutting Experiments^ p f e F i g u r e s '  within 
brackets indicate the range"oT^rror in the stan­
dards when these are compared with the simple averages 
of the findings of the Indian Statistical Institute, 
Ihe standard for jute is the simple average of the 
divisional averages which remained fixed since 1913* 
All yields are in lbs*
20, Govt, of India, Final Report of the Rational Income 
Committee (Delhi, 1954) / p. 25*™
variations have to be sought more in the influence of the 
personal judgement of the officials than in any change in 
the underlying determinants of yield.
This is further suggested by the comments made 
from time to time by different officials to justify these 
variations. Thus, while submitting the Report on the 
crop-cutting experiments in 1922 G. Evans, the Director of 
the Agricultural Department pointed out that the standard 
yields were not more accurate than in the past except in 
the case of jute and that reliability could not be uguaran­
teed" unless the whole work of the crop-cutting experiments
was taken up by the Department of Agriculture from the
21Department of Revenue* But in the next report submitted
in 1927 it was az'gued that the "present rates of yield may
be regarded as fairly accurate" as yields in almost all
22the crops remained stationary. The criterion of relia­
bility again changed in 1932 when it was argued that as 
most of the experiments in the preceding quinquennium were 
made by the "trained officers of the Agricultural Depart­
ment with due care and accuracy greater reliance can be
21. Govt, of Bengal, Report on the Crop-cutting Experiments 
During the Quinquennium from 1917/18 to 1921722,
a^T^ Si^ ariy^ j;" p. 1.— — —  ----- —
22. Govt, of Bengal, Quinquennial Report on the Crop- 
cutting Experiments for the years 1922723 to" 1925/27» 
(Calcutta, 1927)V pVT.
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placed on the data on which the average yields have been 
23based.M ^ The standard yields of all the crops showed a
decline in the next quinquennia. This was ascribed to the
deficient and very uneven distribution of rainfall during
oh,
major parts of the past five years*
However, the usual assumption that the standard 
yield figures are unreliable is once again borne out by 
the findings of crop-cutting experiments made by the Indian 
Statistical Institute under the supervision of Professor P.O. 
Hahalanobis• But the general direction of error is oppo­
site to what has been found in the case of acreage data.
Thus, except for jute in 1942/4J and 1943/44 when experi­
ments were made respectively in 9 and 15 districts and autumn 
rice in 1944/45 the official standard yield figures were 
found to be overestimates (Table 1.8.). The magnitude of 
overestimation increases when average of these yield 
figures are compared with the standard yield figures worked 
out by the Agricultural Department at the end of every 
quinquennial period (Table 1.70* The margin of error
23* Govt, of Bengal, Quinquennial Reports on the Crop-
cutting Exerpiments for the years 1927/28' ¥o"193l732, 
Xtialcutta, 1932), p. 3•
24. Govt* of India, Director General of Commercial Intel­
ligence and Statistics, Quinquennial Report on the 
Average yields per acre of Principal crops in India 
f'or the Period ending 195^7?? i (Calcutta, 1941)»
This argument is, however, contradicted by the evidence 
on seasonal condition except in the case of winter and 
autumn rice*
Table 1.8.
Crops
(1)
1 Years
i i1 1
! ] 
t (2) 1
Sample
Survey
Estimates
(lbs)
(3)
^Official 
Estimates 
| (Its)
j (4)si
Col* 4* as per­
centage of
Col. 3.
(5)
Jute 1942/43 j 1522 ! 1188 78
i 1943/44 j 1251 j 1136 91
1 1944/45 1 1267 j 1465 116 1
! 1945/46 |
i i
1254 j 1251 101
j 1946/47 j 930 | 1210J 130
A. Rice | 1944/45 | 773
i
732 95
| 1945/46 i 617 1 691
1
112
! 1946/4? | 576 1 658 114
W. Rice j 1943/44 | 732 | 815 111
1 1944-/45 { 70S j 839 119j 1945/46 I 704 1 8 5 6 121
Source: Desai, op« ext•, p . 15.
Yield figures on winter riee for 194-5/46 are taken from 
P.O. Mahalccnobis, “Recent Experiments in Statistical Sampling 
in the Indian Statistical Instituten, Journal of the Royal 
Statistical Society, Part IV, 1946, p • 544. '
reaches the highest point in the figures estimated in 
1931/32. The explanation seems to lie in two changes which 
were introduced in this quinguSmiuin in working out the 
normal yield figures. On an examination of the returns in 
1911/12 it was recognised by the government of India that 
the results were not reliable and the provincial
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governments were asked to transfer the crop-cutting experi­
ments to the Department of Agriculture. But except in 
the case of jute this could not he done before the quin­
quennium beginning from 1927/28. As already pointed out, 
in the Beport submitted in 1932 it was argued that as 
majority of the experiments were made by "trained1 officers 
of the Agricultural Department the standard yield figures 
could be taken as reliable. It is not known if the pro­
cedure of crop-cutting experiments improved at all as a 
result of this transfer.^ On the other hand it is 
believed that at least in one respect the position deter­
iorated. The transfer of the crop-cutting experiments 
coincided with the increased endeavour on the part of the 
Department of Agriculture to popularise the unproved 
varieties of seeds evolved at the departmental experimental 
centres. It is possible that the increase which was known 
to have taken place from the records of the areas sown with 
selected seeds was very "imperfectly shown in the figures 
This may be the cause of the excess of the yield shown by 
the recent crop-cutting edperiments over the standard."
23* The Royal Commission recommended that every provincial 
Department of Agriculture should have a Statistical 
Officer, see Beport, vol. 1, p. 617* But this was 
not complied with.
26. Robertson and Bowley, op.cit., p. 39*
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This increase in yield would have been mucb smaller if the
former practice of averaging the standard yield estimated
at the end of a quinquennium with the figures of the
previous two quinquennia was adhered to# But this was 
27abandoned* { This practice was, however, revived in the 
next quinquennium when the average yield of all the crops 
estimated from the results of the crop-cutting experiments
pQ
showed a decline.
The estimation of the condition factor was com­
pletely based on subjective judgement and is, therefore, 
likely to be more unreliable* Under Rule 25 of the Manual 
the primary reporting agencies and the district officials
were required to estimate the condition of current yield in
pq
terms of total annas in one rupee.  ^ From this it seems 
that the same agencies (circle and thana officer and 
tahsilder) who submitted the acreage statistics also esti­
mated the seasonal condition of the current yield, though 
here again, the usual assumption has been made that these 
were provided by the chowkidars. Yield per acre depends
27 • Report on the Quinquennial Crop-cutting Experiments
~tl i   ■ ! _T m. ■ L i i • I ■ BT |l |
ending 1956/37, op.cit., p * 1*
28. Ibid., p. 1*
29*''MamiaXg- p. 11*
30. For example, see Desai, op.cit., p. 12.
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on far more numerous factors than does acreage under cul­
tivation and these are more likely to,escape the visual 
impression of the reporting agencies on the hasis of which 
estimates were made* Therefore, the contention that the 
guesses made by the officials about acreage under culti­
vation could not but be unreliable applies to the forecast 
of the seasonal condition with greater force * Again, 
as in the case of the acreage statistics this basic defect 
was compounded by the procedure which was laid down for 
quantifying the seasonal condition. Under the same Rule 
it was provided that 12 annas was to represent a normal crop 
and 16 annas a bumper one. This 1annawari1 estimate was
converted into percentage estimate in the office of the
32Director of Agriculture. But the significant feature 
that emerges from Table 1.9, is that in almost every year 
the yield per acre is below the 'normal1 or 'standard*.
Attempts have been made to explain these lower 
'annawari' estimates in different ways. . The one reason 
which has been most widely referred to is the supposed 
pessimism of the village chowkidars. Thus, it was pointed 
out by Meek that the Fatwari or the Chaukidar "being
31* But the Royal Commission argued that "it is easy to
take an exaggerated“view of the consequent inaccuracy". 
op.cit., p. 608.
52* Manual, op.cit., p. 12.
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Table 1*9,
(Quinquennial average of Oondition Factor)
|Crops ! 1924/25 | 1929/50 11934/55
i
! 1939/40 j1944/45
I
[¥. Sice
f
| 92 | 91 ! 91 ; 88 i 82
|A. Bice 1 80
f 77 j 87 i 75 1 801
I'Wheat i 74 1 75 | 79
76 | 72
fGraigl j 65 1 66 i 77 73 j  74
ildnseed
i
70 1 68 : 75 73 i  7!
jSesamum 71 ! 74- ; 80 77 t  75
I Mustard
7 6
i  75 ;  83 : 79 !  72
i
jSugarcane j  81
i  8 2 ; 89 83 j  76
jTobacco j  90 1 95 :  90 83 ! 80j
Source: Season and Cron Report* Seasonal Conditions of
Summer Rice, Barley and Jute were not published.
generally untrained and generally pessimistic by nature is 
hardly able to form correct estimate of the out turn in 
terms of the normal crop. His idea of a normal crop is 
that which he longs to see but rarely sees and the result 
is that the standard with which he compares a crop is really 
something above the normal. Consequently his estimates 
generally fall below the mark. As already pointed out
it is doubtful if the chowkidars really submitted any crop
33* Heport of the Royal Commission, op.cit., Evidence,
Vol. 1, Part II , p* Tffie same vxew was taken by
the Director of the Agricultural Department, Govt, of 
Bengal, Vol. IV, p. 14. Bee also, H. Binha, "Indian 
Agricultural Statistics", The Journal of the Royal 
Statistical Society, 1934, Part 1, pp.
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estimates. But even if it is accepted that they did so, 
the question remains whether the estimates of the seasonal 
condition of the annual yield really reflect such a natural 
pessimism on the part of the chowkidars or, for that matter 
on the part of the thana or circle officers. Discrepancies 
observed between the findings of the Indian Statistical 
Institute and the quinquennial averages of the actual 
yields per acre worked out on the basis of such standard 
are shown in Table 1.10. Two points clearly emerge from
Table 1.10.
(Percentage overestimation (+) or underestimation (-) in 
the quinquennial yield per acre)
Crops 1920/24 1925/29 | 1930/34 11935/39 !j 1940/44 ]
¥. Rice +28 +26 +28 +50
1—i +
A. Eice +7 +3 j +15 j +9 +10 |
Jute -1 +6 ! +12f j +10 +3 i
Source: Gomputed from figures in the Appendix.
this Table. Firstly, the primary reporting agencies 
(chowkidars or thana or circle officers) do not seem to have 
been pessimistic at all, because they did not underestimate 
but overestimated the average yield per acre. Thus, if it 
is believed that the trends indicated in this Table are of
6 0
any significance, it seems that they were overoptimistic. 
Secondly, since the standard yields were worked out on the 
basis of the results of the crop-cutting experiments it is 
reasonable to argue, on a priori considerations, that these 
are less unreliable than the condition factor estimated 
by the primary reporting agencies. But actually the 
position is just the reverse, i.e. the standard yields are 
more unreliable. Considered in this context the fact that 
the yield figures estimated by the primary reporting 
agencies (though overestimates in themselves) are always 
below the normal has one beneficial effect - it reduces 
the margin of error in the standard.
In view of this evidence it is difficult to accept 
the view that because of their natural pessimism the 
"annawari1 estimates made by the primary reporting agencies 
put the actual yield per acre below the normal. What could 
be the alternative explanation? According to Desai,
11 sometimes the Director concerned intuitively considered the 
standard yield as too high and ruled a lower 'anna' equi­
valent for the normal and in this case the primary purpose 
was not to correct the underestimation of the patwari, but
to correct the overestimation in the results of the selective
'54-crop-cutting experiments. It is not known how far in
34. Op.cit., p. 13*
the generality of cases this was true. But, so far as 
Bengal is concerned, there are many instances in which the 
Condition Factor of winter rice and autumn rice for the whole 
province as worked out from the fannawari* estimates of 
the districts were revised upward by the Director:?' of 
Agriculture because he believed that the condition of the 
current yield was much better than reported. This seems 
to suggest that it was the primary reporting agencies who 
were aware of the fact that the standards were highly 
pitched and, therefore, deliberately put the ^nnawari1 
estimates below the normal.^ Another possible explanation
is the fear expressed by the Agricultural Department with 
regard to the acreage statistics - that there was a tendency 
on the part of the reporting agencies to confuse the normal 
with the maximum.
According to another school of thought the primary
33* W.C. Reale has suggested the possibility that the sup­
pression of the increase in yield per acre was due to 
the nationalist politics of 1920s and 1930s which wanted 
to discredit the foreign government. Bee his Economic 
Change in Rural India: Land Tenure and Reform in Utter
Pradesh, 1500-1955 (Yale University Press," 1952), p. *
So far as Bengal is concerned the evidence presented 
here suggests an opposite possibility. For further 
evidence of how the standard yield figures for the 
quinquennium beginning from 1937/38 were distorted by 
Finlaw, the Director of Agriculture, see Paddy and Rice 
Enquiry Report, vol. 11, p. 18.
36. Manual, p. 9*
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reporting agencies tended to overestimate bad years and
67underestimate good ones* In tbe absence of any positive
evidence to indicate the true position regarding tbe yield 
per acre it is difficult to say anything about the merit 
of such an assumption. What is, however, important is 
that such a tendency, even if true, does not seem to create 
any problem so far as the measurement of trend rate is con­
cerned. For, if there were the same number of bad years 
and good years within the period under review it is possible 
that the overestimation and underestimation approximately can­
celled out each other to leave the trend rates unaffected.^ 
Another aspect of the procedure of estimating 
the seasonal condition which has been given considerable 
importance is the fact that the condition could be expressed ' 
in the form of integral number of "annas11. y Because of 
this practice, it has been argued, when the *annawari* 
estimates were first reported they were likely to be in
57* National Income Committee, p. 27* The same view has 
been taken by V.G. Pause, "Trends of Areas and Yields 
of Principal Crops in India", Agricultural Situation 
in India, vol. VII, No. 3 (June, 195277 p. 14-4.
33. This assumption will be elaborated later on.
39* S* Subramaniam, "Production and Prices", Guide to
Current Official Statistics, vol. 1, 3rd edition, 1945, 
pp7753“26. See'"aTso George Blyn, Agricultural Trends 
in India, 1891-1947: Output, Availability and Produc­
tivity," (University" of Pennsylvania Press, 196677 p* 48; 
K.M. Hukerji, Levels of Economic Activity and Public 
Expenditure in India (Poona, 1964), p. 16.
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excess of or below tbe true value to tbe extent of half an 
anna. Tbe error could not bave been a serious one in tbe 
case of nearly a normal crop, but for a crop much below 
tbe normal it could be large* If tbe errors were random, 
tbe ultimate margin of error would bave been small* But 
it bas been further argued that tbese were systematic and, 
therefore, tbe condition factor as finally worked out is 
much smaller than tbe actual figure by a large percentage.
In tbe case of Bengal, however, such an error seems to 
bave been very small. Firstly, Rule 25 of tbe Manual 
required tbe primary reporting agencies to submit tbe esti­
mates of tbe seasonal condition not only in terms of an 
integral number of annas but also its fractions. Fraction 
could be ignored only if it was smaller than one-tentb. 
Secondly, under tbe same Rule a weighted average of tbe anna
outturns of a crop in tbe different parts of tbe district
4-0was taken to represent tbe district estimate.
Tbe procedure of estimating tbe seasonal con­
dition was different in tbe case of jute. Tbe average 
yield of jute for every district was estimated by tbe 
Director of Agriculture after consultation with tbe district 
officers. Tbe basis was tbe results obtained from crop-
40. Hanual. p. 11.
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cutting experiments and information from cultivators who
41had harvested their crops* The average yield so obtained 
was then expressed as a percentage of the divisional 
normal fixed in 1913* Tbe seasonal condition which was 
thus worked out considerably reduces but, does not fully 
offset, the high margin of error in the standard yield*
It is only in the fourth quinquennium that the direction 
of error changes*
Discrepancies between the 'actual* and estimated 
production of jute has already been presented in Table 1.6* 
Dow the evidence that the official data overestimates the 
yield per acre of jute largely substantiate the assumption 
already made; that the real magnitude of error in the 
acreage statistics is much larger than indicated in this 
Table ,^2
I
Prom the preceding discussion it is clear that 
the official acreage statistics are in most cases under­
estimates and the yield figures overestimates. But as 
most of the existing works on Indian agriculture are at the 
aggregate level no attempt has been made to quantify fully
4-1» Mamml p, P • 13 •
42. The Bengal Jute Enquiry Committee of 1939» however, 
argued- that the standard yield figures were not as 
unreliable as they were made out to be. The committee 
further erred in assinning that the crop-cutting experi­
ments were made by the Presidents of the Union Boards* 
See Report, vol. 1, op.cit*, p. 90.
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the range of error and much less to revise the official
4*5statistics in the light of the independent data available. ^
At the all-India level the problem which has been more
acutely faced and has been sought to be solved by some
authors is the non-availability of crop statistics for
44-certain areas. So far as the error in the available
statistics is concerned it has usually been argued, on
different assumptions, that such errors would not introduce
any significant bias in the trend rates.
Thus, according to Thomas and Shastry, for the
purpose of comparison between the trends of population and
food supply the deficiencies of the agricultural statistics
are not serious, "because the errors are more or less
systematic". They further argue that if the "annawari
estimates are more or less guesses, they have been so for
the whole period under consideration. Therefore whatever
error there is, is common for the whole period". Thus,
according to these au.thors the crop statistics, though
inadequate for the estimation of total food supply are
4*5helpful for time comparisons. ^ Blyn proceeds on the same
43. There seems to be only one such study, K.L. Datta, 
Beport on the Enquiry into the Causes of Bise of 
Prices in India (Calcutta, 1914).
Borne' adjustments are also made by Desai and Blyn, 
op.cit.. These will be commented upon later on.
44. Bor example see Blyn and Mukherji, op.cit.
45* P*J. Thomas and N.S.B. Shastry, Indian Agricultural 
Statistics, (University of Madras, 1939)> P* 89*
assumption and argues that "neither the degree of error
nor the likelihood of an error distribution making for
maximum bias, was sufficiently large to significantly
affect the British India trend rates for aggregates of
46crops over the whole period*!l Mukherji accepts the 
assumption made by Panse that there was a tendency among 
the crop reporters to overestimate production in bad seasons 
and underestimate it in good ones - and argues that the 
tendency towards underestimation is of a comparatively 
recent origin - late twenties* Therefore, he concludes 
that "for the purpose of general comparison over a long 
period of fifty years or more this element of underestimation 
is not likely to be of great significance* On the whole, 
therefore, it would seem that working on the basis of 
agricultural output figures corrected for uniform coverage, 
subjecttto certain recognised shortcomings that have already 
been noted, is justified*"^ The same conclusion could be 
drawn on the basis of an opposite view put forward by 
Subramardam* He argues that if the errors were random ones 
the successive averaging may be expected to make the error
46. Blyn, op * cit *, pp* 55-56. He concedes that there could 
be some improvement in the accuracy of the estimates 
but argues "some of the bias which would have resulted 
from this was removed, however, by the adjustment of 
the yield per acre series where changes in the parameters 
of estimation evidently occurred."
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as small as possible. But these errors are systematic
48ones and are known to have strong downward bias. In
such a case the height of the trend line would be affected, 
but not the rate of change.
On a priori considerations it is difficult to 
accept any of these hypotheses to the complete rejection of 
the others. But in the light of the evidence already 
presented, Subramaniam's assumption seems to be the most 
relevant one for the acreage statistics up to the year 
1940/41. From the point of view of individual crops, 
however, the position of Bengal seems to justify the assump­
tions of both Thomas and Shastry on the one hand and 
Subramaniam on the other in the sense that acreage statistics 
on certain crops are underestimates and those on others 
overestimates and the margin of error remains uniform up to 
the year 1940/41. On the inspection of the acreage data 
presented in the Appendices it seems that there are only 
four crops - sugarcane, jute, sesamum and gram# - where this 
underlying assumption does not hold good. It seems that 
the volume of underestimation in gram# is reduced from 
1936/57 and that of overestimation is increased in the case 
of sesamum and sugarcane respectively from 1937/36 and 1931/32
48. Op.cit., pp. 3-4*
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For jute the range of error is more marked in the first 
quinquennium and the depression period* Then the general 
pattern changes beginning from 1941/42 in the case of 
winter rice and autumn rice and 194-2/4-3 in the case of 
other crops when the upward movements in the acreage statis­
tics started. The only exceptions are seen in the case 
of sugarcane and tobacco. The series remains stable in 
the case of the first and for the latter there is a drop in 
the acreage under cultivation.
In the official publications these increases 
were variously described as due to the "Revision of Estimates", 
"Success of the Grow More Food Campaign" and "Favourable 
weather conditions".^ It is possible that there was an 
extension of cultivation as a result of the Grow More Food 
Campaign and a relative shift in the acreage under food 
crops in view of the famine. What, however, seems to be 
certain is that such increase was very marginal.^0 Under
49# Any increase or decrease of 10 per cent or upward in the 
acreage data of a year from those of the preceding year 
was accounted for in the Agricultural Statistics of 
Bengal. (annual).
30. This was also the belief of the contemporaries. Thus 
Dr Rao commented that the campaign was "being criticised 
all over the country both by economists as well as by 
laymen" and that the real increase under food crops 
brought about by this campaign was smaller than claimed 
by the Government. See his article, "fGrow More Food 
Policy* in India", The Indian Journal of Agricultural 
Economics, vol. IV, No. 1 (March, 1949), p7 239#
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conditions of adverse man-land ratio and the inadequacy of 
food supply it is difficult to see why before 194-1/4-2 the 
acreage under the cultivation of all crops, particularly 
of rice, should have decreased to such an extent as to be 
much lower than even the figures ascertained by the cadastral 
surveys. It is well-known that the physical and climatic 
conditions of Bengal should have made the extension of 
cultivation to the possible limits relatively easy. There­
fore when the growth of population was pressing upon the 
available food supply it is reasonable to believe that the 
scope for the extension of cultivation in the 194-Os was 
not as big as it was made out to be by the Agricultural 
Department. These considerations make it fairly clear 
that by showing the increase in the acreage data as due 
to the success of the Grow More Food Campaign and favourable 
weather conditions the Department was actually reducing the 
margin of underestimation in the acreage data. The only 
exceptions seem to have been sesamum and mustard where the 
margin was being increased. It is significant that the 
Agricultural Department did not ascribe all the increases 
to these factors either - in large number of cases these 
were accounted for by the revision of estimates. It is 
further significant that, unlike in the earlier years, these 
revisions were almost uniformly in the upward direction.
The cumulative effect of all these considerations make it
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quite obvious that tbe assumption that tbe range of error 
(whether in tbe direction of overestimation or underesti­
mation) was uniform over tbe entire period, leaving tbe 
percentage rate of change more or less unaffected, does 
not bold good in tbe case of Bengal, Therefore, it is 
proposed to revise tbe acreage statistics of all tbe crops 
by taking tbe findings of tbe Isbaque Report as Point 
estimates* However, tbe trend rates of tbe official series 
on acreage and output are also measured and presented along 
with those of tbe revised data to facilitate comparison*
As already mentioned Panse has argued that there 
was a tendency among the crop reporters to overestimate 
production in bad seasons and underestimate it in good ones* 
Muk&erji extends this thesis to tbe case of tbe acreage 
under cultivation and argues that
"acreage of particular crops would bave a 
tendency to be underreported when, for one 
reason or another, there is a tendency for 
acreage and production of that particular crop 
or particular group of crops to increase*
Any measure of underestimation of crop acreage 
on tbe basis of tbe figures of a particular 
year is, therefore, not likely to provide one 
with a measure of underreporting that can be 
used for correcting tbe officially published 
figures for crop output *T! 51
It is not known bow far this assumption is valid at tbe
all-India level* But so far as Bengal is concerned tbe
available evidence does not seem to substantiate tbe type
52of relationship suggested by Muk&erji. Thus, the
difficulty seen by him in the way of the proposed revision 
does not seem to be genuine.
Such a difficulty may, however, be seen to arise 
from a different consideration. The acreage data show a 
good deal of fluctuations from year to year. This raises 
the question as to how far the predicted values of the 
departmental estimates for 1944/4-5 can be taken as a proxy 
for the actual estimates which would have been made in case 
the Grow Hore Pood campaign was not launched and the Plot- 
to-Plot Enumeration was not undertaken. If it is argued 
that such actual estimates would have been higher than the 
predicted values, it is clear that the discrepancies which 
are observed exaggerate the range of underestimation.
The case would be reverse, If, on the other hand, it is 
argued that such values would have been lower than the 
predicted values. Obviously it is not possible to make any 
guess as to whether the actual estimates would have been 
lower or higher or fortuitously similar to the predicted 
values. But as a matter of fact again there are not any 
genuine difficulties in the way of the proposed revision.
52. Bee Chapter on Supply Bespouse.
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The discrepancies observed between the findings of the 
Ishaque Report and the predicted values may exaggerate or 
underestimate the actual range of error in the official 
series, but under the proposed plan these are being 
uniformly distributed.
Technically, there are two problems which pose a 
real difficulty. Firstly, no allowance is being made for 
any seasonal fluctuations in the years for xvhich different 
adjustment factors are being used, i.e. 1941/42 to 1945/44 
in the case of winter rice and 1942/45 and 1945/44 in the 
case of other crops excluding sugarcane and sesamum. 
Secondly, no account is being taken of any increase which 
may have been due to the Grow More Pood Campaign and a run 
of favourable weather conditions. But it seems that the 
effect of these shortcomings on the percentage rate of 
acreage change will be very marginal and may perhaps lie 
within the margin of error which is inevitable from the very 
nature of agricultural statistics.
Before proceeding further to discuss the details 
of the planned revision adjustments of the available data 
made by some authors may be briefly reviewed. It is con­
venient to start with the important work by Batta. He 
rejects the figures on acreage under cultivation, standard 
yield and Condition Factor as these had their origin in 
the guess work of the chowkidars and revises the data in
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the light of the first-hand data which he and his assistants 
were able to obtain from their tours* Thus, Datta revises 
all the three components of crop output* It seems that 
his assistants were neither the regular officials of the 
Agricultural Department nor residents of the locality for 
which they supplied the data* Therefore, it is reasonable 
to assume that they had much less familiarity with the 
agricultural conditions of the country than the usual crop 
reporters. Thus, it is difficult to see how statistics 
obtained by such enquiries could be any better than the 
ones submitted by the regular agencies* This is particularly 
so in view of the fact that conditions of the great variety 
of crops both with regard to acreage under cultivation and 
yield differ so much in the different parts of the sub­
continent *
Blynfs primary interest is in making adjustments 
for areas for which acreage or yield or both were not 
reported and in this respect his work is a significant 
contribution* But in doing so he also revises the yield 
figures of some crops of Madras, Bombay-Sind and United 
Province as it appears to him that there is no real basis 
for the radical jump in the yield of those years. There­
fore he assumes that the changes were due to the difference 
in the government's crop estimation and raises (or lowers) 
the yield for all years up to the year of change by the
percentage required to make tlie straight line trend of that
of
year equal to the yieldastraight line trend in the following 
period extending hack one year, There seems to he hardly 
any douht ahout Blynfs hasic assumption nor much objection 
against his method of correction as such. As already 
shown a more or less similar situation is noticed in Bengal 
in the early thirties when the crop-cutting experiments 
were transferred to the Department of Agriculture, It has 
also heen argued that the quinquennial averages of yield 
which are expected to he free from the influence of seasonal 
fluctuations show considerable difference in many cases and 
the explanation for this has to he sought mainly in the 
differences in the subjective judgement of the reporting 
agencies. But it seems that in building up a reliable 
estimate of crop output for the whole sub-continent it is 
not sufficient to correct the figures of one or two Provinces 
alone. For, apart from Madras and Bombay there are many 
other Provinces in which radical changes are noticed in 
the yield of particular quinquennium, (Table 1.11.).
Obviously these changes are as much the result of change in 
the governments crop estimation as observed by Blyn in 
Bombay-Sind, Madras and United Province. But he does not 
attempt any correction in such cases. Thus, his estimates 
of all-India crop output are only partially corrected.
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Table 1.11. -
'Crop -Province Tears Yield Yield 1 Col. 5 as
I a ) (2) (3)
V
(4) j
in next 
5 years
(5)
5 percentage 
j of Col. 4.
! .
jRice
?
Sind 1931-35
r
961 lbs! 853 lbs • 89
\
jRice United Province 1936-40 628 \
\
556 j 88
ji
! Wheat
i
’Central Province 1921-25 645 j418 ] 65
j
\ Jowari Sind 1931-35 Kl5 366 1 88
1jBarley United Province 1931-35 919 785 85
iGram^
I
United Province 1921-25 751 :589 •  ?8
jGram|!- Central Province 1921-25
■J
3*79 386 64
1
jSugar-
fcane
l H1
Punj ab 1936-40 :i?49 12425 139
*Bombay 1931-35
t
5906 j4910 85
*
1936-40:4910 116960 : 142
Source : Blyn, op.cit.
Finally, the important work by Desai may be referred
to. His method of correction of the available statistics 
is more straightforward and the coverage is once again 
very incomplete. For example, so far as Bengal is con­
cerned, he finds that the three independent sources already 
referred to indicate, on average, an underestimation of 
10 per cent in the acreage under the cultivation of rice and, 
therefore, revises the data accordingly. It has already
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been pointed out how any direct comparison against the 
figures available from these three sources cannot be 
expected to reflect the real volume or error in the official 
data* On the other hand according to the procedure 
followed in this work it is quite clear that the margin of 
error is much bigger. Again, the underestimation in the 
acreage under the other crop of Bengal corrected by him 
- grams - is much larger than only 25 thousand acres which 
he adds to the officially published data. Desai does not 
change the yield per acre and the only adjustment in the 
official estimates of output is caused by the correction 
of the corresponding acreage data. But in the light of 
the evidence presented to the effect that yield figures 
are generally overestimated it seems that this procedure 
is once again defective. The primary interest of Desai*s 
work is in building up an estimate of consumer expenditure 
in the sub-continent. Therefore, unlike the present work, 
it is not the percentage rate of change but the estimation 
of the physical volume of crop output which is important. 
Considered in this context his method of correction and 
its coverage of only a few crops seems to be of considerable 
significance.
The details of the revision are as follows:
Acreage data on winter rice up to 1940/4-1 and those on 
net cropped area, double cropped area, current fallow,
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cultivable waste, summer rice, wheat, barley, g r a m , 
tobacco and mustard up to 194-1/4-2 are revised according 
to the formula:
%  = Ti
where R = revised figures, P = official forecast figures,
P = predicted volume of official estimates for 194-4-/4*5,
I » figures from Ishaque Report and i = 1920/21 to 194-1/4-2. 
The product of I/P is called the adjustment or revision 
factor, 'Thus, if the acreage under the cultivation of a 
crop for a particular year, say 1920, was 1800 acres, the 
predicted values for 194-4-/4-5 2000 acres and the corresponding 
figure from the Ishaque Report 2500 acres, the revised data 
were:
2070 = 1800 ( g g g )  (4 )
Clearly the adjustment factor in this case is 1.11.
The formula who used for the period from 194-1/4-2
to 194-3/44* is as follows:
T P* y i
n  " D
K? = S'* (-!---£-) (5)
J_ -L Tjl ♦
i
where R* = revised figure for the year i, P* = corresponding
forecast figure and P* = predicted value. In other words
this means that the forecast values are replaced by the
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product of the predicted values and adjustment factor.
Thus, if the predicted value of the acreage under the 
cultivation of crop in 194-1/4-2 is 1980 acres, the corres­
ponding forecast figure 2100 acres and the other values 
remain the same as in the previous example the revised 
value is obtained as follows:
1980 x
2277 = 2100 (-- — ) (6)
The procedure followed in the case of autumn 
rice, jute , sugarcane and sesamum are slightly different.
As already pointed out the Agricultural Department published 
their own estimates on the acreage under autumn rice for 
194-4-/4-5 and when comparison is made with the findings of 
the Ishaque Report these are found to be considerably over­
estimated. On the other hand the predicted values are 
considerably lower. That the departmental figures up to 
194-0/4-1 are underestimates has also been shown by comparing 
these with the figures available from the Settlement Reports, 
In view of these considerations the revision factors for 
the period up to 194-0/4-1 are obtained, as in the case of 
other crops, by dividing the findings of the Ishaque Report 
by the predicted values, despite the fact that the actual 
official estimates for 194-4-/4-5 are available. No revision 
is attempted in the case of acreage data for 194-1/4-2 and 
194-2/4-3 as these are more or less similar to the product of 
the predicted values and the revision factors. On the
other hand, the departmental estimates for 1943/44 and 
1944/45 are similar and these have been brought down to 
the level of the findings of the Ishaque Report.
Eor jute it has been shown that the official 
estimates of production are always underestimated but the 
range of underestimation is not uniform over all the 
quinquennial periods (Table 1.12.)#
Table 1.12.
Years Estimated Production j 
as percentage of 'actuals' j
1920-1924 79
1925-1929 93 i
1931-1935 : 75
1935-1940 ; 84-
1941-1945 i 91 !
Thus, the range of error is the largest in the third quin­
quennium and this may be due to the fact that the success of 
the departmental propaganda for the voluntary restriction 
of jute cultivation during the Depression years was not as 
successful as it was supposed. On the other hand this 
volume is the smallest during the last five years when the 
acreage under jute cultivation was statutorily regulated.
In view of these noArevision factor has "been used for the 
entire period. Instead, the cpuinquennial averages of 
acreage have been marked up on the basis of the discrepancy 
found between the official estimates of jute production and 
the ‘actual* production as ascertained from trade statistics* 
It is clear that this procedure does not take care of the 
entire range of error in the acreage data because there is 
considerable overestimation in the figures on the yield 
per acre.
In the case of sugarcane no significant upward
movement is noticed in the acreage statistics from 194-1/4*2
and the departmental estimates for 194-4-/4*5 are available.
But there is one consideration which apparently makes it
difficult to assume a uniform margin of error over the entire
period* As the Great Depression set in propaganda was
launched for the extension of the acreage under sugarcane*
This coincided with a sudden increase in the official
estimate of sugarcane acreage beginning from 1931/32*
This may raise doubt as to the reliability of the full
increase thus shown* But there are at least two factors
which make it reasonable to believe that there was actually
some increase in the cultivation of this crop* These were
the boost given to the sugar industry by the grant of
protection since 1928 and the distribution of an Unproved
variety of seeds. Por these reasons acreage under sugarcane 
have been uniformly deflated on the basis of the over-
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estimation found by comparing the officially published data 
against the findings of the Ishaque Report.
A similar procedure is followed in the case of 
sesamum. This is due to the fact that the departmental 
estimates for 1944-/45 are available. Secondly, -unlike the 
case of other crops the upward movement in the acreage series 
is noticed from 1943/44. Acreage figures of sugarcane and 
sesamum for 1945/46 were not revised in the light of the 
data available from the Ishaque Report* These are, there­
fore, corrected on the assumption that the margin of error 
is the same as in 1944/45*
Data on the yield per acre of the different crops 
raise more complicated problems. This is because, as 
already pointed out, yield depends on larger number of 
factors than does acreage under cultivation. The most 
important of these is rainfall. But yield does not depend 
only on the quantum of rainfall, but its proper seasonal 
distribution. Secondly, the Department of Agriculture 
devoted most of its resources to the distribution of the 
improved variety of seeds evolved at the departmental 
experimental centres. It was claimed that these seeds 
could raise productivity by 25 per cent. By the late 
thirties almost the whole of the acreage under sugarcane 
and considerable area under jute were being sown with these 
seeds. On the other hand, critics pointed out that the
new seeds were tested only in the betto?; soils and thus felt 
sceptical about the reliability of the yield differentials 
between the traditional and the new seeds as worked out by 
the Agricultural Department. These considerations make it 
very difficult to guess the variations in yield over the 
quinquennial periods* Ideally, a multiple regression with 
the known variables relating to yield might be attempted.
But the volume of calculation which would be involved in 
working out the yield of thirteen crops grown in 27 districts 
over a period of 26 years is beyond the scope of the 
present work. Moreover, data are available only on rain­
fall and price and partly on the new seeds distributed.
hen1, independent estimates on yield are available for 
only three crops - winter rice, autumn rice and jute. In 
view of these difficulties no independent revision of the 
official data on yield has been attempted. Instead, out­
put of the crops have been revised on the same basis as in 
acreage statistics•
Sources of data and minor adjustments
All'the statistics on the acreage under the culti­
vation of different crops and the areas designated as 
Net Cropped Area, Double Cropped Area, Current Fallow and 
Cultivable Waste are obtained from the Season and Crop 
Reports. Issued annually by the Department of Agriculture
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Government of Bengal, this was the basic publication on 
all agricultural statistics. The Season and Crop Re-ports 
were published immediately after the final forecasts and 
included figures available from these forecasts. Acreage 
statistics are available also from the Agricultural 
Statistics of Bengal, another annual publication of the 
Department of Agriculture, This was a later publication 
and the idea was to make available the crop statistics in 
their final form, i.e. after any revision made to the final 
forecast figures. But on inspection it is found that the 
data available from these two publications are identical 
except in only a few cases. Therefore, no adjustment has 
been made in the data collected from the Season and Crop 
Reports. The Agricultural Statistics also contained crop 
data available from the cadastral surveys (whether com­
pleted or in progress) and explanation for any major varia­
tion in the crop statistics of the current year from those 
of the preceding year. Data on the seasonal condition of 
the current yield per acre of the different crops are 
available only from the Season and Cron Reports. Figures 
on standard yields are obtained from the Reports on the 
Results of the Quinquennial Crop-cutting Experiments. These 
are available also from the Estimates of Area and Yields of. 
Principal Crons in India. Data on standard yields for
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the last quinquennium are taken from the Calcutta Gazette*
In some cases, however, figures on Condition 
Factors were not published for particular districts. In 
such cases data available for the district in the previous 
year has been expressed as a percentage of the provincial 
average and this relationship has been assumed to hold good 
in the year for which such data were not published. In 
the case of barley no data either on standard yield or 
condition factor was published. Total output figures 
are, therefore, obtained from the Estimates and the yield 
per acre is assumed to be the same in all the districts 
where barley was grown. This procedure is followed also 
in the case of summer rice as no data on condition factor 
and only some data 011 standard yield were published. In 
the case of tobacco no data on standard yield were pub­
lished before the quinquennium beginning from 1927/28.
Yield per acre for these years (i.e. from 1920/21 to 1926/27) 
has been assumed to be the same for all the districts. 
Regional variations in the trend rates of the output and 
yield per acre of tobacco have to be interpreted with 
reference to this limitation.
Classification of Crops
Crops could be classified in different ways. A
division between food crops and non-food crops would place
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all the crops except tea, tobacco and jute in the former 
category. Therefore such a classification does not seem to 
he meaningful. A classification between commercial and 
non-commercial crops also does not seem to be reasonable as, 
except for jute and tea, no crops are fully commercial or 
non-commercial• In view of these considerations, crops
are divided between foodgrains and non-food grains. Under 
this scheme while winter rice, autumn rice, summer rice, 
wheat, barley and gra:n\ come under the former group, mustard, 
linseed, sesamum, tobacco, jute and sugarcane are placed 
under the latter.
Aggregation
For the purpose of aggregation the physical 
volume of output of every crop is weighted by its price as 
these are the best indicators of the relative importance of 
particular crops. Prices are available both at the village 
and wholesale level. But for the present purpose use is 
made of the harvest prices as these are supposed to be 
prices paid to the growers. The selection of base years 
the prices of which would best reflect the relative impor­
tance of the different crops does not seem to be very 
difficult. For obvious reasons the prices of the Depression 
years and the famine years of 1940s cannot be used for the 
present purpose. It is only the prices of the period from
1924 to 1929 which may he regarded as normal.^ There­
fore, the averages of the prices of these years are used 
as weights.
Measurement of Trend rates and their Presentation
The trend rates of both the revised and unrevised 
series are derived by fitting exponential equations of 
the type log y = a + bt over the entire period. This, 
however, does not indicate variations within the shorter 
segments of time. In order to obviate this difficulty the 
data on output, acreage and yield per acre have been con­
verted into index numbers. These are presented as five 
quinquennial averages to facilitate comparison. These 
quinquennial divisions broadly correspond to the five 
periods which in themselves are well-demarcated from each 
other by certain special features. Thus, the post-war 
recovery may be said to have started in the first period 
(1920-1924) and this reaches its peak in the second (1925- 
1929)* The third period from 1950 to 1934 roughly corres­
ponds to the Depression years and the fourth (1935-39) to 
the years of relative recovery. Finally, the last period 
from 1940 to 1944 witnesses the Bengal famine and the
53. Bowley and Robertson, op.cit., p. 44.
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consequent steep increase in the price level. This is also 
the period when the upward movements in the acreage statis- 
tics are noticed and in reality are corrected. So the 
proposed procedure may be said to have the added advantage 
of focussing attention on the response of different crops 
to the changed circumstances.
Data on the three components of'crop output are
available for the districts (27 in all) in which such crops
were grown. Since the purpose in the present study is not
only to examine the trend rates of output, yield per acre
and acreage under cultivation at the all-Bengal level, but
also to have an idea about the regional variations within
Bengal, ideally the districts should be taken as the
regional units. But in view of the complexity and bulk of
work such a procedure would involve this is not attempted.
Instead, output and acreage under the cultivation of individual
crops for all the districts under a Division have been added
54-up and trend rates measured. The rates of change, how­
ever, have to be interpreted with reference to the percentage 
distribution of the output and acreage of crops in the dif­
ferent Divisions or Regions. Therefore these are presented 
in the respective Tables.
54-. There are some discrepancies in the output figures
I ... calculated for all-Bengal and those given 
in the Estimates (op.cit.). But these are negligible.
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Growth of population provides a useful criterion 
on which to judge whether the trend rates are low or high. 
Therefore, the percentage rate of change in output and 
acreage of food-grains, nonfood-grains and all crops are 
compared with the growth of population. Variations over 
the successive quinquennial periods are indicated by the 
change in the index of the ratios between population and 
crop output. Such a comparison is not, however, an entirely 
satisfactory procedure in view of the fact that per capita 
availability depends not only on net crop output (Total 
output - seed requirements, livestock consumption, wastage, 
etc.), but also on net import. Some estimates may be made 
of the livestock consumption and seed requirements. But 
difficulties are created by the statistics on imports and 
exports. Thus, while data on net import (Import - export) 
from abroad are available for the entire period, information 
on those from, other parts of India are available only from 
1933 onwards. Therefore, no attempt has been made to make 
use of the available import-export statistics.
Estimates %re also presented on the rate of 
changes in the ratios between agricultural labour and total 
acreage under cultivation and also between labour and total 
output. Apart from providing another standard on which to 
judge whether the agricultural trends are favourable or not 
this procedure should indicate the change in the employment
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pattern in tlie agricultural sector. But there are certain 
important limitations in the data on total labour force 
engaged in agriculture which considerably diminish the useful­
ness of the estimates presented. The census returns of 
1951 showed a reduction of over two million in the number 
of agricultural labour, despite the fact that population 
increased to 50.11 million from 46.69 million in 1921. On 
the other hand data on agricultural labour were not sorted out 
in 1941. Instead some estimates were made on the basis of 
information obtained from every fiftieth slip from the census 
materials. Data calculated from theS5 sample estimates 
shows that the number of agricultural labour remains at 
about the level of 1931* though population increased by 
another five million. It is common knowledge that within 
the period under review the economy of Bengal had not under­
gone the kind of transformation which could justify such a 
reduction. Bengal was predominantly an agricultural country 
at the beginning of the period and remained so at the end.
The explanation seems to lie mainly in the different census 
classification adopted at different times. Thus, while the 
classification in 1921 was simply between "Actual workers" 
and "dependents" that of 1931 was between "workers",
"working dependents" and "dependents". It is well known 
that in agriculture and pasture a person
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"relies upon the assistance of his family and 
it is very probable that here the numbers show 
a decrease because persons who have previously 
been regarded as 1 workers1 in virtue of the 
help they give in the family cultivation, etc. 
have in many instances on the present occasion 
been rightly returned as dependents1 ... The 
figures for earners may be taken in general as 
being reasonably accurate, but it is probably 
correct to say that those for working dependents 
err very considerably on the side of deficit."
This explanation is consistent with the fact that it was 
just in those occupational categories in which working 
dependents are expected to exist either not at all or in 
the smallest proportion that the increase was recorded.^ 
However, it is not possible to make any guess as to the 
extent to which the decrease in the number of agricultural 
labour is accounted for by this procedural change. There­
fore no attempt has been made to adjust the data.^^ One 
adjustment has been made in the case of data on population 
in 194-1* It has been admitted by the Census of Commis­
sioners of both India and Pakistan that there was an over­
counting of 5*4- million.^ Accordingly the all-Bengal
55* Census of India, 1931» vol. V, Bengal and Sikkim,
Part 1, (Calcutta, 1933)> pp. 260-261.
56. It is needless to mention that if agricultural labour 
is believed to have increased at the same rate as the 
growth of population the productivity of labour will 
be indicated by the shift in the production per head 
of population.
57* Gensus of India, 1951» vol. 1, Part 1-B (Delhi, 1955)? 
p T T S f l
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total has “been deflated* In the case of the five 
Divisions the all-Bengal percentage of change has been 
assumed to hold good*
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CHAPTER II
TRENDS IN OUTPUT, ACREAGE M D  YIELD: ALL CHOPS, FOOD GRAIN
CROPS AND NON-POOD GRAIN CROPS
In the preceding chapter it has been shown, in the 
light of the available quantitative evidence, that the 
officially published data on acreage under cultivation are 
mostly underestimates and those on yield per acre over­
estimates. It has also been discussed how the revision of 
the official figures on acreage in the light of the indepen­
dent data available from the Ishaque Report (1944/45) is 
likely to provide more reliable estimates of the agricultural 
trends in Bengal. The purpose of the present chapter is to 
analyse the percentage rates of change in crop output in 
the two series and M m  determinants - acreage and yield per 
acre. Trend rates of other provinces are also presented to 
indicate the comparative position of Bengal and, thus, to 
emphasise the greater rationality of the trends in the 
revised data. In order to bring out more clearly how the 
change in output, both at the provincial and regional level, 
was being influenced by the trends in acreage and yield the 
three variables - output, acreage and yield - should be dis­
cussed simultaneously. But clearly such a mode of presen­
tation would make the analysis more complicated than desirable, 
Therefore, the percentage rates of changes In the three items
are presented separately, in that order* This is done first 
for all-Bengal and then individually for the five regions*
The emphasis of the present chapter is on all the 13 crops 
taken together and then on the two groups of foodgrain and 
non-foodgrain crops, though occasional references are made 
to some of the individual crops as well. In ord.er to faci­
litate the interpretation of the differences in the percen­
tage rates of changes at the regional level the relative 
importance of these groups of crops in each region is also 
indicated. The analysis of the trends is followed by a dis­
cussion of the conceivable explanation for the contrast 
between the yields of food crops and non-food crops.
2.1. All-Bengal trends in all-crop output and growth of 
population.
Percentage rates of change in the production of all
crops taken together are presented in Table 2.1. along with
those of the other provinces of British India as estimated 
1by Blyn* During the period as a whole the provincial rate 
of increase was not only much higher than in any other pro­
vince (except the Punjab), but also exceeded the growth of 
population. But, as it was expected from the proposed plan
1. George Blyn, Agricultural Trends in India, 1891-194?: 
Output, Avai 1 ab £ l'i ~£y' "and Pro duetivi 'Ey°nTGniver s i ty oT“ 
Pennsy 1 vania Press, d ^ ^ ) T ”*^ '’Tre"iid~~rates refer to the 
last four Reference Decades.
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Table 2.1.
(Trends in all-crop output)
;
Regions
;
Annual rates of increase j
Annual ^Revised jjPopu- jp.C* j 
Unrevised :■ series Aation! distribution | 
series ! - 1 of output j
■
jAll-Bengal
•
Presidency
Burdwan
Rajshahi
Dacca
Chittagong
i
-*
0.9 0.3 0.8 ) 100 
2.0 ( 1.1 * 1.2 1 15 
0.0 -1.0 0.8 \ 14 
1.4 0.5 0.3 1 29 
0.8 _ 0.4 0.9 . 31 
-0.2 -0.7 1.3 12
British India ; 0.4-
j *
Madras J 0.4-j *
Greater Bengal ; -0.2 
Punjab 1.3 
United Province * 0.3 
Central Province 1 -0.6 
Bombay-Sind ’ 0.8
Note: Blyn's estimates are presented in the second half
of the Table (p. 119).
of revision, the picture that emerges in the revised series 
is completely different* Bengal is left with the lowest 
rate of expansion in the sub-continent and as a result the 
disparity between food production and the growth of popu­
lation becomes very marked. However, it may be mentioned 
here that even after this downward adjustment the growth rate
remains much higher than in "greater Bengal" as estimated 
by Blyn. This substantiates the argument that the 
inclusion of Bihar and Orissa has considerably affected the 
rate of increase for Bengal proper.
As to the trends in the quinquennial periods 
(Table 2.2.) two main features may be pointed out.
Table 2.2.
(Index of all-crop output in the quinquennia 1920/21
to 1922/23 = 100)
iRegions
• All-Bengal
i
presidency 
| Burdwan
5
■j Rajshahi 
jDacca 
jChittagong
1920/24 11925/29 1930/54 11935/39 h.940/44
98(98) j 104,(100) 
99(99) ! 104(101)
92(92)
f
100(100)
80(77)
114(107)
j101(101) j113(112) 
1 98(98) j 96(93)
109(105) 
1112(110) 
88(84) 
1123(116) 
jll5(lll) 
S 91(89)
113(109)
115(114)
88(86)
125(117)
125(122)
92(91)
20(101) 
jl53(126) 
| 85(69) 
1136(108) 
122(108) 
I 96(83)
Note: Figures in the brackets refer to the revised series.
No adjustment has been made in the output or acreage 
figures on Winter Rice and Autumn Rice before 1939/4-0 
for the revision of the corresponding figures on jute. 
This would not make any significant difference as 
the weight of this latter crop was too small compared 
to the combined weight of these two varieties of rice.
The rate of increase gradually slowed down during the first 
20 years and this was followed by some acceleration in the 
last five years. The turning point in this respect, as
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already pointed out, came in 194* 1/42 when the acreage data 
started to he revised by the Agricultural Department. This 
increase in the volume of output does not, however, reflect 
that entire range of upward revision of the acreage data as 
there was a considerable drop in yield per acre during these 
years. Secondly, the Great Depression does not seem to 
have had any positive influence on the level of all-crop 
output. This is not, however, surprising in view of 
certain inherent peculiarities of the agricultural sector 
of an economy and it may be mentioned here that even in the 
advanced agricultural countries the experience during the
p
Depression years was not different. In the case of Bengal 
this phenomenon of the inflexibility or even an upward shift 
in all-crop production has to be -understood particularly 
with reference to the fact that the economy is predominantly 
agricultural and the production-decision is largely based on 
the consideration of meeting subsistence requirements. The 
revised series indicates a slight acceleration in the rate 
of expansion during the first 15 years and a slight drop in 
the fourth period. The trend is then reversed and as a 
result the volume of production during the last five years 
stands at about the level of the base period.
2. See A. Martin, Economics and Agriculture (London, 1958)> 
p . 52.
The trends of crop output/population ratio in the 
quinquennial periods reveal-' an important aspect of the 
agricultural economy of the province (Table 2.3.)#
Table 2,3*
(Index of per capita all-crop output)
1920/21 to 1922/23 = 100
•Regions 11920/24 11925/29 ll950/34 f1955/39 i1940/44 j
   I _i . I___________  I
iAll-BengalI
is
^Presidency
I
^Burdwan
a(
iRajshahi
iDacca
IChittagong
I—  ___ _
Note: Estimates based on the revised series are shown within 
brackets•
The volume of per capita crop production seems to have 
remained more or less constant, at the level of the base 
period, in all the successive quinquennia* Evidently this 
implies that the rate of growth in crop-production and popu­
lation was the same for all the five periods* The same 
balance, though at a slightly lower level than in the base 
period, is noticed in the revised series up to the year
j 98(98) |100(96) |100(96) {100(96) 101(85)
j 99(99) 1100(97) ; 103(101){.98(97) 121(100)
j 91(91) j 77(74) [ 81(78) j 79(77) j 72(59)
1100(100)!112(105)!119(112) 1119(112)!126(100)
j100(100)j108(107) |l06(102)
I  ^ I
! 97(97) 89(86) ! 79(77)
110(107) |102(91)
75(74) . 74(64)
ii i
L ..
9 6= !t *
( i! 1
'  ! j
.Figure 2,:1 All-Crop Output( Official* Series):, Five
. . .  , ' j . ! . j
-Years JuO ving Average_»_ Sem 1-Logarithm!o_Scale .
i !
; ; ; All-Bengal,
Raishahi.!
 Dacca
Presidency*
Burdwan,'
Chittagong,
I92C 1924 192B, 1932 1936 1940 1944
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1939/4-0* Then, as it was expected, the balance is lost 
during the last five years when per capita all-crop output 
shows a decline of 15 per cent from the level of the base 
period. Shis marked disparity between crop production 
and population growth is of particular significance in view 
of the great famine which took place in Bengal during these 
years* But this significance can best be appreciated in 
the light of the decline in foodgrain output per head of 
population which is presented in a later section.
2.2. Regional all-crop output and population growth.
She picture that emerges at the regional level 
is important as this makes it clear that the provincial 
rate of expansion was representative of only one region - 
Dacca which accounted for nearly one-third of the all-crop 
production (Sable 2.1.). She four other regions belonged 
to two opposite extremes. Thus, in Rajshahi and Presidency 
divisions the growth rate was considerably higher. But so 
far as the total picture is concerned these were almost wholly 
cancelled out by the stagnation in Burdwan and a slight 
decline in Chittagong. In the revised series the growth 
rate still remains higher in Presidency division. But in 
Rajshahi and Dacca these rates are reduced respectively by 
one-third and half. She most marked change, however, takes 
place in Chittagong and Burdwan, though in different
directions* With, regard to the relative growth of popu­
lation and crop production it is clear that even in the 
revised series the position remains by far the best in 
Rajshahi and Presidency Divisions* An extreme case is 
presented by Burdwan which shows an annual decline of 
1.0 per cent in crop production as against growth of popu­
lation at the rate of 0.8 per cent per year.
In Rajshahi and Presidency Divisions the trends in 
all the successive quinquennia were the same as indicated 
by the provincial average. Dacca differed from this pattern 
only to the extent that there was a slight drop in output 
during the last five years. The two other regions had a 
negative trend in the second quinquennium. In Chittagong 
this drop continued up to the close of the Depression period. 
This was followed by expansion at increasingly higher rate 
during the last ten years. In the revised series the 
regional picture remains broadly the same as indicated 
by the provincial average. The only exceptions are noticed 
in the Presidency Division in the last quinquennium and 
Burdwan and Dacca in the third. Thus, to emphasise the 
response of production during the Depression years, at the 
regional level it is only in Dacca in the revised series and 
Chittagong in both the series that output seems to have 
declined slightly.
As to the level of per capita crop production and
its trend in the quinquennial periods the five regions fell 
under two groups. Thus, in Presidency and Rajshahi 
Divisions there was some improvement in the balance in favour 
of food production during the first three and the last quin­
quennia. Dacca resembled Rajshahi in that crop production 
always exceeded the growth of population, though there was 
some drop in the third and the last quinquennia. The two 
other regions present a completely different picture. As 
already noted, fairly high rates of population growth were 
accompanied by stagnation and decline in crop production 
respectively in Burdwan and Chittagong and as a result the 
disparity became more and more marked. The position further 
deteriorates in the revised series while in Rajshahi and 
Presidency Divisions crop output still stays at the level of 
the base period.
£•3* Provincial and regional trends in the productivity of 
per capita labour force.
Trends in the production per head of labour force 
engaged in agriculture were in sharp contrast to those in 
per capita crop output (Table 2.4*.). In the official 
series increase in labour productivity started at the begin­
ning of the period, but the rate of improvement was slowing 
down during the first 20 years. In two regions - Presidency 
and Rajshahi, the rate of increase was higher than indicated
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Table 2.4.
(Index of Produeltivy per labour) 
1920/21 to 1922/23 = 100
Regions 1920/24 '1925/29 ] 1930/34 11935/39
.1 . .
11940/44
All-Bengal 100(100)
j 1
120(115) 1135(131)1145(140)
I i
|l59(134)
]
Presidency 100(100)' 112(109)1125(122) jl26(123) 161(133)
Burdwan ; 93(93) 87(83) jl02(98)
t
115(112) (122(99)
i
Rajshahi 102(102) 137(129) jr?i(i6i) 194(182) *239(190)
Dacca 105(105) 134(133)i149(144)£
163(158) 1159(141)
Chittagong 100(100) 113(110) 1112(110) |105(103) ; 100(87)
Note: Figures in the brackets refer to the revised series.
by this provincial average. Dacca differed from this group 
only to the extent that there was some drop during the last 
five years. Burdwan and Chittagong belonged to the opposite 
extreme in that productivity was declining during the first 
10 years in the former and last 15 years in the latter. 
Secondly, in both these regions the rates of increase were 
slower* All these trends have, however, to be interpreted 
with reference to the serious limitations of the census data 
on agricultural labour force pointed out in the preceding 
Chapter.
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2.4-. All-Bengal trends in foodgrain output and population 
growth.
Food crops accounted for 70 per cent of the total 
crop output and clearly average increase at the rate of 
0*7 per cent per year (Table 2*5*) considerably affected the 
trend in the latter. Changes affected by the revision of
Table 2*5*
(Trends in foodgrain output)
Regions Annual rates of increase !)
iw i i i ^ i m u  n i  ^ ii i i ^ ' m ii ^
1 Revised Popu- |percentage . |
Uhrevised ! series ’lation!distribution j 
series 1 , !of output
: i t
i \ i 1
All-Bengal 1 0.7 : o.o 0.8 1 100
; Presidency j 1.8 : 1.0J i 1.2 j 17
'Burdwan -0.1
o.1—I I 0.8 i 18
Rajshahi i i-o -0.1 ! 0*3 23
Dacca
00•o ' 0.5 ! 0.9 1 29
'Chittagong i -0.31 - 0.9 ! 1.3 ;i 13
;British India J 0.03
' r
‘Greater Bengal i -0.6
; Punjab i 0.9 J
United Province j -0.2
'Central Province ! -0.2
Madras : -0.2 •f
jBombay-Sind •
B
0.4-
*
Source; For Blyn's estimates presented in the second half 
of the Table see p. 99*
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statistics are more marked when food crops are distinguished
*
from non-food crops• During the period as a whole food 
production remains stagnant as against an annual growth of 
0.8 per cent in population* But, as in the case of all 
crop production, this seems to be more in line with the 
experience in most of the other provinces* This strengthens 
the belief that, subject to the limitations of the yield 
figures, the revised series presents a more reliable picture 
of the agricultural trends of Bengal*
As to the quinquennial trends in the official series 
it is only in the second period that foodgrain output 
slightly declined (Table 2*6*). But there were considerable
Table 2*6*
(Index of foodgrain output in the quinquennia) 
1920/21 to 1922/23 - 100
Regions | 1920/24 { 1925/29
t
1930/34 11935/39 ii 940/44 )
All-Bengal 1 94i | 88 i 96li ! 991 | 106(91)
Presidency i 97
I
l
1 92 105 1 107i I 139(116)i
Burdwan i 92 ! 7 9 86 ! 88i J 83(68)
Raj shahi | 94
I i 92 f 106 ! 103 [ 111(88)
'Dacca | 94 ; 95 ; 99
j
; 107 110(103)
Chittagong j 94 8! j 82I
?
; si
j | 85(76)
Note: Revised estimates are shown in brackets
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differences in the rate of expansion in the other quinquennia. 
Thus, while improvement during the Depression years was 
marginal, it was somewhat marked in the other two periods.
The trends in the first three periods seem to have been 
mainly due to the shift in the production of commercial crops 
caused by changes in market conditions. As already pointed 
out the post-war recovery in prices which started in the 
middle of the first quinquennium reached its peak at the 
end of the second* Then the great Depression set in and 
this continued roughly up to the close of the third quin­
quennium* It seems that the response of the foodgrain 
output to these changes was negative. In other words, there 
was a drop in production during a period of rising prices 
and vice versa. But later on it will be noted how the 
production of commercial crops responded positively to 
these changes in the price level. This substitution between 
the two groups of crops which qualifies the response of the 
all-crop output during the Depression years seems to have 
come to an end in the third period.
The volume of output during the last five years for 
the first time exceeded the level of the base period.
Although there was thus a seemingly general increase in 
production according to official statistics, Bengal was in 
the grip of a severe famine during these years. Obviously 
this is a contradiction which seems to have escaped the 
attention of the official compilers of statistics. Part of
10 6
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tlae explanation of the famine may, however, be found in the 
picture which emerges in the revised series* For the 
province as a whole foodgrain output during these years 
stands at a level which is 9 per cent lower than in the base 
period* Almost the whole of this drop is due to the reduc­
tion in the output of winter and autumn rice caused by the 
revision of statistics*
The disparity between the growth of population 
and food production started at the outset of the period 
under review (Table 2*7*)• Bo far as the trend in the
Table 2*7*
(Index of per capita food production in the quinquennia)
1920/21 to 1922/23 = 100
s
|Regions ! 1920/24 (S S1925/29 ] 1930/34-1 [1935/39
1940/44
t
IAll-Bengal
I I 
| 93 j 84-
1
89 87 89(76)
[Presidency : 96 89 j 97
i 91
110(92)
| Burdwan i 91 j
? \ 75 ! 79 1 78
7K58)
[Rajshahii
; 94 j
\
90 1 103 100 102(81)
i
{Dacca
\
94* | 89 | 91 I 94* 92(86)
| Chittagong ; 93 J 75 | 71 661 65(58)
Note: Figures in the brackets refer to the revised series.
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Figure 2.2 Foodgrain Output(Official Series),Five Years 
_Moving__Average f.__Semi-Logarithrnic.. Scales ; ________
Dacca
920 1924 1928 1932 1936 1940 1944
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successive quinquennia is concerned the general picture was 
the same as in foodgrain output* The only exception was 
the fourth period when the expansion in output was too 
marginal* The relative position during the last five years 
as indicated by the revised series is of particular impor­
tance* For this points out more clearly.how the drop in 
crop output against a background of increasing population 
reduced the level of per capita food production* This 
decline, together with the stoppage of import^and the break­
down of the distribution of machinery, seems to lie at the 
root of the famine of 194-3•
2*5* Regional trends in foodgrain output and population growth* 
At the regional level the provincial rate of increase 
was representative of only Dacca Division (Table 2*5*)*
Among the four other regions the rate was slightly higher 
in Rajshahi and much higher in Presidency Division. The 
annual rate of decline in Burdwan and Chittagong was not 
high, but as these two regions accounted for nearly one- 
third of the total food production this considerably dep­
ressed the provincial rate of expansion. The nature of 
change effected by the revision of statistics in the 
regional trend rates is more or less the same as in all-crop 
output and this is obviously due to the overwhelming impor­
tance of these crops in the total crop-mix. These variations
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in the trend rates of the different regions raise a number 
of important questions, but an attempt can best be made to 
explain them only after the discussion on the two components 
of crop output - acreage and yield of the individual crops.
It may, however, be pointed out at this stage that these 
variations were not necessarily caused by the difference in 
the relative importance of these crops in each region. As 
it will be clear from the trend rates in individual crops, 
nor can it be argued that these reflected the relative 
importance of particular foodgrain (or non-foodgrain) crops.
In all the five regions the quinquennial trend up 
to 1934-/35 was the same as indicated by the provincial 
average - a drop in the second period was followed by expan­
sion in the third. It may, however, be pointed out that 
in Burdwan and Chittagong the drop was more marked than in 
the other regions. This similarity continued during the 
Depression years when the index improved only marginally. 
During the post-Depression years the five regions belonged 
to opposite extremes. In Chittagong and Dacca production 
slightly declined but in the other regions the improvement 
continued. This implies that the end of substitution between 
commercial and foodgrain output in this period indicated by 
the provincial average was representative of only three 
regions. In the revised series the drop in the index in 
Rajshahi and Burdwan is more marked than in the other regions.
At the regional level the unfavourable disparity 
between food production and the population growth started, 
as indicated by the provincial average, at the beginning of 
the period under review (Table 2*7*)• But so far as the 
relative position in the subsequent quinquenniay(the three 
regions of Burdwan, Chittagong and Rajshahi merit parti­
cular attention as these belonged to opposite extremes.
Thus in Rajshahi the disparity came to an end during the 
Depression years. But as expected from the high growth 
of population as against a decline in production in Chittagong 
this became more and more marked. The position in Burdwan 
was more or less the same except in the third quinquennium.
To emphasise the level of per capita food production in the 
revised series it is clear that the all-Bengal picture 
during the last five years was not characteristic of any 
of the five regions,
2*6, All-Bengal trend in non-foodgrain output and population 
growth*
Trend rates in non-foodgrain production present- a 
much different picture (Table 2,8.). Bor the period as a 
whole the rate of expansion was double the growth in popu­
lation and food production, I-Iowever, as this group of crops 
accounted for only 30 per cent of the all-crop output this 
higher rate did not materially improve the growth in the
gable 2.8.
(Trends in non-foodgrain output)
^Regions ¥ verage annual rate of increase
T
TJnrevised
series
Revised jPopu- 'Percentage 
series Jlation distribution 
I of tbe crops
5
All-Bengal j 1.5 1.3 j 0.8 j 100
Presidency j 3.0 2.9 1 1.2 | 8
[Burdwan | 0.6\ 0.? i 0.8 | 5
fRajshahi
I _
j 1.9 1.8 j
■
0.3 | 4-3t
[Dacca ’ 0.8 o.sr 0.9 | 37
(
jChittagong | 0.5 ’•0.2 !* 1.3 ; 9
[British India ! 1*1
[Greater Bengal ; 0.6
[Punjab 1.8 r
iUnited Province ; 1.4
ICentral Province : -0.8 .1
;
[Madras
Ii
; 1.3 ;
f
?
jBombay-Sind : 1.8
Source: For Blyn!s estimates presented in the second half
of the Table see p. 112.
latter. Secondly, the change effected by the revision of 
statistics is much less marked and as a result the contrast 
between the trends in these two groups becomes more marked 
than in the official series. It is also significant that 
this rate of increase still remains higher than in any other 
province including "Greater Bengal".
Two main observations may be made with regard to
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Figure 2,3 Non-foodgrain Output(Official Series),' Five 
Years Moving Average, Semi-Logarithmic Scale.
RajshahX
Dacca
Chittagong:
Burdwan
1920 1924 1928 1932 19441940
Table 2.9*
(Index of non-foodgrain output) 
1920/21 to 1922/23 = 100
Regions ! 1920/24
1
: 1925/29 11930/34-
JL_ - .. ...  t  _____
1935/39 |1940/44
All-Bengal
i
j 116(120) jl60(166)]l58(151)
i
167(164)!
\
176(155)
Presidency | 120(122) 5209(198)1169(159)
i *■
192(186)1 273(230)
Burdwan j 92(91)
5
! 105(103)1116(113)i
j ;
104(102)- 111(105)
Raj shahi ; 112(115) j157(154)’155(147) 163(156)! 184(173)
Dacca ] 121(125) |173(169)'163(153) 178(169), 158(125)
Chittagong 126(127) j205(190):160(151)* - 173(171): 172(142)
Note: Revised estimates are shown in brackets*
trends in the quinquennial periods (Table 2*9*)• The rate 
of expansion was accelerating during the first 10 years and 
slowing down during the last ten. As already mentioned this 
drop in the rate of expansion was due to the end of substi­
tution between food and non-food crops. Secondly, as 
referred to earlier changes in the market conditions seem to 
have been the most important factor in determining the trend 
in the different quinquennia. Thus, it is clear that while 
there was a marked acceleration in production during the 
second period when prices were at their highest level, the 
Depression years witnessed a considerable drop. Expansion 
started once again in the fourth period with the beginning
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of the post-Depression recovery in prices. It may, however, 
he pointed out here that these shifts were mainly due to 
the positive reaction in the production of jute x^hich was 
the most important crop in this category.
As anticipated from the preceding discussion in 
sharp contrast to the change in per capita foodgrain output 
per capita non-food production increased considerably during 
the period under review (Table 2.10}. As to the rate of
Table 2.10.
(Index of per capita non-foodgrain output)
1920/21 ■- 1922/25 = 100
1
Regions j 1920/24t ] 1925/29 I1950/34 *1955/39 ji S 1940/44 !?
All-Bengal 115(119) 161 (159)jl45(159)j148(144);
f
148(130) j
Presidency 119(121) 1200(190)1154(145)|l64(158); * *
217(182) :
Burdwan 91(90) 101(98) 1106(104) j 92(91) 95(89)
Rajshahi 111(114) i154(151) |150(143)(156(149)
1 1
171(161)
Dacca 119(124) jl65(161) 150(140)1156(148) '132(105)
Chittagong 124(125) il90(176)3 :139(131) ] 142(140) .133(110)
Note: Estimates based on the revised series are shown in
the brackets.
change the five quinquennial periods fall into three unequal 
parts. During the first 10 years per capita output was 
improving at an increasing rate. This was followed by a
-^iguieI2^-Jef-i eapi-ita-- Crbp-~Prbduc-tion(Of f-io-lal—Series] - All- 
;Bengal),Five years.moving average,: Semi-logarithmic Scale,
■ [■!■ H l-l i-'Ji L M . j l !  j.. 4 -1! I........i_ _ _ _ _ • [_ j, ^ r  . , y |  ^ .. 4
t r
i ! [-iC U i-N -i- : f £ i t ) . i ; “ j : h  : : : - T  i -u; - r , 4 - !  - : - l  j , . , 'i .
All-^rops * -i)
Food Crops;
j~ T  i f  | . i ’ !
i * * ; ^ f~i
t -  j •-■!-]
I i ■+ j~ I- i-\ I - I  — ( -}-| -t-| \- [ f- 1 1 -j t- j *- r j- 1 j -
i ~ |  j - ;  . . j i
Non-tood Crops.
920 1924 1928 1932 7936 7940 1944
i * ' :
i• ! j i
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marked drop during the post-Depression years* The post- 
Depression quinquennium saw some improvement, but the trend 
again reversed during the last five years*
2*7* Regional trend rates in non-foodgrain output and 
population growth*
The provincial rate of expansion was representative 
of only Rajshahi as against Dacca in the case of foodcrops 
(Table 2.8.)* Among the other regions the rate of increase 
was double in Presidency Division. Growth rates in the 
three other regions were much lower. But it has to be men­
tioned here that while in Burdwan and Dacca these were more 
or less the same as the growth of population in Chittagong 
the disparity was very marked* The picture that emerges 
in the revised series is more or less the same as indicated 
by the provincial average - the rates of expansion remain 
similar. U u  hi . * •: xjl k ,
. . .  ~ ... v  ; r a  .j  ■*“ ’ 'ey,^ *
The quinquennial trends at the regional level are 
generally the same as indicated by the provincial average 
(Table 2*9*)• The only exceptions are noticed in Burdwan 
in the third and the fourth quinquennia and Dacca in the last. 
In the former this expansion in output was due to the sudden 
acceleration in the production of tobacco and linseed. But 
in Dacca the drop was caused by the fall in jute production. 
However, to emphasise the relative shift in production in
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response to changes in market conditions it is clear that 
the expansion of production in the second period was more 
marked in Presidency and Dacca Divisions than in the other 
regions. But the drop during the Depression years was much 
higher in Presidency and Chittagong Divisions*
The regional trends in per capita non-foodgrain 
production in the quinquennial periodshhve two important 
features (Table 2*10.). In sharp contrast to the change in 
per capita food production per capita non-foodgrain output 
exceeded the growth of population in all the periods.
The only exception was Burdwan. Secondly, the fact that 
for the province as a whole the rate of improvement was 
increasing during the first two quinquennia and declining 
during the last two was not true in all the regions. As a 
matter of fact there was some drop in Dacca and Chittagong 
during the last five years.
2.8. Provincial trends in all-crop acreage and the sources 
of expansion.
Expansion of acreage under cultivation was the 
means of obtaining almost the whole of the increase in all­
crop output (Table 2.11.). This is indicated by the almost 
identical growth for crop output (0.95) and crop acreage (0.875 
Thus, during:..the, period as a whole there was hardly any 
increase in yield per acre*. In the revised series the annual 
rate of acreage expansion is reduced by nearly one-fifth.
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Table 2>11.
(Trends in all-crop acreage)
jRegions J Average annual rate of increase
ft
\ . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . .
I Unrevisedj' Revised [Popu- Percentage
£ !  series series jlation ■ distribution
I
|I
X
i
I
i
of acreage
;
f
[All-Bengal
I
j  0.9 0.2
j
|  0.8 100 5
{Presidency 1 i.7 0.9 j 1.2 17
[Burdwan *  0.2 -0.7 } 0.8
£
15
jRajshahi '  1.0
*
0.1
I
t 0.3» 26
I Dacca\ : 0.9 0.6 | 0.9 30
[Chittagong ! o.i -0.6 i 2. 3? • J 12
1
[British India j 0.4|
jGreater Bengal 0.3
1 Punjab : 0.4
[Madras 0.2
[United Provincej 0.3
{Central Province -1.4
fBombay-Sind
I ... ... - - - -
0.1* *
Note: Por Blyn!s estimates presented in the second half of
the Table see pp. 131-132*
But as the yield figures were not revised, the pattern in 
these two determinants of crop output remains more or less 
the same. However, it has to be pointed out here that this 
annual expansion of crop acreage at the rate of 0.2 per cent 
seems to be more in line with the experience in the other 
provinces. This, again, seems to strengthen the belief that
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the trend rates in the revised series provider* a more 
accurate picture.
The trends in the quinquennial periods have two 
important features (Table 2.12.). Firstly, these bring 
out an important point of difference between all-crop output 
and all-crop acreage. Thus, while during the first 20 
years the rate of expansion was slightly slowing down in 
the former, it was increasing in the latter* The difference
Table 2.12.
(Index of all-crop acreage in the quinquennial periods) 
1920/21 to 1922/23 = 100
kegions 1 1920/241 1925/29*" [1930/34 ! 1935/39 j 1940/44 I
\______________ :_________ I_________\____ _ ____I_________ 1__________ 1
jjAll-Bengal 
jPresidency 
SBurdwanI
^Raj shahi 
: Dacca 
Chittagong
Note: Figures in the brackets refer to the revised series.
in the rate of increase (13 per cent in crop acreage and 
6 per cent in crop output) during the last five years is of 
particular importance as this shows how a drop in yield per
i £ ! 1
100(100)1 101(98) ! 102(101)1 105(105) 119(103) !
-! ) I  |  j
99(99) ! 100(98) j 102(102)1 115(115)! 141(119) i
98(98) I 92(89) 94(92) 89(87) 1 101(84) j
: i * ‘t I
98(98) j 99(96) j 100(98) 1104(102)! 120(97) 1
j 102(102)! 104(104)1 108(107)j 115(114)! 1 2 5 (1 1 4 ) j
| 102(102)1 101(99) 100(98) I 98(96) 1 105(91)
j _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ '>_ _ _ _  £ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  I
4 i.:LZO
;
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acre held down the volume of crop output during these years. 
Secondly, the fact that the Depression did not have any 
positive impact on the level of crop output seems to be 
borne out by the e:xpansion of acreage -under cultivation 
during these years.
Expansion in crop acreage may be ascribed to three 
possible sources - transfer of land from other crops not 
included in this study, double cropping and finally culti­
vation of land classified in the official publications as 
cultivable waste, current fallow, forest and not available 
for cultivation. The percentage rates of change in these 
categories of land together with those on net cropped area 
and total crop acreage are presented in Table 2.13. From 
this it is clear that during the period as a whole double­
cropping was the most important source of acreage expansion 
in Bengal. On an annual average extent of double cropped 
area increased from 44.7 million acres in the first half of 
the period to 57*0 million acres in the second. In the 
revised series the corresponding figures are 67*5 and 72*7 
million acres. The next important source was reduction in 
the proportion of land left fallow by the cultivators for a 
year or two to recover its productive power. The extent of 
land transferred from other crops and expansion of cultivable 
waste were insignificant. In the revised series fallow and 
waste land show some increase. This may be due to the
gable 2 .1 5 .
(Annual rates of change in different categories of land)
Land
iclassified as
Ia i i 1
1Bengal;
[Presi­
dency
iBurd-
Iwan.3
jRaj-
1 shahi
■A
iDacca Chittagong ;
1 j i
-Net
™r'
1 0.7 j 1.8
I
! 0.2 0.8
1  ^
; 0.4 ! 0.2
propped area | (0.2) 1 (0.8) (-0.9) ](0.2) ,(o.5)j (0.0)
iDouble 1 1*9 2.1 ! 0.2 i 2.5 2.4 ! 0.4
propped area (i.i)■< j (2.5) i(i.o) 1(0.4) ,(1*5)j (-0.4)
1 Cultivable ! -0.2 ! -l.o S-0.5 1-0.6 -2.8 ! 0.1
waste } (0.2) j(-0.2)* ;(o.4) !(-o.3)\ ;(-5-9); (0.1)
'Current 1 -1.4' 1 -3.7 ; 1.4* i—3.5 ,-2 .2  * 2.6
[fallow 1 (0.1) 1(42.0) (2.1) K-0.1)(-2.2) (2.8)
sNot j
javailable for i -1.0
Jcultivation !
forest I 0.2
8 Ijgotal crop j
jacreage ] 0.3
Note: figures in the "brackets refer to the revised series*
different method of classification used in the Ishaque Report 
and the official publications. It is also possible that 
land transferred from the category of not available for 
cultivation did not go directly into cultivation but was 
classified as cultivable waste and the land so transferred 
exceeded the area sown with crops. However, it is clear 
that these findings that double-cropping and cultivation of 
fallow land were the two main sources of acreage expansion 
conform to what could be expected in a long-settled country, 
with heavy pressure of population growth.
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The extent of land classified under different 
categories in the quinquennial periods are presented in 
Table 2*14* These show how the changes in various classes
Table 2.14.
(Index of different classes of land in the quinquennia
for all-Bengal)
1920/21 to 1922/23 = 100
Glasses of 
?land
(Land as j 
P.C. of i 
total :
1920/24 11925/29
|
,1930/34■ I  1935/39]1940/44
i
crop j 
acreage ' 1i
(■
p
j;
>
1
(Double 
j cropped 17 j
1 1
99
1
5
<
! 103 i 112 ? 119
i
f
\149(125)\i
| 84(103)
j Current 
1 fallow j 16 100 I 107
4
5 n o 104
[Cultivable 
I wasteI
S 1
j 21 » 102 * 101 ' 104t 106
1!
98(102)
t
1Forest 1j 102 107 108 106
I 7iNot available 
jfor
I cultivation
\? * 
f -
J
9 / 9 0 83 83 ! 79ti1
jTotal crop 
| acreage
i ■
i *
T * } 99 ‘ 99 101 104
1
1II8
|Net cropped 
|area
* 1 
I 83 :i ! 99 ; 98 99 !02
|
|113(103)
Source : Computed from data presented in the Appendix •
of land influenced the trends in all-crop acreage in the 
different quinquennia. The rate of expansion in double 
cropped area was increasing during the first 15 years and 
slowing down during the last five. But in the case of 
fallow land it was only during the last 10 years that the 
extension of cultivation was taking place. This finding - 
increase of fallow land during years of faster expansion 
in double cropping and slow decline when the rate of expan­
sion in the latter was also small - may be of some signifi­
cance. This may suggest that the cultivators were trying 
to make good at least a part of the loss in yield entailed 
by the increased double cropping by leaving more land 
fallow during the first three quinquennia. The decline in
the area designated as not available for cultivation may be 
regarded as more apparent than real. Bor it is reasonable 
to assume that in a long-settled country with rapid growth 
of population area not available for cultivation would 
increase. But this seems to have escaped the notice of 
the compilers of statistics.
2.9* Regional trends in all-crop acreage and the sources 
of expansion.
Among the five regions the annual rate of expansion 
of all-crop acreage in Dacca and Rajshahi were almost identi­
cal with that of the province as a whole (Table 2.11.). The
position in the other regions was the opposite extreme.
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Thus, once again as in the case of all-crop output, the 
rate of acreage expansion was the highest in Presidency 
Division* Conversely in Burdwan and Chittagong the rate 
was rather marginal. In Burdwan, Chittagong and Dacca 
there was some decline in yield per acre of all-crops and, 
therefore, the changes in the rates of expansion of all-crop 
acreage are less marked than in production.
What were the sources of these changes in the all- 
crop acreage at the regional level? In both the series 
increase of double-cropping was mainly responsible for the 
expansion of acreage under cultivation in Presidency and 
Dacca Divisions. Conversely in Rajshahi this was the most 
important source only in the revised series. In the 
official series reduction in fallow land led to most of the 
increase in all-crop acreage. The decline in Chittagong 
and Burdwan was mainly due to' the increase in fallow land. 
There was some expansion in double cropping, but the propor­
tion of land double cropped was so insignificant that it 
could not offset the decline in all-crop acreage.
2.10. Provincial and regional trends in all-crop acreage 
per head of labour.
Trends in land/labour ratio were similar to those 
in per capita labour output and has once again to be inter­
preted with reference to the limitations of the census data 
(Table 2.15*)♦ Acreage under cultivation per head of labour
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Table 2.15.
(Trends in land/labour ratio) 
1920/21 to 1922/23 = 100
{Regions
|A11 -Bengal\
t)
^Presidency 
Burdwan 
iRaj shahi 
Dacca 
Chittagong
1920/24 J1925/29 11930/34
102(102)j115(113)
\
100(100)[108(106)
I
99(99) 1 99(97)
101(101)jll9(116)
i
105(105) jl24(123)
1935/39 -i940/44
127(126) 155(134) j157(136) : 
114(113) |125(124)j149(126) j 
110(107) jll4(112)>144(120) i
139(136) Il61(158){210(169) i
|
140(139) 149(148)|160(148) ]
105(105) 119(117) 124(121) ;ill(110) 110(95)
Rote: Bigures in the brackets refer to the revised series♦
force was increasing throughout the period though gradually 
the rate became slower. This improvement is noticed even 
in the revised series though this is very marginal. The
general pattern was the same at the regional level. The
only exceptions are seen in Burdwan in the second and 
Chittagong in the last two quinquennia. However, it may be 
pointed out that as acreage under cultivation was declining 
the rate of increase in these two regions was slower than in 
the other three.
2.11. All-Bengal trends in foodgrain acreage.
The average annual rate of expansion during the 
period as a whole (Table 2.16.) was almost identical with
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that of all-crop acreage (0.9 per cent). This is not, 
however, surprising in view of the fact that acreage under 
this group of crops accounted for more than 80 per cent of 
the total crop-acreage. However, in the revised series 
the rate of expansion is much lower - only 0.2 per cent per 
year. It is once again significant that this is more in 
line with the experience in the other provinces.
fable 2.16.
(Trends in foodgrain acreage)
Regions | Annual rates of increase
i_
\ s 1 
j Unrevised jRevised IPopu-
I series Jseries jlation
: 1 1 i *
Percentage 
distribution t 
of acreage
"All-Bengal
j
; 1.0 0.2 0.8 100
Presidency i 1.7 o • \D ! 1.2 18 -
Burdwan 0.3
[>-•O
J
0.8 18
f Raj* shahi ! 1.1
rH•o1 : 0.3 24
Dacca 1:.2 0.9 0.9 28 ;
Ohittagong
OJ•o ,-o.5 ; 13
British India
1
j 0.4 1i
Madras ! -0.03 j
'Greater Bengal ! 0.3 t
'Punjab ? 0.4
i 1
United Province 0.3
;Central Province 0.6
!]Bombay-Sind 0.6
Source: For Blyn's estimates shown in the second half of
the Table see pp. 131-132.
The trends in the quinquennial periods confirm 
the pattern noticed in the foodgrain output (Table 2.170*
Table 2.17*
(Index of foodgrain acreage in the quinquennia)
1920/21 to 1922/25 - 100
'Regions J  1920 /24  | 1925/29 j 1930/34 j 1935 /39  j 19^ 0/44  1i1
i
jAll-Bengal
|
COO' 94 ] 100 : 1 i 1°3
UILJ i
117( 101) |
£
[presidency! I 98 | 95 ] 101 112 ij 136(115) j
[Burdwan 97 t 92
i» 95# 189 1■A 10 1 (8 4 ) |*
iRajshahi 96 92 1 97 99 iij 11 5 (9 2 ) |s
[Dacca 100 97 i 106 : 113 • 1 2 5 ( 1 1 6 )  j
|Ohittagong 1 0 0 95 j 98 95 1 0 2 ( 8 9 )  J
Note: Figures in the brackets refer to the revised series.
There was a drop in acreage during the years of rising 
prices (1924/29) and expansion during the Depression years. 
Once again the substitution between foodgrain and non-food- 
grain seems to have come to an end during the fourth period 
and the turning point In this process was the year 1935/56.
3. According to K. Mukerji at the all-India level this came 
to an end in 1927/28. See his Level of Economic Activity
and Public Expenditure In India (Poona • , 1964), p. 51*
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The entire expansion of acreage under cultivation which took 
place during these years was not put under food crops.
This is clearly shown by the expansion of acreage under 
non-food crops, but the trend is clear.
2.12. Regional trends in the expansion of foodgrain acreage.
The picture presented by the trend rates at the 
regional level is more or less the same as indicated by the 
provincial average. In both the series the rates of acceler­
ation or retardation in foodgrain acreage were similar 
(Table 2*16*)* The trends in the quinquennial periods also 
reveal the same pattern. It is only in Burdwan and 
Chittagong that there was a drop in the acreage under culti­
vation in the fourth period. This suggests that the sub­
stitution between foodgrain and non-foodgrains was not yet 
over in these two regions* In the case of Chittagong this 
is particularly interesting in view of the fact that this 
region had the highest rate of population growth (1*3 per 
cent). Did the substitution come to an end during the last 
period? Nothing definite can be said about this, as the 
data on crop acreage was distorted by the upward revision.
It may, however, be significant that, unlike in other regions, 
the revised series shows considerable expansion of acreage 
in these two regions.
2.13. All-Bengal rates of expansion in non-foodgrain acreage.
During the period as a whole non~foodgrain acreage 
increased at the annual rate of only 0.2 per cent as against 
1.0 per cent in foodgrain (Table 2*18.). In the revised
Table 2.18.
(Trends in non-foodgrain acreage)
Regions Average annual rate of increase
? Unrevised: 
; series
Revised
series
I l iPopu- |
!lation(
i
Percentage ) 
distribution J 
of the acreage j
All-Bengal : 0.2 0.1 * 0.8 100
?\
X
j
Presidency 2.0 1.7 ' * 1.2 : 11 i
Burdwan -0.8 -0.7 0.8 3 1
Rajshahi * 0.5 0.5 • 0.3 , 38
jDacca -0.3 -0.7 0.9 ,\ 39
*Chittagong -0.6
*
-0.9 ' 1*3 9
<:|
fBritish India 0.03
_ _ _ _ _
i
.Madras 0.7 t
'Greater Bengal 0.0
!
\
i Pun jab f 0.5
:United Province ? 0.4* i
;Central Province 1 -1.4
i
j
jBombay-Sind ' 0.1 *
Source: For Blyn 1s estimates shown in the second half of
the Table see pp. 131-136
series this comparative position considerably improves, 
though the rate of increase becomes very insignificant.
It may be recalled here that the annual rate of increase in 
non-foodgrain output was much higher than foodgrain* 
Obviously this has to be ascribed to the faster rate of 
increase in the yield per acre of this group of crops which 
will be noted later.
The same pattern which has been noted in non- 
foodgrain output in response to changes in market forces is 
borne out, as in the case of food crops, by the quinquennial 
trends in the acreage under the cultivation of this group of 
crops - expansion during years of rising prices and vice 
versa (Table 2.19*)* However, it is clear that the drop in
Table 2.19*
(Index of acreage in the quinquennial periods) 
1920/21 to 1922/23 = 100
JRegions 5 1920/24 1925/29 j1930/34 j1935/39 j1939/44 j
tAll-Bengal
I  1 j 1 
] 108(111) 136(135) 1116(114) 122(124)?132(120) 1
1 ' ; * \ 5
■Presidency | 110(112)
j
161(157) jl23(119) 147(145) 203(178) {
! Burdwan
i
! 95(94) ,104(104) ! 90(89) : 78(77) ' 97(92) j
5Rajshahi ■ 106(108) *127(127) *115(112) ll20(119) ,137(128) }
Dacca I 109(113) ;135(133) 116(114) ;i23(126) •117(102) j
i
(Ghittagong
! ... -..  .......... -
| 117(118) ,165(154) ■122(116) 1128(126)
■_________ _______ 129(109) 1I
Note: Estimates based on the revised series are shown in
the brackets.
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acreage in the Depression period and expansion in the last 
was more marked than in output. This was due to the 
opposite movement in the figures on standard yield shown
earlier in course of the discussion on the quality of crop
data.
2.14. Regional trend rates in non-foodgrain acreage.
The near-zero provincial rate of expansion in 
non-foodgrain acreage was not typical of any of the regions 
(Table 2.18.). In three regions - Burdwan, Dacca and 
Chittagong acreage under cultivation declined during the 
period as a whole. It may he recalled here that the rate 
of expansion in foodgrain acreage in Burdwan and Chittagong 
was the lowest. In the two other regions acreage expanded 
and once again the average annual rate was the highest in 
Presidency Division. As indicated by the provincial 
average the picture that emerges in the revised series
remains more or less the same. This stands in sharp contrast
to the marked changes effected in the trend rates of food­
grain acreage.
With regard to the trends in the quinquennial 
periods two main features may be pointed out. The general 
trend in the acreage under cultivation in the successive 
periods was the same as indicated in the provincial average.
It is only in Burdwan in the fourth and Dacca in the last
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period that the trend was different. Secondly, though the 
general trend was the same the magnitude of change was 
considerably dissimilar. In this respect Burdwan and 
Presidency Divisions belonged to opposite extremes. Thus, 
while the rate of change was the most marked in the former, 
it was the least so in the latter.
2.15. Provincial trend in yield per acre of all crops.
Increased agricultural output can be obtained 
either by the extension of the acreage under cultivation or 
by raising yield or by both. It has been seen how during 
the period as a whole there was hardly any extension of culti­
vation. This is not, however, surprising in view of the 
fact that at the beginning of the period under investigation 
Bengal had the densest population in the sub-continent and 
it is reasonable to' believe that this pressure had already 
pushed cultivation almost to the natural limits. Under 
the circumstances increased production could be obtained 
only from intensive cultivation i.e. raising yield per acre. 
The scope in this direction was very good as at the beginning 
of this period yield in Bengal was much lower than in the
Z L
advanced agricultural countries. But from the discussion
4. In spite of the considerable overestimation in yield as 
discussed earlier it is found that compared to Bengal at 
the beginning of our period the productivity of rice per 
acre was 260 per cent higher in Japan, 200 per cent higher 
in U.S.A. and 500 per cent in Egypt. In the case of
/Continued over
that follows it is clear that at the end of the period the 
discrepancy remained as wide as before and in some cases 
became wider.
Thus, during the period as a whole yield per acre 
for all the crops taken together increased at the rate of 
0,1 per cent per year (Table 2,20.)* Clearly this implies
jRegions
>— .....
iAll-Bengal 
Presidency 
;Burdwan 
jRagshahi 
'Daccai
i Chittagong
British India
OJ*o1
iMadras 0.2 t* I
|G-reater Bengal -0.5
^Punjab 0.9 - ;
[United Provincej o • r
o
jCentral Province -0.9 ;
^Bombay-Sind 0.4 * ;
Source: For Blyn!s estimates presented in the second half of
the Table see pp. 165-166.
Footnote 4 continued from previous page•
wheat it was 263 per cent higher in Japan, 284- per cent in 
U.K. and 160 per cent in U.S.A. Even the productivity of a 
plantation crop like tea was 167 per cent higher in Japan. 
These estimates are based on figures available from the 
Estimates of Area and Yields of Principal Crops in India
Table 2.20.
(Trends in all-crop yield per acre)
Annual rate of Percentage distri-
increase bution of acreage
i—i •o 100
0 .2 17
-0 .2 15
0 .4 26
f—i •01 30
-0 .3 12
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that almost the whole of the increase in all-crop output 
was obtained from the expansion of cultivation.
As pointed out later this rate was not typical of 
either of the groups of crops or of any individual crops.
Does it imply that increase in the yield of one crop entailed 
decline in another? This question is discussed later on.
But at this stage it may be pointed out this near-zero trend 
in the productivity pdr acre of all the crops seems to 
strengthen the opinion of the Royal Commission that a 
stabilised condition was reached in agriculture and no 
further decline was likely to take place in yield.^
Increased yield involves the use of improved technology.
But as there was hardly any progress in this direction this 
picture seems to conform to what could be expected in an 
underdeveloped agriculture - equilibrium at a low level of 
productivity.
However, in the quinquennial periods there were 
considerable variations in yield (Table 2.21.). Thus, yield 
was increasing during the first 15 years, though gradually 
at a slower rate, and declined in the last quinquennium.
So far as crop output is concerned this drop partly neutra­
lised the effect of the upward revision in acreage data
5. Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture (London,
*3glll " ' ■■ ■■■■ — _ — , [ m  I I • III - tT |- II |-|- - I - Tl % '
T92BJ7 p. ^ 6.
Table 2,21.
(Index of productivity of all crops in the quinquennia)
1920/21 to 1922/23 = 100
.Regions ] 1920/24 '1925/29 1930/34 !1935/39
3
j 1940/44 :
All-Bengal « 99 104 3.07
1
I 1071 I 1 0 1  1
Presidency ; 100 104 109 O O 108
Burdwan 94 86 92 ! 98
i •
1 841 ;
"Rajshahi 5 102 115 123 121
1—1 
t-i
Dacca j 99 109 107 ; 109 : 100 ]
JChittagong ! 96i 95 91
: 94. ; 92 j
during the last five years• In this connection it may also 
be pointed out that the sudden increase in the standard yield 
for the quinquennium beginning from 1932/33 did not have 
much effect on the yield per acre of all crops as the ‘anna- 
wari* estimates of the seasonal condition was lower during 
these years,
2,16. Regional trends in yield per acre of all-crops.
The picture presented by the regional trend rates 
is important as it shows that the provincial near-zero rate 
of increase was not representative of any of the regions 
(Table 2,20). In three regions - Burdwan, Dacca and 
Chittagong yield per acre declined during the period as a
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whole. This drop in yield in Burdwan and Chittagong is of
J
particular significance as the revised series shows that 
there was also considerable fall in acreage under culti­
vation* However, in Presidency and Rajshahi Divisions the 
rate of increase was much higher than indicated by the 
provincial average* The trends in the quinquennial periods 
were more dissimilar. Thus, the decline in Burdwan and 
Chittagong started at the outset. But while in the former 
there was some improvement in the third and the fourth 
periods, in the latter there was slight rise only in the 
fourth. In Presidency and Rajshahi Divisions the rise 
started at the beginning and continued up to the third 
period. The post-Depression years witnessed some drop in 
both these regions but the trend was different in the last 
period.
2.17* Provincial trend in the yield per acre of food crops.
For the period as a whole the average annual rate 
of decline in foodgrain yield was 0.2 per cent (Table 2.22.)* 
As foodgrain acreage accounted for 70 per cent of the total 
crop acreage it is clearly this decline which depressed the 
rate of increase in all-crop productivity. The trends in 
the quinquennial periods show that this decline started at 
the beginning and, except for a break in the Depression 
period, continued up to the end (Table 2.2J.). The drop in 
the last period was almost wholly caused by the two lean
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Table 2*22*
(Trends in yield per acre of food crops)
Regions Annual rate of Percentage distri-
increase bution of acreage
All-Bengal 
Presidency 
Burdwan 
Rajshahi 
Dacca
Chittagong
British India 
Madras
Greater Bengal 
Punjab
United Province 
Central Province 
Bombay-Bind
Source: Blyn's estimates presented in the second part of
the Table see pp. 165-166.
years of 1940/41 and 1942/43 in the productivity of winter 
and autumn rice. The similarity of the level of yield per 
acre in the third period merits particular mention. There 
was considerable decline in the standard yield estimated 
for this period. But a run of favourable weather conditions 
seems to have kept the actual yield per acre at about the 
same level.
- 0.2
0.1
-0.3
0.0
-0.4
-0.5
-0.4
-0.03
-0.7
0.5
-0.3
- 0.8
-0.4
100
18
18
24
28
13
Table 2.25.
(Index of yield of food crops)
j
.Regions 1920/24 1925/29 | 1930/54 :1935/39 I 1940/44 |
i“ "■ 1-1 L1
jAll-Bengal 96 93 : 97 96 90 '
jPresidency 99 96 105 95 101
5
^Burdwan 94 85 90 97 82*
iRajshahi 97 99 110 106 95
iDacca 94 96 93 95 88
; Chittagong 94 86 84 85 85
2.18* Regional trends in food crop productivity.
With the exception of Presidency Division which 
accounted for only 18 per cent of the acreage under culti­
vation trend of productivity in the other regions was the 
same as indicated by the provincial average (Table 2.22.)*
It may be mentioned that except in Dacca these rates of 
decline (or of increase) are the same as in winter rice. As
shown in the following chapter there waiSJ some rise in the 
yield of other food crops. But the weight of winter rice 
was so high (80 per cent) that these increases could make 
only a little difference.
The decline in the yield of food crops started at 
the beginning of the period under review (Table 2.250*
In three regions - Burdwan, Chittagong and Presidency
 ..  __._ ______ _   __ _ ■__ J. -i
Figure 2.8 Yield of Foodcrops, Non~Foodcrops and All-Orcps 
( All-Bengal ) ,Five "Years'Moving"Average , ‘‘SeTni-Logaritb'Piic' 
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Divisions - this drop continued during the next five years. 
But in the two other regions there was an improvement.
During the Depression years yield increased in all regions 
except Dacca. But in the next period this improvement 
continued only in Burdwan, Dacca and Chittagong. The 
difference between the two neighbouring regions of Presi- 
dency and Burdwan was mainly caused by the opposite trend in 
the yield of winter rice. During the last five years it was 
only in Presidency Division that'" there was some increase in 
pro duct ivity •
2.19* All-Bengal trends in non-foodgrain yield.
Two main features may be pointed out with regard 
to the trends in the productivity of non-foodgrain crops.
In sharp contrast to a decline in the yield of food crops 
productivity in this group increased at the rate of 
1.2 per cent per year (Table 2*24.)* This is particularly 
remarkable in view of the fact that productivity per acre of 
jute which accounted for more than 50 per cent of the non­
food crops improved at the rate of 0.5 per cent per year. 
Among other provinces with positive trends it was only in 
Bombay-Sind and the Punjab that the rate was higher.
Secondly, though the rate of increase for the 
period as a whole was impressive, it is clear from the 
quinquennial trends that the pace of improvement was slowing
1 4 4
Table 2.24.
(Trends in non-foodgrain yield per acre)
Regions Annual average rate Relative importance
of increase of acreage under
cultivation
All-Bengal 1.2 100
Presidency 1.0 11
Burdwan 1.4 3
Rajshahi 1.4 38
Dacca 1.2 39
Ohittagong
i—i .
i—i 9
British India 1.2
Madras 0.6
Bombay 2.1
Punjab 1.7
Greater Bengal 0.8
United Province 0.9
Central Province -0.02
Source; Por Blyn's estimates presented in the second half 
of the Table see pp. 165-166.
down during the first 20 years and this was followed by some 
decline during the last five (Table 2.250* But this drop 
was much less marked than in the productivity per acre of 
food crops. The only other period in which the trend in 
non-food and food crop productivity was the same is the 
third quinquennium, but once again the rate of increase in 
the latter was much slower.
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Table-2,25*
(Index of yield of non-foodgrains) 
1920/21 to 1922/23 = 100
*Regions 1920/24- 1925/29 1 1930/34-
I
| 1955/39 j 194-0/4-4-
All-Bengal 106 123
i1
f 136 138
j i 133
^Presidency 109 ' 132 138 ■ 134- 136
’Burdwan i 96 101 ' 129 : 133 116
|Ra;jshahi 105 ;1 122
t : 155 136 136
Dacca 109 1 128 ' 139 14-5 134- i
! j
IChittagong \
)— — = — — — — J— -
105 1 122\ 128 133 129
2.20. Regional trends in non~foodgrain yield per acre.
The average rates of improvement in productivity 
were almost identical with that of the all-Bengal average 
(Table 2.24-.). This stands in sharp contrast to the wide 
variations in the regional trends in the acreage under the 
cultivation of foodcrops and non-food crops and partly in 
the yield of the former. In course of the discussion on the 
trends in non-foodgrain output it has been pointed out that 
the variations in the rates of acceleration or retardation 
at the regional level do not seem to have necessarily depen­
ded on the relative importance of the particular group of 
crops in each region. This is brought out more clearly by 
the opposite pattern in the two determinants of output -
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acreage and yield. Thus, while in the case of acreage under 
cultivation regions with the highest (Rajshahi and Dacca) 
and lowest (Presidency and Burdwan Divisions) had opposite 
trends or widely dissimilar rates of increase or decrease, 
in the present case all the regions had almost identical 
rates of increase though the relative importance of the crop 
in each region was widely different.
The quinquennial trends reveal the same pattern as 
already noted for all-Bengal. The rate of increase in yield 
was slowing down during the period from 1920 to 194-0 and 
this was followed by some drop in the last period. The 
only exceptions were Burdwan where the rate of improvement 
was accelerating during,the first 10 years and Presidency 
Division which had some drop in yield in the fourth period 
as against some increase in the last. The drop in Presi­
dency Division was almost entirely due to a marked decline 
in the productivity of jute.
In the previous chapter it has been pointed out 
how it seems reasonable to assume that the trends in the 
revised series are more reliable. Now it is clear that 
this assumption is strengthened by the fact that the actual 
findings are more in conformity with the experience in the 
other parts of India. The picture of the agricultural 
economy of Bengal which is thus presented may be summarised 
as follows: Pirstly, during the period as a whole there was
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hardly any increase in the yield of all-crops and only a 
marginal expansion of the acreage under cultivation* The 
resultant increase in all-crop output was much lower than 
the growth of population* Secondly, the experience between 
the two groups of crops was, however, widely dissimilar*
In the case of foodgrain crops a small increase in acreage 
under cultivation (0,2 per cent per year) was neutralised by 
a corresponding decline in yield per acre. But in non­
food crops a still smaller increase in acreage (0*1 per cent) 
was accompanied by a fairly impressive improvement in yield 
per acre (1.0 per cent). Thirdly, agricultural trends in 
the different regional units were considerably dissimilar.
This chapter may be concluded by an attempt to 
explain this contrast between the productivity of foodgrain 
and non-foodgrain crops. What caused this difference?
Once again this raises the question of the quality of the 
official data on yield considered in the preceding chapter. 
How far was this difference a real one? Obviously nothing 
definite can be said on this question. Therefore, the 
purpose here will be to see if there could be any conceivable 
explanation for this divergent experience as indicated by 
the official statistics. In this connection it may be 
recalled that of the individual crops responsible for the 
stagnation in the productivity of food crops the most impor­
tant was the decline in the yield of winter rice. Yield of 
other food crops increased, but since winter rice alone
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accounted for ffo per cent of the total acreage under this 
group of crops the rates of increase could only neutralise 
the effect of this decline in winter rice. Thus, the 
question raised above is essentially a question as to the 
cause of the decline in the yield of winter rice as against 
an increase in that of non-food crops.
One possibility referred to by Blyn is that jute
and rice are alternative crops and the decline in rice yield
was caused by the transfer of better lands from the culti-
6vation of rice to that of jute* The other suggestion 
made by Spate is that jute and rice are associated in 
rotation planting and this might have caused the lowering 
of rice yield since jute is a soil-exhausting crop.^ These
explanations seem to be fairly convincing at first sight.
But looked at more closely it seems that these suggestions 
do not fully explain the decline in rice yield.
Of the three varieties of rice it is only autumn 
rice which is a direct alternative to jute in the sense 
that these two crops are sown and harvested in the same 
season. In the case of winter rice its transplanting
season coincides with the harvesting season of jute. After
jute harvest planting of winter rice on the same land mainly
depends on the favourable weather conditions. Thus, winter
6. G. Blyn, op.cit., p. 158.
7* O.H.K. Spate, India and Pakistan, A General and Regional 
Geoprapby (L o n d o n , ' T ^ T T p • 5 2 % *
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rice is alternative only in an indirect sense. During the 
period as a whole the prodtictivity of jute and autumn rice 
increased at the annual rate of 0.2 per cent and 0.3 per 
cent per year respectively. Now the questions that have 
to he asked are: if the better land were transferred from
the cultivation of rice, why the productivity of autumn rice 
did not decline? Secondly, why the productivity of jute 
increased so marginally as against a much higher growth in 
the other non-food crops. This is particularly important 
in view of the fact that by the late thirties 50 per cent of 
the total acreage under jute was sown with improved seeds.
In this connection it may also be mentioned that jute and 
winter rice accounted for respectively 9 per cent and 
59 per cent of the total crop-acreage. Clearly the impact 
of the transfer of better land should have been limited or 
even neutralised by the fact that 6 per cent of the rice 
acreage was sown with the improved varieties of seeds. Thus, 
it would appear that the decline in the yield of winter rice 
cannot be explained as mainly due to the transfer of better 
land or its association the rotation planting with j^ t^e.
A more important explanation may lie in the remark­
able expansion of double cropping. It is reasonable to 
argue that most of this expansion took place on. .land under 
the cultivation of winter rice. This is suggested, firstly, 
by the importance of this crop in terms of acreage under
15 0
cultivation. Secondly, the sowing and transplanting 
season of winter rice is such that it allows considerable 
scope for raising a second crop in the same agricultural 
year. It is well-known how different 'rabi* crops such as 
mustard, linseed, sesamum, gram are grown on land released 
after the harvest of winter rice. Similarly there is an 
advantage from the side of the planting season as well*
It is possible that there was an increase in the proportion 
of land which is transplanted with winter rice after the 
harvest of autumn rice and jute. It may , however, be argued 
that the yield per acre of the crops so grown would also tend 
to decline. But there are reasons which suggest that 
this may not necessarily have happened. In the case of 
jute there was one upward force against a tendency of a 
drop in the yield resulting from double cropping. This was 
the use of the improved varieties of seeds. Clearly these 
seeds could not raise productivity by 25 per cent as it was 
believed by the Agricultural Department, but it cannot be 
denied that there was some effect. Secondly, crops like 
wheat, barley, grainsesamum, linseed and mustard accounted 
for only 8 per cent of the total acreage under cultivation.
It is conceivable that this smallness of the area under 
cultivation during particular months of the year enabled 
the cultivators to take greater care in respect of manuring, 
ploughing and weeding. This possibility is particularly 
applicable in the case of tobacco and sugarcane. In this
1 5  1
connection it may also be mentioned that improved seedlings 
were used in these two crops. By late thirties more than 
half of the acreage under the latter was planted with the 
new varieties of seedlings.
Thus, the explanation for the contrast in the 
yield of these two varieties of crops as indicated by the 
official data seems to lie in the effect of the transfer of 
better lands from under winter rice, extension of double­
cropping, use of improved varieties of seeds and perhaps of 
greater care in the cultivation of certain non-food crops.
The variations which have been pointed out at the 
regional level with regard to the trends in acreage under 
cultivation and yield per acre raise a number of important 
questions. This is particularly so in view of the fact 
that the two neighbouring regions of Burdwan and Presidency 
Division had such divergent experience. But these can best 
be appreciated with reference to the trends in the indivi­
dual crops which are taken up in the next chapter. At 
this stage it may only be recalled that these variations 
do not seem to have necessarily been due to the difference 
in the relative importance of the two groups of crops in 
each region.
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CHAPTER III 
TRENDS IN OUTPUT, ACREAGE AND YIELD:
INDIVIDUAL CROPS
Percentage rates of change presented in the pre­
ceding chapter revealo the picture of a stagnant agricultural 
economy characterized hy the near-constancy of both acreage 
under cultivation and yield at the aggregate level. In 
the present chapter the analysis is taken a step further to 
examine whether this picture was repx'esentative of all the 
individual crops. There are several questions that need 
resolving. Por example, if the trends were dissimilar, 
what was the significance of this difference? Again, it is 
imperative to seek some possible explanations for these 
dissimilarities. The mode of presentation is more or less 
the same as in the previous chapter. In the discussion on 
the quinquennial trends the emphasis Is on the provincial 
average. In order to facilitate the interpretation of the 
rates of change in the 13 crops selected for analysis their 
weights in the all-crop acreage and all-crop output at the 
all-Bengal level are shown in the respective Tables. The 
analysis of the changes is followed by an attempt to explain 
the differences in regional trends.
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5.1. Provincial and regional rates of change in the crop outpuo
Considerable variations are noticed in the trends of
the output of individual crops (Table 3.1.). In both series
the annual rates of growth were the highest for sugarcane
and gram:i. In the case of the former this has to be
attributed to the introduction of protective tariff against
the import of sugar and the consequent expansion of local 
q
manufacture. The remarkable expansion In the output of 
gram,';, started in the middle of the 1930s despite the fact 
that the export of this crop was declining since the begin- 
ning of the period under review. This would thus, indi­
cate, at least partly, a tendency towards Increased consump- . 
tion of the inferior foodgrains. Conversely, the rates of 
increase in the official series were the lowest for mustard, 
winter rice, jute and tobacco. The revised series reveals 
a completely different picture for winter rice. This crop
1. Number of sugar mills in Bengal increased from only two 
in 1933 to nine in 1939 with a daily crushing capacity 
of nearly 4000 tons. For details see, Government of 
India, Report on the Marketing of Sugar in India (Delhi, 
1939)9 p.12. Working in the same direction was the 
introduction of the improved varieties of seedlings as 
discussed in the preceding chapter.
2. All the export figures are available from the Annual 
Statement of the Sea-Borne Trade and Nav^ation_of 
British IndTa7 published by tHe Director General of 
Commercial intelligence and Statistics, Government of 
India, Delhi (annual).
Table g.l.
(Average annual rates of increase in output)
Crops ^Relative
jimpor-
jtance
Ull- 
= Bengal
Presi­
dency
jBur-
fdwan
if
i
'Raj- : 
shahi :
Dacca Chitta­
gong
W. Rice 53 0.4
eo. j )
1.7
(0.8)
5 -0.1 
K-1.2)
0.6 
’ (0.3)
0.1
(-0.2)
■ -0.4 
‘(-0.6)
A. Rice ■ 15' 1.6
(0.9)
■ 1.6 
• (0.8)
i 0.4
: (1.4)
: 2.0 
1 (0.3)
2.8
(2.7)
-0.2
(-1.7)
Jute
Mustard
17 - 0.7 
(0.2)
2.4
(2.0)
2.0
(1.7)
? 1.2 
1 (0.7)
0.0
(-0.4)
‘ 0.3 
(-0.1)
1 0.1
(0.3)
. 3.1 
(3-3)
0.3 
: (1.1)
0.5
; (0.6),
-0.8
(-0.5)
: 0.1
i (0.2)
S. Rice 2 1.8
(1.0)
3.4
(2.2)
: 0.3
’(-3.3)
* 2.3 
; (1.2)
1.8
(1.5)
0.1
1 (2.7)
Gram.. 1 6.6 
(5.0)
7.8
(6.3)
2.6 
1 (0.6)
' 5.4
, (3.3)
3.6
(1.2)
i 3.1 
i (0.0)
Wheat 1 2.6 
‘ (2.3)
j 4.6 
; (4.6)
2.4 
• (0.7)
: 1.1 
I (1 .1) ,
3.8
(3.3)
J
Sesamum 1 1.5
(1.5)
i ’ 3.9 
! (3.9)
■ -0.6 
(-0.6)
: 1.8 , 
; (1.8):
1.2
(1.2)
! 2.9
j (2.9)
Tobacco 2 0.7 
• (1.9)
| 0.3 
'(-0.7)
-2.2
■(-0.6)
0.1 
: (1.8).
3.4
(3.3)
! 2.4 
; (2.0)
Linseed 00 2.1
(2.1)
4.3 
j (4.3)
-0.6
(-0.6)
: 0.3 ' 
I (0.3)
-1.5
(-1.5)
1 1.0 
‘ (1.0)
Sugarcane 4 ■ 4.3 
(4.3)
1 7.1 0.1 
: (o.l)
i 4.3 ’ 
: (4.3)
5.6
(5.6)
! 1.4
1 (1.4)
Tea 4 2.9 * — - ! 2.9 ; — ! 1.1
"Barley 00 2.8
(1.1)
! 5.3 
| (4.7)
-2.6
(-3.0)
I 3.2 ■ 
; (0.1).
1.4
(0.7)
All crops 100 a 0.9 
(0.3)
i 2.0
i (1.1)
j
0.0
.(-1-0)
; 1.4 ;
i (0.5);*
0.8
(0.4)
i -0.2 
j(—0.7)
Note: Figures in the brackets in this Table refer to the 
revised series. Difference in the relative importance 
in the two series is not marked and therefore only 
the weights in the official series are presented.
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accounted for more than half of the total crop output in 
Bengal and evidently this decline of 0.5 per cent per year 
was of the greatest importance for the economy at large.
Jute was the largest of the non-foodgrain crops hut the 
revised series indicates a still lower rate of increase.
As almost the whole of the jute production was exported 
either in raw or manufactured form this may indicate the 
effects of the restrictive practices of the local manu­
facturers,^ the drastic fall in world consumption during the 
Depression years and the increased needs of food production 
beginning from the middle of the 1950s. The very low rate 
of increase in mustard could have been due to the gradual 
decline of the export trade in this crop from the outset of 
the period. Autumn rice and summer rice belonged to one 
group and in sharp contrast to the experience in winter rice 
output of these two crops was increasing considerably. In 
both the series the trends were much better for crops like 
barley, wheat, sesamum, linseed and tea which together accounts! 
for .only 6 per cent of the all-crop output. Thus, it x^ as 
the output of only the minor crops which was increasing during 
the period as a whole and evidently the rates were much 
higher than those indicated by the weighted average of all 
the crops.
5* See Report of the Bengal Jute Enquiry Committee, vol. 1, 
(Calcutta, 193$), p. 22. ‘
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jvigure 5*1 Individual urop Output^Official Series, All™ 
isengal) ,irive I'ears moving Average,Semi-Logarithmic scale*
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Gram
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In almost all the crops the provincial rate of 
change was not representative of any of the five regions. 
Presidency Division formed a category hy itself in that the 
annual rates of increase were the highest in all the indivi­
dual crops except autumn rice and tobacco. Burdwan and 
Chittagong belonged to the extreme opposite in almost all 
the crops. Of particular importance in the latter was 
the marked decline in winter rice and autumn rice. In 
Burdwan the drop in winter rice was marginal and there was 
some improvement in autumn rice, gram and wheat. But 
these were offset by the very high rates of decline in barley 
and tobacco. The contrast between these three regions 
becomes more marked in the revised series. In the former 
the rates of increase still remain impressive and in many 
cases as high as in the official series. But in Burdwan 
and Chittagong the position further deteriorates. In both 
the series Dacca and Rajshahi occupy a somewhat middle 
position. They had the same trend in almost all the crops 
though the rates of change were different.
3.2. Provincial and regional trends in the quinquennial 
periods.
Por the province as a whole the level of output of 
nine crops during the first five years was lower than in the 
base period (Table 3*2.). Among the remaining crops pro­
duction of tea and jute was increasing, though at low rates.
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Table 5*2*
(Index of output during 1920/21 to'1924/25)
1920/21  -  1922/25 - 100
1
;Crops
I
| All
*Bengal
Presi­
dency
Burd-
| wan$
i . A ; Ragshahr1 c* I t f
Dacca j Chitta­
gong
jW. Rice . 94fi 98
I
1 92j | 95 ! 94 ij 95
U* Rice f 94 95 ) 88 i 95 j 94 ! 95
| Jute | 151 156 j 85 ! 129 i 151 | 156
jHustard j 95 95 i n oI ! 95 : 89 ; 105
| s .  Eice j 97 94 j 97 j 100 ; 98 95
j  Graiii 1 94 95 j 90 j 90 ; 102 98
Wheat | 97 97 i 98 I 97 : 104 -
Sesamum ! 92 89 | 96 ! 95 ! 89 104
Tobacco ! 100i 86 ; 92 ; 101 1 99 105
Linseed i ioo 106 ■ 105 | 98 ' 89 101
iSugarcane 1 97 90 : 92 ! 102k 97 96
Tea j 1 0 4 - — j 104 ; - 101
Barley 94 95 96 j 95 97 -
All crops 98
.
99 S 92
ooH
101 98
Tims,, it was only on bbe production of these two crops that
• tbe post-war recovery in the market conditions was beginning'
Z l
to have some effect* This provincial picture m  the first 
quinquennium was typical of all the regions in most of the 
crops including winter rice and autumn rice* The most
4* The supply-response of the major crops for the period as 
a whole is examined in a separate chapter. The purpose 
in the present chapter is to emphasise, in a stiaLght 
forward way, the pattern of shifts in the quinquennial 
periods*
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marked exception was the drop in jute production in Burdwan.
Bor the province as a whole the trends in the out­
put of the 13 crops were slightly different in the second 
quinquennium (Table 3«3«) when prices were at their highest
Table 3*3*
(Index of output during the quinquennium 1925-1929)
1920/21 - 1922/23 - 100
Crops I All .
|Bengal
Presi­
dency
•Burd-
-; wan
j Raj-
!shahi
I
! Dacca * Chitta­
gong !
W. Rice
1 87
89 ; 74 1 91\ ; 96
;
t 85 |
A. Rice 91 97 125 1 97 ; 79 : 78
Jute 1215 281 > 174 ! 204 I 206 : 248
(192) (251) K 155) 1082) ; (184) ; (221)
Mustard I 36j 101 • 116 t 87r j 78 ; 112
S. Rice | 69 204 • 47 ! 94 i 94 46
Gram.' j 87 85 ' 80 j 90 j 105 75
Wheat 1102 119 ! 112 j 92 I 121f 1 -
Sesamum | 82 93 . 77 ‘ 114 ! 62 \ 134
Tobacco jl34 75 : 157 ; 147 | 85 ; 152
Linseed 1102 114 174 ? 92 j 73 ; so
Sugarcane 1 96 77 : 78 S 106 ! 108i 76
Tea J140 — ; i4i ! ”* 92
Barley 1 89 123 76 ; 6i | 116 * —
All-crops !l04 104 - 80 ! 114 i 113 96
(100) (101) ; (77) ; (107) ] (112) J (9 3 )
Note: Bigures in the brackets in this Table, as in the later
ones, refer to the revised series.
18  0 !
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level* Apart from jute and tea the output.of linseed and 
tobacco also responded to these favourable market conditions* 
However, the pattern of the last two crops was not the same 
in all the regions. This was true also with regard to the 
crops with negative trends during these years. For example, 
in Dacca and Rajshahi output of raw sugar increased as 
against a decline in linseed* Among the three crops with a 
positive trend the highest acceleration took place in jute 
production. Conversely, the decline in output was the most
a
marked in winter rice and the least so in autumn rice. This 
clearly suggests that the expansion in jute production in 
this quinquennium was more at the cost of winter rice.
The picture completely changed during the Depression 
years. Of the several crops which had responded positively 
to the rise in price-level in the past, now it was only the 
production of jute which dropped with the fall in prices 
(Table 3*4.). It may, however, be of significance that the 
rate of decline was much less than that of increase* in the 
preceding quinquennium. Output of tobacco, linseed and tea 
continued to increase though there was considerable fall in 
prices. The increase in the production of tea as against a 
drop in jute is important as it underlined how in the ab- 
s^ iice 'of ain alternative product the highly capitalised estates 
could not adjust their production to the fall in the price 
level
5. This was also the experience in Malaya and the Dutch East 
Indies. Bee P.T. Bauer, The Rubber Industry (London 
1948), p. 30.  — ----- —
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gable 3*4.
(Index of output in the quinquennium from 1930-1934)
1 9 2 0 / 2 1 - 1 9 2 2 / 2 3  = 1 0 0
! Crops All
Bengal
jPresi-i 
jdency i
Burd­
wan
I Raj­
shahi
: Dacca
*
Ghitta- | 
gong ;
t
«W. Rice 92 ! 100 ; 81 [ 103 { 92 85 1
A. Rice 111 119 -j 131 j 120 1 119 73 j
*Jute 170 ; 190 1 146 ( 158 ■! 174 181 ;
(156) (174) | (135) j (145) ; 058) (165) ;
Mustard 110 139 156 ! 120 s 94. 119 j
tS. Rice 106 100 60 1 105 ! 121 ' 65 j
? Gram a 148 162 ; 108 j 136 i 137 122 !
; Wheat 140 149 164 125 I 226
.
'Sesamum 104 1 101 85 | 149 | 84 155 |
(Tobacco . 150 69 ■ 169 : 162 | 114
p
154 1
i
Linseed 130 1 161 216 126 ! 77 59 |
* Sugarcane 163 157 98 1 197 i 193 : 88 j
;Iea 142 - - | 143 ]
i
86 ]
;Barley 104 181 83 1 71 1 I 2 0  ;
|
”  i
(All-crops 109 112 88 1 123 1 115 i 91 1
i -. . -. - (105) <110) . (84) j (116) J (ill) i (89) J
Note: Estimates based on the revised series are presented
in brackets.
Similarly, the output of other crops including 
■winter rice and autumn rice which declined in the earlier 
years as against an increase in jute production improved con­
siderably during these years. The sudden spurt in the pro­
duction of sugar reflects the timing of the introduction of 
protective tariff and the consequent beginning in the expansion
of domestic industry. Thus, the finding of the preceding 
chapter that there was an upward shift in all-crop output 
during the Depression years was also characteristic of all 
the individual crops. The only exception was jute ifhich is 
fully marketed. Trends at the regional level were almost 
uniformly the same as indicated by this provincial average*
In this respect also the experience in the third quinquennium 
was different. This may suggest that the effects of falling 
prices are more pervasive than that of rising ones.
During the post-Depression years there was con­
siderable improvement in the market conditions. But the 
recovery in jute production, even in the revised series, 
was small (Table 3.5*)» Conversely, output of other crops 
including winter rice continued to increase. Since there 
were two lean years in the yield of autumn rice - the other 
alternative crop of jute - and this held down output despite 
some expansion of acreage it may be suggested that the trend 
in crop was also the same. Evidently, this was in sharp 
contrast to the experience in the first and the second quin­
quennia. This new pattern is of considerable importance as 
it indicates that the increased needs of food supply cur­
tailed the production of jute and expanded that of rice.
It is true that the recovery in the price-level was slow to 
come, but the underlying trend is fairly clear.
1 C 3
0
gable 3»5»
(Index of output in the quinquennium 1935-1939)
1 9 2 0 / 2 1 - 1 9 2 2 / 2 3  = 1 0 0
1 Crops
I
i
All-
Bengal
* Presi­
dency
Burd-
wan
1 Raj- 
j shahi
| Dacca Chitta­
gong
f m  11 1 
1
jW. Rice 96 105 85 | 103 t 100
i
84
‘A. Rice 10? ■ 102i 117 | 109 j 130 74 .
5 Jute 171 , 199 102 j 150 • 178 1941 (166) f(195) (99) S (14-5) i (172) (187)
Mustard 111 ! 165, 151 i 1211 | 93 117
?S. Rice 115 ! 175 ; 37 ; 123 | 128 64
' G-ram .. 204 ; 246 111 1 165 j 145 77
[Wheat 148 I 216 137 j 115 j 212 —
Sesamum 124 ! 108 77 : 158 ; 114 165
.lobacco 151 j 68j 98 j 158 ! 154 152
Linseed 145 ! 194- 170 122 I 75 118
TSugarcane 225 1 254- 102 i 284 272 113
?Iea
r
152 ii - : 153 103
Barley 115 I 209 64 : 88 ; 121 —
All-crops 113 I 115 86 : 125 : 123 92
(109) 1 a w ) (86) (117) ' (122) (91)
Note: Figures in the brackets refer to the revised series.
As pointed out in course of the discussion on the 
nature of the official statistics there was a sudden accel­
eration in the output of all the crops except mustard, tea, 
tobacco and sugarcane during the last five years.(gable 3.6.). 
Clearly the difference between the foodgrain and non-foodgrain
1 0  4
Table 3*6.
(Index of output in the quinquennium. 1940-194*4*)
1 9 2 0 / 2 1 - 1 9 2 2 / 2 5  = 1 0 0
Crops ' All- ;Presi-
jBengal ;dency
W. Rice 5 98 
j (85)
; 134
> (HI)
A. Rice ; 131
i (109)
5 137 
1(116)
1 Jute i. I87
■? (14-8)
304 
,(242)
I Mustard 1 96 
| (93)
i 188 
;(176)
IS. Rice
i1[
i 134
i(114)
1 228 
(176)
| Gram;.\i
i 305 
i(231)
! 372 
|(295)
Wheat 1 156 
i(147)
t
I 238
f(230)\
Sesamum | 116 ! 202
fTobacco I 133 
|(152)
1 95 
; (76)
Linseed j 153 :■ 24-4-4
[Sugarcane 197 j 302
iTea j 197 j! —•
Barley
if
164 
1(120)
j 270
1(244)
iAll-cropsi1
I
120
(101)
i 153
i(126)
i\ ,
Rote: Revised estimates are
:Burd- 
; wan
Raj-_
shahr
Dacc.a [ Ghitta- 
] gong
i 81
: (65)
99
(83)
98
(93)
84
| (83)
■ 105
i(131)
146.
(102)
152
(143)
1 88 
• (62)
; 204 
1(159)
207
(163)
155
(123)
I 190
■! (148)
i 123 
j(128)
104
(104)
74
(74)
; 114
(HI)
j 102
; (52)
\
190
(124)
130
(126)
83
(64)
141 
i (98)
252
(166)
208
(130)
’ 195 
(102)
i 147
i(108)
118
(118)
215
(187) *
j 79 140 94 189
1 70
; (92)
129
(155)
175
(166)
. 168 
1 (159)
1 115 100 60 111
82 212 258 109
— 199 - 120
• 57
• (52)
165
(89)
136
,(121)
-
; 85 
j (69)
136
(108)
122
(108)
96
• (93)
presented in brackets.
crops has to be attributed to the "Grow More Food Campaign” 
launched during these years by the provincial Government.
Consequently, the changes effected by the revision of 
statistics are more marked in these crops. The sharpest 
drop takes place in winter rice and output stands at a con­
siderably lower level than in the base period. In the con­
text of the Bengal famine of 194-3 this seems to have been 
of the greatest importance. Autumn rice still shows some 
increase along with the two marginal crops of. gram,, and barley.
The regional picture once again brings out the 
contrast between Presidency Division on the one hand and 
Burdwan and Chittagong on the other. While for the former 
even the revised series shows some increase in the output of 
all the crops the trend is opposite for the latter two regions..
'3. ;3. Provincial and regional trends in acreage under cultivation
With regard to the trends in acreage the 13 crops 
may be classified under several groups (Table 3*7*)* In 
both the series the rates of expansion were the highest for 
gram:;' and sugarcane. But while the rates of increase in 
the' former were more or less the same as In output, thus 
indicating a marginal improvement in productivity, in the 
case of sugarcane expansion of acreage was accompanied by 
considerable increase In yield with annual rates of expansion 
varying from 0.7 per.cent to 1*1 per cent. Tobacco, barley, 
summer rice and linseed belonged to another group. The high 
rates of expansion in the acreage under barley and wheat
6 «o
Table 9.7.
(Trend rates in acreage nnder individual crops)
Crops Rela­
tive ' 
Wts. '
All j Presi- 
Bengalj dency
i. __ i
-j Burd­
wan
1 ;i. .
Raj-
sliaTal
j Dacca
1
I Mil— ....,
Chitta­
gong
1
W. Rice 58 ; 0.7
(0.0)
1.6
(0.7)
f ; 
!
i 0.2 1 
; (-0.8):
0.7
(-0.2)
0.7
(0.4)
1 )j
| 0.4 
| (0.2)
A . Nr c e 22 :
I
1.5
(0.8)
1.2
(0.5)
j 0.6 -0.2
i (i.6) :(-4.i)
1.6
(0.5)
I 1.1
J (0.8)
Jute 9 i
i
0.3
(-0.1)
2.1
(1.6)
1 1.1 i
| (0.7) ,
0.9
(0.4)
-0.2
|(-0.6)
! -0.8 
K-1.2)
Mustard 5 . -0.6
(-0.4)
1.5
(1.7)
1-0.6 i 
! (o.i) ;
0.3
(0.4)
-1.8
j(-1.5)
! -1 - i —1.9
i(-i.^ )
S. Hice 2 1.1
(0.2)
2.7
(1.6)
1-0.2 ! 
(-4.1) ij
■1.6
(0.5)
1.1 
i (0.8)
| -0.6 
1 (2.0)
Gram.- 1 j 6.1
(4.5)
6.8
(5.5)
T 2.7 |
■(0.8) |
i i
5*5
(3.4)
3.8
(1.4)!
• 3.2 
i (0.1)
Whe at
1 ! 2.10.8)
3.7
(3.7)
■ 2.1 1 
:(o.4) j
0.9
(0.9)
2.4
(1.8)
I
kI
Sesamum l ; 0.4 2.2 ;-1.6 j 0.1 0.3 i 1.5
Tobacco i !.1. i\
1
-0.5
(0.7)
-1.0
(-1.9)
j-3 -3  j 
(-1.7) j
-0.9
(0.8)
1.3
(1.2)
' 1.3 
; (0.9)
Linseed 1 ! 0.9 2.6 :-1.8 |-0.9 -2.5 : 0.5
Sugarcane 1 i 2.4 4.3 ‘-2.2 j 3.0 3-7 -0.9
Tea i ! 0.5 —
S \ 
i 0.5 — 0.5
Bariey 0 i1
\
2.5 ; 
(0.9)
5.0
(4.4)
■-2.9 1 
(-3.3) ](
2.9
-0.2)
1.1
(0.4)
—
All-crops
i
100 I
j
I
0.9
(0.2)
1.7
(0.9)
' 0.2 
(-0.7) j
1.0
(0.1)
0.9
(0.6)
0.1
(-0.6)
Note: Bigures in the brackets refer to the revised series.
despite the fact that yield per acre in Bengal was one of the 
lowest in the sub-continent underlines, as in the case of 
gram.,:., the increased necessity of raising a second foodcrop
I 0 7
Figure 3.2 Individual Crop Acreage(official Series, A11-
alX,.F_±_ve...ye ar.a. .mQv.ing^average. f Semi-Logari.thml
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in the dry season, though this generally meant the consumption 
of inferior cereals. Among the other minor crops the trends 
were one of marginal expansion in tea and sesamum and some 
decline in mustard and jute# The slow increase in the 
acreage under tea, though productivity was improving at the 
rate of 2*3 per cent per year, has obviously to be attri­
buted to the limited scope for the extension of tea plan­
tation in Bengal* However, as against these varying rates 
of increase in the minor crops the stagnation of the acreage 
under winter rice once again stands out prominently* Clearly 
this was responsible for the near-zero trend in the all-crop 
acreage*
The regional trends reveal the same pattern as 
noticed in the case of output - the all-Bengal average rates 
were not representative of most of the component units.
On the contrary, the contrast between Presidency Division 
and the two regions of Burdwan and Chittagong was more 
marked in crops like sesamum, linseed and tobacco. Obviously 
this was due to the similarity of the trends in the yield of 
these crops as shown in the relevant section. The problem 
of discerning the possible explanations for the variations 
in the trends of the individual crop acreage at the regional 
level is discussed at the end of this chapter. But at this 
stage it may be pointed out that the pattern in the individual 
cro£> confirms the finding of the previous chapter that the 
rates of change in a crop did not necessarily depend on its
i G 9
relative importance in each region. Thus, for example, 
while the relative importance of autumn rice was more or less 
the same in Rajshahi and Dacca the rates of change in hoth 
the series were completely different. Again, Presidency 
and Burdwan Divisions accounted for one-fifth and one-sixth 
respectively of the total acreage under winter rice. But 
while the rate of expansion was 1.6 per cent in the former it 
was only 0.2 per cent per year in the latter.
3'. .4. Provincial and regional trends in the quinquennial periods
The quinquennial trends in acreage under the culti­
vation of individual crops were in general similar to those 
in output. Thus, during the first five years it was only in 
the case of the two minor crops of linseed and wheat that 
the trends were different from those in output (Table 3.8.). 
Otherwise the general pattern was the same - acreage under 
tea and jute was expanding with the recovery in the market 
conditions and this was accompanied by decline of the acreage 
under the remaining crops. It may, however, be pointed out 
that the rate of expansion of the acreage under jute and 
those of decline in the other crops were slower than in 
output. Secondly, at the level of the regional units the 
variations were more marked.
The trends in the second period were more or less 
similar. As market conditions continued to improve acreage 
under the cultivation of jute, tobacco and tea was expanding
gable 5*8.
(Index of acreage during the quinquennium 1920 - 1924)
1920/21-1922/25 = 100
- Crops | All- 
j Bengal
Presi­
dency !V
J
Burd­
wan
Raj­
shahi
1a
i
Dacca Chit
gong
■V. Rice
i
! 99 99 | 98 96
I£
1 100 100
A. Rice 1 97 97 ! 89 96 | 99 100
Jute
i—1OJ
i—1 127 1t£|
90 118 1s\ 123 125
, Mustard 95 95 108 .97 91 106
S. Rice
■
101 98 $j 101 105
IJ
I
102 99
Gram 95 95 i 93 95 l 97 100
I Wheat 101 102
i
96 100
1j 100 -
Sesamum I 94 86 ’i 92 95
A
'< 92 100
fobacco S  1 0 0 86
!
i\ 92 101
4
1 78 1 103
Linseed i 98 100 { 99 96 j 92 99
Sugarcane I 99
£  i
93 i 93 103 -j 101 97
gea 1 101 — ii\
1
101
'
—  1t 100
Barley |  97 95
\
f- 98 95 99 ; —
;All~crops J 100 . 99
}
5i
E>-
C"' 98 102 102
and this was accompanied by some decline in the other crops 
(gable 3*9*)* It is, again, important that the rates of 
decline, particularly in winter rice, were not as high as 
in output. Conversely, in jute and tobacco the pace of 
expansion was slower. fhis indicates that yield per acre 
was perhaps an important factor with regard to the magnitude 
of response of the various crops to the changes in the 
price level.
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Table 5*9«
(Index of acreage during the period 1925-1929)
1 9 2 0 / 2 1 - 1 9 2 2 / 2 5  = 1 0 0
* 1 1 1 
| Crops
I  1
All-
Bengal
jPresi- 
i deney
Burd­
wan
Raj-
shahi
| Dacca
i
i\
Ohitta- ) 
gong j
tw. Rice1 93 90 88 90
3
I 99 97 |
(A. Rice
i
98 I 104 122 97 I 89* 93 1
f Jutet
\
187
(167)
: 241 
(215)
158
(141)
176
(157)
i 183 
i (163)
196 i 
0 7 5 )  i
1 Mustard
i
86 j 91 109 91 i 76 125 j
jS. Rice 99 j 222 52. 104 |  104 5! |
1 Gram. 88 | 84
i 89 93 j 116 100 iI
(Wheat 102 1 118
i
96 93 | 101
1 Sesamum
j 83 j 102 62 106 1 71 106 1
! Tobacco 103 i 70 119 110 * 73
j
111 ' !
Linseed
-
97 j 107 149 83 : 80 89 !
Sugarcane
■ 95 j 82 73 109 !  106 75 j
Tea 108 — 108 1 108 |
Barley 90 j 122 77 62 117 “  j
All-crops 101
(98)
j 100
| (98)
92
(89)
99
(96)
104 I 
: (103) i
101 |
(99) j
Note; Figures in the brackets refer to the revised series.
Thus, while a drop in the productivity of autumn rice was 
accompanied by some expansion of acreage during these years 
the pattern was just the opposite in linseed. So far as 
the regional picture is concerned these provincial trends were 
most representative in the case of winter rice, gran,; and 
jute. I11 the other crops there were considerable variations.
During the Depression years acreage under culti-
■$ * y  * >X  i!
vation expanded for all the crops except tobacco, linseed 
and jute (Table 3.10.). It may be recalled here that with 
regard to output it was only in the case of jute that the 
impact of the Great Depression was felt. However, since 
the decline in the acreage under linseed and tobacco was so
Table 3*10*
(Index of acreage during the years 1930-1934-)
1920/21-1922/23 = 100
jCrops
s1
All-
Bengal
Presi­
dency
Burd- | 
wan |
Saj- ! 
shahi |
Dacca J Chitta- | 
gong j
jW. Rice 97 97 90 | 93 102 j 106 I
|A. Rice 107 106 .129 i 106 118 i 84 1
j Jute
j
140
(128)
156
(14-3)
117 1 
(108) ;
129 
(118) .
146 ! 
(133) !
136 I 
(124) |
iMustardf 87 96 110 i\ 97 75 | 102 j
jS. Eice 100 94- 56 ; 96 112 j 60 i\
;Gram 120 122 97’ ! 130 121 ij 100 .1
(Wheat1 120 121 121 I 115 159 |
j
iSesamum 85 95 58 n o 74 ! 109 I
■Tobacco 102 57 120 ; 1 0 8 83 j 114 jj
^Linseed 96 106 14-2 i 90 65 : 74 j
'Sugarcane 112 101 63 137 138 : 66 j
jTea 113 — — 113 — 111
iBarley 99 172 79 • 68 115 ; —  }1
:All-crops
]1
102
(101)
102
(102)
94- , 
(92) •
100
(98)
108 i
(107)
100 1
(98) j
Note; Figures in the brackets refer to the revised series.
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marginal it may be suggested that the nature of the impact 
of the Depression on the acreage under the cultivation of 
individiial crops was similar to that o i i output • The pro­
vincial pattern was most representative of the regional 
trends once again in the case of winter rice, autumn rice, 
what, barley, gram and jute.
The expansion of acreage under all the individual 
crops during the period from 1955 to 1959 confirms the 
earlier findings of the end of substitution between jute and 
the two varieties of rice and, secondly, the increased 
emphasis on minor non-foodgrain crops (mustard, linseed, 
sesamum and tobacco) for cash needs (Table 5*11.)• There 
was considerable increase also of the acreage under wheat, . 
barley and gram. This increase in the cultivation of these 
minor crops clearly reflects the expansion of double-cropped 
area which took place during these years. kor these crops 
are grown during the interval between the harvesting and 
sowing of the major crops - winter rice, autumn rice and 
jute. Another feature of the trends in this quinquennium 
is that even in the case of these crops the rates of increase 
were higher for food crops. This would again indicate the 
emphasis on increased food production.
The trends in the last qiiinquennium bring out more 
clearly the effects of the upward revision of statistics
1 7  d
Table 3*11*
(Index of acreage during the years 1955 to 1959)
1 9 2 0 / 2 1 - 1 9 2 2 / 2 5  = 1 0 0
Crops ; a h - ■
I Bengali
Presi­
dency
Burd- 5 
wan j
Raj- | 
shahi )
Dacca Chitta­
gong
ii
00*Hft}**-3*1—- 1 99 ' 107 86
I
97 i 107 105
A. Nice i 109 ;! 115 110 105 ii 128 82
Jute 144 185 86 130 ; 150 140
j (140) ‘ (177) (85) (126) f (145) (136)
Mustard 1 89 . 114 112 ■> 104 ! 71 96
S. Rice j *04 ; 158 54 111 ! 117 58
G-ra.m.' 183 ; 207 104 158 ! 140 100
Whe at ] 129 , 176 108 108 } 140 —
Sesamum 1 99 |] + 95 56 8 116 | 97 121
Tobacco j 110 1 58 76 116 ! 105 119
Linseed I 106 i1 & 128 117 85 1 62 110
Sugarcane ! 149 I 162 60 182 ji 194 76
Tea j 114 i — — 114 j — 108
Barley j 110 > 198 60 ■ 84 j 115
,
All-crops I 105 * 115 89 104 115 98
1 ( 1 ° 5 )  j (115) (87) ‘ (102) | (114) (96)
Note: Figures in the brackets refer to the revised series.
during these years (Table 5*12.)- I’or reasons already 
referred to the rates of increase were the highest in the 
foodgrain crops. Acreage under the other crops remained 
either stagnant or increased at a slower pace. With regard 
to the rates of acceleration among the individual food crops 
the expansion of acreage under the minor crops like wheat, 
barley and gramy. was much higher.
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Table 3.12.
(Index of acreage during the years 1940 to 194-4*)
1920/21-1922/23 = 100
| Crops
si
All-
Bengal
t
;Presi- 
.dency
Burl- j
wan |I
Raj-
shahi
|
Dacca *
I
Chitta-
gong
;
\
\\I, Rice
i
110 
' (97)
152
(111)
j
99 
(81) :
106
(89)
1
115 1 
(107) j
■ 1
107
(104-)
*A. Rice i 150
. 009)
125
(107)
114 
(142) -
156
(96)
157 i
(149) i|
96
(68)
Jute
i 167i 052))
i 268 
:(211)
185
(145)
184
(146)
145 ! 
(115) !
14-2
(111)
|Mustard i 89 
: (87)
s 138 
i(130)
105 
(108) ■
107
(105)
66 s' 
(65) j
86
(85)
;S. Rice
r
1 126 
I (107)
j 215 
;(164)
97
(49)
177 
(116)
125 : 
(119) :
78
(60) j
’ Graft-:. ; 285 
j (214)
! 511 
I(245)
157
(108)
276 i
(185) :
251 ; 
(142) 1
210 i
(no)
[Wheat I 149 
; (140)
i 215 
|(208)
159 
(100) -
117
(117) j
150 ! 
(152) |
I
1
1
iSesamum 1 95 J 132 60 100 : 89 : 155 |
Linseed J 122 ! 1761 87 - 77 54 t 113
!Tobacco j 99 
(115)
! 72 
! (58)
55
(72)
99 | 
(119) |
114 -
(109) :■
150
(124)
-Sugarcane 150 ! 1941 57 181 i 192 ; 77
■Tea j 114i
s
- 114 ;: -  \ 108
[Barley
t
! 157 
j (115)
i 258
1(254)
55
(50)
157 :
(85) i
150
(116)
-
sAll-crops
f
119 
j (103)
j 141 
j(119)
101 
(84) ;
120 ! 
(97) ;
125 ;
(114) ;%
105
(91)
Note: Bigure.s in the brackets refer to the revised series*
As to the effects of the revision of statistics 
winter rice and jute fall under one group in that the trend 
is reversed. The near-zero trend in autumn rice during
i ? 6
these years has to he interpreted with reference to the 
relatively simple method of revision. Thus, it is only 
in the case of the minor crops that the revised series indi­
cates some expansion of acreage.
3) *5* All-Bengal and regional rates of change in yield per acre.
The near-zero trend in the yield of all the crops 
taken together may he said to he the most representative off 
only autumn rice which accounted for one-fifth of the total 
acreage under cultivation (Tahle 3.130* The annual rates 
of increase in the most important of the non-foodgrain crop 
(jute) and the three minor foodgrain crops of gram*, wheat and 
harley were better, hut still low. In the case of the last 
three crops this, however, conforms to what could he expected 
as the climatic conditions of Bengal axe less suitable for 
the cxiltivation of these crops than other parts of India.
With a moderate annual growth of 0.7 per cent mustard and 
summar rice belonged to one group followed by linseed, 
tobacco and sesamum in another. The trends in these three 
crops were fairly high hut their combined relative impor­
tance was small. The three other crops belonged to two 
extreme opposites. Thus, the productivity per acre of 
sugarcane and tea increased at the rates of 1.8 per cent 
and 2.3 per cent respectively per year. Conversely the 
yield of winter rice declined at the annual rate of 0.3 per 
cent. As pointed out in the previous chapter this was of
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Table 5.15,
(Annual rates of change in individual crop yield)
Crops Re la- J
tive
Weight)
All- ]presi- 
Bengal!dency
j
Burd-
wan
Bag-
shahi
i
jDacca
1
Chitta­
gong
W. Bice 58 |
i
-0.3 !
1
0 .1 -0.3 -0 .1 I -0.5 -0 .8
A. Bice 22 !
i
0 .2  | 0.4 -0 .2 0.3 ! 0 .21 0 .1
‘Jute 9 I 0.3 ! 0.4 0.9 0.3 i 0 .2 1 .1
Mustard 3 ; 0.7 ! 1.5 1 .0 0 .2 : 1 .0 1 .6
S. Bice 2 j 0 .7  !
i 0.7 0.7 0.7 : 0.7 0.7
Gram-:. 1  ; 0 .5  ! 1 .0 -0 .1 -0 .2 ! -0 .2
I
-0 .1  ’
Wheat 1  ; o .  4 < 0 .9 0.3 0.2 ! 1.4j _ i1
Sesamum 1 1.2 1 1.7 1.0 1.7 1 0.9i 1.4 !
Tobacco 1 1.2 i 1.2 1.1 1.0 S 2.1 1.1 i
i
Linseed 1 1.2 : 1.7 1.3 1.3 j 1.1 0.4
Sugarcane 1 1.8 2.8 2.4 1.3 j 1.8 2.3
Tea 1 2.3 ■ — — 2.4
j
0.6
Barley 0 0 .3  ; 0.3 0.3 0.3 | 0.3 —
All-Crops 100 , 0.1 :
*
0.2 -0.2 0.4 1 -0.1
1 -0.3
the greatest importance for the agricultural economy at large 
and may perhaps explain at least a part of the much better 
trends of some of the minor crops. Thus, generally the 
trends in yield per acre reveal the same pattern - producti­
vity increased only for the minor crops.
At the regional level the rates of increase of the 
yield of linseed, tobacco, sesamum and of decline in gram-', 
were more or less the same in all the component units. In 
the case of the other crops there were considerable variations
e .*5 • 3 - Yielei 0.1*! I nci iva.clu3,1 Ci?op(Ali"*!BeTi^ Q.l) Five Ye a.T* s 
.AY.?.3-*^ ®6 » Semi~Logar i;thra ic .Scale J
:ni^arcane
Jute
A ."Rice
920 1924 1820 19441932 1936 1940
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and these were most marked in winter rice. Thus, while the 
trend in the Presidency Division was still positive the 
rates of decline varied from 0.1 per cent in Rajshahi to as 
high as 0.8 per cent in Ohittagong. Rajshahi and Dacca 
accounted for three-fourths of the acreage under the culti­
vation of sugarcane and jute, hut the rates of increase in 
these two regions were much slower. As in the case of the 
trends of acreage this indicates that the trends of yield 
did not necessarily depend on the relative importance of a 
crop in each region. The rates of increase in barley and 
summer rice have to he interpreted with reference to the fact 
that yield per acre has been assumed to he uniform in all 
the regions.
1.6. Provincial and regional trends in yield per acre in 
the quinquennial periods.
During the first five- years yield per acre of nine 
crops which accounted for nearly nine-tenths of the all-crop 
acreage was declining (Table 3.14-.)* Of the individual 
crops the most marked drop took place in the productivity of 
winter rice. Yield of the three other crops of jute, linseed 
and tea was increasing hut at slow rates. Thus the general 
pattern was the same as in acreage under cultivation. At 
the regional level the picture was mostly similar to this 
provincial average. The fall in the yield of jute in 
Burdwan Division was mainly due to four consecutive had years
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Table 5.14.
(Index of yield per acre in the quinquennium 1920-1924)
1 9 2 0 / 2 1 - 1 9 2 2 / 2 3  -  1 0 0
Crop All-
;Bengal
jPresi-; 
|dency \
Burd-
wan
Baj-
shahi
j Dacca
1
r,
Chitta­
gong
|W. Bice5, : 95
* ; 
| 99 j 94 96
! ~
i 94
' . ...
95
(A. Bice ; 97 ! 98 !4 $ 98 99 i 95 95
| Jute j 105 : 107 i 94 J 108 j 104\ 105
.'Mustard ! 98 , 100 ! 102 | 98 j 98 100
\S. Bice 1 96 ! 96 i•) i 96 j 96 j 96 96
iOramf | 99 ! 101 !i * 97 j 94 | 95 98
iWheat 1 97 1 95 1 101 ii 96 | 104
ISesamum ! 98 92 i
\ *
105 j 97 1 97 105
I Tobacco j 100 | 100 [\ 1 100 j 100 j 100 100
! Linseed I 103 1 106 i 106 ; 103 1 96 102
; Sugarcane J 98 I 96 t 99 99 • 96 98
| Tea ! 103 I 1 — 103 ■ 101
~Barley ! 98
1
98 j 98 98 : 98 -
; All-crops | 99 
--1--- - ----
100 I
1 1
94 102 i 99 96
in the Midnapore District. This was, however, partly 
neutralised by some improvement in the productivity of wheat, 
mustard and sesamum.
The decline in the three important foodgrain crops
of winter rice, autumn rice and gram' continued during the
second quinquennium (Table 3*150 • Conversely, the rates
of increase in the productivity of jute and tea accelerated.
In the case of the former this seems to reflect the greater 
use of the improved variety of seeds during these years of
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Table 3*15*
(Index of yield per acre during the years 1925-1929)
1920/21--1922/23 = 100
Crops (All-
j Bengal
Presi­
dency
;Burd- [ 
s wan j3.
Raj­
shahi
1Dacca
i
Chitta­
gong
W. Rice
j “  ' “
1 94 99
]
84 1
i 99
I
j 97 86
A. Rice i 93 95 100 ] 100 j 88 85
Jute I 113 120 117 | 114 | 110 121
Mustard j 100 : 111 106 | 96 j 103 93
S. Rice i 91 91 91 j 91 | 91 91
Gram- | 97 98 90 ! 96 ; 90 75
Wheat j 101§ 98 115 * 98 j 122
Sesamum j 99 91 123 | 108 ! 88 124
Tobacco j 130
k
107 115 i 134 ! 113 119
Linseed j 103 106 116 !{ 112 1 91 90
Sugarcane ] 101 94 106 i 97 [ 102 102
Tea ! 129 — - 130 S I 84
Barley j 99 99 99 99 99 .
All-crops j 1°^ 104 86 | 115
|
i 109 ■
i
95
relative prosperity. The radical jump the productivity 
of tobacco has to be understood with reference to the straight 
forward method of adjustment made in the absence of the 
official yield figures for the first five years. Productivity 
of the three other minor crops of wheat, barley and mustard 
increased but at slow rates.
The trends in the yield of jute, wheat and barley 
were the same in all the regions. The drop in the productivity
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of jute for Bur&wan in the preceding quinquennia was followed 
by a higher rate of acceleration during these years* In 
this respect the marked drop in the productivity of winter 
rice in this region may be of some significance. The
pattern in the remaining crops was not always the same in
all the regions* In this respect Chittagong seems to have
formed a category by itself in that the yield per acre of
all the major crops - winter rice, autumn rice, tea and 
linseed - declined at higher rates.
During the Depression years there was an increase 
in the productivity of all the crops except tea (fable 5*16*). 
In course of the discussion on the nature of the official 
crop statistics it has been pointed out how the transfer of 
the crop-cutting experiments to the Agricultural Department 
resulted in an upward revision of the figures on standard 
yield for the quinquennium 1932/32 to 1936/37- ITow from 
the index of the actual yield per acre it is clear that it 
was only in the case of winter rice that the. full effect 
of this bias was completely neutralised by the lower 'anna- 
wari1 estimates of the seasonal condition. Bor the other 
crops the effect of the lower condition factor was partial.
The magnitude of the individual crop output during the 
Depression years noted in the earlier section must be
6. This figures do not fully reflect the upward shift in the 
standard as the quinquennium starts from 1930/31-
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Table g.16.
(Index of yield per acre during the years 1930/31 - 1934-/35)
1 9 2 0 / 2 1 - 1 9 2 2 / 2 3  = 1 0 0
Crops j All- 
1 Bengal
1 .....%
I Presi- 
1 dency
Burd- | 
wan }
Raj- - 
shahi ;
Dacca ! Chitta­
gong
W. Rice j 95 I 103 9° j 100 5 91 ; 80
A. Rice | 104 ! 112j 101 !J 113 i 101 87
Jute j 119 ' 124 1?2 | 121 ' 115 ; 128
Mustard j 127 i 145i 141 £ 124 i 127 : 118
S. Rice i 108t • 108 -, 108 | 108 ! 108 108
Gram:; \ 123 ; 134 112 j 105 1 113 j 122
Wheat j 116 5 123 135 i 108 1 144 ; 116
Sesamum 1 124 : 107 145 : 136 ; 115 t 143
Tobacco ; 14-7 i 1211 141 | 150 j 137 J 135
Linseed 135 ■ 152 153 i 138 j 117 i 78
Sugarcane
.
! 14-4 155 ■ 157 : 143 j 138 1 133
Tea 126 % 127 1 —  j 77
Bariey : 105 ■ 105 105 : 105 j 105 \ —
All-crops ; 107 ' 109 92 : 123 j 107 j 91
interpreted in the light of this bias in the yield, statistics
However, since the assumption in this study is that the
trends in the acreage are more reliable these shortcomings 
do not affect the findings that during the Depression years 
there was a downward shift only in the production of jute.
For if it is argued that the yield per acre during these 
years remained more or less the same as in the preceding
quinquennium the expansion of acreage under cultivation would
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mean an expansion of production as well.
At the regional level the general pattern was the 
same as indicated by the provincial average, though in 
general the rates of change in Presidency Division were 
higher than in the other regions. The most marked exceptions 
were the reduction of the yield of winter rice in Burdwan 
and Chittagong. Almost the whole of this drop in the former 
region was caused by the lean year of 1935/36.
Productivity per acre of winter rice, sugarcane 
and linseed continued to improve during the fourth quinquen­
nium, but only at marginal rates (Table 3*17*)• Conversely 
the yield of the remaining crops declined. This drop was 
much smaller than the drop in the figures on Standard Yield 
for the quinquennium beginning from 1937/38. Obviously it 
is difficult to determine how far the reliability of the 
trends in individual crops was affected by this apparently 
downward revision in the Standard. But for reasons already 
pointed out this again does not affect the finding that the 
increased production of winter rice, autumn rice and minor 
commercial crops like linseed, tobacco and sugarcane was at 
the cost of jute.
Trends during the last five years if ere in sharp 
contrast to those in the third quinquennium (Table 3.18.) - 
yield of almost all the crops declined. The highest drop 
in the productivity of winter rice despite the fact that the
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Table
(Index of yield daring the period 1935-1939)
1920/21-1922/23 - 100
Crops
1
j All-
j Bengal
Presi­
dency
Burd- j 
wan j
Raj­
shahi
! Dacca| Chitta­gong
W. Rice
1
j 96 | 97 96 1 107
\
1 94 82
A. Rice ! 9 8 1 91 105 I 104 ; 101 91
Jute 1 117 111 124 | 116 i 116 132
Mustard I 125 142 143 
i^
118 I 131 122
S. Rice I 111 111 111 } 111 I 111 111
Gram: • j ■ 112 118 10? | 104 ! 102 77
Wheat ! 114 122 127 : 106 1 155 114
Sesamum J 125 112 136 | 137 j 119 138
Tobacco j 137 114 128 137 5 150 128
Linseed
1 5 6
144 143 , 143 : 119 107
Sugarcane 1 151 157 170 ; 156 ; 140 148
Tea !33 - - 134 ; _ 81
Barley 1°5 105 105 105 : 105
All-crops I 107 100 98 T 121 ; 109 94
Standard was more or less the same as in the preceding quin- 
q-uennium- was mainly due to the two lean years of 1940/41 
and 1942/43. The unfavourable weather conditions of 1940/41 
were a common factor in the reduced yield of grant , wheat 
and barley. There was some improvement in the productivity 
of autumn rice but clearly this was too marginal to offset 
the decline in the other food crops. Among the five regions 
the rate of decline in these crops was much higher in 
Rajshahi*and Burdwan. The consequent drop in the food
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Table 3.18*
(Index of yield during the years 1940-1944)
1 9 2 0 / 2 1 - 1 9 2 2 / 2 3  = 1 0 0
fGrops All-
Bengal
iPre si­
l dency
I Burd­
wan
Raj­
shahi
Dacca j Ghitta- 
i gong
jV. Rice 88 I 101 81 92
t 4
| 87 | 79
A. Rice 99 \ 109 | 91 106 | 96 I 91
(Jute 110 [ 119 j 116 111 { 105 j 127
IHustard 108 ; 136 ! 118 : 97 1 112 iI* 132
••S. Rice 107 \ 107 | 107 1 107 j 107 | 107
iGraiii'. 109 1 121{ i 90 j 90 ! 91 j 93
.Wheat 105 j 110 | 107 ! 100 ! 143 i
Sesamum 121 j 134 1 150 I 140 ! 107 ( 142
jfobacco 134 i 131j 1 128 ;f ’ 131 ! 153 ( 129
Ainseed1 125 1 139
1 i
j 132 ; 129 ! 111 j 99
^Sugarcane 131 ] 156 t 142 !t ■ 116 | 133 | 142
'Tea 173 i ~ ; _ ] 174 ? _ si 111
Barley ; 104 f 104 104 iI ) 104 ; 104 1£ —
All-crops 101 1 108
'2
l—1 
I—1
d"00 ; 100 s 92
production in Burdwan was further aggravated by the fall in 
the productivity of autumn rice. The negative trend in 
the case of the minor non-foodgrain crops was mainly due to 
the lower Standard used for the quinquennia from 1942/43.
Thus, the percentage rates of change of the acreage 
and yield of the thirteen individual crops were not the same 
as indicated by their weighted average. While the acreage 
and yield of the major crops remained either stagnant or
1 8 7
declined, those of the minor crops considerably improved.
As most of these crops were grown on the double-cropped land 
in the dry season this expansion of acreage conforms to 
what could be expected against a background of the near­
constancy of the net cropped area.
The conceivable explanations for the contrast 
between the trends in the yield of winter rice and the minor 
non-foodgrain crops have been discussed in the preceding 
chapter. The present chapter may be concluded by an attempt 
to examine what factors might have caused the wide variations 
at the regional level. Of particular importance in this res­
pect is the variation between Presidency Division and the two 
regions of Burdwan and Chittagong* With regard to the former 
region it has been pointed out that the shifting of the main 
Ganges flow from the Bhagirattei-Hooghly River to the River 
Padma had caused decrease or slowing down in the growth of 
population and a fall in soil fertility.*'7 But clearly this is 
contradicted by the evidence presented in this chapter. This 
strengthens Blyn's suspicion that the effect of the change 
of the course of the Ganges was not an active force during the
O
period under review. It could, therefore, be argued that
7. Geddes, Au Pays de Tagore quoted by G. Blyn, Agricultural 
Trends in India, 159^1^47: Output, Avai 1abi1iby and Pro- 
ductTvrty (University of Pennsylvania Press~j 1966), p.199. 
This”View was repeated in the Agricultural Statistics by
' Plot to Plot Enumeration (Calcutta, 1946), Part II, p.2.
8. Ibid., p. 198.
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the physical conditions of these two neighbouring regions 
were more or less the same. This is not, however, to deny
that the conditions of some of the districts under Burdwan 
resemble more those of Bihar than those of the other parts 
of Bengal. But it is possible that this was mostly neutra­
lised by the fact that the porportion of irrigated area was 
greater in this region and this was increasing since the 
opening of the Eden Canal. Considered in this context 
the marked contrast between these two regions seems to be 
perplexing. For if it is argued that the effect of the 
irrigation was marginal and the consequent decline in produc­
tivity was throwing some land out of cultivation the 
question still remains why the gap was so marked. This is 
particularly relevant in view of the fact that the extension 
of crop-acreage‘in Presidency Division was mainly due to the 
reduction of fallow land and the increase of double-cropping. 
It seems that in the absence of any technological innovation 
this would tend to lower yield per acre. Some qualitative 
assessment of yield per acre with regard to the conditions
of the rivers, 'khals1 and ’beels1 was made by the authors
9of the Ishaque Report. But this does not throw much light 
on the issue. Nor are the Settlement and Survey Reports of 
the districts under these two regions of much help. The 
usefulness of the information otherwise available is affected
9* Qp.cit., pp. 10-86.
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by the fact that these operations were made at different 
time s.
Trends of Chittagong seem to present a less diffi­
cult problem* Of the four districts in this region the 
soil conditions of Chittagong proper and Chittagong Hill 
Tracts are much different from those of the other parts of - 
Eastern Bengal* It is very likely that in the absence of 
technological improvement the productivity in these two dis­
tricts was declining and this led to the shrinkage of area 
under cultivation. This argument may perhaps partly apply 
to certain parts of Hoakhali district which are inundated by 
the saline waters of the sea.
What could have caused the difference between Dacca 
and Rajshahi with regard to the trends in the yield per acre 
of winter rice? Again nothing definite can be said on this 
question, but some possibilities may be suggested. The 
revised series indicates some expansion of acreage under 
winter rice in Dacca and some retardation in Rajshahi.
The extension of cultivation in Dacca was mostly due to the 
increase of double cropping and the reduction of fallow land. 
Conversely the proportion of double cropped area was much 
smaller in Rajshahi - only 13 per cent as against 25 per cent 
in the former. In the preceding chapter it has been pointed 
out how the extension of double cropping coupled with the 
pressure on the fallow land could have produced an adverse 
effect on the yield per acre. If this possibility is
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accepted the difference in the rates of decline in the 
productivity of winter rice in these two regions would seem 
to lie in the difference of acreage trends itself. The 
effect of the increased intensity of land use could he 
offset by the use of commercial fertilizer and improved 
varieties of seeds. But clearly there was little progress 
in this direction during the period under review.
CHAPTER IV
PRICE - ELASTICITY 0E ACREAGE TOPER CULTIVATION
.t
The question whether a policy of providing 
price-incentive to the cultivators should be a part of the 
general policy of modernizing the agricultural sector in 
the underdeveloped countries has led to a controversy as 
to the applicability of the concept of supply-response in a 
traditional agriculture. Thus, while some authors have 
ruled out the possibility of the play of price-mechanism 
from agricultural production decisions, others have argued 
that peasant producers respond normally and significantly 
to the changes in the price-level. To a certain degree 
this controversy has been confused and intensified by the 
failure to make explicit the three- different aspects of 
the supply response; (1) the response of total agricul­
tural production to changes in the terms of trade with the 
non-agricultural sector; (2) response of individual crops 
to a change in the price relative to the prices of alter­
native crops; and (3) response of marketed surplus. In the
1. See, for example, T.V. Schultz, Economic Crises in World 
Agri culture (Michigan, 1965), p. d'9. ~ Jfw. Hell or, The 
Economics' of Agricultural I)evelopinent (Ithaca, 1966), 
pp. 199-200. 'Authors whoHbelieve ‘that the concept of 
supply response is not applicable are referred to later.
recent past it has been found in a number of econometric 
works that the acreage (in some cases output) of individual 
crops (category 2) is fairly responsive to changes in
p
relative price* But the two other aspects of the problem 
have hardly been examined yet* In the present chapter an 
attempt is made to investigate whether changes in the price- 
level had any effect on the supply of total agricultural 
output and the produce of individual crops (categories 1 
and 2).
The chapter is divided into five sections. In 
the first two sections hypotheses are framed with regard to 
the supply-response of total crops and individual crops.
The procedural problems of estimating the supply-response 
are taken up in section 4.3. This is followed by a dis­
cussion on the estimating formula In the fourth section and 
an analysis of the actual findings in the last.
2* For a summary of these findings see d.R. Behrman,
Supply Response in Underdeveloped Agriculture, A Gas 
Study of Four Major Annual Props"" in Thailand, I9y7~l9'63 
XSmsterdaii, 19689, pp. ’15-18. ’ ’ .....——
3. Supply response of marketed surplus has been examined 
by Behrman, pp. 281-315; and Raj Krishna, "A Note on 
the Elasticity of Marketable Surp 1 usBunctida.for:a;Subsjsbence 
Crop: An analysis with Indian data", Economic Weekly,
XVII (February, 1965)? pp. 309-320; nX”note on the~“ 
elasticity of the marketable surplus of a subsistence 
cropu, Indian Journal of Agricultural Economics, -XVII 
(1962), pp." 79-84. gNt there does not "seem to be any 
work at all on the price-elasticity of total agricul­
tural production*
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4.1. Supply response of total output
What is usually the response of total supply 
when prices are falling? During the worid-wide Depression 
of 1929-1932 the total world industrial production fell by 
37 Ver cent, but agricultural production by only one per 
cent. In the United States the price-index of non-agricul­
tural commodities fell by 38 per cent from 1929 to 1932, 
while for agricultural production it fell by 54- Pe^ cent.
In the same period industrial production dropped by 47 per 
cent, but agricultural production was actually higher in 
1932 than in 1929• It is a fact that such figures do not 
directly reflect the real magnitude of the price-inelasticity 
of agriculture as the impact of other non-price variables 
has not been considered and these years included some bumper 
crops,, But the general pattern of an inflexibility of 
total production during a period of falling prices is fairly 
clear. When considered in the context of traditional agri­
culture like that of Bengal the possibility of such a pro­
duction behaviour becomes stronger.
The basic factor which creates this presumption that 
the aggregate volume of agricultural production will not deeding,e 
during a period of depression is the composition of cost invol­
ved in agricultural operations. Again, it is not the 'cost' in. 
the ordinary sense of the term. "In dealing with the
4o These figures are cited by A. Martin, Economics and 
Agriculture (London, 1968), p. 32.
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specific "bearing of agricultural costs upon production 
"behaviour during depression,1 as Messrs Galbraith and Black 
point out, "we must use the" term !cost! in an inclusive 
sense, passing over all quibbles as to what are and are not 
costs, and including all disbursements of the farmer - 
monetary or otherwise - which may have a bearing on his 
activity."^ Considered in this context it is clear that 
in agriculture the proportion of fixed cost is much higher 
than in industry. Thus, the needs of food consumption - 
of the cultivators* family - the single largest item of 
cost - partake of the character of fixed expenditure.
Adverse man-land ratio and the low productivity of the soil 
create conditions in which a large majority of the agri­
cultural population have to live at the margin of subsistence. 
Now obviously during a period of depression the food require­
ments of the cultivators' family are not reduced. Conversely 
the possibility is that such requirements are increased as 
agriculture, in its traditional role as the 'shock-absorber* 
has to accommodate the major part of industrial labour 
(though by definition very small in a predominantly agri­
cultural country like Bengal) thrown out of employment.
These considerations naturally preclude the possibility of
5* J.K. Galbraith and J.D. Black, ’'Maintenance of Agri­
cultural Production During Depression; Explanations 
Reviewed", Journal of Political Economy (June, 1938),
p. 315* — — — —  .
a positive impact of falling prices 011 the production
decision of the cultivators - in so far as it relates to
the satisfaction of domestic consumption. If there is a
response at all it is likely that there would he an expan-
6sion of food production. In a traditional agriculture . 
production for subsistence needs is the dominant pattern*
This suggests that even if there is a drop in the pro­
duction of the cash crops in response to a fall in the 
price-level total agricultural output would not he price- 
elastic *
But there are certain factors which create the 
presumption that the supply of cash crops would also 
increase. Thus, firstly, while the money income from the 
same volume of produce shrinks the cultivators have to pay
more for the goods they buy from the market as farm prices :
tend to fall faster and with bigger amplitudes than the
prices of other products. Secondly, as pointed out in 
the preceding discussion, the paradox is such that at a 
time when the supply of agricultural labour is expected to 
be cut down in response to the changes-in the market con­
ditions it is actually increased. This results in additional 
need for cash-income. Thirdly, the cash expenditure involved
6. However, for those cultivators who have uisually a
marketable surplus over their domestic requirements 
this would mean a reduction in such a surplus.
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in agriculture - rent, local taxes and interests on debt - 
remain fixed and thus their burden becomes heavier as a 
result of the drop in the price-level* Such annual charges 
magnify the marginal utility of every unit of produce and 
thus outweigh the discouragement from the fall in the 
price-level. The possibility that the oLitput of the 
'cash crops' would thus tend to increase is strengthened by 
the low opportiinity cost of the other production inputs 
apart from labour - land, agricultural implements and 
bullock power. Thus, it would seem that in view of the 
increased needs of marketed surplus to meet fixed charges 
and other cash-expenditure and the lack of alternative use 
of the production inputs the cultivators would devote all 
the available land to the production of 'cash crops' after 
ensuring the supply of food for domestic consumption.
From the preceding discussion it is clear that 
family firms have two special characteristics which distin­
guish them from "pure" firms. The lattea? "purchase" 
almost all their inputs and sell almost all their output 
in the market at market prices and against money payments.
As against these in the household firms a substantial or 
even the larger part of the output is meant for consumption 
by the members of the family. On the input side the larger 
part of the inputs are supplied directly by the producers' 
household and their transfer-earnings are low or
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7negligible.{ In such a situation the aim of the producers
would be to maximise the total return from the available
land irrespective of a drop in the price-level*
Thus, to summarize this part of the discussion 
it seems that falling prices would not have a positive 
impact on the level of agricultural production. Conversely 
if it is believed that the cultivators otherwise try to 
improve or at least to maintain their present standard of 
living then it follows that such a tendency would be 
strengthened during depression and this would be reflected 
in such rates of increase in total production which is 
otherwise possible within the given technological and 
institutional framework.
Two other forces which have also some bearing on 
the inelasticity of siipply when prices are declining (as 
also at times of rising prices) are uncertainty of price and 
uncertainty of weather conditions. In low income countries 
seasonal fluctuations in prices tend to be highly erratic 
and they are large in particular years. Similarly the 
year to year fluctuations are also marked and unpredictable.
7. These are discussed by Raj Krishna, ’’Models of the Family 
Farm” in G.R. Wharton, Jr. (ed.), Subsistence Agriculture 
and Economic Development (Chicago, 1970J7 pp.™T£>5-"l905 
7,fhe Theory of the Farm: Rapporteur's Report”, Indian
Economic Jotirnal, Vol. XIX, 3Io. d (196d), pp. 514~92’5*
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Being accustomed to such swings in prices, which can often 
be violent, even in normal business conditions the culti­
vators tend to ignore the sharper price movements of the 
earlier years of boom or depression. To this is added 
the significant effect of weather conditions. In Bengal 
agricultural produce depends so much on rainfall that it is 
regarded as a “gamble in monsoon". Considering the
magnitude of risk and the penalty for error it is not sur­
prising that the cultivators should strive to maintain a 
steady volume of production. However, in an attempt to 
explain the inflexibility or even an upward shift in agri­
cultural production when prices are falling too much 
emphasis should not be laid on these two forces alone.^ 
Actually these two factors seem to play only a subsidiary, 
though important, role in the sense that they only add to 
the rigidity which is essentially caused by the considerations
8, In the U.S.A. a 10 per cent change in weather conditions 
has been found to imply a 4- per cent change in both the 
total farm output and the output of all-crops. See 
Z. Grillicheg, “Estimates of the United States Barm 
Supply Function", The Journal of Farm Economics (hence­
forward referred to as J .F , ° E ) , For 
the importance of the same in the agriculture of the 
Punjab see II.V. Unakar, "Correlation between Weather and 
Crops with special reference to the Punjab Wheat", 
Memoirs of the Indian Meteorological Department,
Vol. XXV, Part-IV. . —
9* Messrs Galbraith and Black (op.cit.) seem to over­
emphasise the importance of these two forces by giving 
them the same weight as the other factors.
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described above.
At this stage it may be relevant to recall the 
experience in Bengal during the Great Depression of the 
thirties when total agricultural output was increasing at 
about the same rates as in the preceding or following 
quinquennia. It is true that the production of jute - 
the largest of the 'cash crops' - declined and this held 
down the index of the output of the total non-foodgrain 
crops, despite the fact that the produce of other crops in 
this category increased. This does not, however, neces­
sarily suggest that there was a drop in the proportion of 
total produce sold in the market. Bor it is possible that 
this reflected a less than proportionate decline in the 
price of alternative crops - winter rice and autumn rice.
This relates to the problem of the price-elasticity of 
individLial crops which is discussed in the next section.
Thus, it is not "perversity” or the "obtuseness
10on the part of the farmers", but the rational consideration 
of equating "maximum profit" with maximum output xvhich 
accounts for high aggregate production without reference to 
the character of the market. Such a steady performance of 
the agricultural sector lias rightly been regarded as a "major
10. B.D. Giles, "Agriculture and the Price Mechanism" in 
T, Wilson and P.W.S. Andrew (eds,), Oxford Studies in 
the Price Mechanism (Oxford, 1959)5 P* 175*
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11national asset%  and this is one of the considerations why 
in the recent past agrarian reform in the underdeveloped 
countries has sought to create individual peasant holdings* 
The underlying motive in this respect is to maximise total 
agricultural output before a part of the labour force is 
withdrawn to the other sectors*
Erom the preceding discussion it follows that 
'perversity1 would be a feature accompanying falling prices. 
What could be the reaction of the cultivators when the 
prices of their produce are increasing? This raises the 
wider and the much-discussed question of whether the material 
values of the West are foreign to the people of the under­
developed countries. An extreme stand in this controversy 
has been taken by Boeke who maintains that the social system 
of the underdeveloped countries (moulded by fatalism and 
conservatism) are fundamentally different from the social 
systems of the Western countries (dominated by common sense, 
reason, and practical considerations) and as such require
11. T.W. Schultz, Agriculture in an Unstable Economy 
(New York, 194-577 pTT-5; for a dlsThiss'ron "on the 
importance of the creation of peasant holdings see, 
Georgescu-Rogen, "Economic Theory and Agrarian Economics", 
in O.K. Eicher and L.W. Witt (eds.), Agriculture in 
Economic Development (Hew York, 1964-), pp. 14-4— 1697
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IPdifferent economic theory, ”
Very few scholars support this extreme thesis, hut 
there are some who believe that certain institutional and 
cultural restraints such as a spirit of "resigned content­
ment", "survival-mindedness", "national conservatism" stand
in the way of a positive response by the cultivators to
• • . 15rising prices,  ^ Thus according to Kusum if air
"in a situation of limited and static aspirations 
if a man should feel that his requirements are 
just two bags of paddy per year, he works for two 
bags, but not more. If he looks up to the stars,
12, J, H . Bo ek e, Economics and J3conomic Po1i cies of the 
Dual Societies Jl$e-w York, 17537? pp» '5-1?° Iiis’"*tliesis 
is based on his personal experiences in Indonesia, but 
he claims its general applicability to all the under­
developed countries. For a critical review of his work 
see B, Higgins, "The dualistic theory of underdeveloped 
countries", Economic Development and Cultural Change, 
vol. IV (January*^  1777)? pp. 7778120 For such opinions 
directly relating to India, see Vera Anstey, The Economic 
Development of India (London, 1957); K. Davis, The 
Population of" India "and Pakistan (Princeton, 195177 
pp. 21’5- 220; " Max Weber,‘ The Religion of India (Glencoe, 
Illinois, 1958); Report of the Royal Commission did 
Agriculture. (London, 192F), p, B.
17 Bee, for example, J.F. Lewis, Quiet crises in India: 
Economic Development and AmericanTpolTcy'Tjl©w York,
19^17 p, 157• W.C. Neale, "Economic accounting and 
family-farming in India", Economic Development and 
Cultural Change, vol. VII Tlpri1, 19577? PP»" 286-505.
RoOc Olson T^The impact and implications of foreign 
surplus disposal‘on underdeveloped countries", J.F.E., 
vol. XLII (December, I960), pp, 1042-1045. BoP, Misra 
and Sop, Binha, "Agriculture and its terms of Trade with 
special reference to India", The Indian Journal of 
Agricultura1 Beonomics, 1958? pp- 17T7T72. Mahesh Chand, 
"Agricultural Terms of Trade and Economic Growth", The 
Indian Journal of Agricultural Economics, 1958,
pp, 201-202*.
it is only to worship them, not to pluck them 
„o o in fact often the peasant does not consider 
it moral to want more He may and often does
disdain to engage in activities yielding the 
highest net advantage even within the available 
opportunities and the restrictions imposed on 
him by the society to which he belongs*u Id-
Evident ly such contentions are based on the assump- ■
tion that in underdeveloped societies the income-elasticity
of
of demand for leisure outweighs the cross-elasticityy'demand
between leisure and additional income and this results in a
backward-bending supply curve* Obviously it is not possible
here to review the different points raised by different
authors in the debate on xfhether the supply curve of labour
15is really backward in the underdeveloped countries*  ^ What 
has, however, to be pointed out is that most of the discussion 
has been speculative in character and is based on a priori 
considerations of peasant behaviour and institutional res­
traints* Prace-responsiveness is essentially an empirical 
phenomenon and it is difficult to accept any thesis which is 
not backed by evidence* There is no denying the fact that 
among the peasants there are many for xfhom additional leisure
is more important than additional income, but the realities of
preclude the
life of the great majority of the agricultural population / .
14* K* Hair, Blossoms in the Dust: The Human Pact03? in
Indian Development (plow York, 1755777?•
15* Thus, for example, Anne Martin confines this issue 
with marketed supply, op * cit., p, 29» T.W0 Schultz 
accepts such a contention but defends it on ground of 
lack of stamina and low marginal return* See his
/Continued over
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possibility of such a production behaviour. The large 
volume of rural indeletedness which was estimated at one 
hundred crores of rupees in 1929 and one hundred and 
fifty crores of rupees in 19451^ is symptomatic of the fact 
that the needs of the large section of the cultivators far 
exceeded their income - a fact which does not reconcile 
with the possibility that they could have been content with 
their current income. Even in the case of those to whom 
additional leisure was more important than additional income, 
it is reasonable to argue that their desire for more leisure 
should have led them, instead of leaving a part of the land 
fallow, to let out to others. In other words, in a 
situation where everybody was bidding for more land even 
under normal market conditions it is hard to believe that 
the effect of rising income would work through less area
Footnote 15 continued from previous page.
Transforming Iraditi onal Agriculture (New York, 1962),
pp. 26-28.
Among many other works on the debate see also 
S. Rottenberg, "Income and Leisure in an underdeveloped 
Economy", Journal of Political Economy, To1. LX (Apri1, 
1952), pp. "93-101; "~and‘s7j0 Berg, ^ Backward-sloping 
Labour Supply Functions in Dual Economies - Lhe Africa 
Case", Quarterly Journal o f Economics, Vol. LXXV, 
pp. 4-68-492. ~
16. Report of the Bengal Provincial Banking Enquiry 
Commit tee~~( 0 al cut t a7 19*5077” vol 7"l, pp. 69-70.
17* Government of Bengal, Agricultural Statistics by plot 
to Plot Enumeration (Calcutta, 194717 Part I, p. 55*
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being cultivated. These considerations create a strong 
presumption that the supply curve will be normal in 
relation to an increase in the price-level.
However, the assumption that the supply response 
will be positive in the face of rising profitability has to 
be interpreted with reference to two important limitations 
which may 'obscure* the degree of response expected of the 
cultivators. In the densely populated countries the supply 
of land is inelastic. When cultivable land was available 
more and more of it was brought under cultivation not only 
to meet the food requirements of the growing population but 
also the demand for commercial crops (mostly for exports). 
The aggregate output expanded in response to price, thus 
reflecting the peasants' "capacity to respond positively to
1 p
economic incentives". But as a result cultivation was
extended almost to the possible limits. This was parti­
cularly so in Bengal where 90 per cent of the total culti-
19vable area was already under cultivation. y The scope for
18. H* Myint, Economics of the Developing Countries (London, 
1965)* To substairETate" his argument he shows that 
rice exports, from Burma and Thailand, produced by 
peasants, increased by 10 to 13 times from 1873 to 1913 
and 20 times by late 1920s. This rapid expansion of 
peasant export is all the more interesting because 
unlike that of mining and plantation it seems to owe 
little or nothing to outside economic resources. In 
the case of Bengal the rapid expansion of jute culti­
vation indicates the same pattern, p. 39*
19« Agricultural Statistics by Plot to Plot Enumeration,
op.cit., Part 1.
* —  - ■ ■
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the extension of cultivation in the remaining area was 
limited "by the complex 3and revenue system and the known 
incapability of the cultivators for capital investment*
It is reasonable to assume that the cultivators 
of Bengal, through their long acquaintance with the culti­
vation of the same type of land, sowing the same crops and 
the use of the same techniques of production, had attained
a fairly high degree of efficiency in the allocation of the
20factors of production* In such a situation when the scope
for the expansion of output within the given institutional 
and technological framework was so limited, the response to 
price-incentive should have been reflected more through the 
use of such purchased inputs which raise yield per acre 
than through the extension of acreage under cultivation.
The necessity of the use of such improved inputs was 
realized by the Government of India and of Bengal and from 
1918 the Agricultural Department devoted most of its other­
wise limited resources to the popularisation of the improved 
varieties of seeds evolved at the experimental centres.
Due to the shortage of farms and trained staff the activities 
of the Department of Agriculture in the sphere of demon­
stration and propaganda were far from sufficient. But even
20. Schultz, op. cit., pp. 55-52. W.D. Hopper, ''Allocation 
Efficiency in a Traditional Indian Agriculture",
Journal of Farm Economics, vol. 4-7 (1965)? PP* 611-624-.
Annual Beport of the Department of Agriculture, Govern­
ment of Bengal for 1918 and the subsequent years.
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then the demand for the improved seeds far exceeded the 
available supply. This readiness of the cultivators to 
take advantage of the known opportunities for increasing 
their total output would indicate their rational economic 
behaviour. In other words, it would seem that in general 
the peasant producers were not really "survival-minded". 
Thus, since the scope of increasing output either by the 
extension of cultivation to new areas or the use of new 
inputs was limited, it is very likely that the response of 
total agricultural production to rising prices would remain 
concealed.
The second limitation to be emphasised is the 
transport context of agriculture in the different parts of 
the country coupled with the imperfect marketing conditions. 
For areas which are more or less isolated for lack of trans­
port and communication facilities the question of price- 
elasticity is less significant. Considering that the 
means of transport were backward and the marketing system so 
defective in Bengal these limitations have to be regarded 
as of considerable importance.
4.2. Supply response of individual crops.
Having framed the hypothesis with regard to the
behaviour of total supply the problems of the inter-crop
shifts of acreage in response to changing relative price 
may be examined. The discussion will suggest that a
20 7
traditional agriculture has hoth points of weakness and 
strength which might respectively impede or facilitate 
shifts of area in response to changing relative prices.
To being with, the basic input of land with its
component of soil and topography may be more suitable for
the production of a particular crop than others. This
would imply that even wide shifts in relative profitability
may have little or 110 effect. Similarly, the allocative
function of price will break down when several crops are
sown alongside with one another, provided the area is so
specific that it cannot be transferred to alternative uses.
However, specificity is usually a matter of degree and,
therefore, in the generality of cases this "may effect the
extent of area shifts between crops, or the promptness with
which they occur, rather than preclude their occurrence 
22altogether". Non-land inputs, however, afford a great
advantage for changing price relationship to cast its 
influence on the distribution of areas under different 
crops. In sharp contrast to advanced agriculture the 
capital components in traditional agriculture usually con­
sist of livestock, labour and simple tools which are rela­
tively unspecific to any particular crop or production 
pattern. Similarly although managerial skill has some
22. Dharim Narain, Impact of Price Movements on Areas under 
Selected Crops 'In India, 1900-195 9T~TC&&^ridge ,*”1965 ) , 
p. 5.
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specificity it is not as fixed as in an advanced agriculture. 
For example, the same cultivator who can produce jute can 
also grow other crops such as rice with equal efficiency.
This flexibility of the use of non-land inputs is a great 
strength of traditional agriculture in so far as the 
problem under investigation is concerned.
In the preceding discussion it has been assumed 
that cultivators base their production decision on the 
changes in relative market prices. So far as they market 
a part of each crop this would be a valid assumption. But 
in underdeveloped countries subsistence production not only 
comprises a high proportion of what is produced, but all 
output of a particular crop is often retained for on-farm 
consumption. This simultaneous production for domestic 
consumption and cash needs introduces a discontinuity in 
the play of the impact of changing relative price as the 
cultivators naturally attach a higher price to the pro­
duction which is meant for family consumption. Thus, for 
a cultivator who markets only a small proportion of the 
rice he grows a relative fall In its price may make it 
profitable to reduce the cultivation of this crop and 
increase the area under jute the alternative crop. The 
cultivator may respond to this by transferring only that 
portion of the acreage under rice which is sold in the 
market. He cannot be expected to transfer from the
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production of rice any area beyond this point, as in that 
case he will have to pay the retail price for the purchase 
of rice while getting wholesale price for the sale of jute. 
The effect of this consideration on the allocative function 
of price is magnified by the two other factors referred to 
earlier - uncertainties of price and weather conditions. 
These two factors being so unpredictable the cultivators 
will naturally attach still greater importance to the pro­
duction for domestic consumption. In other words, he will 
hesitate to put under the cultivation of subsistence crops 
an area, less than what he considers sufficient to meet his 
requirements as the penalty for under-attinament of a 
given level of food crop Is much greater than the benefits 
of over-attainment. Thus, it seems that relative price 
would be a relevant factor only in the case of that pro­
portion of Individual food crops which is marketed. But 
since the proportion of marketed surplus is by definition
small in an underdeveloped country the price-elasticity of
2^ 5such crops is likely to be insignificant.
How far could the specific conditions in Bengal be
23. This part of the discussion is based on the work by 
Mellor, op.cit., pp. 36-41.
The wider question of the price-elasticity of the 
marketed surplus of a subsistence crop which also 
involves the problem of the price-elasticity of the 
demand for food is not examined in this study. The 
purpose here is only to emphasise the restricted rele­
vance of price mechanism in the production of food crops.
expected to conform to this general pattern? It is diffi­
cult to obtain reliable estimates of the proportion of food 
crops sold In the market. However, the available estimates 
and the wide disparity in the distribution of both oper­
ational and ownership holdings of agricultural land In 
24Bengal clearly show that at least a section of the culti­
vators could produce a marketable surplus. This would 
create the presumption that, given the scope for substi­
tution with alternative crops, the price-elasticity of food 
crops would also be positive, though‘very low. The impor­
tance of the availability of alternative crops is obvious 
as the cultivators cannot be expected to respond to a shift 
in the price-level if them is no scope for substitution.
The sowing season of a particular crop may be such that the 
cu.ltivators cannot sow their land with an alternative crop 
which is more profitable. Obviously in such circumstances 
the question of changing prices is not of much significance. 
It seems that winter rice - the largest single crop - 
belongs to this category. On the other hand, autumn rice 
is directly alternative to jute. These considerations
24* According to the information available from the Agri­
cultural Statistics (op.cilm), 24 per cent of the rural 
households held more than*30 per cent of the total area, 
p. 51‘, According to the Report on the Haiketing of Rice 
in India and Burma (Delhi, 194TJ', 44 per cent of total 
rice output, the largest single food crop In Bengal, 
was marketed, Appendix VTI.
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suggest that the expectation that the supply-response will 
be normal but low will be fulfilled only in the case of 
autumn rice.
Thus, to sum up this part of the discussion based 
on a priori considerations it seems that (a) total supply 
would not be responsive to changes in the relative price, but
(b) there would be considerable impact of changing relative 
price on the production of individual crops,
(c) such impact would be more marked in the case of crops 
which are wholly or mainly sold in the market.
4.3* procedural Problems of Estimating Supply Response
In the preceding discussion reference has mostly 
been made to the price-elasticity of total output and the 
output of individual crops. But there are certain dif f i - 
culties in correlating price with, subsequent supply in 
estimating the response of the cultivators to changes in 
the market conditions. Reference has been made to the 
importance of weather conditions in Bengal agriculture.
Since the cultivators have no control over natural forces 
they have no control over yield per acre either. There­
fore, the mere fact that a change in output follows a change 
in price cannot indicate the level of the cultivators’ 
intended production. To obviate such a-complication it is
usual to correlate price with acreage over which the culti­
vators have greater control. A similar procedure has been
2i i $
followed in the present work.
It has, however, to he mentioned that such a 
procedure of approximating planned production with planted 
area suffers from two limitations. Firstly,land is only 
one of the many inputs in agriculture and so planted area 
can he taken as a proxy of the desired output only if other 
inputs vary proportionately. It is rightly argued that 
in an underdeveloped country the proportion of purchased 
input is insignificant and labour, the most important input, 
can he increased with land without much additional cost.^ 
But strictly speaking, this alone does not fully justify 
the approximation of planned output with planted area as 
this does not take account of whatever little purchased 
inputs might he used in the production of particular crops. 
Secondly, land Is far from a homogeneous factor. If land 
is sufficiently heterogeneous it is easy to conceive of a 
situation In which the cultivators decide to increase the 
output of a crop hy substituting better quality land for a 
larger acreage with lower yield. This would also seem to 
introduce some bias in the estimated price-elasticity of 
acreage under cultivation.
The question that now arises Is what should be the
25. Raj Krishna, "Farm Supply Response in India-Pakistan: 
A Gase Study of the Punjab Region", The Economic 
Journal LXXIII (1965), pp. 477-487.
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price to which the acreage under total cultivation and the 
cultivation of individual crops are expected to respond?
The actual production process in agriculture intro­
duces a lag between the decision with regard to the utili­
zation of land and realized production. So at the time of 
decision-making the cultivators have to form expectation 
about the price which they think is likely to prevail in 
the next season. Expectation of future prices is shaped 
by a multitude of influences, but no specific information 
about them is available. Nor can many of them be quanti­
fied. Therefore, it is usual, merely as a convenient way 
of summarising the effects of these diverse influences, to 
represent actual price as a function of past price. Some 
authors have used the harvest prices xfnile others have 
vised the prices prevailing during the pre-sowing season.
But it is clear that each of these particular past prices 
represents only a very short-run market phenomenon reflecting 
the equilibrium of the manifold forces present in the market 
at that time. These considerations render inadequate an 
attempt of approximating expected price with a particular 
price in the past. This inadequacy may be removed by 
assuming a llerlovian approach of estimating "expected normal 
price" on the basis of prices over a number of years in the 
past, supposing that the influence of the more recent prices 
would be greater on them than the influence of the less
2 14
recent prices*
Expressed in mathematical terms
Pt = h Pt-l + A2Pt-2 + ..... An Pt-n C>
where P|i is the expected price of the year t and P^  ^ .
*^ t-n are ^ae °^serve(i prices of the previous £)eriods ard
A. >  A0 3  .... A1 * 2 ^  n
A -» 't* .A "i” o«*oo A — 1 o1 2  n
Such a dynamic model represents a distinct improvement on 
all the past approaches* But, for reasons discussed later 
on, in the present study it is proposed to use a particular 
past price as a proxy for the expected price*
The next question that has to he dealt with is: 
should this particular price he the harvest price of the 
previous year or the pre-sowing price? The expectation 
formations of all the classes of cultivators are not 
influenced hy the same set of prices* The retention power 
of the hulk of the small scale producers is very limited 
and they market their produce soon after the harvest and 
they know that whatever might he the prices in the pre­
sowing period during the next season it would fluctuate 
around the level of the current harvest prices. On the 
other hand, because of their greater retention power the 
hig cultivators market a considerable portion of their 
produce at a time when prices are usually higher. In this
26o Marc Nerlove, The Dynamics of Supply: Estimation of
Farmers' ResponW~foH7incri^aXtiW
The formulation that follows is quite similar but not 
identical with that of Nerlove.
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connection it has to he added that the hulk of the culti­
vated area is usually held by this class of?cultivators
27and their production decisions are more market-oriented. { 
However, there are two considerations which would seem to 
suggest that the harvested prices would he a better approxi­
mation of the expected price. Firstly, it seems that on 
the whole larger part of the produce sold during the year 
is marketed during and immediately after the crops are 
harvested. Secondly, in the case of certain crops, such 
as sugarcane, prices prevailing at such period allow such a 
time lag which is required for making production plan for 
the next season. Pre-sowing prices may he so close to the 
actual sowing that the cultivators find it difficult to give 
effect to their desired shift of areas between crops in 
the same season. In view of these considerations harvested 
prices of the previous year have been taken as an indicator 
of the expected price on which to base the production- 
decision in the current year. In the construction of the 
composite price index against which all-crop acreage is 
expected to respond the harvest price of every crop has been 
weighted by the proportion of total area under its culti­
vation.
27o That the proportion of area under commercial crop
increases with the increase in the size of holding has 
been found in India. Source: The national Sample
Survey, 8th Hound, Ho. 30, Report on Land Holdings (2) 
TDeTfif, I960), cited by NaralaT^V. " p. l'STT"
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The theoretical supply-curve is drawn on the 
assuni.ption that other prices remain the same* But as other 
prices do not really remain unchanged it would he pointless 
to correlate only the crude market prices itfith subsequent 
acreage under cultivation of all the crops* This necessi­
tates the correction of the real purchasing power of the 
price the cultivators get for their produce* Therefore,, 
the composite index of the prices of all the crops has been
deflated by an index of the prices of the daily necessities
pQ
of life as constructed by the Government of India*
The problem of selecting the price of a crop the 
variations of which will be positively correlated with those 
of its area is more complicated. Some attempts have been 
made to correlate the acreage under one crop with the 
price of that crop only. Clearly such a procedure suffers 
from a serious limitation. If it is expected that the 
variations of area under crops will be a function of changing 
profitability, the prices of other crops must also be taken 
into consideration* But this raises another problem: 
what will be the composition of the "other crops1' the-prices 
of which will be used to ’correct1 the prices of the crop in 
question? Should they include all the single crops
28, Director General of Commercial Intelligence and
Statistics, Index Humber of Indian Prices (Annual). 
The harvest prices of ’the" cro"ps are taken from the
Agrj-cultural Statistics of India, vol. 1 (Annual).
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produced in a country or the prices of alternative crops 
only? Evidently the former method is likely to introduce 
some bias into the estimated price-elasticity of a parti­
cular crop* But in spite of this short-coming this pro­
cedure has been widely used in the United States* This 
could be due to the fact most of the major crops are grown 
there over a wide area and the number of relevant alter­
natives to a particular crop is probably very large* But 
in Bengal the scope of such substitution is somewhat limited. 
Thus, the crop which directly determines the opportunity 
cost of growing jute is autumn rice as these are the only 
two crops sown during the months from March to May. The 
other variety of rice - winter rice - is an alternative 
crop in a somewhat restricted sense in that the trans­
planting season of this crop (duly to September) overlaps 
with the harvesting period of jute. After an early jute 
harvest !Amanf paddy may be transplanted on the same land 
if the weather conditions are favourable but this involves 
loss of yield for both the crops. The other crops like 
mustard, linseed, til, wheat, barley and grain are usually 
sown during the months from November to January. Thus, 
clearly these crops cannot be treated as alternative to jute 
or autumn rice* The cultivators cannot be expected to plan 
the production of either jute or autumn rice on the basis 
of the relative price of one of these crops. It Is true
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that the pattern of rotation among different crops some­
times makes the task of selecting the various alternative 
crops rather difficult. But this does not seem to justify 
the procedure of treating all "other crops" as alternative 
to every individual crop. Therefore, in the present study - 
price relatives of the different crops have been constructed ' 
on the basis of the prices of those specific crops which seem 
to directly determine opportunity < co.st. In certain cases 
when a straightforward selection is difficult different 
combinations have been tried. These are elaborated in 
course of the discussion on the actual findings.
Apart from price the two other explanatory variables 
included in the model are yield and the mean of the quantum 
of rainfall during the sowing season. The inclusion of 
the former is justified by the fact that it is not only the 
price of the per unit of produce but also the volume of 
produce per unit of land which may influence the decision 
of the cultivators. Rainfall is included on the assumption 
that this may interfere with the actual sowing of the planned 
acreage with crops.
4-.4-. Estimating model
Prior to Nerlove1s work it was usual to approximate 
desired planted area with actual sown area and ■ ; expected 
relative price with the prevailing price in the previous
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period in the studies of U.S. agriculture and in studies of 
underdeveloped countries even subsequent to Nerlove's work. 
The obvious limitations of such 1 crude' approximation are 
sought to be tackled in his adjustment and expectational 
model. The area adjustment model states that the area 
actually sown with a crop in*production periodt equals the 
area actually sown in the previous period plus a term pro- 
portional to the difference between the desired planted area 
in the t th period and the actually sown area in the 
previous period. According to his expectational model 
the expected relative price in production period t equals 
the expected relative price in the previous period plus a 
term proportional to the difference between the expected 
relative price and the actual relative price in the previous 
period. Thus, while the latter is supposed to reflect the 
manner in which past experience determines the expected 
value of the variable such as price or yield which in turn 
determine intended production, the former reflects the 
technological/institutional restraints which allow the 
cultivators to realize only a fraction of the intended pro­
duction. In the light of the uncertainties of price and 
yield and many other restraints already referred to it is 
clear that both these types are of great importance in an 
underdeveloped agriculture. Therefore, ideally a model
should be developed specifying a separate lag coefficient 
for each expectational variable and different adjustment lag
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coefficient, but such a model involves serious estimation 
29problems * ' Therefore.the model used in this study provides
BOfor only an adjustment lag. This is as folloxtfs:*'
A| = a + TOt_]_ + d Y ^  + dEt + Ut (2)
At " V l  = B<At “ At-P C3)
A|; is the acreage the cultivators would sow with crops in
the year t if there was no difficulty of adjustment. A^_
is the actually sown area.
P is the relative price of the crop in question, i.e. the 
harvest price of the crop deflated by the prices of the 
alternative crops.
Y is the relative yield of the crop.
R is the quantum of rainfall during the sowing season.
U is the error term.
B is the Nerlovian coefficient of adjustment.
It is assumed that the cultivators are able to vary the 
acreage under a crop in any year only to the extent of a 
fraction of B of the difference between the acreage they
29. Nerlove, op.cit., pp. 236-240.
30. For some of the inadequacies of Nerlovers area adjust­
ment and price expectation model see F.M. Fisher,
A Priori considerations and Time series Analysis (Amsterdam 
1962TTppT”2r=5'B. ~ H . W. lJat:5^7m,1Feview'”bf Ner 1 ove,
Distributed Lags and Demand Analysis for Agricultural 
and other commodities”, J.F.E . XLI, pp. 151-155•
G.E. Brandon, ”A Note on the Nerlovian Estimate of Supply 
Elasticity”, J.F.E. XL, pp. 719-722.
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would like to sow and the acreage actually sown in the 
previous period*
Equations (2) and (3) yield the following esti­
mating equation:
At = ao * h2 Pt-1 + b3 Yt-1 + \  Rt + b5 At-1 + Yt
where aQ = ah, b^ = bB, b^ = cB, b^ _ = dB, b^ = (1-B) and 
Vt = BUt .
It is, however, possible to build an expectational 
model on the assumption that the expectation lag coefficients 
of the different variables are identical. Thus,
At = a + bP* + CY* + dR* + Ut (5)
pt
—  P*
•Mj-I =  B<pt-i
-  Pt - R (6)
Y $
t Xt-1 =  B <Yt-i -  R - R (7)
-  Rt-i =  B(Rt-i -  Et - d (8)
This model yields the following estimation of model
At = ao + b2Pt-l + b3Yt-l + h Rt-l + b5At-l + Wt ^
where aQ = aB, bg = bB, b^ = cB, b^ = dB, b^ = (1-B) and
W.fc = Ut - (l-B)Ut_1 .
The two estimating equations (4) and (9) except 
for the lag in R and the error term which is serially corre­
lated in (9) but not in (3)? since = U^ _ - (l-B)U^
But the residual V. must be serially independent if unbiased
estimates of the parameters of equation (7) are to he 
obtained. If* on the other hand, W^ is taken to be
A ]
serially independent, is serially correlated.
Secondly, the assumption made in this model of identical 
expectation may be questioned. Thirdly, if different 
coefficients of expectations are specified for each of 
the additional lagged explanatory variables, the number of 
variables in the estimating equation becomes very large. 
Even for a model with two variables the estimating equation 
will have six explanatory variables.^ With only twenty 
to thirty observations available in most of the cases, 
many degrees of freedom are lost in estimation. Lastly, 
the more serious objection is that the estimates of the 
regression coefficients thus obtained are not unique.
In view of these considerations the "adjustmentn model is 
used in this study though it has to be admitted that this 
oversimplifies the expectational side of the problem.
The same model has been used for estimating the 
price-elasticity of the all-crop acreage. In such a case
j>l. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Distributed Lags and 
Demand Analysis for Agricultural and Other Commodities 
XSgriculturaT Handbook"Ho . 14T, 15b877 p. ?6.
52* Ibid., p. 60.
33» Ibid., p. 62.
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^t-l’ ^t-l an(^  ^ respectively refer to the composite index 
of the price of all the crops, weighted yield of all the 
crops in the previous period and the quantum of rainfall 
throughout the agricultural season (March - February),
In order to obtain a direct estimate of the 
elasticity of acreage with regard to the different expla­
natory variables both the dependent and the independent 
variables have been transformed Into their logarithms.
Before proceeding further to discuss the actual 
findings it may be pointed out here that no demand function 
has been formulated. This does not seem to be a serious 
defect in the case of the crops like rice, sugarcane and 
mustard. For while the output of the last two crops was 
only a small portion of all-India ou-tput perhaps the 
larger portion of the production of rice was meant for 
domestic consumption. However, in the case of jute which 
was a virtual monopoly of Bengal it would seem to be 
difficult to assume that demand curve was elastic.
Actual findings
The a priori considerations for the inclusion of 
different explanatory variables have been discxissed. The 
actual computations have been done with different combi­
nations of variables in ordex> to obtain an equation which 
explains the highest degree of variance in the acreage under
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the cultivation of individual crops and all the crops taken 
togethero The estimated short-run and the implied long- 
run elasticities are presented in Table 4.1. Standard 
errors of these elasticities are shown in the parenthesis. 
All these estimates have, however, to be interpreted with 
reference to the quality of the crop statistics discussed
7 W | .
m  a previous chapter. Findings of other authors on
the identical or similar crops are also presented in order 
to facilitate comparison.
Jute:- In equations (1) and (2) autumn rice and in 
equations (3) and (4) both autumn and winter rice have been 
treated as alternative crops. In both the cases there is 
no significant elasticity either with regard to ejected 
yield or the quantum of rainfall during the sowing season.
34. In the official explanations for the variations of 10 
per cent or above in the acreage under cultivation as 
given in the Agricultural Statistics of Bengal, it was 
often pointed out that these were due to sh'iFts in the 
price-level. It is difficult to say definitely if 
these annual variations in the officially published 
data were influenced by the subjective judgement of 
the reporting agencies. This also applies to the 
price-statistics used In this stiidy. These prices 
represent the median of the district figures (reported 
in the Season and Crop Report) which often remained the 
same for several years. Price-statistics for the 
province as a -whole are available from the Agricultural 
Statistics of India (Annual), vol. 1. The qualfty of 
these "data are discussed by R.C. Desai, r,Consumer 
Expenditure in India, 1931-2 to 1940-1", Journal of the 
Royal Statistical Society, Vol. CXI (19487', pp. 261-298.
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Conversely all the four equations Indicate that two-thirds 
of the variance in area sown with jute are positively asso­
ciated with the changes in the expected relative price and 
these estimates are significant at less than 0.1 per cent 
level. The implied long run elasticity is higher than 
those estimated by Rabbani and Stern, but the short-run 
elasticity is smaller than found by the latter. This may 
be due to the fact that their study refers to a longer 
period of time. Secondly, while Stern deflates the whole­
sale prices of jute by the prices of all other crops 
including rice the latter includes, apart from Bengal, 
other jute-producing areas of India (Assam, Bihar and 
Cooch Bihar). Acreage under cultivation revised on the 
basis of the discrepancies found between the official esti­
mates of jute production and the 'actuals' as determined 
from the trade statistics indicates a slightly lower elas­
ticity with regard to expected price. But even then both 
the long-run and short-run elasticities are much higher than 
for a similar crop (cotton), in the U.S.A. This may be 
due to the lesser scope for substitution and perhaps of 
the relative specificity of the managerial skill and resource 
in an advanced agriculture.
Sugarcane:- This crop occupies the land for most of the 
year and, therefore, the three other major crops of winter
2 S 6
rice, autumn rice and jute have been treated as alter­
native crops. In both, the equations the pattern is com­
pletely different from that either in jute or sugarcane in 
35the Punjab  ^- there is no significant elasticity of acreage 
with regard to expected relative price. Conversely, the 
model indicates a fair degree of response to the improve­
ment in yield. The implied long-run elasticity is, how­
ever, considerably higher than unity. The low elasticity 
of adjustment seems to be due to the fact that this crop is 
the most expensive in terms of the required intensity of 
cultivation, weeding, fencing and longer duration of time. 
However, it is clear that since despite this high cost the 
cultivators were favourably responding to the use of the 
improved varieties of seeds shows that total sale proceeds 
of planting one acre of land with sugarcane must have made 
the production of this crop more profitable in relation to 
the alternative crops. Thus, it seems that it was not 
higher relative price as such, but the success of the 
Agricultural Department in making the relative product-price 
pea: unit of land (by the popularisation of the improved 
varieties of seedlings) more attractive, which led to the 
remarkable expansion of sugarcane cultivation in Bengal.
35« Price-elasticity of acreage under sugarcane is found 
also in United Province and Madras. See ilarain, 
op.cit., pp. 84-106.
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Acreage under winter rice:- In equations (1) and (2) 
jute and in equations (3) and (4) all the 'rabi' crops 
have been treated as competitive crops. The first formu­
lation is suggested by the type of competition between these 
two crops shown in the elasticity of acreage under jute. 
'Rahi1 crops have been treated as substitutes in view of 
the fact that the harvesting of winter rice releases land 
at a time which is usually too late to enable the cultivators 
to raise a frabi! crop on the same land. There is no sig- 
nificant response of the acreage under this; variety of rice 
in any of four equations. Apart from the fact that perhaps 
the larger part of this crop is meant for consumption by 
the members of the producers1 family this inelasticity seems 
to underline the absence of an adequate scope for substi­
tution. It is true that since wintes: rice is an alternative 
crop to jute and jute is price-responsive this creates the 
presumption that acreage under winter rice (though a food 
crop) will also be price-elastic.^ But compared to winter 
rice acreage under jute is so marginal (3 per cent as against 
59 per cent for the period as a whole) that shifts o£ acreage 
under the latter do not materially change the pattern of
36o In Thailand the magnitude of the price-elasticities of 
rice cultivation has been found to be dependent upon 
the availability of economically attractive alternatives 
to rice cultivation. Behrman, op.cit., pp. 303-305*
production in the former. Moreover since the crop directly 
alternative to jute is autumn rice (and its relative weight 
is much smaller, i.e. only 22 per cent) it is reasonable to 
expect that the shifts of areas under jute will be more 
reflected in the variations of acreage under autumn rice 
than of ■winter rice. The absence of significant response 
in equations (3) and (4) may also be explained on similar 
grounds as the combined effect of these crops in the all­
crop acreage was only 5 per cent*
As to the impact of the two other variables 
if/inter rice is the only crop which shows a significant, 
though small, elasticity with regard to the quantum of 
rainfall during the sowing season (July to September).
Again, this finding conforms to what could be expected in 
this crop. As winter rice is transplanted, only the 
ploughing of the land is not sufficient. This further 
requires that there is sufficient rainfall to facilitate 
such transplantation and its subsequent growth.
Autumn Rice:- The price and yield of autumn rice have 
been deflated by the corresponding figures for jute. The 
expectation that the cultivation of this crop, though 
mainly for domestic consumption, would be price-elastic is 
borne out by the findings in both equations. The short-run 
elasticity which is significant at 5 per cent level is similar
to those found in East Pakistan. As in the case of 
winter rice and jute, there is once again no significant 
elasticity with regard to the changes in relative yield.
But so far as the impact of rainfall is concerned there is 
a significant difference between these two varieties of 
rice. However, this absence of any impact of rainfall on 
the acreage under autumn rice (as also under jute) conforms 
to what could be expected. While "winter rice is trans­
planted autumn rice and jute are sown and this creates the 
expectation that if in a particular season rainfall is not 
too small or too heavy this would not interfere with the 
desired level of production.
Mustard:- In terms of acreage under cultivation mustard 
is the second largest commercial crop. As this crop is 
grown during the dry months from November to January its 
prices and yields have been deflated by the prices and 
yields of all the 'rabi1 crops. As in the case of jute and 
autumn rice there is once again no significant response to 
relative yield or rainfall. The elasticity of acreage 
with respect to expected relative price is more or less the 
same in both the equations, but these are significant at 
10 per cent level. Such a weak response may be attributed 
to two important factors. Firstly, three of the four 
alternative crops (grain, barley and wheat) are food crops
2 3 3
and, therefore, it seems that their cultivation would
l/YL
remain more or lessAflexible, This limits the desired 
level of increase in the acreage under mustard though 
there may he an improvement in the relative price,
Secondly, mustard is not fully a commercial crop comparable 
to jute. In rural Bengal there is the widespread practice 
of bartering this crop for the mustard oil from the 
indigenous producers. This suggests that the impact of 
the market conditions on the acreage under this crop would 
be less important than in a crop like jute.
All-crop acreage:- The findings on the price-elasticity of 
all-crop acreage seem to substantiate’ the hypothesis that in 
a traditional agriculture where the larger part of the input 
is supplied directly by the cultivators1 family and their 
opportunity costs are very low, the larger part of the output 
is meant for domestic consumption and finally the scope for 
the extension of cultivation is limited no significant res­
ponse to changes in the relative price can be expected. In 
Bengal this absence of any significant price-elasticity of 
the total acreage under cultivation reflects basically the 
inelasticity of the acreage under winter rice which had the 
highest 'weight in the total crop mix (60 per cent). It is, 
however, significant that the findings do not indicate a 
backward-bending supply curve/1 The relationship of.acreage
3 7 -  Raj Krishna has argued that if the acreage under the 
minor crops is elastic and those under the major crops
/Continued over
23 <i
with. " the quantum of rainfall throughout the agricultural 
year once again reflects the impact of this variable on 
winter rice.
To sum up, out of the five crops included in this 
study acreage under Jute and autumn rice was responsive to 
the changes in relative price and that of sugarcane to the 
improvement in relative yield. In the case of winter rice 
only rainfall had some impact on the acreage under culti­
vation. Therefore, it may be suggested that though the 
total acreage under cultivation was not price-elastic the 
Bengal cultivators were trying to maximise their proceeds 
from the available resources by the shift of areas to such 
crops which were relatively more profitable either as due 
to an improvement in relative price or relative yield per 
acre. As it is indicated in the case of the price-elasticity 
of autumn rice such variations of areas were not confined 
to the ’cash crops' only. In other words, they seem to 
have taken such rational production decisions which were 
desirable within the given technological and institutional 
restraints.
Footnote 37 continued from previous page.
do not indicate a systematically opposite pattern or 
vice versa, it may be assumed that the total supply is 
price-responsive. If this opinion is accepted the same 
conclusion may be drawn with regard to the Bengal agricul­
ture as there was no significant inverse relationship in 
the case of any of the individual crops included in this 
study. See his "Agricultural Price policy" in H.M. South- 
worth and B.F. Johnston (eds.),Agricultural Development 
and Economic growth (New York, 1967T? PP - 4-97-5^0.
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CHAPTER V 
CAPITAL IN AGRICULTURE
Economic development is generally defined as the 
sustained growth of per capita output. Among the factors 
which account for the growth of output a crucial role is
*1
usually assigned to capital and capital formation. Theo­
retically, this dominance of capital theory in the literature 
on growth economics is partly due to the popularity which 
the Harrod-Domar model has gained especially through its 
application to the economic development of the underdeveloped 
countries. In this model the rate of economic development 
is a function of two factors: (a) capital formation and
(b) capital/output ratio; and accordingly development 
policies have been described as aiming to increase the 
former, reduce the latter or to achieve both. Much effort 
has gone into the estimation of capital/output ratio and 
the measurement of the contribution of physical capital
1* W.A. Arthur Lewis in his book, The Theory of Economic 
Growth (London, 1955)> particularly in the chapter on 
Capital illustrates the central position of this concept 
together with that of savings ratio* According to him 
"The central problem in the theory of economic growth is 
to understand the process by which a community is con­
verted from being a 5 per cent to 12 per cent saver - 
with all the changes in attitude, in institutions and 
techniques which accompany this conversion." pp. 225-26. 
See also: W.W. Rostow, The Stages of Economic Growth
(Cambridge, I960), pp. 39-44.
stock to past economic growth, and the requirements for 
future progress. Some investigations have shown consi­
derable differences over time in the relation between 
physical capital and output, but none of them has suggested 
any ground for doubting the importance of capital for­
mation in economic progress.
Along with this emphasis on the role of capital,
another concept which has been widely discussed is that
the underdeveloped countries are plagued by a 1 vicious 
2
circle11. The circle theory emphasises that since per 
capita income in these countries is low, little remains as 
a surplus after consumption needs are fulfilled. The low 
level of real income is, in turn, due to the lack of an 
adequate capital stock. Prom the findings presented in 
the preceding two chapters it is clear that in spite of the 
relative abundance of labour there was hardly any increase 
in yield per acre and against a background of rapid popu­
lation growth this meant a decline in per capita output.
Such a finding creates a strong presumption that the agrarian
2. This thesis is presented by different authors in several 
distinctly different variants. These are analysed by 
P.T. Bauer, "The vicious circle of poverty" in I. 
Livingstone (ed.), Economic Policy for Development (London, 
1971)* PP* 19-56. See also Jamas Szentis, The Political 
Economy of Underdevelopment (Budapest, 1971)> particularly 
pp. 50-S0. Bor the present purpose only the supply 
aspect of capital formation is discussed.
economy of Bengal was characterised by the same "vicious 
circle" of low income and the consequent low capital for­
mation.
In the present chapter an attempt is made to 
investigate this aspect of the agricultural economy of 
Bengal, i.e. the trend of capital formation. The three 
specific questions raised are: (a) What was the trend of
the stock of capital, (b) how does this trend compare with 
those in production, land and labour force engaged in 
agriculture and (c) did the weights of the different cate­
gories of physical capital change over time? These 
questions are analysed, in the light of the available 
material, both at the all-Bengal and regional level.
Such a study involves a good deal of difficulties. 
These arise partly from the controversies associated with 
capital theory and partly from the nature of the available 
data. With regard to the former the debate among the 
economists is concerned with the two related problems of 
definition and measurement of capital. It would be tedious 
to review this controversy in detail. However, some indi­
cation must be given of its nature in order to illuminate 
the subsequent discussion of our findings. The problem of 
definition is taken up first.
According to a U.N. publication capital goods are 
"all goods produced for use in future productive processes -
machinery, equipment, plant, buildings, other construction
and works, and producers* stock of raw materials, semi-
%
finished and finished goods'*. Evidently according to this 
view only those goods are capital goods which are produced 
for use in future productive purposes* On the other hand, 
some authors argue that the definition of capital should 
not he so narrow as to include only the physical assets* 
Thus, it is believed that if long-term increase in per 
capita income is described as economic growth the definition 
of capital should be broadened to include all uses of 
current output that contribute to such an increase. Thus 
capital formation should include, apart from the addition 
to the physical stock, expenditure on health, education, 
recreations and material luxuries that contribute to the 
greater productive skill of the labour force*^ Recently 
it has become usual to describe such non-physical develop­
ment expenditure as "human capital" or "human investment"* 
One cannot deny the fact that ideally a study of 
capital formation should include such expenditure which
5* Concepts and Definition of Capital Formation, U.E*0.,
1 9 5 5 7 cited t>y~F*V* John, Some Aspects of the Struc- 
ture of Indian Agricultural Economy,"'l94?/48 to 1951/62 
T J e T E i r i 9 S 8 ')7 'pp;''',1 5 9 :-1 4 0 ’:--------
4* See for example Simon Kuznets, "International Differences 
in Capital Formation and Financing" in Rational Bureau 
of Economic Research, Capital Formation and Economic 
Growth (Princeton, 1955)7 P* 21.
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makes the members of a community more productive. But
over and above the problem arising from the non-availability
of relevant data such an attempt to broaden the definition
of capital creates many difficulties. Thus, conceptually
it is difficult, if not impossible, to separate human
capital on the one hand and physical output on the other.
Secondly, there are problems of measurement, i.e. imputation
and allocation of costs and valuation of returns • These
difficulties have weighed heavily in the decision to 
f\,
exclude/capital even in major studies on capital formation.^ 
Therefore, the present study is confined to an analysis of 
only the physical capital assets involved in Bengal agri­
culture ♦
The question that now has to be discussed is 
whether land should be regarded as an item of capital.
Like buildings land is also a durable physical asset, but 
in economic theory only the former is regarded as capital. 
This distinction is made on the ground of what has been 
regarded as the fundamental differences in the origin and 
supply of land and other durable producers' goods. Thus, 
it has been argued that land is a free gift of nature and 
fixed in supply, whereas capital is a "produced means of
5. See for example A.S. Tostlebe, Capital in Agriculture:
Its Formation and Financing since ld^O IBrinceton, 1957); 
Kuznets, op.cit♦; Henry Rosovsky, (japital Formation in 
Japan (Hew York, 1961).
production" and its supply responds to the human decision 
of investment. As against this argument it has been 
pointed out by some authors that "Granted that the gross 
acreage of a country or region cannot be altered, it is 
still possible to change greatly the productive acreage and 
the productivity of acreage already in use by means which 
closely resemble methods by which buildings and equipment 
are increased" and, therefore, land should be included as 
an item of capital. Basically it is difficult to differ 
from this second line of argument, but it seems that land 
could be so treated only on the recognition of the fact 
that this procedure does not take into consideration all 
the expenditure of money and effort made by the cultivators. 
The increase of "productive acreage" or the extension of 
cultivation to new areas may be achieved by the investment 
of money and effort in such things as clearing, draining 
and irrigation. On the other hand, productivity of land 
already under cultivation may be increased by, apart from 
the more intensive use of labour and implements, invest­
ment on fertilizers, prevention of soil erosion and soil 
depletion. In other words, both the processes would 
involve investment in land, but no information is available
6. Tostlebe, op.cit♦, pp. 4-5 •
Bee also L.&. Lacbmann, Capital and its Structure (London, 
1956), p. 11.  :---------------
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on the volume of all such investments* Therefore, it is 
clear that new lands which are brought under cultivation 
during a particular period of time should be treated as an 
item of capital* This will be an index of the investment 
of money and efforts made by the cultivators for the 
creation of additional ’’productive acreage”* Prom this 
it is also clear that this procedure does not take account 
of all the direct investments made in land already under 
cultivation* This follows from the fact that, along with 
other assets, land is valued at a constant price and, thus, 
all changes in the volume of direct investment are ignored*
It is likely that in an economy where the scope for the 
extension of cultivation is limited but the supply of labour 
is abundant some improvement takes place at least in such 
investments which mainly depend on increased physical labour. 
Thus, it seems that in including land as an item of the 
cultivator's stock of capital it* has to be specifically 
understood that this represents not the whole but only a 
part of the investment of money and efforts made by the 
members of a community within a particular period*.
The controversy with regard to measurement concerns 
the selection of a unit in which to aggregate the hetero­
geneous mass of capital items into a homogeneous collection* 
Usually the following four methods are advocated to evaluate 
the different items of capital: (a) in terms of their value
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expressed in some unit of purchasing power, (b) their 
contribution to the future flow of product, (c) the cost of 
labour involved in the construction of capital goods and 
(d) the price of the existing goods required to make them#
It is not necessary to review the controversy relating to 
the merits of each of these procuedures. The method 
followed in this study is to weight the different items of 
capital according to their market prices at a particular 
point of time, i.e. at t^ and to keep it constant at 
periods t2 » t^ ... tn .
There is, however, one point which merits parti­
cular attention. This procedure of- taking the market value 
of stock assumes the equality of marginal cost with marginal 
revenue and in a competitive situation the latter equals 
price. Does this assumption hold good over a period of 
time? In other words, it has to be asked if, in the esti­
mation of the cultivators, the weights of the different 
items remain constant. Clearly nothing definitive can be
said on this question. It would, therefore, be interesting
to see if alternative estimates made on the basis of prices 
prevailing at different points of time show any significant 
differences. But no such attempt can be made in view of 
the non-availability of relevant information.
Another problem is created by depreciation.
When the stock of physical capital involved in an economy
is compared at two points of time without making any 
allowance for depreciation, it is assumed that either the 
stock is equally fresh or equally depreciated. In other 
words, this would mean that the rates of depreciation and 
replacement should balance each other. In the absence of 
any relevant data it is difficult to say whether this is a 
valid assumption regarding Bengal agriculture during the 
period under study. Therefore, the estimates presented:^ in 
this chapter have' to be taken as estimates of gross capital 
formation.
It is desirable that estimates are presented not 
only of the trends of capital formation, but also of its 
magnitude. In other words, since capital formation implies 
saving it is important to make some idea about the pro­
portion of income represented by such savings. But there 
are two difficulties which do not permit of any such attempt. 
Firstly, as pointed out later, there is the non-availability 
of data on working capital of the cultivators and no reliable 
price statistics of even the limited number of physical 
assets selected for this study. Secondly, even if these 
data were available there is the further problem created by 
intersectoral flows. If agriculture was a closed economy 
it could have been taken that all the investment outlays in 
this sector were financed by the rural households themselves. 
In other words, the annual flow of investments would have
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been matched by the flow of savings. But this equality 
was complicated by the flow of capital between the agri­
cultural and the non-agricultural sector - on which no data 
are available. In view of these difficulties no attempt 
can be made to relate capital formation to the per capita 
income in the agricultural sector. Instead only the broad 
indications discernable are pointed out.
Sources of data, their coverage and adjustments
Capital assets selected for this study include;
(a) land, (b) buildings, (c) animal labour and (d) farm 
implements. In view of the non-availability of relevant 
information no attempt has been made to estimate the trends 
in working capital involved in Bengal agriculture. Thus, 
clearly the concept of capital as used in this study becomes 
more restrictive than implied by the phrase *physical 
capital*•
The sources and nature of crop statistics in 
Bengal have been discussed earlier. Bor the present pur­
pose it has to be asked (a) what categories of land should 
be included and (b) should land to be included refer to a 
particular point of time? As to the first question the usual 
procedure has been to include only the net cropped area and 
the area currently left fallow by the cultivators.^ But
7. T. Shukla, Capital Formation in Indian Agriculture 
(Bombay, 19~b^;, p.b^ t*.
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there is one consideration which suggests that this pro­
cedure of including net cropped area as against total 
cropped area (net cropped area + double-cropped area) is 
defective. In an underdeveloped agriculture where the 
scope for the extension of cultivation to new areas is 
limited the increase in double cropped area represents the 
expenditure of money and efforts by the cultivators to 
increase total output. Therefore, in the present study 
land as an item of capital includes total cropped area and 
the area currently left fallow.
The second question is important because there 
were considerable year-to-year fluctuations in the acreage 
under cultivation. Therefore, the inclusion of the 
acreage of only the quinquennial Livestock Census years may 
introduce some bias In the estimates. In order to obviate 
this difficulty figures have been calculated on the basis 
of three years1 average centred on the census years. A 
similar procedure has been followed in the case of all-crop 
output.
Draught animals
Data on livestock labour are available from the 
Quinquennial Cattle Census Reports. In the first three 
reports published by the G-overnment of Bengal separate 
estimates of "plough cattle" were presented. It is a common
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knowledge that the same livestock labour may he used for, 
apart from ploughing land, such purposes as carrying crops 
from the fields to the cultivators' houses or from the 
latter to the rural markets. Of greater importance is the 
fact that the same work animals may he used for non- 
agricultural purposes. Such uses are frequent particularly 
during the relatively slack season of the year. In view 
of this flexibility of the use of livestock labour in the 
rural areas it is difficult to accept the official esti­
mates as estimates of only "plough cattle". 'However, this 
would not have created a major problem if the method of 
classification was uniform during the entire period. But 
it seems that a change was introduced In 194-0 and 194-5* 
firstly, whereas separate estimates of "plough cattle" were 
provided in the first three census reports, no such category 
was maintained in the last two. Instead the number of 
bovine population "kept for work only" were separately shown. 
In view of the pattern of use of livestock labour referred 
earlier it is clear that this latter method of classifi­
cation was an improvement on the earlier ones. Secondly, 
while according to the first three censuses "plough cattle" 
included only bulls, bullocks and male buffaloes, in 194-0 
and 194-5 the number of cows and female buffaloes (over and 
above the above three categories) "kept for work only" were 
also presented. It is difficult to say how far conceptually
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8these two categories are strictly comparable, but even if 
these are assumed to be so it is clear that the"scope of 
the latter category was wider* In view of these diffi­
culties, for the present purpose the available data on 
bulls, bullocks, cows and buffaloes (male and female) have 
been taken to represent the total livestock labour available 
for crop production.
Agricultural implements
Quinquennial cattle censuses up to 1930 provided 
information only for ploughs. From 194-0 ploughs were 
divided into wooden and iron ploughs and items like sugar­
cane crushers, oil engines, electric pumps and tractors 
were also included. Therefore, in order to obtain a uniform 
series only ploughs have been treated as agricultural 
implements.
Data on livestock labour and ploughs require two 
adjustments. firstly, no census was held in Bengal in 
1935. Bo figures for this year have been interpolated on the 
basis of the rate of growth between 1930 and 194-0. The
8 . Figures on bulls,, bullocks and male buffaloes presented 
in Appendix YII and designated as "plough cattle" are 
slightly smaller than the corresponding figures shown in 
Appendix IT. It is not known on what criterion the 
figures in the former appendix were determined.
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second adjustment has to be made for the year 194-5 when 
only the all-Bengal figures were published. The regional 
figures for this year have been estimated on the basis of 
the percentage distribution of livestock labour and ploughs 
in 194-0.
Statistics on livestock population and agricul­
tural implements were said to have been collected by the 
village panchayets.^ In the light of the picture that 
emerges with regard to the crop statistics discussed earlier 
it is difficult to say whether the panchayets were really 
the primary source. However, since the same agency may 
have been responsible for compiling the data it would seem 
that the margin of error was more or less the same over the 
entire period.
Houses
Data on "occupied houses in the villages" are 
available from the Decennial Population Censuses. In the 
Census Reports no reference is made to the size, type and 
uses of these houses. Thus, ideally these data require 
three adjustments, but actually no adjustment is possible.
The difficulty with regard to the different uses of the rural 
houses arises from the very nature of the problem of
9 * Cattle , p • 1 *
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including houses as an item of capital stock. In a peasant 
agriculture it is not possible to estimate the number of 
houses used for purely residential purposes as against 
those used for "productiven purposes only. For it is a 
common knowledge that the same house may be used by a culti­
vator partly for residential purposes and partly for storing 
crops. In many cases it so happens that a portion of a 
house is shared by the cattle. These considerations 
clearly preclude the possibility of making an estimate of 
the proportion of rural houses used for production purposes 
only. Changes in the types and sizes of houses at dif­
ferent points of time are less difficult to ascertain, but 
the relevant type of data are not available from the census 
reports. In a stagnant economy characterized by a fast 
rate of population growth it is very likely that there 
were considerable changes in the types of houses over a 
period of 25 years. Therefore, it would seem that the 
estimates presented in this chapter have to be interpreted 
with considerable reservation.
Availability of Price Statistics
It has been pointed out earlier that for the
purpose of aggregation of the different items of capital
stock these are weighted by their market prices. Such
10prices were compiled by the Banking Enquiry Committee for
10. Report of the Bengal Provincial Banking Enquiry Committee 
"(Calcutta, 1936)* Chapter V a n d " p T ^ T  ------------ -
all the categories included in this study except houses.
How far are these price statistics reliable? This question 
is important, because prices of all these items differ 
widely not only in relation to their quality hut at dif­
ferent places and different points of time within the same 
year. Statistics available from this source were not 
collected on the basis of any scientific procedure. As
against this price-statistics available from an alternative 
11source were collected from randomly selected represen­
tative farms over a period of thnee years, It is true that 
these data refer to a later period and only to the West 
Bengal districts. But it would seem that the bias intro­
duced by these limitations, if any, would be less marked. 
Therefore, data available from this latter source are used 
for the purpose of aggregation. Weights given to the dif­
ferent items on the basis of these statistics are as follows 
land - .625  ^ houses - .196, work animals - 0.035? ploughs 
- 0.011.
Defects of the data on agricultural labour force 
as reported in 1931 and 1941 have been pointed out. There­
fore, for the present purpose it has been assumed that the 
proportion of agricultural labour to the total population
11. Government of India, .Studies in the Economics of Farm 
Management in West BengalT (Delhi, p ♦ 52.
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as. found in 1921 was the same in all the subsequent years.
To facilitate comparison the labour force reported in the 
Census Report of 1921 has been assumed to represent the 
number in 1919 /2 0 when the first cattle census was conducted.
a
Method of Presentation
On the basis of the data discussed in the preceding 
pages indexes of physical capital assets are presented for 
the period from 1919/20 to 194-4-/4-5 • &11 12 different
indexes are presented for different combinations of capital 
assets and their relationship with labour, land and output* 
Indexes Cl to C4* refer respectively to the four items of 
land, houses, animal labour and ploughs. Index 05 repre­
sents the total volume of physical capital. Index C6 
refers to all categories of capital excluding land. Land 
was the most important item and, therefore, this procedure 
has the merit of showing the combined trend in houses, 
livestock labour and ploughs* Similarly, in order to iso­
late the influence of both land and houses index 07 has 
been constructed only on the basis of the data on draught 
animals and ploughs. Indexes 08 and 09 respectively measure 
the changes in the availability of draught animals and imple­
ments per head of labour and per unit of cultivated land. 
Finally changes in capital/output ratios in its various 
combinations are shown in indexes CIO to 012. These indexes
are constructed to analyse the trends in all the individual 
quinquennial periods* To facilitate comparison for the 
six quinquennia as a whole the average quinquennial rates 
are presented at the beginning.
5*1. Overall rates of change
Percentage rates of change in the different items 
of capital assets for all the quinquennial periods taken 
together are presented in Table 5*1* total volume of
farm capital shows an average quinquennial increase of 
2.6 per cent in the unrevised series and 1.2 per cent in 
the revised. It is needless to mention here that the 
entire difference in the two series is due to the revision 
of acreage statistics for the last six years. As it is 
believed that the revised series is more reliable it is 
clear that the rate of increase in durable physical assets 
involved in Bengal agriculture was much lower than the 
growth of total labour force. The picture further deter­
iorates when the trends in the individual categories are 
analysed as it becomes clear that almost the entire increase 
in the total volume was due to the expansion of acreage 
under cultivation* The number of occupied houses in the 
rural areas increased at a faster rate than the growth of 
population, though it is not known whether this was at the 
cost of a change in the type and sizes of braises. Conversely,
Table 5.1.
(Percentage rates of change in physical capital assets)
Categories All
Bengal
1
Presi­
dency
Burd-
wan
Kao-
shahi
Dacca Chitta­
gong
Land (Cl)
i
2.6
(1.0)
3.8
(3.4)
1.2
(-4.4)
1.5 1 
(0.0)
4.2
(3.2)
1.6 
(-0.6) ;
Houses (C2) 4**4* 1.8 4.9 3.7 5.0 7.5
Work
animals (C3) -1.6 -0.1 -2.3
.
—2.6 -0.9 -2.4
Ploughs (C4-) -1.4 -3.7 -4.1 -1.3 0.7 0.3
All assets (C5) 2.6
(1.2)
3.5
(3.2)
1.4*
(-3.8)
1.5
(0.2)
4.2
(3.2)
2.0
(0.0)
All assets 
minus land (C6) 2.9 1.3 2.9 1.8 3.7 5.6
All assets 
minus land 
and houses (C7)
-1.6 -0.3 -2.4 -2.5 -0.8 -2.1
Agricultural
labour 4*. 5.2
. f »
3-9
i
1.4 4.3 6.3
Source; See Hote on Sources of Data*
the number of work animals and ploughs declined during the 
period as a whole* These varying directions and rates of 
change in the different categories of durable assets and 
their relationship with the growth of labour force raise a 
number of questions of basic importance for the agrarian 
economy. However, before we proceed to deal with these 
questions the main features of the changes at the regional
Figure 5.1 Animal Labour in the ‘Quinquennial Period 
Semi-Logarithmic Scale. j....... -..............
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level and the trends in the individual quinquennial periods-- 
may he pointed out.
So far as the total volume of physical capital 
is concerned it is only Chittagong Division which may he 
said to have the closest resemblance with the all-Bengal 
rate of increase. The four other regions belong to two 
opposite extremes. Thus, while the rate was much higher 
in Presidency and Dacca Divisions, these were much lower in 
the two other regions.
As to the trends in the individual series the 
general picture is the same as indicated hy the provincial 
average, i.e. in all the regions the rates of change in 
the total volume almost wholly reflect the trends in acreage 
under cultivation. Once again, the rateft of increase in 
the number of occupied houses was impressive in all the 
regions except in Presidency Division. On the other hand, 
this latter region had the lowest rate of decline in work 
animals. Among the four other regions the rates of decline 
were much higher in Burdwan, Rajshahi and Chittagong. The 
all-Bengal picture with regard to the trend in ploughs was 
representative of only three regions - Presidency, Burdwan 
and Rajshahi. In the two other Divisions the number of 
ploughs increased, though at low rates. These differences 
in the trends of work animals and ploughs at the regional 
level would indicate that at least a part of the animal labour
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in Presidency Division and ploughs in the other regions 
hecame underemployed or unemployed during the period under 
discussion. But from the explanation which is attempted in 
a later section it would seem that this may not necessarily 
have been the case.
5*2. trends in the Quinquennial Periods
The overall trends in the different categories 
discussed above were not, however, the same in all the five 
individual quinquennial periods. Thus, during the first 
six years when the prices of agricultural produce had made 
considerable recovery there was some increase in the number 
of animal labour, houses and ploughs. Conversely, acreage 
under cultivation was below the level of the base period 
(Table 5*2.). The obvious result of this drop in land - 
the most important item - was that the total volume of 
physical assets was lower than in 1919/1920. The provincial 
trends in all the individual series were representative of 
almost all the regions.
Acreage under cultivation expanded during the years 
from 1926/27 to 1929/30, though this was yet to exceed the
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(Table 5*2.
(Index of capital assets in 1925/26)
1919/1920 - 100
Categories All
Bengal
Presi­
dency
Burd­
wan
j Rad-
sbabi
1
j Dacca I Obitta- i 
j gong j
Land (01) 97 96 89 1 98
I
I 105 ! 93 ]
Houses (02) 103 101 103 | 102 1 r 107
Work animals
(03) 103 1-108 108
|
| 104
I
i
i
i 94f
1!
| 104
Ploughs (04) 105 108 106 ! 104
1
| 104
1
j 104 j
All assets (05) 98 97 90 j 99 | 105
i
i 94 |
All assets 
minus land (06) 103 103 104 1 0 2
\
1 101
j *  
! 106
All assets 
minus land 
and bouses (07)
103 108 108 J 104
!
r
]
! 95
1
1 104I 1
) 1
level of the base period (Table 5*3)* The increase in the 
number of bouses (02) continued during tbese years, but 
once again at a low rate. Tbe trends in Series 07 are 
particularly important as tbese point out tbe timing of tbe 
decline of work animals and ploughs wbicb continued during 
tbe next decade. Prices of agricultural produce during 
tbese years were bigber tban in tbe preceding quinquennium. 
Tbe decline in index 05 and 04 in spite of tbis relative 
prosperity stands in sbarp contrast to tbe experience of tbe
Figure 5*2 Occupied Houses in t h e !Quinquennial Periods
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Table 5*3*
(Index of physical capital assets in 1929/30)
1919/20 =  100
 ---------------------------------------------------- .------------------------j--------------------------------------------------j-----------------------      j
I Categories |A11 Presi- Burd- {Raj- * Dacca j Chitta- j
* 2Bengal dency wan j shahi : * gong i
x I I I ; f S
I-Land (Cl) !
f i
100 101 97 99 105 93 I1
[Houses (C2) jI' 105 102 105 103 107
*
112 |
[Work
animals (C3) | 102 104- 107 99 102
1
97
i |
{Ploughs (C4-) J
■j 103 105
106 100 106 99 1i
All Assets (05)! 100 101 98 100 105 94 !
All assets | 
minus land (C6)
: I
104- 103 105
4
102 106 109
i
All assets ! 
minus land j
and houses (07)
*
102 104- 107 99 102 97
first six years. At the regional level it was only in Dacca 
that the trends in draught animals and ploughs were opposite 
to those indicated in the provincial average.
During the third quinquennium there was an acceler­
ation in the rate of increase of houses (02), hut land still 
remained at the level of the preceding quinquennium (Table 
5.4.). The continuation of the decline in animal labour 
and ploughs during these years has to be interpreted with 
reference to the fact that no census was held in 1935 and
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lable 5*4*
(Index of Physical assets in 1934/55)
1919/20 « 100
Categories: All !Presi-Bengalidency
?
(Burd- I
1 wan :1 !
Had- j
shahi j
Dacca 1 Chitta- j
j j
Land (Cl) 100 97
|
| 86
*
102 1 109 1 99 1
Houses (02) 111 j 104-
t
i 111i 108 j 113 I 122 j
Work
animals (03) 99
S]
i 104
i
1 1 
I 101| i
ti|
96 j
I
99 j 95 |
Ploughs (04) 99 i 96 1 95
I
97 [ 104 ! 100 1
f j
All assets (05) 100 j 98 ! 8 8  1
i !
102 { 109 ! i o o  1I 1
All assets 
minus land (06) 108
4
i 104
\
! 108
i
104 j 109
j - | 
| 116
All assets 
minus land 
and houses (0?)
99 ; 104
\
1_
1
o H » i 100
S
f j
i 96 1
i i
the relevant data have been interpolated on the basis of the 
rates of change between 1930 and 1940. In spite of the 
possible error in these two series (03 and 04) it may, 
however, be asserted that during the 15 years from 1919/20 
there was hardly any change in the total volume of durable 
physical assets involved in Bengal agriculture. The pro­
vincial trends with regard to the different categories were 
once again characteristic of all the regions except in the 
case of land.
As to the acreage under cultivation the fourth
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Table 5*5*
(Index of physical capital assets in 1939/4*0)
1919/1920 = 100
Categories IaI I  ip re s i-  
jBengal dencyi J
Burd­
wan
R a j-
shahi
Dacca
'
C h itta ­
gong
Land (C l) ! 105 109 96 102 116 97
Houses (C2) | 117 107 118 114 120 132
Work
animals (03) 1 97 105 96 93 97 94-
Ploughs (C4) ; 94j 87 84- 94 103 100
A ll  assets (05) I 105 108 97 102 116 99
A ll  assets 
minus land (06)
i;
i
; 111 106 112 107 114 124
A l l  assets 
minus land 
and houses (C7)
96 104-
;,
95 93 97 94-
quinquennium was a turning-point as it was during these years 
that for the first time land exceeded the level of the base 
period (Table 5 * 5 0 *  The obvious result of this expansion 
- characteristic of almost all the regional units - was 
that for the first time the total volume (C5) was higher than 
in the base period* Among the three other categories the 
rate of increase of the number of houses slowed down* 
Conversely the rate of decline in work animals was higher 
than in the preceding quinquennium* There was considerable
recovery in the price-level of agricultural produce during
Figure 5.3 Ploughs in the Quinquennial Period 
,S eni-Lo garJL t h m i c __S c al e.___„i__ •__
these years* The decline in 05 and 04 in spite of this 
recovery indicates the revival of the inverse relationship 
between price and these two categories which first started 
in the late 1920s.
Trend in acreage during the last five years is 
widely different in the revised and the unrevised series 
(Table 5*6.). The decline in the revised series has to be
Table 5*6.
(Index of physical capital assets in 1944/4-5) 
1919/20 *  100
a
Categories 1A11
IBengal
Presi- 
! dency
jBurd-
(wan
■j
Baj-
shahi
1; Dacca 5s :
f i
Chitta- ! 
gong
4*
Land (C l) ! 115
j (102)
i
! 121 
K m )
1
I 107
(77)I
109 
; (98)
; 1 
! 125 i 
1 (116) i
i |
108
(95) ;
House (C2) | 124 i 110
) ! 127i 120 1 128 j 143 i
Work
animals (03) ’ 93i
ii
1 101
i
I ' 921 I 89
s <i ;
) 93 I 90 \i
Ploughs (04) ■ 98 1 90 ' 88 98 ! 106 I 104 j
All assets ( 0 5 ) f 115
1(103)
! 120 
j(111)
; 108 
; ( s o )
I 109 
{ (99)
! 124 !
i ( n o )  j
f i
110 j 
(98) |
All assets j 
minus land (06) 116I
j
; 107 117
i
| 110
j
I \
1 119 i
i i
*
132 j
All assets i 
minus land , 94- 
and houses (07)!
! 100
i
: 92
ii
! 90
i*
1! } 
i 94 1
1 *
1
I
92 |
!i
I
Note; Figures in the brackets refer to the revised series.
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understood with reference to the nature of the revision of
acreage statistics. Among the three other component units
the decline in the number of ploughs during the years from
1926/27 to 1939/4*0 was now reversed, though the actual
number was still below the level of 1919/20, There was con-
12siderable loss of work animals during the famine years.
It would, therefore, seem that the trend in the number of 
work animals was also positive during this quinquennium. 
Prices of agricultural produce radically increased since 
194-0, This would indicate that the inverse relationship 
between price and series 03 and 04* which was characteristic 
of the second and the fourth quinquennia was now changed.
To summarise the trends in the individual quin­
quennial periods, expansion of acreage seems to have started 
in the fourth quinquennium, Number of houses increased 
all throughout the period, though at varying rates. Con­
versely, the number of draught animals and ploughs took 
place during the years from 1926/27 to 1939/4-0,
5*3* Relation between labour and capital
How do we explain this decline in ploughs and 
draught animals (series 07)? This question is of particular
12. P.O. Mahalanobis, "A Sample Survey o f the A fte r -e ffe c ts  
of the Bengal Pamine of 194-3"» Sankhya: Ind ian  Journal
of S ta t is t ic s , v o l. 7? p art 4- (194-6), pp. 337-4-00.
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importance as it is believed that the exogeneous increase
in labour force engaged in agriculture provides an impetus
for the growth of capital and this impetus works through the
complementary relationship between labour and capital in
12a
crop production* On the basis of this assumption the 
number of ploughs and animal labour could have been expected 
to increase in Bengal as there was a considerable increase 
in the supply of agricultural labour. But as a matter of 
fact there was a decline of 24 per cent in the capital/labour 
ratio during the period under review (Table 5 » 7 )*
Table 5 *7 *
(Index of capital/labour ratio in quinquennial periods)
1919/20 =  100
Regions j1919/20:1925/26!1929/50 11934/35f i 1 1939/4-0 1944/4-5 j
All-Bengal; 100 99 95
1 : 
| 88 82 76 ii
Presidency! 100 104 97 ! 90 84 76 |
Burdwan !S 100 104 100 90 82 76 |
Rajshahi | 100 102 96 92 84 !
r
Dacca \ 100 91 95 : 88 82 76 1
Chittagong|
.— , - ____— J.
100 97
L.
86 79 73 67
Note: In the ratios worked out above we have ploughs and
draught animals (series 07) in the numerator and 
farm labour in the denominator.
12 a. See Shukla, opi. ei t;., jjj .
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In other words in 1944/4-5 labour was 24 per cent less 
equipped than its counterpart in 1919/20* The rate of 
decline was small during the first 10 years and then there 
was an acceleration which continued up to the end of the 
whole period.
These trends in the capital/labour ratios would 
indicate that by 1944/45 one-fourth of the total labour 
force in the agricultural sector was underemployed or 
unemployed. It is needless to mention here that this fin­
ding is quite consistent with the widely-held view that the 
underdeveloped agriculture is characterized by the presence 
of a considerable stock of surplus labour. Whatj then remains 
of the thesis that because of zero substitutability 
increased supply of labour stimulates an autonomous increase 
in farm capital (series C7)? The purpose in raising this 
question is not to doubt the validity of this relationship 
in an ‘underdeveloped agriculture * but to point out that this 
complementarity may not necessarily lead to an increase in 
ploughs and animal labour. For this assumption about the 
impact of zero * substitutability between labour and capital 
two other assumptions have to be made. From the supply 
side it has to be assumed that per capita income is con­
stant though population is increasing or if there is a 
decline the deficit is met by an increase in saving/income 
ratio or the greater availability of borrowed funds or both.
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Prom the demand side the assumption will be that along with 
the increase of labour there is a corresponding expansion 
of cultivation to new areas or that the marginal productivity 
of labour on existing land is remunerative or both* ^
Let us now examine if these are valid assumptions 
in the case of Bengal and it is convenient to start with 
the second. We have already seen that there was a marked 
disparity between the rates of expansion in acreage and the 
increase of the supply of labour ((Table 5.1.). The decline 
which thus took place in the availability of land per head 
of labour in the agricultural sector is shown in (Table 5*8. 
(These trends in the land/labour ratio indicate that though 
the supply of labour increased there was no demand (induced 
by a corresponding expansion of acreage) for equipping all 
the additional labour with ploughs and work animals. In 
this connection it may be mentioned here that most of the 
expansion of acreage which took place during these years was 
due to the increase in double-cropping. This is important
13. It must, however, be recognised that the decline in C?
may have been due to an increase in such investments which 
increased the area under double-cropping or in improved 
seeds or in the construction of additional houses or in 
;,all of these items. The purpose Is to point out that 
even if these possibilities are not taken into consi­
deration the hypothesis that the increased supply of 
labour will lead to an autonomous increase in capital may 
not be valid.
Table 5.3.
(Index of 1and/1abour ratio in the quinquennia)
1919/20 = 100
jRegions 1 9 1 9 /2 011925 /26 ] 1929/30; 1 9 3 V 3 5 1939AO: 1944/45\
jAll-Bengal 100 95
\
,
93 ; 89 89 Ii 93 (8 3 )
[Presidency 100 93
i
95 | 84 • 88 j 9 2 (8 4 )
iBurdwan
if 100 | 85
f
91 1j 77 82 j 88 (6 3 )
jRajshahi 100
i
97 96 j 97 r 1 0 1 (9 2 )
[Dacca
j
; 100 100 00 97 98 1 01 (94 )
E
jGhittagong ; 100 86 i82 ! 82 75 j 7 9 (7 0 )
Note; Figures in the brackets refer to the revised acreage 
statistics.
as it shows that what was needed was not an increase in the 
number of work animals and ploughs, but the greater intensity 
in the use of the same ploughs and animal labour during the 
relatively slack season of the year.
It may, however, be argued that even if there was 
no corresponding extension of cultivation to new areas the 
additional labour could have been used on the land already 
under cultivation and this would have provided an incentive 
to the growth of farm implements and animal labour (07) • 
Clearly this argument would assume that the marginal produc­
tivity of additional labour was remunerative. In other words, 
the additional output to be obtained from the employment of
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additional labour was higher than the extra expenditure
14required to equip such a labour* Obviously it is not
possible to say anything definitely as to whether conditions
in Bengal during the period under review were so favourable
as to fulfil this assumption.
Some idea may, however, be made from the findings
of the survey in farm economics conducted in certain west
Bengal districts during the three years from 1954/55 to
195^/57• Two features of these findings are of particular
interest in the present context. Firstly, as many as 50 per
1*5cent of the farms are incurring loss. ^ Secondly, the use 
of additional input increases output up to a certain point,
16but this results in lower rates of profits and higher losses.
It may be safely asserted that the agrarian economy of Bengal 
hardly experienced any basic change in the decade following 
independence* It would, therefore, seem that the signifi­
cance of these findings holcte equally good for the period 
under review.
However, though the preceding discussion explains 
why the increase in labour supply did not result in an
14. This will be the consideration in the case of self-
employed labour. In the case of hired labour the wage
will have to be taken note of.
15. See: Survey of Farm Economics (op.oit.), pp. 7?/73*
16. Ibid., pp. 87-90
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autonomous increase in series 0 7 » it still remains to be 
explained why there could have been a decline. This calls 
for an examination of the first assumption. This exami­
nation is important as in our image per capita income ih an 
underdeveloped economy is low and the long-term trend is one 
of stagnation, if not decline. In such a situation the very 
condition (increased supply of labour) which is supposed to 
provide an impetus to the growth of farm capital (07) makes 
addition to capital stock more difficult. So far as Bengal 
is concerned in the absence of relevant data it is not pos­
sible to make any estimate of the trend in per capita income 
during the period under discussion. As an alternative some 
idea could be made from the trend in per capita all-crop 
output, but this again raises the question of the reliability 
of crop statistics* However, if we accept these figures 
for whatever they are worth it is clear that per capita 
income was declining. For whereas population was increasing 
at the rate of 0.8 per cent per year, the rate of increase 
in all-crop output was only 0.2 per cent per year (0.9 per 
cent in the revised series). This disparity between popu­
lation growth and crop output indicates how the increased 
supply of labour is likely to have discouraged (not stimu­
lated) further addition to capital stock.
Gould it be argued that there was an improvement in 
the availability of borrowed funds? Relevant data are 
available only on co-operative credit (discussed in the next
chapter), but these funds accounted for such a small pro­
portion of the total requirements that it is difficult to 
make any reliable guess about the underlying trend* How­
ever, there are three a priori considerations which would 
suggest that the availability of loanable funds declined, 
particularly from the beginning of the Depression years. 
Firstly, the fact that the per capita income in the agricul­
tural sector as a whole was declining suggests that the 
proportion of rural families engaged in money-lending 
business and loanable funds became smaller.^ Secondly, as 
this section of the rural families are usually more affected 
by the changes in the market conditions it would seem that 
the slump in agricultural prices in the 1950s had further 
aggravated the underlying trend of a decline in loanable 
funds. thirdly, working in the same direction may have been 
the influence of the Moneylenders1 Act of 1934- and the Agri­
culturists Debtors* Act of 1936. The influence of the 
second Act under which Debt Conciliation Boards were set up 
to scale down ancestral debts would seem to have been of 
particular importance as it came at a time when there was as 
yet no recovery in the price-level. These considerations 
would suggest that the flow of capital from the non-agricul­
tural sector was also declining.
17* This is obviously on the assumption that the distribution
of income am0ng the different classes of rural family 
remained unchanged.
As already pointed out it is difficult to say how 
far this decline in series 07 reflects a real drop in the 
level of total investments in inputs other than land and 
houses. However, if any conclusion is to be drawn from 
the available data it is clear that there was hardly any­
thing in the economy which could allow the increased labour 
supply to lead to an increase, rather than a decline, in 
farm implements and livestock labour.
5*4*. Capital/land ratio
As a matter of fact it seems that in an under­
developed agriculture the best criterion on which to judge 
the trends in such traditional inputs as draught animals 
and ploughs is to examine the capital/land ratio. In such 
an agriculture where the scope for the extension of culti­
vation is limited and the increase in labour supply is given 
it is the change in the availability of ploughs and animal 
labour per unit of land under cultivation which is most 
important. In this respect the picture that emerges with 
regard to Bengal agriculture is presented in Table 5.9*
During,the first six years capital/land ratio was 
increasing. This was followed by a decline which remained low 
during the second and the third quinquennia and then accelerated 
during the fourth. During the period as a whole the avail­
ability of farm capital (07) per unit of land declined by
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Table 5»9*
(Index of capital/land ratio in the quinquennia)
1919/20 = 100
Regions |1919/20j1926/27|l929/30 1930/34-j 1939/40 i 1944/45 iI 1 :
jAll-Bengal[ i 1001 ; 106 ; 102 100
i
\ 92 82(91) !I iI
| Presidency ! 100 112 103 107 95 83(90) j
11
[Burdwan
< 100 122
110 117 99 86(120)1
1t
IRajshahi 100
Lf\
OH
99 94 91 83(91) j
iDacca ; 100 j 90 97 91 84 75(81)
\ Chittagong , 100 j 112 105 97 98 85(96) j
Notes figures in the "brackets refer to the revised series.
Capital in this Table includes only ploughs and work 
animals*
9 per cent in the revised series. The real magnitude of 
this drop must have been smaller still in view of the fact 
that most of the expansion of acreage was due to the increase 
in double-cropping. However even if this latter aspect is 
not taken into consideration it is clear that the disparity 
in capital/land ratio was much less marked than the decline 
in capital/labour ratio.
However, the fact that the total number of work 
animals and ploughs declined in spite of some expansion of 
acreage raises the question if this had any impact on the 
yield per acre* It may be recalled here that yield
slightly improved in the first decade. This was followed by
stagnation during the next two quinquennia and some drop in 
the last.
This constancy in yield during the years from 
1929/30 to 1939/40 in spite of the decline in farm capital 
would imply that (a) animal labour and ploughs in this 
period were of a better quality and/or (b) there was a 
surplus stock ftdring the initial years so that in spite of 
the decline in the latter years the intensity of cultivation 
remained more or less the same or (c) the stock of farm 
capital was reduced to finance the investments in such 
inputs as improved seeds so that the level of productivity 
was not affected. As already pointed out it is difficult 
to say anything definite on the first and the third score.
So far as the second possibility is concerned the findings 
of the survey in West Bengal districts referred to earlier 
would indicate that the decline in work animals did not mean 
a change in the intensity of cultivation, but an improvement 
in the intensity of capital utilization - so that producti­
vity per acre did not decline. The high level of unemploy­
ment of livestock labour in the various sizes of farms is 
shown in Table 5•10.
This study may be concluded by a reference to the 
trends in the amount of capital of various types that have 
been used over the years to obtain the supply of a unit of 
agricultural output. Opinions are divided as to the methods
Table 5.10.
(Level of unemployment of animal labour)
2 ? 5
Size of farms 1 Percentage of unemployed 
(acres) j bullock labour
0.01 - 1.25 1 89.1
1.26 - 2.50 j 84.8
2.51 - 3.75 j 86.1
5.76
oo
•
L
f\1 81.9
5.01 - 7.50 81.4
7.51 -10.00 85.5
10.01 -15.00 83.1
Above 15.00 80.0
Source: Economies of Farm Management,
op.cit., p. 45.
of estimating such costs in terms of capital. Thus, capital/ 
output ratios may be estimated on the basis of both the 
numerator or denominator being gross or net. Por the 
present purpose the estimates are made on the basis of gross 
output and gross physical capital. This procedure is clearly 
suggested by the nature of the available data. Moreover, 
since capital/output ratio is a technical relationship gross 
output becomes relevant. Secondly, the estimates are pre­
sented only for all-Bengal. in Table 5.11* index 010 is 
obtained by dividing index 05 (aggregate volume of capital) 
by output. In constructing index Oil only land and in
Table 5.11.
(Quinquennial trends in capital/output ratio)
1919/20 =  100
iYears j Index 010 j Index Oil j Index 012
1919 /20
»
j 1 0 0 (1 0 0 )
]
—  - j . . , .
100 ( 100 )  ! 1 0 0 (1 0 0 )
1926/27 | 96 (9 4 ) 100 ( 99 ) 1 0 1 (1 0 0 )
1929 /30
j
j 94- (9 0 )
i
97 (9 4 )  5 95 (9 2 )
1 9 3 4 /3 5 | 95 (9 2 ) 102 (9 9 ) 94  (9 1 )
1959/40 j 103 ( 9 4 ) 1 0 8 (1 0 0 ) 93 (8 6 )
1 9 4 4 / 4 5 1 98  (8 7 )
t
109 (8 8 )  ; 88 ( 71 )
Note: Figures in the brackets are based on the
unrevised series,
index 012 both land and houses are excluded from the stock 
of capital.
In interpreting these findings it has to be
recalled that the output figures for the cattle census years
have been estimated, as in the case of acreage data, on the 
basis of three years1 average centred on those years.
As expected from the quinquennial trends in series
07 it is clear that the underlying trend was one of decline 
(index 012) in capital per unit of output. This drop in 
the number of draught animals and ploughs per unit./Of output 
has to be attributed to the various possible changes dis­
cussed earlier. However, the picture that emerges when a 
"statistical bias" is introduced by the addition of houses
to the stock of capital is reverse - except during the first 
10 years capital/output ratio was increasing (series Oil).
It has to he recalled here that no adjustment has been made 
for any possible change in the types and siz.es of houses in 
the rural areas. The quinquennial trends in index CIO are 
less consistent, but compared to the base year the capital/ 
output ratio was always lower. In other words, the aggre­
gate volume of physical capital used to obtain per unit of 
output was smaller than in 1919/20. However, the total 
volume of decline in the capital coefficients was very low.
The scope of this study is obviously limited in 
that this is confined to an analysis of the trends only in 
durable physical assets involved in Bengal agriculture.
It has not been possible either to include such items as 
working capital and investment in seeds or to relate even 
the limited number of categories to the trends in per capita 
income and total savings. Moreover, the available data 
have certain limitations. However, if the findings pre­
sented above are believed to be of some significance the 
following conclusions may be drawn. Of the four categories 
selected for this study acreage under cultivation and the 
number of houses increased. The trend in the former 
category substantiates our assumption that in an under­
developed agriculture most of the increase in capital for­
mation would be in such form which would expand the productive
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acreage and If the scope for the extension of cultivation 
to new areas is limited such increase would he achieved 
through the increase in the proportion of double-cropped 
area. The increase in these two items was accompanied by 
some decline in draught animals and ploughs. The rate of 
increase of the total volume of durable assets was far 
below the growth of labour force. Secondly, the decline 
in work: animals does not seem to have had any adverse 
impact on the productivity per acre of land. Thirdly, 
this would imply that either there was a surplus stock of 
animal labour and ploughs at the beginning of the period 
under discussion or a slight shift towards the use of 
better input s.
CHAPTER VI 
CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT MOVEMENT
A proper system of credit is of as basic importance 
to agriculture as it is to industry* Thus, the cultivators 
may, in the course of their business, want short-term funds 
for current consumption or production, they may require a
medium-term loan for the purchase of livestock and imple-
'L;
ments or they may even have to borrow long-term for digging 
a well or taking other measures for improving the land.
But agriculture has certain distinctive features which place 
it in a disadvantageous position as against industry in res­
pect of the availability of finance from the usual credit 
agencies. Pirst of all the scale of production in agri­
culture is small. "While other industries tend to become
concentrated in units of ever increasing size, agriculture 
remains scattered, individualistic, small-scale and 
chaotic."*** The problem is further complicated by the simul­
taneous presence of production for domestic consumption and 
the market. In these conditions a large part of the working 
capital which the cultivators need has the character of 
being related to their consumption rather than to production. 
Secondly, the risks and uncertainties involved in agricultural
1. Report of the Indian Central Banking Enquiry Committee 
(^Calcutta, 1931)3 vol. I {Majority Report), p. 45*
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production are greater than in manufacturing industries as 
success in agriculture depends on factors outside the control 
of the cultivators such as unfavourable weather conditions, 
inadequate rainfall and attacks of disease, pests, etc. 
Thirdly, while these considerations relate to the physical 
productivity of capital invested there are other factors 
which have considerable bearing on the financial returns.
As the cultivators are numerically far larger than the 
direct buyers of their produce they cannot exert influence 
on the ruling prices. These are imposed on them and, 
therefore, their profits are uncertain or even limited.
A fourth distinctive feature of agriculture is that agri­
culture products are often perishable or of such a nature 
that these cannot be properly stored. Lastly, agricul­
tural production involves a longer time scale than industries 
- sometimes the cultivators having to wait a year for their 
harvests. They cannot switch over to an alternative crop 
in response to a shift in prices once the land has been sown 
with a particular crop. As a result of these factors the
cultivators cannot make use of capital with the same degree
2of efficiency as does industry generally. However, it is 
not only the internal weakness of agriculture which prevents 
the cultivators from attracting the services of the external
2. Incidentally it may be pointed out that it is for some 
of these reasons that the cultivators need credit.
mechanism of banking. By its very nature agriculture is 
rural whereas these external establishments are urban in 
respect of location, preferences and the interests of 
the individuals who share the power of dispensing credit.
As a result agricultural credit is usually the least 
organised.
The Indian conditions were not such as to make 
the situation any different either. In the nineteenth 
century the "opening up" of the country to the wider com­
mercial intercourse with the world market marked the advent 
of a cash economy in the rural areas on a much larger scale 
than before. In place of relative self-sufficiency and an 
economy in which payment and transactions in kind were common 
the forces of economic development such as the construction 
of a transport network led to the production and marketing 
on a much larger scale of certain crops which were needed 
both for export to the world market and, at a later stage, 
for the domestic industries which were being developed.
The use of money assumed greater prominence even in areas 
or among sections of population which remained relatively 
unaffected by the spread of commercialisation. But as the 
credit agencies which grew up in the changed' circumstances
3. Eor further elaboration of these aspects see:Reserve Bank 
of India, All-India Rural Credit Survey, vol. II (Bombay, 
19540* pp. 151-155. Henceforth referred to as Credit 
Survey. Central Banking Enquiry Committee, op.cit., 
pp. 44-54. “
almost excltisively catered for the needs of the export
trade and domestic industries, the rural areas remained
cut off from the organised sources of finance. Thus, with
the functional mechanism of an economic structure remaining
incomplete, a vacuum was created and this was filled by the
money-lenders
If we look at the problem of agricultural credit
in India in this way, it is ole ax* that the money-lenders
did in fact fulfil an indispensible economic function.
But the price they charged for their services was very high
and often they indulged in many malpractices. This was
one of the reasons why credit from the traditional sources
often became a'burden on the borrowers. Thus, during the
period under review interests on loans to agriculturists
given on the security of land generally varied from 18^ per
cent to 37^ per cent per annum. Interests on loans given
without security were much higher, sometimes as high as
5
300 per cent per year. Why was the rate of interest so
4. Throughout this study money-lenders are meant to include, 
apart from the residential and itinerant ones (Mahajans, 
Pathans and Kabulis), persons who had other occupations, 
but also lent money such as landlords, merchants and 
pensioners. It is not suggested here that the origin of 
money-lenders was due or associated with the spread of 
commercialisation. As a matter of fact money-lending seems 
to have been a much older institution. See: Bengal Pro­
vincial Banking Enquiry Committee (Calcutta, 1930;, voITl, 
pp. l?0-l6t>. Henceforth' referred to as Banking Enquiry 
Committee•
5* Banking Enquiry Committee, p. 198.
high.? The purpose of this chapter is not to examine the 
problem of money-lending as such, but a brief reference has 
to be made to some of the relevant forces in the rural 
economy if the failure of the Co-operative Movement or for 
that matter the ineffectiveness of legislation in regu­
lating money-lending in Bengal has to be properly understood. 
Bor, as elaborated later, it seems that the failure to 
provide an effective challenge to the supremacy of the 
money-lenders with all its attendant evils was essentially 
due to the inadequate appreciation of the specific factors 
which explain the phenomenon of high interest rate in the 
agricultural sector*
Economists distinguish between net ("pure") and 
gross rates of interest. The former is the rate which 
would emerge if there was perfect competition among the 
borrowers and the lenders. Gross interest is what is meant 
by interest in ordinary use, the amount actually paid by 
the borrowers. Thus, while net interest is that portion 
of gross interest which is simply paid for the use of capital 
in competitive conditions, gross interest includes, apart 
from net interest, cost of management, premium for risk and 
monopoly profits.
According to non-monetary theory rates of interest 
are determined, on the demand side, by the marginal efficiency 
of capital as distinguished from its marginal productivity.
In an underdeveloped agriculture where the supply of capital
Eft
is scarce in relation to the other factors of production,
investments in inputs like fertilizer, pesticides, improved
varieties of seeds, are highly productive, "but the problem
is that the major part of the borrowings is meant for con-
6sumptxon purposes. Secondly, it xs true that a part of 
the capital is directly used for productive purposes, but 
investment in the traditional factors hardly enable the 
borrowers to increase the existing low level of productivity. 
The problem is often compounded by the prevailing market 
conditions. Prom these considerations it would seem to be 
fairly clear that the high rates of interest in the under­
developed agriculture is not determined by the marginal 
productivity or efficiency of capital.
According to monetary interest theory interest is 
not the price paid for saving, but the charge made for 
parting with liquidity. In a poor agriculture the liquidity 
preference is very strong and it is believed that "liquidity
6. According to the findings of the Credit Survey (vol. 1,
part 1, pp. 260-321), 37 per cent of the borrowings were 
for expenditure on farm and 50.2 per cent for family 
expenditure. These findings have not, however, been 
substantiated in a recent study on Indian rural economy. 
On the other hand it is found that in most cases it was 
capital expenditure which was the most significant 
variable (explaining 69 per cent of the variations) 
affecting the demand for credit. Por details see 
hr S. Ghatak, Rural Money Markets in India, unpublished
Ph.D. Thesis (University of London, 197277 PP* 75-80.
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complex'1 is one of the reasons for the high level of 
interest rates. The findings in India that the rates of 
interest are higher in areas where subsistence economy 
prevails strenghens this opinion.' But again this does 
not explain why even in the more monetized and commercial­
ised areas the price of borrowed funds is so high.
From these considerations it is fairly clear that
the high price of capital in the rural areas represented
8gross interest. It is not possible to estimate the extent
to which each of the three components of gross interest -
monopoly profits, premium for risk and administrative cost
was responsible for the high price. However, there is
evidence to show how the first two factors were at work.
Firstly, it was pointed out to the Bengal Banking Enquiry
Committee that the rates of interest were lower in areas
o
where co-operative credit societies were formed. This 
would clearly indicate how the failure of the regular financial 
establishments to fulfil certain essential functions left 
the money-lenders in a strong position to take advantage of
7° Credit Survey, vol. II, pp. 190-196.
8. It is believed that net rate may not account for more 
than a quarter of the gross rate prevailing in the rural 
areas. See V.T. Baidu, Farm Credits and Co-operatives 
in India (Allahabad, 19687o p~. 1H5-
9. Banking Enquiry Committee, p. 156. The experience has 
been found to be the same in India. For details see 
Credit Survey, vol. II, pp. 190-196.
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the monopoly control they enjoyed of a scarce factor 
(capital) in the rural areas.
Secondly, the rates of interest on secured loans
10were much lower than in the case of unsecured loans.
This would indicate that a part of the high rate of interest 
represented a premium for risk. This should not, however, 
he surprising in view of the fact that the nature of the 
security which the borrower can offer is of basic importance, 
affecting the level of interest. In essence the nature of 
the security depends on two factors: (a) the capacity of
the borrowers to earn an income beyond the basic needs of 
subsistence which will determine their ability to meet 
interest charges and evenutally to repay the loand, and 
(b) the market value of the asset pledged as security should 
it be necessary to acquire them because the borrowers cannot 
meet their obligations.^ In both these respects the
10. Banking Enquiry Committee, p. 198* Different rates of 
interest oh secured and unsecured loans were provided 
for under the Bengal Money-Lenders1 Act of 1934- and 194-0. 
In India it has been found that an estimated four-fifths 
of the debt owed to the professional and agricultural 
money-lenders was unsecured. See Credit Survey, vol. II, 
p. 169* According to the findings of Dr Ghatak (Op*oit*, 
p. 163) it seems that most of the cost of credit in the 
rural areas was due to the high risk and uncertainty 
involved in lending to small-scale peasant producers.
11. For a useful discussion particularly on this aspect of 
the problem see A. Bottomley, Factor Pricing in Under- 
developed Rural Areas (London, l9?0), Chapter 12;
Food and Agricultural Organisation (U.N.), Agricultural 
Credit in Economically Unde itleve loped Countries (Rome, 
1959)7 PP. 30-32.
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specific conditions in Bengal were unfavourable to tbe 
borrowers* As the larger section of the rural population 
lived at the margin of subsistence their repaying capacity 
must have been poor. As to land which was the best asset 
to be offered as security there were many peasants who were 
landless. On the other hand, the sale-price of land which 
the owner-occupier could obtain was depressed as the land­
lords were entitled to a transfer fee. It may be argued 
that since the money-lenders had a monopoly in the rural 
areas they could charge higher premiums but it canno.t be
t
denied that considerable risk was involved in lending to 
borrowers with inadequate credit and this led to money­
lenders charging a higher price than otherwise possible.
The preceding discussion would suggest that it was not only 
monopoly profits as such, but the low level of per capita 
production of the borrowers which accounted for the high 
rates of interest in the agricultural sector.
For a long time during the nineteenth century the 
policy of the government was one of non-interference with 
these forces in the rural economy which pushed up the price 
of credit. Such a policy was embodied in the Promulgation 
of 1855 which provided that t!in any suit in which interest 
is recoverable the amount shall be adjudged or decreed by the
12. Report of the Agricultural Finance Sub-Committee (Delhi, 
194-5), P .SI. ~
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court at the rate (if any) agreed upon by the parties1 
and in the absence of any such agreement "at such rate as 
the court shall deem reasonable,f The evils which
followed in the subsequent years, particularly in the form 
of land transfer from the borrowers, led to the passing of 
protective legislation in two Provinces - the Deccan Agri­
culturists* Relief Act and the Punjab Land Alienation Act* 
Action taken at the all-India level, though in principle 
more positive than the protective legislation, fell far
short of the establishment of Agricultural Bank which was ■ •
14-being discussed for a long time. These were the Land
Improvement Act of 1883 and the Agriculturists* Loans Act 
of 1884 under, which the Provincial Governments were allowed .
to advance loans to the cultivators. But the effectiveness 
of these two enabling Acts was hardly better than that of 
the protective legislation - the supremacy of the money-lenders
13* Cited by the Banking^Enquiry Committee, p . 164. Before 
1855 the Statutory "rate of* interest as
provided for under the Regulation of 1774 was 12 per cent.
14. For a discussion on the background on these Acts see 
. I.J. Catanach, Rural Credit in Western India, 1875-1930 
(University of California Press," 1970), pp. 10-32; 
see also T.R. Metcalf, **The British and the Money-Lenders 
in the Nineteenth Century India’*, Journal of Modern
History, vol. XXXIV, No. 4 (1962) ,~pp7"390^97•...
problem of agricultural indebtedness in Bengal in the 
second half of the 19th century is examined by B.B. 
Chaudhuri, "Rural Credit Relations in Bengal, 1859-1885”,, 
Indian Social and Economic History Review, vol. VI,
No. 3 (19^9)> pp. 203-257.
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remained -undisturbed and the transfer of land also continued^ 
At the turn of the present century it was realized that this 
legislation would have to be supplemented by more organised 
efforts for the supply of credit at a reasonable price and 
the result was the inauguration of the Go-operative Movement 
under the Act of 1904* (The underlying assumption seems to 
have been that this arrangement, by offering effective com­
petition, would compel the money-lenders to reduce the rate 
of interest and thus solve the problem of rural indebtedness.
The Act of 1904 provided for the formation of 
only credit societies in the nxbari. and xuisal^  areas - those 
in the former with limited and those in the latter with 
unlimited liability. However, in reality the main emphasis 
was on the formation of agricultural credit societies. This 
defect of confining the scope of co-operative activities 
only in a particular field was soon realized as societies 
with other purposes began to be formed. Secondly, the Act 
of 1904 did not provide for the formation of any central 
agencies, banks or "unions. These deficiencies were remedied
15• For the effectiveness of the Deccan Act see, Catanach, 
op.cit., pp. 25-26; for the Land Alienation Act see 
M .L . Dariing, The Puntjab Peasant in Prosperity and Debt, 
Fourth edition”"(Bombay, j > pp. 197-200; loans;:'
advanced in Bengal under the Loans Act and Land Improve­
ment Act averaged 6.24 lakhs per year during the period 
from 1919 to 1928. For details see Report on the Land 
Revenue Administration of the Presidency of Bengal 
( annual .).
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*16by the Go-operative Societies Act of 1912. However, the 
pace of progress in the immediately following years both 
with regard to the formation of Primary Societies and 
Central Banks remained slow. Thus, in 1920 there were \
s
only 5*8 thousand Primary Societies and 71 Central Banks 
in Bengal.
The Primary Societies obtained their capital from 
the following sources: (a) Share Capital paid up by the
members, (b) Reserve Fund created out of profits, (c) depo­
sits from the members and loans from (d) Central Banks,
(e) non-members, (f) government and (g) other societies. 
Funds from the first three sources formed the owned and 
those from the last four formed the borrowed capital of the 
Co-operative Societies.
Though the scope of the Act of 1904 was widened 
to include the societies for purposes other than credit the 
main character of the Co-operative Movement in the Province, 
as in other parts of India, remained essentially agricul­
tural. Thus, out of a total of 41.0 thousand Primary 
Societies even in 1943/44 as many as 35*7 thousand were 
agricultural credit societies. Evidently this high pro­
portion underlines the importance which was assigned to the
16. For a discussion on the background and the development 
of the Co-operative Movement see Catanach, op.cit., 
pp. 32-55; E.M. Hough, The Co-operative Movement in 
India (Bombay, 1959)? pp. 40-51.
problem of agricultural credit. The present chapter is 
an attempt to examine the achievements of the Go-operative 
Movement in this field.
The chapter is divided into two parts. The 
first part is devoted to a quantitative analysis of the 
different aspects of the Primary Societies.. This is followed 
by an attempt in the. second part to identify the main forces 
which stood in the way of its being an effective source of ' 
alternative credit. The method of presentation is similar 
to that in agricultural output. Trends in the different 
sides of the Movement - number of societies, membership, 
working capital, etc. - for the period as a whole and the 
quinquennia are present for all-Bengal and the five regions. 
The quinquennial trends are once again indicated by index 
and for this purpose 1920 is taken as the base year. As a 
matter of fact the fourth period comprises only four years, 
but for the sake of convenience this is also referred to as 
a quinquennium.
Sources of Statistics:- All the data relating to the dif­
ferent categories of Co-operative Societies are available
from the Report on the Working of the Co-operative Societies . 
17in Bengal, ( and the series is available for the period up to
17- Annual Publication of the Government of Bengal. Hence­
forth referred to as Annual Reports.
1943/4-4-. Statistics obtained from this series required 
two adjustments. Firstly, from 1934/35 "other funds” were 
separated from the Reserve Funds. Therefore, in order to 
make the series uniform for the whole period the two items 
have been added up for the period from 1934/35* Secondly, 
for the year 1941/42 only the all-Bengal statistics are 
available* Therefore the regional data for this year has 
been calculated on the assumption that the rates of decline 
or progress were the same in all parts of the Province.
6.1. The total number of Societies and Membership
The role of the Co-operative Credit Movement may 
be evaluated in its two aspects - external and internal.
The former relates to the proportion of total borrowers 
among the cultivators covered by the Primary Societies.
The latter includes such issues as the proportion of borrowings 
of the members from Co-operatives in their total borrowings, 
efficiency of repayment and the proportion of owned capital 
to the total working capital.
As to the external side data are available on the 
number of Societies and their membership. During the period 
as a whole the number of Societies at the all-Bengal level 
increased at the rate of 7*8 per cent per year (Table 6.1.) 
and this was characteristic of almost all the regional units. 
This represents an increase of 29*9 thousand Primary Societies
P Q & iJ </>
Table 6.1.
(Annual rates of increase and the index of societies in
Quinquennia )
Regions Rate of 
Increase
1920/24- 1925/29 1930/34 1935/38; 1939/4-4-
All-Bengal 7*8 128 264 34-6 371 611
Presidency 6.8 140 302 34-7 354- 573
Burdwan 7.9 128 302 4-33 4-53 594-
Rajshahi 7.8 120 207 260 296 587
Dacca 8.1 124 252 352 381 610
Chittagong 7.9 140 308 4-07 4-28 676
from 1920 to 1944-• Trends in the quinquennial periods 
show how after a sharp expansion during the second quin­
quennium the rate of expansion slowed down during the next 
two periods. This was due to the severe strain imposed on 
the agrarian economy by the &peat Depression and the conse­
quent liquidation of a considerable number of Societies 
during the years from 1932/35 to 1933/36. Moreover a 
policy of consolidation as against expansion was pursued by 
the Oo-operative Department from 1929/30 to 1931/32. The 
marked expansion during the last five years, more or less 
equally witnessed in all the regions, was due to the for­
mation of a large number of Societies for the distribution 
of loans under a revised scheme discussed later.
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The role of the Co-operative Movement in its 
external aspect does not obviously depend only on the for­
mation of new Societies, but also on the average size of 
membership and its long-term changes. In this respect 
two important features may be pointed out. Firstly, the 
size of membership per society remained small - only 26 at 
the all-Bengal level. Secondly, the annual rate of expan­
sion in membership for the period as a whole was lower than 
in the formation of new societies (Table 6.2.). The only
Table 6.2.
(Annual rates of increase and Index of membership per Society)
1920 - 100
Regions I Rate of 
| Increase
1920/24]1925/29 il930/34
i  1
1935/38 1939/44 j
$
All-Bengalj 6.9 95
I
I 87
■s
! 85 78 82 |
i
Presidency! ¥5.9 94 1 84 CO 80 80 j
Burdwan I 6.4 96 j 91 j 85 80 73 j
Rajshahi |
i
6.2 98 ■j 89
1
I 83
i
f y r f [
Dacca \
t
7-.1 94 j 84
I
i  76 72 81 |
|
Chittagong j 7.7
.. ...............................— .
93 \ 89 i 90 84 92
exception to this general pattern was Ohittagong Division.
The discrepancies between the number of societies and member­
ship which thus took place in the five quinquennia are
presented in Table 6.2. Apart from its more important 
implications noted below these discrepancies meant that the 
per head administrative and maintenance expenditure was 
increasing over time.
6*2. We now turn to the question of what proportion
of the total borrowers in the agricultural sector was 
covered by institutional credit. This involves an esti­
mation of the total number of agricultural families in the 
quinquennial periods and the proportion of families borrowing 
from different sources. The unreliability of the census 
returns of 1931 and 1941 on the total labour force engaged
“j O
in agriculture has been pointed out earlier. Therefore,
for the present purpose it is assumed that the proportion 
of agricultural labour to the total population as returned 
in the Census Report of 1921 was the same in the subsequent 
years. What proportion of these families (assumed to be 
represented by the number of labour) may be said to have been- 
in need of borrowing? Ho such information is available for 
the period under review. This problem may, however, be 
resolved by assuming that the proportion of borrowing families 
in 1951 in certain districts of West Bengal was representative 
of all the regions of Bengal during the period under
18. Chapter 1
19consideration. y On this basis it seems that the proportion 
of borrowing families covered by the Co-operatives for the 
period as a whole was only6.4per cent at the all-Bengal 
level (Table 6.3*)*
Table 6.3*
(Percentage of borrowing families covered by the Co-operatives)
Regions 1920/24 1925/29 1930/34 1935/38 1959/44- j
All-Bengal 3.0 5.5 6 . 6 6.5
!
10.6 }
!
[Presidency
t
3.0 5-7 6.2 5.7
1
8.6 Sj
iBurdwan 2.8 6.0 7.7 7.3 8.5
jRajshahi
s
3.2 5.0 5.8 6.0
|
11.2*
,;Dacca 3.0 5.3 6.5 6.5 11.1 j
-Chittagong 2.8 5.6 7.! 6.6 ! ° . 8
The picture does not materially improve even if 
account is taken of only the last quinquennium when the 
Co-operative Movement had completed four decades of its 
existence. The vast majority of the borrowers still 
remained outside the scope of institutional credit. The 
variations at the regional level have to be understood with
19* Credit Survey, vol. I, Part 2, pp. 232-235. The simple 
average is per cent. In this study it has been 
assumed to be 60 per cent.
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reference to the fact that the proportions of agricultural 
families to the total families and the percentage of families 
in need of borrowings have been assumed to be uniform.
6.3* Loans advanced
The failure of the Credit Movement stands out more 
prominently when we examine its internal aspect. Thus, 
while both the number of Societies and membership were 
increasing the total amount of loans advanced to the members 
declined (Table 6.4.). In other words the increase in
Table 6.4.
(Annual rates of decline and Index of per capita loan)
1920 = ].00
Regions Rates of 
Decline
1920/24 1925/29 11930/34 1935/38|1939/44
All-Bengal 5.4 98 128 33 1-5 | 16
Presidency 5.0 117 160 58 21 24
Burdwan 4.0 108 124 39{ 23 21
Rajshahi -4.8 87 110
s
32 12 19
Dacca 6.9 92 132
I
21 9 13
Ohittagong 8.8 110 130' 1 55 18 11
membership was accompanied by an almost corresponding drop in 
the availability of average loan per member. At the 
all-Bengal level the only exception to this general pattern
29 8
was the experience during the relatively prosperous years 
from 1925 to 1929* Conversely, the loan operations came 
to a virtual stop from the heginning of the Depression 
period. During the last five years the Provincial Govern­
ment advanced financial assistance to revitalize the Credit 
Movement hut as the proportion of overdue loans continued ■ 
to increase these advances could hardly improve the situation 
as regards the availability of average loan per member*
Ihe more important question that has to be ashed 
in connection with the loan operations of the Primary 
Societies is: to what extent did these loans advanced by
the Credit Societies meet the needs of the'members? No 
information is available from the Annual Reports as to the 
amount received by per borrowing member. In view of this 
difficulty, together with the fact that no estimate of the 
total borrowings from all sources is available, it is not 
possible to say anything definite on this question. Some 
idea may, however, be made from the proportion of loans 
advanced by the Primary Societies to the total short-term.
and medium-term requirements of an agricultural family as
20estimated by the Banking Enquiry Committee. On this basis 
the total credit requirements of the average number of members 
for the five years ending 1928/29 amount toA59*2 millions,
20. The Banking Enquiry Committee estimated that per family 
requirements amounted to 160/ = . For details see
pp.76-82.
blit the amount actually paid by the Credit Societies during 
this period accounted for only 24- per cent. In other words, 
institutional loan amounted to only 1.3 per cent of the 
total borrowing needs of the agricultural sector.
6.4-. Trends in [Repayment
The efficiency with which the members repaid their 
loans may be judged by the extent of overdue loans. Por 
the purpose of analysis we have data on loans repaid every 
year, the amount outstanding and overdue. All loans out­
standing at the end of a year were not necessarily due at 
that time as many loans were granted for more than one year. 
This need not be taken into consideration when analysing the 
overdue loans. If the overdues as a percentage of the 
total outstanding were increasing it may be assumed that 
the borrowers were not efficient in repayment.
The annual rates of increase in overdue loans for 
the period as a whole and its proportion to the total out­
standing loans in the quinquennial periods are presented 
in Table 6.5* In view of the fact that these high proportion 
of overdues constituted the most fundamental weakness of the 
Primary Societies a fuller examination of the relevant fac­
tors is attempted later. At the present stage three general 
observations may be made as to the relative position in the 
different periods. Firstly, except in Chittagong the position
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Table 6.5.
(Annual rates of Increase and Overdues as Proportion of
Outstandings)
Hegions Hates of 11920/24-j 1925/29 i 
^Increase i |
\ { \ i
1930/341 1935/381 1939/44 i
i 1 i
All-Bengal
[
12.0 1!
¥
33.1 | 30.7 72.0 ■ 87.0 190.5 |
Presidency 12.4 i 43.1 <$ 38.6 77.1 90.1 ! 93.2 |
Burdwan 11.6 35.6 ; 35-4 73.5 86.4 i 86.6 3 * !
Ha j shahi 9.6 i 35.2 ; 36.7 73.7 : 91.7
0
-
0000
Dacca 12.7 34.3 ^ 27.4 70.6 ; 85.9 92.3
^Chittagong 
1— .....— ------------------------------ .—
15.9 : 18.1 19.2 67.5 81.1 85.!
even in the relatively prosperous years of the twenties was 
not quite promising. Secondly, the great Depression imposed 
such a strain that even a reduction in the rate of interests 
and the use of the whole administrative machinery for the 
collection of overdues could not prevent a deterioration of 
the situation. Thirdly, in advancing the crop loans^during 
the last five years the Provincial Government expected that 
this would help the recovery of the overdues, but this was 
not fulfilled. The proportion of overdue loans increased 
despite the fact that many loans were adjusted against the 
deposits and share capital of the borrowers and the legal 
power of the Co-operatives with regard to the collection of
30 1
overdues was improved by the Go-operative Societies Act of 
19^0. Clearly the impact of the famine outweighed the 
recovery in the prices of agricultural produce.
6.5* Working Capital
Data on the working capital of the Primary Societies 
as they are available from the Annual Reports bring out a 
redeeming feature of the Credit Movement. At the all- 
Bengal level the increase of working capital kept pace with 
the expansion of membership (Table 6.6.)* Indeed in three
Table 6.6.
(Annual rates of increase and the Index of Per Member Working
Capital)
1920 = 100
\Regions
\
Rate of 
Increase
[1920/24[1925/29 
1 ;
I1930/34j1935/3811939/44 1 ^ f k \* -i : • J
! . j
I
jAll-Bengali 6.9
1
• 106\ 132
i
j 161 169
1
95 j
|Presidency 7.7 1 103
i
145 186 205 129 j
I
(Burdwan 7.9 j 119 162 185 188 153 j
1
iRajshahi
i
4.9 * 101 H 5 135 139 71 ]
[Dacca
i 7.3 109 139 176 184 102 1\j
iChittagong 7.7 112 147 172 1 183 101 !
figure £.i rata on Primary Societies^All-uengalJ 
S emi -L o gari thmi c S c al e »
W/Capital
Overdue„ L o an s
Loans .Repaid
Loans Granted
1920 1924 19441936 1940
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regions - Presidency, Bur&wan and Dacca - the position was 
still better than that indicated by this Provincial average. 
The quinquennial trends have two main features. The 
increase in working capital took place during the first 20 
years. Secondly, there was a gradual deceleration in the 
rate of improvement after 1924/25•
6.6. Owned Capital of the Societies
The owned capital of the Primary Societies 
increased at a much faster rate than the expansion of 
membership (Table 6.7•)• In other words, when the number 
of members per Society was declining per capita owned capital 
was increasing. But these trends have to be understood 
with reference to two reservations. Firstly, for reasons 
to be discussed later it is doubtful if the increase in one 
of the components of owned capital - Share Capital - really 
represents the actual payment made by the members from their 
own resources.
Secondly, even if this possibility is discounted it 
is clear that even at the end of the whole period owned cap­
ital constituted less than half of ‘the total working capital. 
Such a picture clearly reflects the failure of an underlying 
assumption behind the inauguration of the Co-operative Move­
ment, i.e. through the inculcation of the ideal of "self 
help" and thrift the members of the Primary Societies
Table 6.7•
(Annual rates of increase and index of per capita owned capital)
1920 » 100
jRegions jHates of 11920/24 11925/29 j1930/34 1935/58 ]l939/44
[ lIncrease ! 1 i- !
I
lAU-Bengal
1 - •
11.2
! 1 
j 122 1 
j C23.4)j
178 1
(27.5)11
i
290 ! 
(53.7)j
1
366 i
(44.2)|
221
(47.4)
!
jpresidency 11.3 ! 109 1 153 !\ 265 j
354 1
I
240
Burdwan 12.0 i 122 1 154 i1 232 | 310 | 295
Raoshahi 9.0 i 121 ?
- j 172 s 267 j 322 | 169
Dacca 11,7 1 127 195 j 320 j 406 ‘ 241
Chittagong 13.2 { 144 :? 4 262 !< 426 1 5^9 j 316
Rote: Figures in the brackets refer to the proportion of
owned capital to total working capital.
would be encouraged to create an adequate fund of their own.
Having thus observed the trends in the owned 
resources of the Credit Movement at the aggregate level the 
relative weights and the rates of change of its three com­
ponents - Reserve Fund, Share Capital and Members1 Deposits 
- may now be taken up.
6.7* Reserve Fund
Reserve Fund which constituted the largest single 
component of the owned capital of the Primary Societies was 
created by the accumulation of a certain portion of the
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21annual net profits and entrance fees. This Fund increased
from 15*7 lakhs in 1920/21 to 204.9 lakhs in 1943/44 - 
representing an annual growth of 12.9 per* cent for all-Bengal 
(Table 6.8.). The consequent improvement which took place 
in the accumulation of this Fund per member actually con­
tinued up to the end of the fourth quinquennium. As 
already mentioned the drop during the last five years was 
caused by the sudden increase in membership.
It has been argued that the Reserve Funds were
illusory in the sense that they were created without making
, . op
any provision for bad debts. It is difficult to question
the validity of this criticism. But from this it does not
seem to follow that net profits wea?e calculated to declare
dividends on the Paid Up Share Capital of the members.^
21. Section 26 of the Rules framed under Section 43 of the 
Co-operative Societies Act of 1912 provided that in 
every Society not less than one-half of the net profit 
in any year should be carried to a Reserve Fund until 
that Fund was equal to one-half of the total liabilities, 
of the Societies other than Reserve Fund and Share 
Capital. Thereafter not less than one-third should be 
added. If by an increase in the liabilities the pro­
portion of Reserve Fund to such liabilities was below 
one-half the share of the net profit deposited into 
Reserve Fund should be increased to one-half until the 
proportion was restored. Under Section 56(2) of the 
Bengal Co-operative Societies Act of 1940 one-fourth or 
such share of the net profit as prescribed was to be 
credited to the Reserve Fund.
22. A.I. Qureshi, The Future of Co-operative Movement in 
India (Bombay, 47/7 "p • 1*9*
23* This has been alleged by J,P. IMiyogi, The Co-operative 
Movement in Bengal (London, 1940), p. 21.
Table 6.8.
(Annual rates of increase and Index of per capita Reserve
Fund in the Quinquennia)
; Regions 
jAll-Bengal
I
tf
(Presidency
\?
jBurdwan
j
tRajshahi 
jDacca 
| Chittagong
Rate of | 1920/24
Increasej
1925/29| 1930/34
■!
1935/38 1939/4*4
i
12.9 |  116 151 1 295 421 261
(14.0) (14.7)j (23.4) (32.0) (35-2)
13.6 106 134 1 295
J
454 315
14.0 {  121 145 1 246
ij
381 388
10.2 1 115 152 j 273 362 189
12.9 121 159 1 310 436 265
16.1 [  132 231 1 508 728 435
Bor almost all the net c f profits were added to the Reserve 
Bund. Thus, while Reserve Bund increased by 189.2 lakhs 
from 1920/21 the total net profits amounted to only 201.0 
lakhs. In other words during a period of 24 years roughly 
12.0 lakhs were declared as dividends.
6.8. Share Capital of the Societies
Share capital was first introduced in 1918 though, 
this meant a deviation from the Raiffeisen Principle.
These were normally of small values - 10/- to 15/- each - 
payable in half-yearly or annual instalments. The underlying
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hope in introducing this practice was that this would not 
only encourage thrift among the members, but also increase 
the Societies* financial strength and, by reducing its 
dependence on outside capital, should make possible lower 
interest rates to the members* From the published statis­
tics it seems that this expectation was fulfilled as share ' 
capital increased again at a much faster rate than the 
expansion of membership (Table 6*90*
Table 6*9*
(Annual rates of increase and Index of Share Capital per Member)
[Regions i Rate of 
| Increase
1 1 9 2 0 /2 4 11 9 2 5 /2 9 }  1 9 3 0 /3 4 }1 9 3 5 /3 8
1 I { ‘3 jj I
Z k i  t
1 9 3 9 /4 4  |
iI
lAU-Bengal i 1 0 .6 1 205 
J ( 4 . 7 )
!
4?2
( 8 . 8 )
i
i 633 
( 9 - 7 )
1
I 615
! ( 9 . 0 )
f
1I
359 t
( 9 . 3 )  i
; 1 * 
I  ^
(Presidency : i o * 9 j 214 563| ; 776 I 760
478  |
(Burdwanj 12.4 j 209 [ 426i 631 678 546 1
‘Rajshahi j 8 .7 ! 178i
I
368 481 453 253 •-"}
(Dacca | H * 1 = 224 587 768 724 413 i
SChittagong I 1 1 .2
f
1 241 546$ : 729 714 388 I. J
However, the quinquennial trends show that the improvement in 
per capita share capital continued only during the first 15 
years* The sharp drop during the last five years was due
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partly to the adjustment of overdue loans against Share 
Capital as noted earlier and partly to the less than propor­
tionate increase in new payments. But as mentioned earlier 
there is one consideration which suggests that these 
increases were more apparent than real* The rates of
interest on deposits varied between 7^ Per cen‘^ 12 per
1
cent m  the different regions as against only 6^ per cent on
Share Capital. But despite this members’ deposits
increased at much lower rates. It may be argued that the
rural families paid the Share Capital only to join the
Credit Societies and once they had done so they did not
care much about mailing further contributions. But the
suggestion which seems to be more plausible is that the
funds shown as uShare Capital Paid Up” were not really
’’Paid Up” from the savings of the members, but this mainly
represented a deduction from the capital borrowed from
2doutside sources. It would, thus, seem that the internal 
strength of the Primary Societies was less satisfactory 
than it appears from the published figures.
6.9. Members1 Deposits
The trends in members’ deposits stand in sharp 
contrast to those in Share Capital and Reserve Bund in that
2d. Qureshi, op.cit., p. 19.
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the rates of increase were far slower than the expansion of 
membership (Table 6.10). This feature was typical of all 
the regions though the disparity was most marked in Presidency, 
Burdwan and Rajshahi Divisions. However, the quinquennial 
trends show considerable variations. Thus, as a matter of
i
fact deposits were increasing at a faster rate during the ;
j
ii
Table 6 .1 0 . j
(Annual ra tes  o f Increase and Index o f Deposits per Member)
!Regions jRates ofj1 9 2 0 /2 4 j1 9 2 5 /2 9 f1 9 3 0 /3 4 11 9 3 5 /3 8 il9 3 9 /4 4  =
I Increase ! \ I I * iS ? J H i i I \
j
A ll-B engal j
■) I
4 .2 J 97 
[ (4 .7 )
; 103 
: (4 .0 )
\ 112 
! (3 .6 )
107
(3 *2 )
i 54
j (2 .9 )
^Presidency \■’ i 0 .8 { 79% i 48i 41 j 48
i
1 52}; ) 
Burdwan j4 i 2 .6 j 92 66\ 57 I 521 1 44
Rajshahi \
\ !
1 .9
t
\ 101 , 102 ! 97 I 92
j
1
1 42
:Dacca 1j \ 6 .8 I 100 152 150 j 170 | 87
* i \Chittagong \
J iS 5*7 ; 120 188 212 j 169 I 79 J...
years from 1924/25 to 1938/59* Ih.e improvement in the 
second period can be easily appreciated as these were rela­
tively the prosperous years. But what explains the continu­
ation of this trend during the third quinquennium which 
includes the Depression years? Part of the explanation
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Data 011 Primary Societies( All-Beivral) 
ithmic. Sc ale. .. ,....'________   _ i _
Loans flue
C/Ban
Share-Caoital
Members
Deposits
No 21 “Mem be
19441920 1924 1926 19401936
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seems to lie in the marked improvement during the first two 
years of this quinquennium when the full effect of the slump 
in prices was yet to he felt. The sharp drop during the 
last five years seems to have heen due to the haste with 
which Societies were formed to obtain the crop loans advanced 
by the Provincial Government and the effect of the famine*
6*10. Borrowed Gapital
The four sources of borrowed capital were the loans 
and deposits from the Government, other Societies, non­
members and the Central Banks. As the contribution from 
the first two souvoes was very insignificant the funds from 
only the last two sources have been treated as borrowed 
capital# It may, however, be mentioned, here that while 
Central Banks contributed as much as GO*8 per cent of the 
total Working Capital deposits from non-members accounted 
for only 3*1 per cent*
The annual rate of expansion once again fell short 
of the expansion of membership (Table 6*11.). It was only 
in Presidency Division that the rates were more or less the 
same. Conversely, the disparity was more marked in Rajshahi. 
The quinquennial trends have the same features as in owned 
capital with the exception that borrowed capital per member 
started improving at the outset of the period. Moreover, 
the rates of increase were also higher. The sharp drop in 
the last quinquennium makes it clear that the financial
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Table 6*11*
(Annual rates of increase and the Index of borrowed capital
per member)
■ Regions ] Rate s of 11920/2411925/29 j 1930/34- |l935/38 |l939/44 j
li Increase \ * 1 !
! [f | j i I
^All-Bengal }
' 1
|
4.7 \ 102 1 
I (7 5 .8 )j
121 ! 
(72.5):
129
(65.1)
120
(5 5 .7 )
63 
(47.4) j■3
Presidency j 5.6 1 102 1 140 ;i 158 153 91
Burdwan 5*6 119 \ 166 170 148 : 106
;Eajshahi 2*6 : 96 j 101 102 93 46
;Dacca
i 5.5
; 104 i 128 144 134 70
^Chittagong '
1
5.1 1 107 127 123 117 62
assistance from the Government was far from being sufficient
to keep pace with the expansion of membership.
Prom the preceding discussion it is clear that the
25Go-operative Movement in Bengal, as in other parts of India, x 
failed in its purpose of providing an effective alternative 
to the traditional sources of finance. At the end of four 
decades the Primary Societies could cover only one-tenth of 
the agricultural borrowers, but the total credit needs of
25. T. Ghose and H. Sinha, "Agricultural Go-operation in
Bengal and the Best of India", Sankhya: The Indian Journal
of Statistics, vol. 7, par^ 2 U 945/46)1*, f 1 £ ^ 3 ■
Also Gredit Survey, vol. II, p. 167•
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even this limited section remained unfulfilled. Of still ;
greater significance the Primary Societies mainly depended '
on "borrowed capital and the proportion of overdue loans 
increased to such an extent that in the forties this 
accounted for more than two-thirds of the total Working 
Capital. Thus, there remained a big gap between the high 
hopes and the actual performance of the Co-operative Move­
ment in India*
Despite this record the importance of Co-operative 
institutions as an agency for the improvement of the socio­
economic life of the rural people has been attracting ;
increasing attention in the past two decades. Therefore, !
I
it is important that an attempt should be made to isolate j
!
the main problems facing the Co-operative Societies in Bengal j
!
during the period under review. To begin with some of the 
arguments put forward from time to time by various com­
mittees of enquiry, individual authors and persons directly 
connected with the Credit Movement may be briefly reviewed. 
Usually these relate to (a) the size of the Primary Societies, | 
(b) the nature of liability, (c) the purpose of the Societies i 
and (d) the lack of education and training in Co-operative 
Principles.
26* Credit Survey argues "co-operation has failed, but co­
op eraTJIon“must succeed”, vol. II, p. 372.
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As to the size of the Primary Societies as early 
as 1915 the Committee on Co-operation recommended that 
"It is a good general rule that there should he one Society 
to one village and one village to one Society."^7 It was 
subsequently argued that this "was one of the reasons why 
the Co-operative Movement has not made any great progress
pO
in this country"* It is arguably true that larger 
Societies would have larger membership, but it is difficult 
to see how this would have at all remedied the internal 
weakness discussed above* Moreover, when it is argued 
that organisers at the village level did not have sufficient 
knowledge of banking and supervision, it does not follow 
that larger Societies would have been more efficiently 
managed. In this respect the experience of the Depression 
years when many Societies with larger membership had to be 
liquidated is particularly significant.
Another aspect of the Co-operative Movement which !
1
received considerable attention and was even held responsible |
i
for its failure, is the question of the nature of the lia- ;
bility of the Primary Societies. Thus, according to the
27• Report of the Committee on Co-operation in India
(daicutta,^915), p*'*T5T” Henceforth ref erred to as 
Maclagan Committee.
28. Observation of a Co-operator from Utter Pradesh at the 
Fifteenth Conference of the Registrars of Co-operative 
Societies, 194*7> cited by Credit Survey, vol. II, p. 24-7*
Go-operative Planning Committee "in most Provinces unlimited 
liability has not been very helpful to the progress of 
co-operative credit. Responsible people were kept out of 
the Movement by it and also it was largely illusory as there 
was no bar on the alienation of property by members.
It is true that in providing for unlimited liability for the 
Primary Societies too much emphasis was laid on the moral 
aspect of the Movement as against its business side. Thus*, 
it was easy to argue that the "Movement is essentially a 
moral one and it is individualistic rather than socialistic.
It provides as a substitute for material assets honesty and 
moral obligations and keeps in view the moral rather than 
the material sanctions", but clearly such a sentiment did 
not take account of the socio-economic realities of the 
rural life. Prom this, however, it does not necessarily 
follow that the principle of limited liability would have 
meant much difference to the picture of the Credit Movement 
which emerges in this study. This is clearly indicated by 
the fact that deposits from non-members accounted for only 
2 per cent of the total working capital of the Primary Socielies,
29* Government of India, Report of the Co-operative Planning 
Committee (Bombay, 19^5)? pp. 22-23'.
See^also Qureshi, op.cit., p. 96. He argued that the 
principle of unlimited liability meant a "romantic" 
appro ach, p • 160•
30. Maclagan Committee, p. S.
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In this connection it is interesting that the 
advocates of limited liability who claimed to emphasise the 
1 business aspect* of the Credit Movement as against its 
"romantic11 aspect did not concern themselves with the legal 
situation regarding money-lending. Before 1935 the main 
legislation regarding money-lending was the Usurious Loan 
Act of 1918. Under this Act where the rates of interest 
were excessive and the transaction substantially unfair the 
courts were empowered to reopen the transaction and relieve 
the debtors in respect of excessive interest. But in the 
absence of any statutory limits and various other defects 
this Act remained virtually a dead letter.^ These limits 
were fixed by the Bengal Money-Lendersk Act of 1955, but it 
is interesting that these rates were higher than those on 
the deposits in the Credit Societies.^ It was as late as 
1940 when another Money-Lending Act was passed that the 
statutory rates were fixed at about the same level.^ Prom 
the evidence referred to later it is clear that this legis­
lation also failed in its purpose of regulating the rates 
of interest. What is important at this stage is that the
31. Banking Enquiry Committee, pp. 165-167-
32. The prescribed rates were 15 per cent in the case of 
secured and 25 per cent in the case of unsecured loans 
as against 7 per cent .to^  H  per cent paid by the Credit 
Societies*
33- Respectively 8 per cent and 10 per cent for secured and 
unsecured loans.
sn -J R *
O  x <f
advocates of the supposed effectiveness of limited liability 
were also being partly "romantic*1 in their approach,
The third question discussed at various levels was 
whether the Primazy Societies should be single-purpose or 
multi-purpose. Thus, it was pointed out by one author 
that one of the main weaknesses of the Societies was that 
credit was not linked with marketing.^" The idea was 
further extended by Nanavati to include the whole problem of 
rural rehabilitation by emphasising the ideal of "Better 
Farming, Better Business and Better Living".^ It is true 
that as an ideal solution to the manifold problems of rural 
life multi-purpose societies are much better, though it has 
to be kept in mind that many of the more important aspects 
of rural rehabilitation by their nature were outside the 
limits of the resources of the Primary Societies, But 
again this does not fully explain why the Credit Societies 
made such poor progress. In this respect it is significant 
that the condition of the limited number of multi-purpose 
societies was hardly different from that of the single 
purpose societies.
34. Qureshi, op.cit., p. 63v
33. See M.B. Hanavati, "Reorganisation of the Co-operative 
Movement", The Indian Journal of Agricultural Economics 
(August, 1952), pp. 35-3^ '^ T See " also"'Reserve Bank"'"of"”  
India, Agricultural Credit Department, Bulletin No. 2 - 
C o-op e r a11ve^y £ I l"ag e ""Banks~~T5omb ay, 19577V PP * 29-3
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Ihe Royal Commission on Agriculture laid con­
siderable emphasis on the lack of education and the inade- 
quacy of the training in co-operative principles. It 
has to be admitted that in certain respects these were 
important constraints on the progress of the Credit Movement, 
formation of a Credit Society in a village required that at 
least some of the villagers had to be literate - a condition 
which it was difficult to fulfil when the rate of literacy 
was so low. But this does not explain why the deposits from 
members constituted such an insignificant part of the working 
capital or why the proportion of overdue loans was so large.
Thus, these views do not fully explain, even if 
they are taken together, why the expectations of the Co­
operative Movement were not fulfilled. The more fundamental 
causes lie elsewhere - mainly in the socio-economic life of 
the rural areas and the inadequate realisation of the 
limited role which the provision for co-operative credit 
could play in such an environment when this was not conceived 
of as an integral part of an all-embracing plan for general 
reconstruction. Considered in this light it would seem 
that almost all the factors referred to above may at best be
36. Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture (London, 
19283rnpp.,r4A9-^50• See also Banking Enquiry, op.cit., 
p. 150.
said to have played only a secondary role.^
Firstly, it may be explained why the Credit 
Movement made such poor progress in terms of its coverage 
of the rural families* The Banking Enquiry Committee 
argued that people in general had a preference for the 
loans available from the money-lenders. There is con­
siderable element of truth in this opinion. Loans received 
from the money-lenders are more flexible in their use and 
more readily available than those from the Credit Societies. 
It may further be argued that the consequent reliance on 
the money-lenders was strengthened by the fact that often 
they combined in themselves the role of landlord, merchants 
and the village headmen. It is conceivable that this 
factor in itself would have created an obstacle in the way 
of curtailing the power of the money-lenders even if out­
side finances wereavailable at the required level and 
required time.
But it is interesting that the Committee did not 
see any difficulty from the supply side, i.e. the opposition 
or at least the non-co-operation by the money-lenders.
37* Credit Survey goes a step further and argues that 
the functional and structural weaknesses of the Primary 
Societies and the technical and educational backward­
ness of the members were subsidiary forms of symptom 
rather than the main disease itself, vol. II, p. 253.
38. Banking Enquiry Committee, pp. 150-151*
Since they had a monopoly business in the rural areas it 
was futile to expect that they would make their business 
less attractive by associating themselves with the 
Co-operative Movement and much less to take the initiative 
in the formation of Primary Societies. The money-lenders 
were in a better position to safeguard their business when 
perhaps they were the only literate men in the village.
In 1951 it was found that in 88 per cent cases the money­
lenders were charging interest at rates higher than those 
stipulated by the protective legislation.^ The ineffec­
tiveness of legislation clearly indicates the futility of 
the expectation that the money-lenders would, in general, 
voluntarily join the Co-operative Movement.
Another important factor which has to be taken 
into consideration in connection with the external coverage 
of the Credit Movement is the level of per capita income in
39* Credit Survey, vol. I, part 2, p. 693* These findings 
vindicate the opinion of the Central Banking Enquiry 
Committee (op. oit., p. 433) that the present state 
of' India "he (money-1 ender) is a necessity and, that 
being so, his calling will not be abolished by making 
it illegal.1 The argument about the opposition or 
non-co-operation of the money-lenders is not meant to 
apply to all money-lenders.Since we have defined the 
term '’money-lenders1 to include all those who lent money 
in the rural areas, even occasionally, there is a strong 
possibility that many of these lesser money-lenders 
joined the rural societies. There is also the possi­
bility that some of the other money-lenders joined the 
Primary Societies mainly to take an undue share of the 
avai1ab1e funds.
the agricultural sector. The ideal of self-help "basic to 
the success of the Co-operative Movement presupposes that 
the prospective members should have a surplus over their 
annual requirements. But when the level of per capita 
income was so low and the underlying trend was perhaps one 
of decline it is clear that the larger section of the agri­
cultural community did not have such a surplus. It would,
thus, seem that poverty itself was a basic cause of why
4-0the coverage of the Credit Movement was so inadequate.
The possibility that in many cases the share capital "paid 
up" by the members of the Primary Societies and those "paid 
up1 by the latter to the Central Banks were actually the 
amount deducted from the loans to be advanced clearly indi­
cates the importance of the point under discussion. Thus 
the overall position seems to have been such that the well- 
to-do section of the rural population did not join the move­
ment in order to keep their business attractive and the 
general cultivators were not sufficiently enthusiastic 
because they did not have enough resources.
If this analysis of the socio-economic life of the 
rural areas is accepted it is clear that this also largely 
explains why the owned capital of the Primary Societies
4-0. Calvert, "prevailing Types of Rural Credit Societies", 
in Indian Co-operative Studies, p. 4-3, cited by Hough, 
op.cit"., p. 70.
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constituted much the smaller part of their total Working 
Capital. Por it follows that in areas where the Credit 
Societies were formed this mostly attracted the prospective 
borrowers* The obvious result of this inadequacy of the 
internal resources of the Primary Societies was the depen­
dence on borrowed funds, mainly from the Central Banks*
But since the capital available from the latter was not 
sufficient to meet all the credit needs of the members they 
must have at the same time depended on the money-lenders•
It is likely that such a situation further added to the 
reluctance of the money-lenders to join the Credit Societies.
Lastly, the question of overdue loans may be
OV-tSVdJUfiJtr
taken up. Why did the proportion of tto® loans account 
for nine-tenths of the outstanding loans at the end of the 
whole period? Prom the available evidence it seems that 
this was mainly due to the type of objectives for which 
loans were made. The Co-operative Societies Act of 1904 
was silent as regards the purpose for which loans could be 
advanced by the Primary Societies. It was open to the 
Provincial Governments to make the necessary rules. When 
the Bill was drafted the Government of India refused to 
accept a proposal that loans should be granted only for 
productive purposes. It was argued that it would be diffi­
cult to enforce such a provision. Moreover, in the Indian
circumstances it would be unwise to confine loans to
productive uses only - if the raiyats must borrow for other 
than productive purposes they should obtain the loans from
i
the Credit Socieites rather than from the money-lenders. I
The Co-operatives took full advantage of this latitude in
the law and it seems that 50 per cent of the loans were
advanced for such long-term purposes as the repayment of old
41debt and the purchase of land. Admittedly this was a 
sound idea to enable the members to get rid of. their accu­
mulated obligations to the money-lenders, but the difficulty 
was that though most of these finances were raised by the 
Central Banks on short-term basis the period within which 
to repay the loans was not accordingly fixed. It is not 
known whether loans so obtained were really used for the 
repayment of old debts or if these became additional burden 
on the members. If, however, it is assumed that the 
borrowers did repay at least a part of their debt it is 
clear that all the overdue loans in the 'twenties were not, 
properly speaking, overdues as such.
Obviously it should not be concluded that these 
procedural changes would have materially improved the repay­
ment capacity of the borrowers. As pointed out by the 
Reserve Bank where debt is a chronic feature of the cultivators'
41. The purposes for which loans were advanced by the
Primary Societies were mentioned in the Annual Reports 
in the pre-1920 period. ^
life "it can only mean a perpetual disequilibrium between 
his income and expenditure. The disease thus is the 
deficit budget and if the symptom - debt - is to be removed, 
the causes of the deficit budget must be treated first."
But since the Credit Movement was not conceived of as part 
of a co-ordinated programme for increasing the per capita 
income of the cultivators the granting of loans for the 
repayment of old debt essentially meant the transfer of the 
obligation of the borrowers from the traditional money­
lenders to a kind of "institutional money-lenders". Stag­
nation of the economy as against a background of population 
growth at a fast rate suggests that even short-term loans 
would accumulate over time. This was clearly indicated by 
the huge volume of agricultural indebtedness. The Primary 
Societies and the Central Banks w.ent a step further in 
making long-term loans. It is true that the slump in 
agricultural prices imposed such a severe strain that it 
virtually paralysed the Co-operative Movement. But con­
sidered in the light of the inadequate realisation of the 
limited effectiveness of institutional credit in a backward 
economy it would seem that essentially the main contribution 
of the Depression was greatly to accelerate a process which
42. Reserve Bank of India, Agricultural Credit Department 
Bulletin No. 1, p. 12, cited^by^Hough, op.cit., p. 35*
had already been started earlier.
The danger of advancing long-term loans was 
repeatedly pointed out in the Annual Reports, but the Central 
Banks and the Primary Societies did not pay much attention
h.7,
to these warnings. ^ This was made possible, to a con­
siderable extent, by the lack of sufficient supervision by 
the Co-operative Department over their activities. The 
Maclagan Committee recommended that there should be one 
Auditor for every hundred Societies.^ In itself this 
number seems to be far from sufficient, but even this 
minimum requirement was not fulfilled. Thus, whereas 
there were 4-0 Auditors in 1920/21 for roughly 5800 Primary 
Societies in 194-2/4*5 there were 290 Auditors for 56100 
Societies. This was so in.spite of the fact that the 
Primary Societies were regularly paying Audit fees to the
Provincial Government and by 1935 there was a surplus of 
4-510.4- lakhs. ^ Adequate supervision and direction was of
4-5. Thus, it was pointed out in the Annual Report of 
1923/24* that until the difference between' long and 
short-term loans was realised "the Central Banks and 
village Societies would move blindfold without looking 
under the surface and trying to discover what actually 
is being done with co-operative money." P*9*
4-4-. Maclagan Committee, p. 58*
4-5. This question was raised in the Provincial Legislative 
Council by one member who alleged that the Government 
was *misappropriating' the money. See Proceedings of 
the Bengal Legislative Council, vol. XXVIII, Ro. 3 
(T928), p. 473.
considerable importance at the early stages of tbe Go- 
operative Movement, but this does not seem to have been 
realised.
It was pointed out that two of the reasons for
the failure of the Go-operative Movement were that (a) the
major part of the funds were taken by those who were in
charge of the management of the Primary Societies^ and
that (b) these members were reluctant to repay their loans. ^
In the light of the available evidence it is difficult to
48question the validity of the first charge. Nor is it 
difficult to appreciate such a phenomenon of the unequal 
distribution of loans if we keep in mind the fact that the 
available funds were too inadequate to meet all the credit 
requirements of the members and that the rural life is 
characterised by marked differences in the socio-economic 
influences of the different classes of households. The 
fact that this latter aspect of the problem was not ade­
quately recognised once again underlines how some of the 
basic assumptions behind the Co-operative Movement were 
unrealistic. As to the second charge it is very likely that
46. Niyogi, op.cit., pp. 30-31.
47. Ibid. See also Central Banking Enquiry, op.cit., p. 449-
48. Annual Report, 1918/19* pp. 4-5; See also Ghatak, 
op.cit., pp. 88-89.
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some of the members were deliberately bolding up the 
repayment of tbeir overdue loans, though this is not always 
clear from the findings of the Co-operative Department as 
reported in the Annual Reports in the late 1930s. But it 
seems that in analysing the causes of the failure of the 
Credit Movement often an exaggerated view was taken about 
the impact of such a role of the influential members of the 
Primary Societies. Speaking from the point of view of 
agricultural development there was perhaps nothing wrong in 
the unequal distribution of loans. But as elaborated later, 
essentially the problem was due to the fact that provision 
for credit was not conceived of as a part of a general 
plan for economic development. The role of a section of 
the members did aggravate this basic weakness of the Credit 
Movement •
Thus, from the side of the coverage of the rural 
families and the fulfilment of their credit needs the 
problem was essentially either to (a) incorporate the money­
lenders in the Primary Societies and to ensure that they
could not misuse their powers^ or (b) to eliminate them
50by effective competition.^ With regard to the first point 
the efforts were far too insignificant - in one respect even
49. This was proposed by V.H. Eaidu, Report of the Economist 
for ^ the Enquiry into Rural Indebtedness (Madras",
50. A g ric u ltu ra l ffinahce Sub-Committee, ojD.j3it^ , pp. 31-32.
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contradictory - to 'be effective in inducing the traditional 
sources to surrender their profitable business, The 
alternative solution involved the flow of finance from out­
side sources. The establishment of Central Banks under 
the Co-operative Societies Act of 1912 was a sound decision 
in this direction, but as a federation of the Primary 
Societies lower down these, in their turn, showed the same 
financial weakness. The Reserve Bank which was established 
in 1935 insisted that till the problem of rural indebtedness 
was solved and the cultivators were made credit-worthy it 
could not make any substantial financial accommodation.^1 
Nor could the Co-operatives look up to the Government for 
little more than supervision, administration and advice.
It was mainly during the last five years that some assistance 
was given, but this was hardly sufficient.
The problem was not, however, only to make pro­
vision for cheap credit, but also to emphasise its produc­
tive use. The evils of the finances drawn from the tra­
ditional sources were due partly to the high rates of 
interest and partly to the fact that these were not generally 
used to augment the per capita income of the borrowers, but 
to balance their deficit budget.^ Therefore, if the
51. Reserve Bank of India, Agricultural Credit Department, 
Report Submitted to the Government of India under Section 
55U)(b) of tfi!e Reserve Bank of India Act C Bomb ay, 19 3^7*
52. One of the explanations often put forward for rural 
indebtedness was that the cultivators were extravagant. 
This explanation was not accepted by the Deccan
/Continued over
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■> problem of rural indebtedness was to be solved what was 
needed was to emphasise the dynamic role of credit as 
against its static role - i.e. to use capital to promote 
cumulative increase in per capita income. This required 
the integration of credit with assistance in applying new 
techniques, hetter farm management, adequate demand for 
increased production and facilities for marketing. In 
other words the overall problem was one of creating a climate 
for economic development.^^ Such an environment would have 
solved the problem of rural indebtedness and reduced the 
rate of interest by increasing the proportion of loanable 
funds and helping the cultivators to build up their security. 
In other words the forces which made credit a burden and 
so expensive in terms of its price would have been effec­
tively challenged. But it would seem that the importance 
of such a dynamic role was not adequately realized either 
at the time of the inauguration of the Co-operative Movement
Footnote 52 continued from previous page.
Riots Commission (Para. 54- of the Report, cited by 
B .B . Chaudhuri, op.cit., p. 338) and Banking Enquiry 
Committee, pp. 71-/2.
53* Such a role of credit is emphasised by the publication 
of the P.A.O. referred to earlier. See also by the 
same Organisation, Agricultural Credit Ihrough^Co^ 
operatives and Other^^stituBlons' (RomeT"l955)» ”
54or m  the subsequent years.
By 1944 the Debt Gonciliation Boards established 
under the Agriculturists Debtors' Act of 1935 had reduced 
50.0 crores of rural indebtedness to 18,00 crores.^ But 
despite these efforts and the fact that money-lending was 
statutorily regulated total agricultural indebtedn.ess in 
1945 was estimated at 150,0 crores^6 as against 100.0 crores 
in 1928/29 It Is difficult to determine how far this
really represents (In money terms) an increase in the total 
amount of indebtedness, as the two estimates are not com­
parable as regards the coverage of the different classes of 
rural families. Secondly, the basis on which the estimate
54. Thus, for example, the Central Banking Enquiry Committee 
(op ■ cit ,, p. 450) believed IErdT*nThe only ‘rernedy~for 
tEese unsatisfactory conditions which appears to offer 
any prospect of success is the patient and persistent 
education in the principles and meaning of co-operation 
of the members of Primary Societies by teachers compe­
tent to perform the task efficiently under adequate 
supervision," Again in the Report Submitted to the 
Government of India (op. cit, )""madeJ~'sorae recommendations 
for the liquidation of the existing debt of the culti­
vators, but as to the prevention of the accumulation of 
debt it contended that education would seem to be the 
only real and lasting corrective, (pp. 14-16).
55* Agricultural Finance Commlttee, op.cit., p. 22.
56. Government of Bengal, Agricultural Statistics by Plot 
to Plot Enumeration in Bengal^ T'Calcutra‘7 I'^ST ? Part 1,
P-T5T
57* Banking Enquiry Committee, pp. 69-70.
of 1929 was made is of doubtful validity. However, it 
may be safely concluded that'tlie problem of agricultural 
indebtedness was far from being solved and tbe prominence 
of the money-lenders as a source of agricultural credit 
was still unchallenged.
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CHAPTER VII
BENGAL LANDLORDS AND AGRICULTURE
One argument that featured prominently in the
discussion leading to the introduction of the permanent 
settlement in Bengal was that such an institutional arrange­
ment would act as a radical incentive to agricultural develop 
ment. Since the Zamindars would have proprietory rights in 
the land and the demands of the government upon them would 
he subject to no enhancement, the landlords would, it was 
believed, in their own interest invest their profits in 
land, Thus, Cornwallis asserted, "Land Property will 
acquire a value hitherto unknown in Hindustan and the large 
capital possessed by many of the natives in Calcutta which 
are now employed in usury or monopolizing salt and other 
necessaries of life will be appropriated to the more useful 
purposes of purchasing and improving land.11 There were 
critics of this plan even at the time of its introduction 
and the experience of the subsequent years, when the failure 
of the expectations of Cornwallis became more and more clear, 
added both to the number of critics as well as to the 
severity of their denunciation. The Government of India
1. Cited by R. Guha, A Rule of Property for Bengal. An
” '.n the Idea oT Permanent Settlement (Paris ," ) ,
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believed that the desired effectiveness of the permanent 
settlement was not "supported by the experience of any civi­
lised country" and that under this system the "cultivator
Pwas rack-rented, impoverished and oppressed"* Again, 
according to the Land Revenue Commission the Permanent 
Settlement "imposed on the Province an iron-framework which 
has had the impact of stifling the enterprise and initiative 
of all classes of people".^
The present chapter is an attempt to investigate 
why the expected capitalist development did not take place 
and the agriculture of Bengal continued to be characterized 
by one of the lowest productivity rates in the world. 
Obviously this is part of the wider question of why Indian 
economy did not "take-off" into the type of "self-sustained" 
growth which was experienced in the Western countries. 
Therefore, though it is not the purpose here to examine the 
general problem of economic backwardness as such the wider 
context against which agricultural transformation gets under 
way has to be kept in mind. The need to understand, for
2. Land Revenue Policy of the Indian Government (Calcutta, 
I9O2), p. B* This was said in reply to a series of 
letters by R.C. Butt in which he was alleged to have 
advocated the extension of permanent settlement to the 
other parts of India.
3. Government of Bengal, Report of the Land Revenue Commission 
(Calcutta, 194*0), vol. 1, pp* 55-36• Henceforth, 
referred to as L.R.C.
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practical reasons, the problems of underdeveloped countries 
has led to a renewed interest among the economists in
history and this, in turn, is beginning to stimulate a more
theoretical school in economic history• But though it is 
now being realised that history provides (or should provide) 
a large source of information about economic growth and facts 
which can be used as^a basis for practical generalisation 
about the process of economic growth, there is as yet no
general framework - a model - which can explain the problem
of economic backwardness or growth# Some idea of the 
factors which stimulate agricultural transformation may, 
however, be made by taking a look at the historical experience 
in England which was the first country to have started 
modern economic development* Two questions are of parti­
cular relevance to the problem under investigation*
Firstly, what stimulated agricultural development in England 
or, more specifically,, whether Agricultural Revolution pre­
ceded, reinforced or arose out of the Industrial Revolution? 
Secondly, what was the role of the landlords in this transfor­
mation?
Before proceeding further to deal with these 
questions it may be pointed out at this stage that the pur­
pose here is to suggest some possible lines of investigation 
rather than to offer any definite answer about the role of
the Bengal landlords* Such an attempt will require much 
fuller treatment of the subject than can be madre in one
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chapter. Secondly, this study is not concerned only with 
the Zamindars (original proprietors) as such, but the whole 
body of landlords which, according to the Tenancy Laws 
included, apart from the Zamindars, tenure-holders of all 
grades. If the extent of land under the possession of a 
raiyat was 33 acres or more he was presumed to be a tenure- 
bolder and, therefore, a landlord.
Now to take up the examination of the historical 
experience in England, it is generally admitted that the 
expansion and improvements which were taking place in 
English agriculture in the latter half of the 18th and early 
19th centuries were of basic importance to the changes which 
were transforming the character of industrial production.
But opinions about the precise relationship between the two 
sectors have become more divided than they were before.
At one time Arthur Young and his associates argued that the 
Agricultural Revolution arose out of the needs of Industrial 
Revolution. Mantoux may be taken as the representative 
of the other groups. According to him the improvement of 
agriculture was not connected with the development of the 
factory system.^
4. Oited by P.K. Chang, Agriculture and Industrialisation 
(Harvard, 194-9)* PP* 113-114*.
5. Paul Mantoux, The Industrial Revolution in the Eighteenth 
Century (London, 19&0, P* 1 %  and p. 161.
Recently this latter thesis has heen more force-
6fully presented "by Rostow. According to his * Stage theory1 
increase in agricultural productivity was a "pre-condition" 
for the beginning of the Industrial Revolution. The ‘Stage 
theory1 has "been criticised on different grounds.^ But 
what is of particular importance is that such serial linkages 
as suggested by Rostow have not been proved by detailed 
research. On the other hand it is now believed that the 
gradual changes which were taking place in English agricul­
ture were not an isolated phenomenon - these were a part of 
the changes in methods, organisation and level of industrial 
production and commercial expansion which were under way 
since the middle of the 16th century and which gathered 
revolutionary momentum in the second half of the 18th.
Thus, the long step which was taken in the 16th century 
towards the commercialisation of agriculture was in response
Q
to the development of the textile industry. Therefore,
6. W.W. Rostow, The Stages of Economic Growth (Cambridge, 
I960). '
7« A.K. Cairncross, "The Stages of Economic Growth”, The 
Economic History Review, 2nd series, XIII (1961), 
pp. 4-50-4-57; A. Eishlow, "Empty Economic Stages", 
Economic Journal, LXXV (1965)» pp. 112-125.
See-also the contributions by various authors in W.W. 
Rostow (ed.), The Economics of Take-Off into Self- 
Sustained Growtti (London, 1963)*
8. R.H. Tawney, The Agrarian Problems of the Sixteenth 
Century (London,1912),pp. 177-200. ™
when the process of industrial change itself is being seen 
as extending further back, it is difficult to see why Agri­
cultural Revolution should be regarded as a 'pre-condition1. 
Secondly, it is true that the transformation of English 
agriculture was under way from an earlier period, but the 
pace of improvement even in the first half of the 18th cen­
tury does not seem to have assumed revolutionary proportions. 
The preceding discussion suggests complementarity rather than 
unidirectional causation or serial linkage between the two 
sectors of the economy.
What light does the classic period of Industrial 
and Agricultural Revolution throw on the debate? Roes it 
reject, modify or strengthen the interrelatedness suggested 
above? An answer to this question may be attempted by 
examining the timing and progress of the two related features 
of agricultural development - the enclosure movement and the 
adoption of new farm technology. In the first half of the 
18th century prices of agricultural products ruled low, 
mainly because the growth of population was proceeding slowly. 
In these circumstances the pressure to enclose was weak.
But after about 1760 the rate of population growth and indus­
trialisation accelerated. The phenomenal rise that followed
in the price-level increased the rate of investment in agri-
9culture to an extent unheard of in the past. The result
9* Eor details see J.D. Chambers and G.E. Mingay, The Agri­
cultural Revolution, 1750-1680 (London, 1966), pp. IlO-IlJ.
was a great acceleration in the pace of parliamentary 
enclosure
As to the introduction of new farm technology it 
is obvious that the progress in the use of chemical ferti­
lizer and the adoption of measures for the control of live­
stock and plant diseases mainly depended on the progress of 
industrialisation and were, therefore, developments of the 
19th century. The use of machinery depended further on the 
supply condition of labour. In this respect i k  has been 
argued that the relatively abundant supply of labour in the 
18th and the greater half of the 19th centuries, in spite 
of the rapid progress in industrialisation, led to a tech­
nologically less advanced development than might have been
11permitted by the supply of capital. As to the adoption
of new cropping practices it is believed that these did not
necessarily follow from enclosure and progress in the 18th
12century was slow.
10. The extent of common pasture and waste lands enclosed 
by parliamentary bills increased from 7^*5 thousand 
acres during the years from 1727 to 1760 to 1013.6 
thousand acres during 1793-1815* For details see E.L. 
Jones, Agriculture and Economic Growth (London, 1967), 
p. 13 ana P. Deane, The First Industrial Revolution 
(Cambridge, 1967) 1 pT^fJ.
11. This has been discussed in great detail by H.J. Habakkuk, 
American and British Technology in the Nineteenth 
Century (Cambridge, 1962)♦
12. This is indicated by the fact that the overall increase 
in grain production in England and Wales over the 18th 
century (estimated at 4-3 per cent) was achieved by an 
improvement in yields per acre of rather more than
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The above discussion seems to strengthen the
suggestion made earlier about the relationship between
industry and agriculture. The Agricultural Revolution did
not precede the changes in the method and level of industrial
production. Hor did the Industrial Revolution cause the
transformation in agriculture.1^ Changes in industry and
agriculture (and commerce and transport) were ultimately
related in an ongoing process of growth in which the main
relationship was one of simultaneous interdependence or
14-mutual causation. Agriculture contributed to industria­
lisation by feeding a growing population, by inflating the 
purchasing power of the rural population for manufactured 
products, supply of labour force and providing a part of 
the capital. Conversely, industrialisation contributed to 
agricultural transformation by creating new demands for its 
products which made investment in agriculture more profitable, 
by providing new inputs via. power machines and chemical 
fertilizer and cheap transport. It may be argued that in
Footnote 12 continued from previous page.
10 per cent and an expansion of shown acreage of perhaps 
25 per cent. See P. Deane and W.A. CdlLe- (eds.), British 
Economic Growth, 1688-1959 (Cambridge, 1969), pp« 6?-68.
13. Deane, op.cit., p. 4*3.
14*. R.M. Hartwell, The o£ the Industrial Revolution
In England (London, 19&7), pp• 16-17•
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the period prior to the second half of the 18th century
agriculture was exerting more influence on industry than
industry on agriculture and subsequently this process was 
15reversed. Conversely, it may also be argued that the
"line of causation from urban development to the agrarian 
structure must have been stronger than the other way round1 • 
But the basic relationship seems to have been one of com­
plementarity.
What was the role of the English landlords in 
this transformation of agriculture brought about through its 
interaction with progress in industrialisation? According 
to the traditional view they played a central role.*^ It 
is true that some landlords were really interested in agri­
culture. They made experiments with various methods and 
supported agricultural societies. But as to the represen­
tativeness of these landlords students of English agriculture 
are now far less confident than they were in the past.
Thus, it is believed today that the influence of the direct 
activities of the landlords in their own farms or the neigh­
bouring ones was insignificant. Similarly it is also
15. Chang, op.cit., p. 115.
16. M. Boserup, 1 Agrarian Structure and lake-off1 in Rostow 
(ed.), op.cit., pp. 201-224.
17. Eor the traditional view about the improving landlords 
see Mantoux, op.cit., pp. 165-165.
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pointed out that though they took great care in estate
administration, their object in granting leases was not to
enjoin new farming practices*
In one respect, however, the landlords made a
decisive contribution* This lay in making provision for
permanent capital - enclosure, drainage and farm building*
Of these the most important was the enclosure of scattered
fields into compact production units* Ihis affected so many
complicated property rights that it could not perhaps have
been carried through without the compulsion exercised by the
landlords* This, together with the recognition of the fixity
of tenure and the practice of some landlords to share the
tenants1 losses in bad years provided the enterprising
tenants with a favourable physical and psychological environ-
1 ft
ment for making Innovations*
In this connection it has to be emphasised that the 
interests of the landlords in enclosL;re was mainly a financial 
rather than agricultural one. It has been estimated that 
the rate of rent on enclosed land perhaps doubled and the
18* This part of the discussion is based on the works by
H.J. Habakkuk, "Economic Functions of the English Land­
lords in the Eighteenth Century", in W.E. Minchinton (ed.), 
Essays in Agrarian History (London, 1968), vol* 1, 
pp'. 189-201 and G.E. Mmgay, English Landed Society in 
the Eighteenth Century (London, 1963).
landlord's gross return on his investment was between 15 
to 20 per cent, but higher where much waste\was enclosed.
As against this the rate of return on funds or in land 
purchase was only 5 ve^ cent or 6 per cent. Thus, enclosure 
was"by far the most profitable use of capital in connection 
with land and perhaps more profitable than many riskier com­
mercial or industrial ventures, and this goes far to explain 
its popularity in the generally thriving conditions for 
agriculture between 1760 and 1831».^9
Thus, it seems to be clear that the English land­
lords were not generally entrepreneurs in the sense that 
they actively engaged themselves in the dissemination of the 
improved farming practices, but in response to the oppor­
tunities of making financial gains created by the Agricul­
tural Hevolution they were investing capital for the per­
manent improvement of land. It is, however, important to 
notethat even in this context of a limited role played by 
them, the expectations of the authors of Permanent Settle­
ment became clearly understandable. Vast areas of Bengal
20were yet to be brought under cultivation and it is very
19* Chambers and Mingay, op.cit., p. 84. Even on -unenclosed 
land rent increased by 40 to 50 per cent between 1760 
and 1790.
20. According to different estimates cultivable waste in 
Bengal at the time of the introduction of Permanent 
Settlement accounted for one-third to two-thirds of the 
total area. Bee li.B.O., vol. 11, p. 211.
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likely that in their judgement what Bengal needed was an 
institutional arrangement which would be mainly responsible 
for the type of developments taking place in English agri­
culture* This would suggest that it was not only "aristo-
21cratic prejudice" as such or only the political consider-
op
ation of obtaining the support of the ‘native gentry1, 
but also the motive of helping agricultural development 
which lay behind the introduction of Permanent Settlement. 
The Bengal umonied class" did invest their capital in buying 
up or leasing out land from the old landed class and it was 
believed that this assumed such proportions as to dry up 
capital for industrial or commercial enterprise*^ The
21. James Mill, History of British India edited by H.H.
Wilson (London, 1848), vol. IV, pp. 4-91-A-92.
22. The importance of obtaining the support of the landed 
class was recognised by the imperial administration.
But, as pointed out later in this chapter, the attitude
of the major nationalist parties was not different either.
23. Barrington Moore, Jr., Social Origins of Dictatorship
and Democracy (London, 1967)i pp.3A-5-3/0. N.K.' sinha,
The Economic"History of India vol. I (Calcutta, 1961), 
vol. II (1962). Morris D. Morris,"Values as Obstacles 
to Economic Growth in South Asia: An Historical Survey",
The Journal of Economic History, vol. XXVII, No. 4*,
(Dec. 196?). L.R.C., p. 35; See also the evidence of 
Rai Sitanath Ray Sahadur in Minutes of Evidence taken 
before the Indian Industrial Commission, 1915-19IS,
vol. Tl (U.K. Parliamentary Papers, 1919? XVIII), p. 279* 
It is, however, likely that the flow of commercial capital 
to agriculture was not really that significant. In the 
absence of the findings of any detailed research on the 
subject we are proceeding on the usual assumption that 
has been made. It may be pointed out that investment 
_in land as an obstacle to industrialisation in the under­
developed countries is also recognised in the literature 
on development economies. See, for example, H.G.
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process was, thus, the same as expected by Cornwallis.
A similar influx took place in England since the 16th 
century and this was believed to have 'fertilized1 the rural 
sector with a commercial spirit. On this basis an impor­
tant condition for the success of the plan of 1793 was ful­
filled. But the Bengal landlords did not invest capital 
for the extension of cultivation to new areas and much
O I L
less to improve its productive quality.
The basic question that has to be asked in this 
connection is if there was a sufficient inducement for the 
landlords to make investment for agricultural improvement. 
The fundamental requirement form the angle of capitalist 
development is that a potential investor must believe that 
he is in a position to ,fget his money back1 plus some com­
pensation for the act of investment instead of consuming his
Footnote 23 continued from previous page.
Aubrey, "Investment Decision in Underdeveloped Countries" 
in National Bureau of Economic Research, Capital For­
mation and Economic Growth (Princeton, 1933% pp. 397-440. 
Thus, clearly the questions raised in this study are 
essentially questions of why in spite of this "over­
capitalisation" in land agricultural productivity 
remains so low.
24. The Statistics of Agriculture in Bengal (1868) points 
out "improvements in agriculture are rare. The 
Zamindar is often an absentee landlord caring only for 
his rent." The land improvement register maintained in 
the districts showed that very little capital was 
invested by the Zamindars. Cited by P.N. Driver,
Problems of Zamindari and Land Tenure Reconstruction in
India (Bombay, 1949% p. 80. Bee also L.R.C., p. 36
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substance. The risk may be greater than he has estimated 
and he may not even be able to make any profit, but at the 
time of making the investment he must believe in his pros­
pects.^ Was the market for agricultural products in 
Bengal such as to make investment profitable? Was the type 
of developments which made investment in agriculture so 
remunerative in England at all experienced in Bengal?
Clearly the economic environment in Bengal both before and 
after the introduction of Permanent Settlement was altogether 
different. In spite of the rapid growth of population 
under more stable conditions the size of the domestic market 
for increased production remained limited. The most impor­
tant factor in this respect was the insignificant rate of 
urbanisation even during the period under review. Whereas 
in England rapid progress in industrialisation was pushing 
up the demand for agricultural produce and thus making 
investment by the landlords highly profitable, under the
particular conditions of Bengal growth of population was only
26increasing the pressure on available land for cultivation.
25* W.A. Lewis, The Theory of Economic Growth (London,
1955), P V 61":
26. The problem was aggravated by the policy of "de-industri­
alisation11 . The process is discussed by R.C. Dutt,
The Economic History of India under Early British Rule 
(London, 1906); R.P. Dutt, India Today (Bombay, 1^49), 
Chapter VII; R. Nukherjee, The Rise "and Pall of the 
East India Company (Berlin, T'958), JCtiap’t'ers V “and”VI.
As against this the great momentum which was given to 
the transformation or English agriculture may oe made 
from the fact that the percentage of occupied
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Such, an economic milieu does not seem to have been favourable 
for productive investment by private landlords.
It is true that the alternative scheme of economic 
development based on international specialisation led to an 
expansion of foreign demand for agricultural products in 
the 19th century. The improvement of the means of transport 
and communication, the increase of both the value and the 
physical volume of export and some urbanisation that followed 
from the groxrbh of the commercial centres made the agri­
cultural sector much more market-oriented than before. But, 
as elaborated later, a closer scrutiny suggests that the 
actual process of the establishment of commercial links and 
the nature of the market to be served were not such as to 
provide the landlords with the desired incentive for under­
taking capitalist enterprise.
Thus, while the nature of the market does not seem 
to have offered sufficient positive inducement to productive 
investment there were two other factors which further dis­
couraged such an initiative on the part of the landlords.
Footnote 26 continued from previous page.
population in agriculture decreased from about 70 *^0 
80 per cent at the end of the 17th century to only 
36 per cent at the beginning of the 19th. See: 
Deane and Cole, op.cit., p. 3 and p. 14-2.
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Firstly, there were important limitations from the 
operational point of view. Secondly, the institutional 
monopoly enjoyed by the landlords gave them an opportunity 
to augment their income without helping agricultural develop­
ment as such. These two forces were interrelated in 
that they were created by the same phenomenon - the growing 
pressure on land. Therefore, these may be treated 
separately even at the risk of some repetitions
The Royal Commission felt that one of the greatest 
drawbacks in the way of agricultural development in India 
was the absence of large farms.^ It is true that many of 
the improved technology based on modern science could be 
used only in large production units. Many crops have to be 
produced on a large scale if costs are to be kept low and 
satisfactory returns assured. But considered in the context 
of the problems already discussed it would seem that the 
absence of large farms was not the cause, but the symptom 
of the failure of the expectations behind Permanent Settle­
ment. For many years after 1793 there were vast tracts of 
lands which could be converted into large and compact pro­
duction units. In other words, a process similar to that 
at work in England could have been initiated in Bengal.
But neither the original proprietors nor the ones who bought
27• Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture (London,
* 11 jL'bum**......... ii  y ........................................................   ■ ■■■■» !■»«■■ .H i W     «i i i x  *
1926;, p. 425.
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land from them showed such, an enterprise* 'This may be 
attributed mainly to the fact that the objective economic 
conditions were not such as to justify such a venture.
The question whether reliance on international 
specialisation could sustain long-texm economic development 
has already been discussed. In this connection the most 
directly relevant consideration for the landlords was the 
question whether the foreign demand was so elastic as to 
absorb a greater volume of production made possible by the 
use of improved technology and thus to ensure a steady 
price-level. If the demand was more or less inelastic, the 
extra volume over the produce otherwise available would have 
forced down the price* In such a situation the reinvest­
ment momentum would have been lost and the landlords would 
once again have tended to become absentees.
There were other and more immediate disincentives 
to large scale farming. Returns on capital invested in 
agriculture tend to materialize slowly. This, together 
with the fact that there are usually large fluctuations in 
prices discourage large investments by private agencies 
even when production is meant for domestic market. It is 
natural that such a tendency would be stronger when pro­
duction was oriented towards meeting the demands of foreign 
buyers. Firstly, there were the difficulties of fore­
seeing accurately such things as the nature of current demand 
in the world market, prices obtainable in competition with
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other countries and the volume of their output* Secondly, 
the export trade in agricultural products was monopolized 
by the foreigners* This may have had the effect of 
depressing the share of the domestic producers from the 
benefits which would have otherwise accrued from the expansion 
of trade* Production oh a large scale involves the ser­
vicing of a fixed debt, but when the returns on capital thus 
invested were uncertain it seems to be obvious that the land­
lords would have been unwilling to incur such a debt, while 
the lenders would have every reason to discriminate against 
such long-term investments.
Finally there was another important disincentive to
large scale farming in Bengal. Production on a large scale
usually involves the mechanisation of the productive process.
In the advanced agricultural countries the absorption of farm
labour into the non-agricultural sector proceeded to such an
extent that shortage of labour in agriculture raised the
direct or imputed value of farm wages and this, in turn,
stimulated the mechanisation of farming. Prom this experience
it follows that even if the marlcet conditions in Bengal for
increased production were otherwise favourable abundance of
labour supply would have militated against the use of
28imported machinery by the landlords.
28. In this respect the contrast between the experience in 
U.K. and U.S.A. (as shown by Habal&mk, op.cit.) is 
instructive. Of greater relevance is, however, the 
fact that the preference of the European entrepreneurs
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While these considerations would seem to have dis­
couraged large scale farming, there x^ ere other factors which 
led the landlords to leave the waste lands to be brought 
under cultivation by the peasant producers As already
pointed out in the absence of a structural diversification 
of the economy the growth of population was adding to the 
pressure on land* In these circumstances the level of rent
was "determined not by the fertility of land but by the
■*0fertility of human beings". Working in the same direction 
was the development of transport and communication and the 
consequent expansion of the demand for agricultural produce* 
Ihus, as land was the scarce factor of production it would 
have commanded a high price in terms of rent whatever might 
have been the system of land tenure. But the institutional 
monopoly granted to the landlords in 1793 and strengthened 
by the subsequent regulations would seem to have given them
Footnote 28 continued from previous page.
in the "conquered territories" for labour-intensive 
technology in mines and plantation was due, at least 
partly, to the abundance of labour supply.
29* Ihe Minority Report of the L.R.C. argued that this was 
possible because of the help given by the landlords 
(p. 24). It is likely that this help took the form of 
lower rent at the initial stage.
30. D. Warriner, "Land Reform and Economic Development", 
in C.K* Eicher and L.W. Witt (eds.), Agriculture and • 
Economic Development (Dew York, 1964), pp• 2 - •
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a better opportunity to take advantage of the scramble for
'SI 3?land which ensued* The hardship^ which was thus caused
to the tenants led the government to regulate the relation­
ship between the two parties* Beginning from the Tenancy 
Act of 1859 the area held by the occupancy raiyats was 
extended as the number of cultivators falling into these 
classes increased and the freedom of the landlords to let 
at whatever rent he could charge was restricted in respect 
of these t e n a n t s T h e s e  interferences with the rental
51* This argument raises the important question of why the 
different grades of intermediaries came into being* As 
pointed oiit later it seems that both the number of inter­
mediaries and the proportion of land in which such 
interest was created have been exaggerated* However, 
the fact that such interests were created would seem to 
contradict the view that the purchase of land was so 
profitable or the landlords were really aware of such 
profit-making possibilities* Nothing definitive can, 
however, be said on this score unless we know to \fhat 
extent the creation of intermediaries was due to (a) the 
rigidity of the collection of revenue by the Government 
in the decades immediately following 1793, (b) the fact 
that the land of the Zamindars was scattered in different 
districts and (c) pursuance of such occupations by some 
of the landlords which took them permanently to the urban 
areas*
32. H.V# Lovett, "District Administration in Bengal, 1818-1858", 
Chapter II in Cambridge History of India, pp. 29-31 •
The Lt. Governor of Bengal said, r,in the interval of 66 
years, that is between 1793 and 1859, while the proprietory 
body gained in strength and prospered in wealth, village 
communities perished" cited by H.D. Malaviya, Land 
Reforms in India (New Delhi, 1954-), P* 123*
33* Materials available from the Settlement Reports make it 
clear that more than 80 per cent of land was under the 
control' of the occupancy raiyats with virtually all the 
rights of ownership.
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market represented an important shift from the policy of 
laissez faire implicit in the Plan of 1793* hut these were 
neither designed to nor could prevent the landlords from 
exercising their monopoly power and against a background of 
growing demand for land this continued to strengthen the 
tendency towards leaving cultivation to the peasantry.
Market conditions in Japan were far more favourable than in 
Bengal, but even then the concentration of land in the hands 
of the landlords did not lead to large scale farming with 
the help of hired labour. This was mainly due to the high 
rent which characterised Japanese agriculture. So long as 
the landlords could sit back and collect 50 per cent to 60 
per cent of the produce as rent there was little incentive 
for him to become capitalist farmer.^ In the light of 
this experience it seems to be fairly clear why the Bengal 
landlords did not undertake large scale farming.
It may, however, he argued that even if the land­
lords could not themselves become capitalist farmexsthey 
could have helped agricultural development by undertaking 
such measures as the dissemination of the use of fertilizer, 
manures, improved seeds and breed among the cultivators. 
Capital requirements for such intensive farming methods are
34-. Nobutaka Ike, "Taxation and Landownership in the Westerni­
sation of Japan", The Journal of Economic History, vol. 
VII, Ho. 1 (194-7)»"ppT"”T60-TB2T
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usually modest and these take mainly the form of working 
capital which gives a quick return hy way of increased 
output. The usual explanation which has heen given for the 
lack of initiative in this direction was the existence of 
different grades of subinfeudation between the actual culti­
vators and the original tenure-holders or the proprietors. 
Thus, according to the Land Revenue Commission this growth 
of intermediaries prevented the "Zamindars from fulfilling 
the functions which provide the economic justification for a 
landlord and tenant system because with few exceptions the 
tenure-holders immediately above the raiyats have neither 
the incentive nor the capital to effect agricultural improve­
ment. The Zamindar today cannot obtain an enhancement of 
rent even for any improvement which he makes and he feels 
that he is no longer responsible for improvements."^
The Minority Report which mainly reflected the opinions of 
the different Landholders1 Associations and the British India 
Association also took the same view.^ Commission passed
35* b.R.C., p. 34-* The other obstacle referred to by the
Commission was the splitting up of the estates and tenures 
among many co-sharers. This was a genuine problem but 
it was not explained why there were so many co-sharers.
Nor is it clear whether the Commission was referring only 
to the Zamindars or also to the tenure-holders. Finally, 
as pointed out later, the landlords could legally obtain 
an enhancement of rent for improvement.
36. L.R.C., p. 215*
this judgement on the situation as it obtained in the 20th 
century, but it did not concern itself with the forces which 
led to the growth of the tenure-holders and, thus, seems 
to have confused the causes of the failure of the Plan of 
1793 with its symptoms. It is likely that there were inter­
mediaries even before 1793 > hut the enormous complexity into 
which this system ^developed in the 19th century was the 
creation of the landlords themselves and was thus indicative 
of the failure of permanent settlement, not its cause.^ 
However, there are two considerations which 
suggest that even if the problem is not examined in this 
particular historical perspective the findings of the Com­
mission do not fully explain why the expectations of Lord 
Cornwallis did not materialize. The questions that have 
to be asked are: Vhat proportion of land was affected by
the growth of intermediaries between the original proprietors 
(Zamindar) and the raiyats? What was the extent of land in 
which there were more than one grade of tenure-holders?
It is difficult to get detailed evidence on these issues. 
However, if the position that obtained in two districts is 
believed to be of any significance it seems that the Com­
mission exaggerated the difficulties arising from the exis­
tence of intermediaries. Thus, while in Dacca the Zamindars
37* Only a few tenures were registered annually in the 20th 
century. See Report on the Land Revenue Administration 
of the Presidency of Bengal (annualT.
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had direct contact with the cultivators in respect of 64 
per cent of land in Faridpur it was 35 P@^ cent. Secondly, 
in Dacca 62 per cent and in Khulna 45 per cent of the tenures 
were of first grades. This would suggest that at least
a section of these tenure-holders immediately below the 
Zamindars (original proprietors) had direct contact with 
the raiyats and perhaps capital to invest in land.^ From 
the Settlement Reports it is clear that rent payable by most
38. For the evidence on Dacca see Final Report on the Survey 
and Settlement Operations in the M s  trie t of Dacca, 
1910-191? (Calcutta, 191?) respectively p.”69 and p.6.
For Faridpur see Final Report on the Survey and Settle­
ment Operations in the Faridpur District, 1904-1914 
(Calcutta,' 1916)71?. 25"* For Khulna see Final Report 
on the Survey and Settlement of the Bhadra Estate in the 
Khulna Pistrict, 19q5-1909 CCalcutta,191171 The 
following information is available from the Settlement 
Reports regarding the number of the grades of interme­
diaries: Dacca - 9> Jessore - 6 or 7, Khulna - 8,
Bogra - 10, and Bakerganj - 12. This evidence indicates 
that the opinion of the Statutory Commission (cited by 
L.R.C., p. 37) that there were 35 to 50 grades of tenure- 
holders is grossly exaggerated. The maximum in Bakerganj 
which is said to have had the highest number of grades 
was only 20 in certain estates.
39* 9?he opinion of the Commission quoted above would indicate 
that by Mtenure-holders immediately above the raiyats” 
they meant tenure-holders in those estates which had more 
than one grade of intermediaries. It may not necessarily 
be true that in general all such tenure-holders did not 
have sufficient capital to invest in land. However, 
if we accept this opinion, by implication it would mean 
that the tenure-holders who were the only one grade of 
intermediaries betitfeen the Zamindars and the raiyats may 
have capital. Hence the emphasis on the role of this 
class of tenure-holders.
of these intermediaries were fixed. Thus, they could have 
made profit by undertaking agricultural improvement. But 
neither they nor the Zamindars fulfilled their economic 
role. Thus, even within its limited context the investi­
gation of the Commission remains incomplete.
The real explanation seems to lie in the fact that 
the disincentive to capital investment mentioned in con­
nection with the absence of large scale farming was stronger 
when land was cultivated by small peasants. The average
size of an agricultural holding in Bengal was 2.25 acres in 
401921. This was neither an economic nor a subsistence 
holding. Such conditions do not seem to have created an 
ideal environment for the landlords to take the desired lead 
in capital investment. With the income of the majority 
of the tenants so low the landlords would have found it 
very difficult to raise the return on their capital. If 
the investor is investing in his own concern, the problem 
is relatively simple, but if he has partners and they are so 
poor and numerous in number the risk of obtaining a reasonable 
return on capital far outweighs the incentive to its
40. Census of India, Bengal, Part 1 (Calcutta, 1923)* p* 577* 
As against this ttxe average holding in England and Wales 
in 185! was 111 acres. The position at the turn of 
the 19th century does not seem to have been much dif­
ferent. <T.H. Clapham, An Economic History of Modern 
Britain (Cambridge, 1932) , p . 264 and p“ 45l • ~
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investment* This was essentially the problem in Bengal.
From this it follows that even if there were no inter­
mediaries between the landlords and the cultivators the 
former would have hardly taken an initiative in improving 
the productive quality of land.
So far it has been assumed that the peasants would 
have made use of the new technology made available to them 
by the landlords. But is this a valid assumption at all?
It is true that the cultivators tend automatically to 
equate production maximisation with "profit maximisation”.
In other words, profit considerations of the peasants would 
have been different from those of the landlords. How­
ever, this does not obviously mean that the absence of an 
expanding domestic market would not have been a disincentive 
also for the tenants* It is true that at low levels the 
cultivators may eat nearly the whole of the extra output, 
but clearly this applies only to that section of the peasantry 
which is not producing enough for their domestic requirements. 
Moreover, in such a situation the fruits of improvement in 
productivity will be absorbed by the growth of population* 
without making any lasting effect on the standard of living. 
Once we pass on from this section of the tenants to those
41. See Chapter II
who were producing just enough or above their subsistence 
needs the importance of an expanding market becomes more 
evident. In this connection it may be recalled that though 
these tenants are numerically smaller, they cultivate the 
larger portion of land. Given that the cultivators are 
aware of the effectiveness of the inputs like improved 
varieties of seeds, fertilizer, etc., the question whether
s
the use of these purchased inputs will be sustained will 
depend on whether there is adequate demand in the market
LlO
for the additional production. Since we have argued 
that in the absence of sufficient industrialisation the 
market opportunities in Bengal for increasediagricultural 
production was limited it seems that the problems faced by 
the tenants would have been basically the same as for the 
landlords.
been pointed out that while limited incentive discouraged 
such an enterprise the institutional monopoly enjoyed by the
42. The increasing recognition of the necessity of providing 
the peasant producers with adequate market-incentive and 
the historical experience in Japan clearly underline the 
importance of the problem under discussion. The Japanese 
experience is discussed by K . Olikawa, nPhases of Agri­
cultural Development and Economic Growth1 in K. Ohkawa, 
B.P. Johnston and I" / - * v - *
pp. 3-36; P.P. Dore, "Agricultural Improvement in Japan", 
in E.L. Jones and S.J. Woolf (eds.), Agrarian Change and
Economic Development; The Historical Problems (London,
1939)* PP• 55-121; S. Ishikawa, Economic Development in 
Asian Perspective (Tokyo, 196?), pp. lbl-ib2 and p. I'/2.
In explaining the absence of large farms it has
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landlords as against a background of adverse man-land ratio 
gave tbem a definite encouragement to leave cultivation to 
the peasants. Similarly the manifold ways in which the 
landlords could derive financial benefits from this monopoly 
made it meaningless to expect that they would take an 
initiative in agricultural modernisation, Thus, under the 
Tenancy Laws the money-rent payable by occupancy raiyats 
could be increased on the following grounds:
(a) the rate was below the prevailing rate in the village 
or neighbouring villages;
(b) a rise in the average local prices of food crops;
(c) improvement of the productive quality of land by the 
action of the landlords;
(d) improvement effected by fluvial actions*
The rate of increase could not exceed 12 per cent and enhance­
ment once obtained could not be claimed again before the 
expiry of 15 years. The rate of increase could be more 
than 12| per cent when an improvement hy the landlord was 
effected or anticipated. Moreover, the landlords were 
entitled to a fee of 20 per cent of the value of land trans­
ferred or leasehold created by a raiyat for a year not 
exceeding 12 years (Section 4-8H).
I'rom the available evidence it is not possible to 
estimate the increase in the rate of rent which took place 
since 1871 when gross rental was first calculated on the
3 6 0
"basis of Road Cess. ^ Some idea may, however, be made 
from the figures relating to the period from 1914 when 
extension of cultivation to new areas seems to have come to 
a virtual end (fable 7.1*)• This rate of increase which
fable 7*1*
(Increase in gross rental and transfer fee)
Years Total legal rental Landlord's Fee
1914/15-1918/19 122388 (100) 125*4
1919/20-1923/24 139556 (113) 127 *4
1924/25-1928/29 148842 (120) 123.8
1929/30-1933/34 161466 (131) 2854.4
1934/35-1938/39 169996 (138) 2765.2
Source: Land Revenue Administration Report (op.cit.).
(All figures in thousands. Rental in 1871 was estimated 
at 754-08 thousand rupees.)
otherwise looks small has to be understood in relation to the 
fact that during the same period agricultural productivity 
remained more or less stagnant and pressure of population on 
land continued to increase at a first rate. Secondly, in
43. Figures are available from the Land Revenue Administration 
Report. The large number of suits instituted for the 
enhancement of rent also indicate that the landlords 
were increasing the rate of rent. See Statistical 
Abstracts of British India.
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1936/57 nearly 5 pe^ cent of the legal rental was paid by 
raiyats with, fixed rent and some lands x^ rere held by rent- 
free raiyats, Thirdly, this increase in rental does not 
reflect the increase in the collection of illegal cesses 
which is likejy to have taken place during the same period,^ 
It has been argued that the English landlords 
provided permanent capital because there was a market in 
land and a strong demand for tenants,^ Without the requi­
site investment it was difficult for them to attract the 
substantial capitalist tenants. The emphasis on the effect 
of such pressure from the side of the tenants may seem to 
underestimate the positive side of the landlords1 motive 
for profit-making from the new opportunities, but to the 
extent that this shows how the English landlords could not 
make profit from land without providing the favourable 
physical and psychological environment to their tenants 
brings out the sharp contrast of the situation that obtained 
in Bengal* In the absence of substantial industrialisation
44, Illegal cess was estimated by some members of the Pro­
vincial Legislative Gouncil as ranging between 60 to 
120 million rupees, cited by R, Mukhergee, Dynamics of 
a Rural Society, A Study of the Economic Structure in 
Bengal Village Ts(Berlin, 19575 * In 192*0 a Zamindar' 
asked his tenants to raise 3000/= for his contribution 
to the Congress, Bee Proceedings of the Bengal Legis­
lative Council, 1927? vol, XIV, Ho. 2, pp. 98-99; The 
collection of illegal cesses by the landlords are dis­
cussed in detail in the Settlement Reports,
45* Habakkuk, op,cit,, p. 199*
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46which, through its "linkage effects" and the reduction of 
pressure on land would have created an environment of sus­
tained economic growth there was little incentive for 
private agencies to make productive investment on a large 
scale* The landlords did not take advantage of these 
limited opportunities as, it would seem, anticipated gains 
from such enterprise far outweighed the various types of 
risks and uncertainties which it involved* As against 
this the adverse man-land ratio created a situation in 
which they could increase their profits without making pro­
ductive investment.^
By the time the Agricultural Revolution had 
started in England the tradition of the landlords1 providing 
permanent capital to their tenants was well-established as 
this was also the practice in the preceding two centuries
46. W.W. Rostow, "Eeading Sectors and the Take-Off" in his
(ed.) The Economics of Take-Off, etc., op.cit., pp. 1-121. 
A.O. Hirschman, F^he Strategy oE* Economic Development 
(Yale, 1970), Chapter VI. ~
47* Erom the point of viev*r of securing rapid economic develop­
ment such a policy of the landlords in buying up land 
without improving its productive quality may appear to 
be "irrational" or "traditional", but as pointed out by 
Aubrey (op.cit*) this kind of thinking implies a Welfare 
judgement whicti does not conform to the profit-oriented 
investment criterion of the investing individual. Eor 
a discussion of how alternative opportunities for making 
profits can be an obstacle to productive investment in 
the underdeveloped countries see, H. Leibenstein,
Economic Backwardness and Economic G-rowth (Hew York, 1962),
ppV 111-119.------- ------- --------
when the entire economy was undergoing gradual changes.
The contribution of the rapid transformation of the late 
18th century was essentially to widen the scale of this 
practice by creating greater opportunities for productive 
investment. As against this the economy of Bengal, as 
that of any other parts of India, had a long history of 
relative stagnation during which the landlords had never 
looked upon land as an avenue of productive investment. One 
important factor in this respect was the antipathy shown to 
them by the imperial administration as they were often the 
source of political danger. The obvious result of such an 
environment was the great uncertainty about the enjoyment
ZlQ
of the fruits of investment by the landlords. Considered
in this context it seems that the declaration of property 
rights in land with fixed financial obligations to the 
government was a necessary step in transforming the inherited 
attitude of the landlords, but this was not a sufficient 
condition. Such a condition could be fulfilled in an 
environment in which returns on productive investment would 
appear greater than the profit from the alternative sources 
of institutional monopoly in land. Economic development on 
the basis of international specialisation under conditions
48. The role and status of the landlords in the pre-British 
period is discussed by Irfan Habib, Agrarian System of 
Mughal India (London, 1963)* Chapter V, Moore, op.cit.
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of rapid population growth, does not seem to have created 
such an economic environment in Bengal. As pointed out by- 
Lewis capital is not the only requirement for growth, and if 
capital is made available without at the same time a fruitful 
framework for its use, it will be wasted.^ If we look at 
the problem in this way it does not seem difficult to 
explain why the investible surplus of many landlords remained 
only a potential surplus.
There is, however, one opinion according to which 
the "essentially negative"-^ character of Hindu ideology 
would have prevented the landlords from becoming capitalist 
entrepreneur even if the objective conditions were favourable* 
This raises the whole question of the importance of the cul­
turally and institutionally determined values which is being 
increasingly emphasised in the literature on development 
economics, though other writers have not taken such an 
extreme stand. Obviously it is not possible here to go 
into the details of the controversies on the precise relation­
ship between such values and economic development and its
4-9• Lewis, op.cit., p. 201.
50. Max Weber, The Religion of India, translated and edited 
by H.H. Gerth and 3)7 Martindale (Glencoe, Illinois, 
1958)* PP* 111-112. Of more importance is his argument 
that they could not even become successful imitators,
p. 25* These are cited by Morris, op.cit.
bearing on tlae subject under investigation.-^ But there 
are at least two factors which need to be taken into con­
sideration in this respect. Firstly, whether the landlords 
meule any investment in commerce and industry. This again 
raises the question if the policy of the government and 
competition with foreigners left much scope for the local
C p
capital. Without going into a discussion of this question 
it may be pointed out that at least some of the landlords 
did takeaan initiative in commercial and even in industrial 
enterprise.^ The second question that has to be considered
51. These writers have not, on the whole, taken such an 
extreme stand. The controversy among them seems to 
conform to the pattern noted in connection with the 
relationship between agricultural and industrial sectors 
of an economy. For a summary of these views see
T. Szentes, The Political Economy of Underdevelopment 
(Budapest, -1971), Chapter IV*
52. For some of the recent works in which these problems 
are discussed see S.I£. Sen, Studies in Economic Policy 
and Development of India, 1853-1926 ^Calcutta, 1966);
A.K. Bagchi, Private Investment in India. 1900-1959 
(Cambridge, 1575), particularly Chapter 6; Michael 
Kidron, Foreign Investments in India (London, 1965)> 
Chapter i and Chapter 5.
53* Some of these landlords are referred to by S.IC. Sen, 
o;p.cit., pp. 95-97. Clearly this test of the parti­
cipation of the landlords in commerce and industry does 
not apply to all the grades of landlords. With regard 
to the smaller landlords, particularly those living in 
the rural areas it is likely that many of them were 
traders and money-lenders.
A
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is the effect of the abolition of monopoly on the outlook
of those who enjoy it* A relevant example in this regard
is the response of the Japanese nobility to the changed
circumstances after 1875. With the abolition of their
feudal rights this class found themselves with plenty of
government bonds, but no duties or privileges in the new
society* As a result many of them turned to banking,
industrial enterprise and farming on capitalist lines - and,
thus, made positive contribution to the process of economic 
54-development *x Such a transformation of the nobility would 
seem to have been possible not only because their privileged 
status was abolished, but also because profitable oppor­
tunities were opening up. It is true that the Bengal 
landlords were not feudal lords as such. Nor did all of 
them have an investible surplus. But in the light of this 
experience it would seem that basically the problem was due 
to the fact that there were neither many opportunities nor 
pressure for productive use of capital by the landlords.
The experience of the years from 1793 when the 
landlords did not show the desired initiative in agricultural 
development seems to have had considerable influence on the 
changed policy of the Indian administration in favour of
54-. 1.1. Kramer, "Land Reform and Industrial Development in 
Japan1', Land Economics (November, 1953) cited by Lewis, 
op.cit., p. £37; Dore, op.cit.
establishing direct dealings with the peasants and village
communities.^ In Bengal, however, this led to a policy
of compromise between the two systems, though the formal
recognition did not come before 1859 when the first Tenancy
Act was passed. In other words, the government pursued a
policy of keeping intact the institutional monopoly of the
landlords and at the same time to afford relief to the
raiyats* The main motive behind such a policy seems to
have been political. Thus, as pointed out by Mr Ilbert
while introducing the Rent Bill of 1885, the efforts of the
landlords to obtain higher rents and the opposition of the
tenants to what they considered as unjust was creating a
serious state of affairs. In these circumstances the
government could neither restore the raiyats to their status
in 1793 nor 1 attack the Vested interests of the landlords”
57in ”any degree” Therefore, the protective law which was
being passed had to "contain much that is in the nature of
58expedients, adjustments and compromises”.^ Apart from this
55- The theoretical assumptions are discussed by Le *- Stokes, 
The English Utilitarians and India (Oxford, 1959)»
Chapter II.
56. Abstracts of the Proceedings of the Council of the
Oovernor-General o'f. India assembledr~for~the purpose of 
Mailing Laws and Regulations, 1885, p« 77 ana p'. 2?7.
57* Statement of the Lt. Governor of Bengal, Ibid., p. 440.
58. Ilbertfs Statement, Ibid., 1885, p. 191* For fuller 
discussion on the changed attitude of the government in 
the pre-Mutiny period see, R.J. Moore, Sir Charles Woodfs 
Indian Policy, 1855-66 (Manchester, 1966), pp. 178-205;
/Continued over
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necessity of regulating tlie landlord-ten ant relationship 
there was also explicit and implicit recognition of the 
importance of such a law with regard to productive effi­
ciency.^ But these were somewhat contradictory. Thus, 
it is difficult to see how the expectation that greater 
security of tenure would enable the cultivators to under­
take improvement when they were virtually left to themselves. 
Moreover, under the Act of 1885 the right of transfer was 
not recognised. This was rectified by the Act of 1928, 
but the sale price of land was depressed as the landlords 
were allowed to take a fee of 20 per cent. Similarly, when 
the landlords could obtain enhancement without making pro­
ductive investment, they could not be expected to fulfil the 
lingering hope that they would take initiative in agricul­
tural development. This is not to suggest that the land­
lords would not have claimed an increase in rent if there
Bootnote 58 continued from previous page.
T.E. Metcalf, "The Influence of the Mutiny of 1857 on 
Land Policy in India11, Historical Journal, vol. IV, Ho.2, 
(1961), pp. 152-165; 1 The Struggle over Land Tneure in
India, 1860-186811, Journal of Asian Studies, vol. XXI
(May, 1962), pp. 295-307*
59• See Report of the Rent Law Commission (Calcutta, 1880), 
p. 50 and p.93* Under Section 82(i) every raiyat and 
under-raiyat who was ejected from his holding was en­
titled to get compensation for any improvement of the 
land he had made.
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60was a sanction against it. Similarly, it is difficult 
to suggest that the extra revenue earned by the government 
from the abolition of landlordism would have been spent, 
as it was done in Japan, in a co-ordinated plan for agri­
cultural transformation. In the raiyatwari areas the 
government were the landlords as the recipient of economic
rent, but under the prevailing doctrine of laissez faire its
61role in agricultural development remained limited.
Considered against this background the protective laws were 
indeed close to the realities of economic life. But such 
laws which are meant to leave the lardlords in possession 
of their land and at the same time ameliorate the conditions 
of the tenants, are a compromise solution, both politically 
and economically and it could create conditions for the 
perpetuation of economic stagnation rather than sustained
60. This is borne out by the failure of the Bombay Tenancy 
Act which fixed a ceiling on rental demand. Cited by 
0. Myrdal, Asian Drama, An Enquiry into the Poverty of 
Nations (London, 19687, vol. it, pp. 13^8-1329*
61. The severity of the M i l l c r i t i c i s m  of the permanent 
settlement appears to be Surprising In the context of 
the conventional view of classical political economy 
and its presumed association with laissez faire. On 
this basis the classical economists wou.ld be expected to 
support measures which encouraged the establishment of 
improving landlords and gave them a strong motive for 
profit-making by leasing their properties.Many 19th
century economists took this attitude. See R.D.C. Black, 
"Economic Policy in Ireland and India in the Time of 
J.S. Mill", The Economic History Review, 2nd Series,
■ Vol. x x i i , pp. 3£ l-336:
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growth. It is interesting that even in the late 1920s
when the government had avowedly abandoned the policy of
laissez faire this compromise was sought to he maintained
by asking the Royal Commission on Agriculture not to make
any recommendation regarding the "existing system of land-
62ownership or tenancy or of assessment of revenud.
In this connection it has, however, to be pointed 
out that the opinion of nationalist leaders and newspapers 
was not different either. In the last quarter of the 19th 
century they gave full support to the protective legis­
lation against the powerful opposition from the landlords. 
Ihere were differences of opinion in matter of details and 
some of the leaders even took the side of the landlords, but 
the larger body of opinion agreed that such legislation was 
essential for the well-being of the peasantry.^ However, 
in one important respect there was a difference. Whereas 
many of these leaders demanded the lowering or fixity of 
revenue in other provinces as an incentive for making greater 
productive efforts by the cultivators and as a safeguard 
against famines, they do not seem to have opposed either 
the restricted or the unrestricted rights given to the
62. Cited by R.P. butt, op.cit., p. 182.
63. This part of the discussion is based on the work by
B . Chandra, The Rise and Growth of Economic Nationalism 
in India (New Delhi, 1966) , Chapters IX a h c T Y . 1
landlords to enhance the rental paid respectively by the 
cash-paying occupancy raiyats and other categories of raiyats 
and under-raiyats. It is difficult to accept the prevailing 
view that such measures would have really offered a solution 
to the basic problems of the agrarian economy of these 
provinces. However, the fact that the nationalist leaders 
took such a different line in Bengal seems to bring out 
some of the inherent complications arising from the concen­
tration of interest in landed property.
These complications were more sharply focused in 
the 1920s and 1930s. The first occasion came in 1923 when 
Sir John ICeir proposed, in his amendment to the Tenancy Act 
of 1885? the extension of occupancy rights to the share 
croppers and other measures generally unfavourable to the 
landlords. This drew such strong protests from both within 
and outside the Bengal Legislative Council that the Bill had
aii.
to be abandoned. The Act of 1885 was at last amended in 
1928, but with the support of the Congress and Swaraj 
members the landlords successfully resisted a move by a 
section of the members to deprive them of their right of 
collecting transfer fee and pre-emption and even a legal 
status to the share-croppers.^ Thus, even in the 1920s
64. See L.R.C., p.2&5*
65• See Bengal Legislative Council Proceedings, vol. XXX, 
No. 2 and No. 3»
the policy of the nationalist leaders remained essentially 
one of compromise, i.e. to grant greater security to the 
raiyats and at the same time to safeguard the interest of 
the landlords. Again, there were differences of opinion 
as to the extent of rights to he granted to the different 
grades of the raiyats hut there was as yet no proposal for 
a radical change in the existing system.
Such a proposal was first voiced in 1932 at a 
conference of the Bengal Provincial Praja Samity formed in 
1929 and later renamed as Krishak Praja Party* This 
party contested the provincial elections of 1937 on the 
basis of its programme for the abolition of landlordism 
without compensation. The coalition ministry which was 
formed under the Premiership of A.K. Pazlul Huq, the leader 
of the ICcishak Praja Party appointed a Commission to devise 
ways and means to replace the Permanent Settlement "by a 
more equitable system and laws suitable to the needs and 
requirements of the people" as, it was argued, it had 
" arises ted the economic growth and development of the province 
and have adversely affected the national outlook of the 
people"*^7 The Commission recommended the abolition of
66. For details of the background of the formation of this 
party and the various other demands made at this con­
ference relating to the agrarian economy, see A.M. Ahmed, 
Amar Dekha Panchash Basarer Rajniti (Dacca, 1968),
Chapter IV to Chapter XII.
67. The Indian Annual Register (1938), vol. II, p. 219*
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landlordism with, compensation, but this was not implemented* 
However, the fact that there was such a move com­
pelled the other political parties to define their policy 
with regard to the Permanent Settlement more categorically 
than they had done before* As it has been pointed out, in 
the late 1920s the "nationalists had reached a turning point. 
Their increasing sense of political power combined with the 
catastrophic economic events brought sharply into focus the 
fact that the long preparation for political education must 
be accompanied by a definite programme of economic policy*1. 
This was particularly true with regard to the Congress.
The increased emphasis on the problems of rural life which 
the changed circumstances called for and the argument of 
the Krishak Proja Party that these were due to the prevailing 
system of landownership and should, therefore, be abolished 
must have created a dilemma for the Congress. Por it could 
neither alienate the support of the landlords nor overlook 
the problems of the rural masses who were now empowered to 
vote. So, on the one hand, the party openly opposed the
68. K.N. Chaudhuri, "Economic Problems and Indian Indepen­
dence", in C.H. Philips and M.D. Wainwright (eds.),
The Partition of India, Policies and Perspectives,
1 9 3 3 '^ V  (X lohdon, " l 9 7 0 ) ,  t o . 2 9 4 -3 1 5 . T h is  w o r F c k s -
cusses in detail the policies of the different parties 
with regard to the economic problems of the time.
abolition of the Permanent Settlement  ^and, on the other,
championed the cause of the reconstruction of the rural
economy. The policies which were formulated remained,
however, vague, impractical and inadequate as a solution
70to the basic problems of poverty.'
Initially the Muslim League also opposed the idea 
of the abolition of landlordism. This was in spite of the 
fact that the landlords mostly belonged to the Hindu com­
munity and this offered a great opportunity to enlist the 
support of the Moslem masses. It is true that subsequently
this party abandoned its opposition when it entered into a
71coalition with the Krishak Pro ja Party,1 but it would seem 
that this was one of the reasons why the recoimnendation of 
the Ploud Commission was not implemented.
The reaction of the landlords was predictably very 
strong. They had always zealously tried to safeguard all
69* Thus, in 1931 the working committee of the Congress 
passed a resolution assuring the Zamindars that there 
was no design on interests legitimately acquired and 
appealing to the landed and monied class for financial 
help. See: Indian Annual Register (1931)9 vol. II,
p. 86. The drXemma’^faceHT^ByCongress is further shown 
by the evidence cited earlier that in 1926 a Zamindar 
asked his tenants to raise 3000/- for the payment of 
his contribution to the Congress.
70. See for example: the resolutions passed at Karachi in 
1931- Quoted by Chaudhuri, op.cit., p. 3^ 1*'
71. Indian Annual Register (1935)? vol. II, p. 219*
the benefits which, could be obtained from their monopoly
control of land. The result was that the provisions of
the Tenancy Act of 1885 and its amendment in 1928 were less
favourable to the tenants than they were originally intended
to be. The usual defence of the landlords was that the
protective legislation was a violation of the declaration
of proprietory rights made in 1793* Now when they were
threatened with the total abolition of their rights they
made the further claim that they were a minority community
and as such were entitled to special protection by the
73Provincial Governor under the Act of 1935* Some of the
more determined landlords went to the extent of declaring
74their support for the continuation of foreign rule.
Finally it may be asked why the Krishak Pro<ja 
Party demanded the abolition of the Permanent Settlement. 
There is at least one view according to which this was 
done in order to advance the cause of Moslem separatism in
72. For a discussion of how some of the more important con-^  
cessions proposed to the tenants by the Rent Law Com­
mission (1880) see Chandra, op.cit.
73* L.R.C. (Minority Report), vol. I.
74. Thus, in 1938 the Chairman of the All-India Landlords1 
Association declared, "If we are to exist as a class, 
it is our duty to strengthen the hold of the govern­
ment." Cited by S.G. Madim, Need for Institutional 
Changes and Regional Planning for Optimal1!'^Development 
of the AgriculturaT^esources of India (Wisconsin,
T3P77~P. 35T"— ---------------------
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75in Bengal#(y It is not our purpose here to raise some of 
the issues which seem to he overlooked in this assessment. 
However, |t has to he pointed out that at least this view 
does not explain why the Muslim League which was more anxious 
to safeguard the interests of the Moslem community did not 
support such a move. Q}he abolition of the Permanent 
Settlement, as it had developed over the years, was a neces­
sary step in the reorganisation of the agrarian economy, 
hut in itself this was not sufficient. Such a condition 
could he fulfilled only if the surplus generated in the 
agricultural sector was spent for a co-ordinated plan for 
its transformation. The fact that the Congress and the 
government did not recognise this necessity of abolishing 
landlordism made their plans of agricultural development 
somewhat contradictory. On the other hand, from the reso­
lution quoted earlier it would seem that the plan of the 
Krishak Proja Party was not conceived in this spirit of 
facilitating official efforts for modernizing the agricul­
tural sector. In other words, abolition of the Permanent
Settlement was identified with the solution of the manifold
76problems of the rural economy of Bengal.1 But whatever
75* J.H. Broomfield, Elite Conflict in a Plural Society 
(London, 1968), p T ’iJSS* ” “  '
76. This argument that the change of tenarial arrangements 
does not automatically solve the problem of low produc­
tivity is clearly borne out by the experience in East 
Pakistan. Here superior landlordism was abolished in 
1950, but productivity is still as low as it was before 
the abolition of the Permanent Settlement.
might have been the motive of the Krishak Proja Party it is 
clear that their call to do away with landlordism pointed 
to the way in which the tenurial system had to be changed 
sooner or later*
As mentioned at the beginning in the present stage 
of our knowledge about the different aspects of landlordism 
in Bengal it is not possible to form a clear idea about the 
question why the landlords did not fulfil their economic 
role. But the points which have been raised in this 
chapter would suggest that essentially the problem was one 
of the absence of such a favourable economic environment which 
would encourage private agencies like landlords to improve 
agriculture, either directly through their own efforts or 
through their tenants. The most basic factor which accounted 
for the absence of such a favourable environment was the very 
slow pace of industrialisation and consequently the res­
tricted nature of market and the high demand for land by 
the peasant producers. In these circumstances what was 
needed, from the institutional side, was the abolition of 
landlordism if agriculture was to be modernised. But such 
an idea was not favoured either by the foreign government 
or the major political parties of India, though there was 
increasing awareness about the problems of the rural areas.
The only move which was made came in the changed circum­
stances of the 1930s, but it did not succeed.
CONCLUSION
In this work an attempt has been made to present 
a quantitative picture of the performance of the agriculture 
of Bengal during the period from 1920/21 to 194-5/4-6.
The main emphasis has been on the trends in crop-output 
and its two determinants - acreage under cultivation and 
yield. We have seen in the light of the available data 
from independent sources, that the officially published 
data on acreage were mostly underestimated and those on 
yield overestimated, but at least in the case of the former 
the pattern was not uniform over the entire period. The 
acreage data have accordingly been revised and it has been 
contended that the trends estimated from the revised series 
can be expected to provide a more reliable picture about 
the agrarian economy of Bengal. The picture which thus 
emerges has four important features.
During the quarter century from 1920 there was 
hardly any improvement in yield at the aggregate level and 
onlya marginal expansion of the acreage under cultivation.
The obvious result was that there was a marked disparity 
between the population growth and crop production. However, 
there were considerable differences in the trends of the 
two groups of food crops and non-food crops. Tims, in 
the case of the former a small expansion of acreage was 
accompanied by a corresponding decline in yield. This
was due mainly to the stagnation of the acreage and yield 
of winter rice. Acreage and yield of minor crops like 
wheat, barley and gram increased, but their combined weight 
was so small that this increase could hardly improve the 
aggregate picture in this group of crops. The rate of 
expansion of the acreage under non-food crops was still 
smaller, but the yield per acre increased considerably.
The rate of improvement of the yield of jute, the largest 
single crop in this group, was very low, but the improve­
ment in the case of other crops, particularly sugarcane, 
was very marked. Thus, for individual crops it is clear 
that while the yield and acreage of the major crops 
declined or remained more or less stagnant, those of the 
minor ones increased. This contrast in the case of 
acreage under the minor crops underlines the direction in 
which the expansion of acreage Is likely to place (i.e. 
through the increase in double-cropping) in a long settled 
country. For it may be recalled that most of these minor 
crops are raised as secondary crops.
Secondly, it is significant that though the 
trends in the revised,series are more adverse than in the 
official series these are much better than those estimated 
by Blyn. This, would substantiate the belief that the 
inclusion of Bihar and Orissa considerably depressed the 
trend rates for Bengal Proper. It is also significant
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that the trends in our revised series are more in confor­
mity with the experience in other parts of India during 
this period than shown either in the officially published 
data or by Blyn.
Thirdly, agricultural trends in the five regional 
omits of Bengal were considerably dissimilar both with 
regard to acreage under cultivation and yield per acre*
In some cases these dissimilarities seem to reflect the 
differences in geo-physical conditions or the change of 
the intensity of cultivation which took place during these 
years *
It Is not difficult to appreciate why there was 
virtual stagnation in the all-crop acreage as the scope for 
the extension of cultivation to new areas was limited*
But why was there no significant Improvement in yield per 
acre despite the relative abundance of labour? Could it 
be argued that this was due to the lack of efficiency on 
the part of the cultivators in the allocation of the factors 
of production? It has not been possible, for lack of data, 
to investigate this specific problem. Instead as an alter­
native test we have examined whether the cultivators were 
responsive to changes In the price-level of Individual and 
total crops® No significant elasticity of all-crop 
acreage has been found with regard to the changes in the 
terms of trade with the non-agricultural sector. But a
closer look at the specific considerations which, weigh on 
the production decision of total crops during a period of 
falling prices and a limited scope for increasing pro­
duction during a period of rising prices makes it clear 
that there was no ’perversity' or 'survival-mindedness' 
in the production "behaviour of the cultivators. Greater 
insight about the rationality of the production decision 
of the peasantry is provided by the findings on the 
elasticity of individual crop acreage with regard to change 
in relative price and relative yield* For these show that 
though the inelastic supply of the most important production 
input - land - did not allow the Bengal cultivators to 
increase the total acreage under cultivation they were 
maximising their proceeds from the given resources by the 
shifts of areas to such crops which wex*e more profitable 
either as a :eesult of the rise in relative price or relative 
yield. As indicated by the findings on the price-elasticity 
of the acreage under autumn rice it is also clear that 
such response was not confined only to the cash crops.
In other words, the cultivation of food crops was also res­
ponsive to changes in price in cases where there was adequate 
scope for substitution with an alternative crop... In 
spite of the obvious limitations of the available data and 
the method of estimation it would, therefore, seem that 
the cultivators were taking such rational product:.on decision
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as was desirable within the given technological and 
ins uitufcional cons'cralnts o
It would, therefore, seem that the real explan­
ation for the low productivity and the near-zero trend 
during the period under review was due to the low level 
of capital formation* lor it could be argued that since 
the per capita income in the agricultural sector was low 
and the underlying trend was one of decline this adversely 
affected the level of capital formation® It has not been 
possible for us to estimate either the trends in capital 
formation or the proportion represented by such savings 
of total income in the rural areas. Instead estimates 
have been presented 011 the trends of the four items of 
physical capital involved in Bengal agriculture - land, 
animal labour, occupied houses and ploughs. Land has been 
included as an Index of the investment of money and 
efforts made by the cultivators to expand productive acreage 
as distinguished from those which may have increased or 
prevented the fall in the productivity of land already 
under cultivation* The findings substantiate our assump­
tion that in an agriculture characterised by relative 
abundance of labour1 supply and stagnant technology most 
of the increase in capital formation is likely to take a 
form which would expand the productive acreage. There
was considerable increase in the number of houses but it is 
not known If this was at the cost of changes in size and
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type of bouses. On the other hand the number of ploughs 
and animal labour declined from the beginning of the 1930s.
In view of the nature of the crop statistics it is diffi­
cult to say anything definite as to whether this decline 
adversely affected the productivity per unit of land.
But if estimated trends are considered to be of any signifi­
cance at all in would seem that yield per acre was not 
significantly affected, Ibis would indicate either the 
presence of a surplus capacity at the beginning of the 
period or a shift towards other categories of investment, 
fhe possibility of a surplus capacity during the initial 
years which appears to be more likely would strengthen the 
belief that the scope for obtaining increased output from 
the additional use of the traditional factors of production 
was limited or even negligible. It would, thus, follow 
that the basic problem was not the inadequacy of investment 
in the traditional factors of production as such but the 
absence of technological innovations.
Closely connected with the problem of investments 
made by the cultivators is the availability of credit at a 
reasonable price. For a long time the only source of credit 
in the rural areas was the money-lenders. But the finances 
dram from them became, instead of contributing to their 
prosperity, a burden on the borrowers, The solution offered 
to these problems - high rates of interest and indebtedness - 
through the inauguration of the Co-operative Credit Kovement
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and the Statutory regulation of money-lending had two 
important limitations. Firstly, there was inadequate 
realisation of the need for mailing provision for credit a 
part of a wider plan for economic development. In other 
words, provision for cheap credit was not accompanied by 
the development and diffusion of such new inputs which 
would result in a sustained increase in output. Secondly, 
some of the underlying assumptions behind the Credit Move­
ment and the Statutory restriction on the rate of interest 
to be charged-by the money-lenders were unrealistic in 
that these did not take note of the specific forces which 
pushed up the price of credit and gave the money-lenders a 
hold in the rural economy. The result was that the progress 
of the Credit Movement remained very slow and the problem 
of rural indebtedness was far from being solved. Thus, 
even at the height of the progress of the Co-operative 
Movement only 10 per cent of the borrowers in the agricultural 
sector were covered by the Primary Societies and only 
24 j>er cent of their credit needs were met. And most 
important of all in the 19d0s nine-tenths of the outstanding 
loans were overdue. Thus, evidently there remained a 
wide gap between the expectations and the actual perfor­
mance of the Co-operative Movement.
Finally we have raised some questions about the 
reason why the expectations that the landlords would take
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initiative in agricultural development were not fulfilled 
in spite of the fact that there was apparently a flow of 
capital to agriculture* The discussion suggests that 
under the prevailing circumstances the landlords found it 
more profitable to take advantage of the high demand for 
land than to make productive investment. The greatest 
disincentive from the angle of making productive investment 
in large scale farming was that the market to he served 
was uncertain and inelastic. As against this disincentive 
was the opportunity to demand a high price for land in terms 
of rent. Such an environment made private agencies such 
as landlords unsuitable for the purpose of improving agri­
culture either through direct efforts or indirectly through 
the peasant cultivators. Under such circumstances what 
was needed was the abolition of the monopoly control of 
land by the landlords and the use of the surplus gene .rated 
in agriculture for its modernisation. But political con­
siderations made such a move unacceptable either to the 
foreign government or to the major political parties of 
India. Instead a policy of compromise was pursued. This 
is noticed in the attempts to regulate the profit which the 
landlords wanted to make from their monopoly control of 
land and grant of security to increasing number of raiyats 
and under-raiyats. So far as agricultural development is 
concerned the government maintained an Agricultural Depart­
ment and experimental centres, but since most of the surplus
i.
in agriculture was "being enjoyed by tbe landlords the 
official efforts remained nominal.
Thus, the position was such that the government 
could not do much because it was financially handicapped, 
and the landlords did not take the initiative because they 
found it less profitable and the raiyats could not improve 
their productive techniques because they could not develop 
new inputs and the inputs which were developed at the 
experimental centres were not available in the market.
To summarise, the picture of the agrarian 
economy of Bengal which thus emerges is clear enough - it 
had reached an equilibrium at a low level of production. 
This is shown by the near-constancy of cultivated area and 
a near-zero trend in yield per acre. Basically this equi­
librium at a low level of productivity reflected the 
efficiency of the known techniques of production. As to 
credit, its .price remained high as money-lenders were still 
virtually the onlj^  source and, of more importance, the 
finances drawn from them continued to be used in the 
traditional lines. The solution of these problems called 
for concerted actions on a scale 'which were not forthcoming 
either from the landlords who were enjoying the surplus 
generated in agriculture or from the government.
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WINTER RICE ALL BENGAL
OFFICIAL REVISER REVISER YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (00 0 TONS) (IN LnS)
19 2 0 15344 6187 2 0 714 8353 903
1921 15850 7069 21397 954 4 999
1922 16240 7246 21924 9782 999
1923 14954 5467 20188 ■ 7381 819
19 2 A 15589 612 4 21045 8 2 6 8 880
19 25 15619 6622 21086 8940 95 0
1926 14290 5576 19292 7528 ' 87 4
1927 13211 4689 17835 6330 795
1928 15363 6921 20741 9344 '' 100 9
1929 14794 5918 19971 7969 896
1930 15120 6069 20412 8194 899
1931 15571 6418 21021 8664 923
1932 15580 6457 21032 8717 928
1933 15500 6255 20924 8 44 5 904
193 14759 6235 1992 4 8 417 946
19 3 5 14837 4988 2 0 0 3 0 6734 75 3
1936 1580 3 8271 21334 11166 117 2
1937 15921 6878 21493 9286 96 8
1938 15836 5970 21378 8 0 5 9 84 4
1939 16096 6565 21729 - 8863 91 4
1940 14916 48 4 4 20137 6539 “ 727
1941 16914 7427 20804 9135 984
1942 16211 50 07 20750 6408 69 2
1943 18195 8533 20742 9727 105 0
1944 20793 7540 20798 7540 ' 812
19 4 5 18933 7013 1947 0 7013 830
WINTER RICE RAJSHAHI
1920 3581 1226 5479 1875 76 7
19 21 3733 1689 5711 2584 1013
1922 3940 1458 6028 2246 835
1923 3057 3 44 4676 1291 619
1924 3715 1593 5684 2437 96 0
1925 3964 1688 6065 2583 95 4
1926 33 75 116 6 5164 1784 774
19 2 7 2733 365 4131 1324 70 9
1928 3644 1691 5576 2587 1039
1929 3255 1212 4980 1854 83 4
1930 3326 12 5 3 50 3 9 1913 84 4
1931 3491 1503 5341 2308 96 8
19 32 3553 1523 5437 2330 96 0
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---WINTER RICE RAJSHAHI
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1933 3624 1644 5545 2515 1016
1934 3531 1566 5402 2396 994
1935 3651 1434 5586 2195 880
19 3 6 3695 1797 5653 2750 1090
1937 3619 1421 5538 2174 67 9
1938 3543 1369 5421 2095 86 6
19 3 9 3624 1515 - 5545 ■2318 936
19 40 299? 83 0 45 77 1270 621
1941 3923 1707 5256 2287 975
1942 3329 925 5260 1461 622
19 43 4340 2056 5252 - 2488 1061 -
1944 5240 1728 5240 1728 739
1945 4767 1600 5164 1600 752
WINTER RICE DACCA
1920 3726 1709 4211 1932 1028
19 21 423 6 2039 4787 2304 1073
1922 4207 1759 4754 1988 937
1923 4082 1703 4612 1925 935
i9 2 4 4092 1445 4624 1633 791
1925 4166 2129 4707 - 2406 1145
1926 3786 1380 4278 1559 817
1927 3958 1682 4473 1901 952
1926 4089 1850 4620 2 090 1014
1929 4 0 3 6 1789 4561 2022 993
1930 3900 1511 4407 1707 868
1931 4159 1759 4699 1987 947
19 32 415 9 1751 4699 1979 943
1933 4171 1480 4713 1672 795
1934 4 20 4 1973 4750 2230 105 2
1935 43 0 8 1688 4868 19 07 878
1936 4311 2150 4871 2 43 0 1117
1937 4 3 8 8 1347 4959 20 87 94 3
1938 4327 1669 4389 1886 864
1939 4 3 81 1845 496 0 20 85 943
1940 4278 1538 4334 1738 80 5
1941 4 4 35 1976 4889 2154 98 7
19 4 2 4521 1577 492 8 1719 781
19 4 3 8 667 2185 494 7 2316 1049
19 44 4 95 4 1738 4954 1738 786
1945 4509 1609 5107 —■ 16 0 9 799 -
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WINTFR RICE CHITTAGONG
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1920 1883 BOA 2166 925 95 6
1921 I89A 992 2178 11A1 1173
1922 1912 1017 2199 1169 1191
1923 1898 8 2 A 2183 9 A7 --  972
192A 1929 733 2219 8A2 851
1925 1936 829 2227 95 A 959
1926 171 if 731 1971 - 8A1 —  955
1927 1822 763 2096 - 877 93 8
1928 1809 822 2080 9A5 1018
1929 1912 7 A1 2199 852 868
1930 1987 783 2285 901 883
1931 2030 813 2335 935 897
1932 2 0 2 A 808 2323 93 0 89 A
1933 2017 750 2319 863 833
19 3 ^ 1995 8 A 0 2295 967 9A A
1935 1977 698 227 A 803 791
1936 1887 921 2170 1060 109 A
1937 1978 801 2275 922 908
1938 1965 723 2260 831 82 A
1939 1921 ' * 777 2209 89 A 90 6 -
19 ^ 0 190 A 693 2189 796 " 815
19A1 187 A 757 2286 92 A 905
19 i+ 2 1568 7A9 2283 869 852
19 if 3 2 06 A 9 A1 2290 1 0 A A 1021
19 if 2295 816 2295 816 797
19 if 5 2089 759 2371 759 81 A
" " WINTER RICE PRESIDENCY DIV
1920 2AA1 912 3368 1259 837
1921 2 A3 3 959 3357 1323 883
1922 2512 1062 3A6 6 ■ 1A66 9A7
1923 2 38 A 870 3290 1201 817
19 2 A 237A 963 3276 1329 909
1925 2357 921 3252 1271 876
1926 2331 96 0 3217 1 32 A 922
1927 1989 608 27A5 8 A0 685
1928 2231 981 3079 135 A 985
1929 2190 901 3022 12 A3 921
1930 2 38 8 996 3296 1375 93 A
1931 2 A 7 A 1031 3A1 A 1A23 93 A
1932 2 A 59 1037 3393 1A 31 9 A 5
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OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1933 2382 927 3287 1279 871
19 3 A 2206 892 30 A A 1231 906
1935 228** 575 3152 79 A 56 A
1936 25A7 1352 3515 1866 1189
1937 2660 1150 3657 1587 97 2
1938 2835 988 3912 1363 780
1939 2851 10 A B 393 A - 1AA6 82 3
19 A 0 2892 9 0 A 3991 12A7 700
19A1 3 0 A 8 1A2A 365 8 1708 10A6
19A2 3039 1052 3707 1283 775
19 A3 3A87 1673 3731 1790 1 07 A
19AA 37AA 1515 37 A A 1515 9Q6
19A5 3**13 1A25 3318 - 1A25 ...935
... - • * WINTER RICE BUROWAN
19 2 0 3712 1536 5791 2397 927
1921 3 65 A • 1390 65A5 2169 876
1922 3669 19 A 0 572 A 3026 118 A
19 23 353 A 1226 5513 1913 777
19 2 A 3A78 1391 5A26 2169 896
1925 3197 1055 A987 16A6 739
1926 3 0 8 A 1339 A812 2089 973
1927 2709 770 A226 1201 637
1928 3590 1578 5601 2 A 62 985
1929 3 AO 1 1275 5305 1989 8A0
1930 3520 1526 5A91 2380 971
1931 3 A1 8 1307 5332 2039 857
1932 338 A 1337 5279 2086 885
1933 3306 1A5A 5157 2269 986
19 3 A 2823 963 A AO A 1502 76 A
1935 2617 592 A082 92 A 50 7
1936 3 36 A 2050 52A7 3198 1365
19 3 7 3285 1659 5125 2588 1131
1938 3166 1221 A939 1905 86 A
1939 3319 1380 5177 2152 931
19 A 0 2850 880 AAA 7 1373 692
19A1 358A 1563 A 69 5 20A8 977
19 A? 3356 70 A A62 9 972 A7 0
19 A 3 3637 1679 A619 2.132 1 0 3 A
19AA A56 A 17 A 2 A56 A 17A2 855
19 A5 A155 1620 3511 1620 873
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AUTUNN RICE ALL BENGAL
..........
”OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1920 511A 171A 5676 1903 751
1921 5608 1855 6225 - ■ 2059 7 A1
1922 5150 15 9 8 5728 177 A 69 A
■1923 A98A 1521 5532 1689 68 A
192A A 857 1 AO 3 5391 1557 6A7
1925 5139 1A86 5705 . 16A9 6A8
1926 5015 1566 5567 1738 699
1927 5 072 1 A3 8 5630 1597 635
19 2 8 56A9 18 AO 6270 2 0 A3 73 0
1929 5031 1506 5585 1672 - 671
19 3 0 5082 16 A1 56 A1 1821 723
1931 6163 1986 68A1 2205 72 2
1932 5788 2069 6 A2A 2296 801
1933 5775 2076 6A11 2305 - 805
193*! 5572 ’ 18 0 A 6185 2002 725
1935 5 851 2013 6A95 2235 771
1936 5757 2130 6390 2365 829
1937 5865 1962 6510 2178 7A9
1938 5727 1393 6357 15A6 5A5
1939 57A2 * 1752 6373 19A5 68 A
19 AO 5A16 1529 6012 1697 63 2
19 Ai 6A79 2235 6A79 2235 77 3
19A2 6507 1809 6507 1809 623
19 A3 7922 3023 6A96 2A79 855
19 A A 8 Q 8 A 26 A A 6629 2168 733
19 A 5 7357 2 A A 9 6672 2AA9 7A6
-- - -  - AUTUMN RICE RAJSHAHI ............
1920 1213 387 1735 55 A 715
1921 1A28 A 65 20A2 665 73 0
1922 1272 387 1819 55 A 682
1923 1175 317 1680 A53 60 A
19 2 ^ 1180 ADA 1687 578 767
1925 1231 777 1760 539 686
1926 1230 * 375 1768 536 683
1927 1 25 G A 0 3 1787 577 723
19 2 8 1311 A A 8 187 5 ‘ ' 6 AO ‘ 765
1929 1282 39^ 1833 571 698
1930 1285 A 0 9 1878 586 71A
1931 1389 A29 1987 61A 69 2
1932 1A17 5A2 2026 776 857
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AUTUMN RICE RAJSHAHI
. OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 00 0) (000 TONS) (IN LRS)
1933 1392 550 1991 787 885
1934 1395 539 1994 770 865
1935 1460 . . . 5L9 2088 786 843
1936 1344 - 435 1922 693 808
1937 1395 4 64 1995 - - 663 - 744
1938 1316 311 1881 445 529
1939 1344 449 - 1922 642 - 748
1940 1153 326 1649 “466 633
19 A1 1691 668 1691 .. 668 ... 885
19 42 1664 459 1664 459 618
19 A 3 2172 - 83 8 1976 - 762 864
1944 2177 7 21 1981 656 742
1945 1982 669 1972 ... 669 - 756
- “ - AUTUMN RICE DACCA
1920 1306 456 1097 383 782
1921 1604 532 1343 - 447 743
1922 1480 439 1243 369 664
1923 1427 4 76 1193 40 0 748
1924 1413 328 1137 275 520
19 25 1353 373 1137 313 617
1926 1269 346 1066 291 611
1927 1290 353 1083 297 613
1928 1316 469 1105 394 799
1929 1318 339 1107 285 576
1930 1316 434 1106 364 738
1931 2017 620 1695 521 688
1932 1804 666 1516 559 827
1933 1740 552 1462 46 4 711
19 3 4 1735 563 1457 473 727
19 3 5 1907 6 96 1602 584 817
1936 1869 721 1570 605 864
1937 1890 635 1537 5 33 75 3
1938 184 8 487 155 2 409 590
1939 1873 562 1573 472 67 2
1940 1836 543 1542 456 66 3
1941 2138 675 2133 675 707
19 4 2 2104 591 210 4 591 629
1943 2673 1032 j 687 650 864
1944 2699 780 1700 491 647
1945 2456 720 1709 720 656
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AUTUMN RICE CHITTAGONG
OFFICIAL ... REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN L3S)
1920 92 A 310 13A9 A53
1921 978 3 A 8 1A28 - 5 08 797
1922 968 369 1A13 5 38 85 A
1923 95 8 323 1399 A 71 75 A
19 2 A 956 273 1395 398 639
1925 952 279 1390 A 0 7 655
1926 882 270 1287 .. 39 A 686
1927 928 266 135 A 388 6A2
1928 9 AA 307 1379 A A8 728
1929 728 221 1063 323 681
1930 759 227 1108 331 669
1931 887 278 129 A A06 70 3
1932 787 236 11A9 3 AA 671
19 3 3 -792 277 1156 A05 78 A
19 3*+ 785 229 11A5 335 655
1935 819 2-61 1195 381 71A
1936 782 305 11A1 A A5 873
19 3 7 790 259 1153 378 - 73 5
1938 763 211 111 A 307 618
1939 772 236 1127 3AA .. 68 A
19 AO 7 A3 ' 239 1085 - 3 A9 720
19 A1 830 211 830 211 57 0
19A2 891 296 891 296 7A5
19 A3 1001 362 911 330 810
19 A A 1105 392 1005 357 795
19 A 5 1005 36 A 1029 36 A 810
.....AUTUMN RICE PRESIDENCY DIV
1920 11A6 A 0 5 1A21 502 792
1921 1079 330 1338 AO 9 685
1922 1033 2A8 1281 308 538
1923 1031 285 1279 353 618
19 2 A 997 291 1236 361 655
1925 1 0 A A 301 1295 37A 6 A 6
1926 1069 3A8 132 5 A32 730
1927 10 79 275 1338 3 A1 570
1928 1381 33 A 1713 A1A 5A1
19 2 9 1098 337 1361 A18 687
19 3 0 1103 3A5 1368 A27 70 0
1931 1213 AA1 150 A 5A6 81 A
1932 116 A AO A IA A 3 500 777
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AUTUNN RICE PRESIDENCY DIV
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
‘ ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 0 0 0 ) ( 00 0 TONS) (IN 000) (00 0 TONS) (IN LBS)
1933 1156 - A29 1A3A 532 830
193A 1136 326 1A09 AOA 6A3
1935 1168 361 1AA8 .... A A8 692
1936 1190 371 1A76 - A60 699
1937 12A8 A06 15A7 503 728
193 8 1269 198 157 A 2A5 3A9
1939 1237 332 1533... ...  A12 602
19 A0 1209 309 1A99 ' 38A ' 57A
19A1 1266 A69 1266 ■ A69   830
19A2 1278 317 1278 317 - 556
19 A3 1A96  580 . 15A0 -...598 •• • • 869
19 A A 1532 573 1578 590 837
19A5 1393 532 1581 .. 532 .... 855
AUTUMN RICE BURDWAN
1920 525 156 336 100 66 A
1921 519 179 332 115 775
1922 A 07 155 261 99 851
1923 393 121 252 78 691
19 2 A 312 107 200 68 76 8
1925 559 156 35 8 ~ 100 625
1926 567 227 363 1A5 896
1927 526 1A1 337 90 601
1928 697 282 A A 6 181 907
1929 606 210 388 13 A 775
1930 619 226 396 1A5 818
1931 65 7 219 A2 0 1A0 7A6
1932 616 221 39 A 1A2 80 A
1933 695 268 AA5 172 86 A
19 3 A 522 1A7 33 A 9 A 629
1935 A98 1A6 318 9 A 65 9
1936 572 2A9 366 159 975
1937 5A2 199 3A7 127 822
1938 531 187 7 A0 120 788
19 3 9 516 173 33 0 111 75 2
19 A 0 A75 112 30 A 71 526
19 A1 55 A 211 55 A 211 85 A
19 A? 571 1A 6 571 1 A5 570
19 A3 576 211 380 139 619
19 A A 572 178 377 118 69 8
19 A 5 520 165 380 165 709
APPENOIX 1.3
SUMMER RICE ALL BENGAL - -
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1920 A26 199 563 263 1 0 A 8
1921 375 - 152 A95 201 908
1922 A 03 166 532 219 923
1923 A 0 8 157 538 207 862
19 2 A A22 155 557 218 876
1925 375 139 A95 183 ' 83 0
1926 A 08 151 539 199 829
1927 AO 0 160 528 211 896
1928 398 161 525 213 908
1929 A 0 0 160 528 211 896
1930 380 155 501 206 922
1931 3 9 A 152 521 201 86 A
1932 3 9 A 19 8 520 261 1126
1933 399 200 526 2 6 A 112 6
193 A A 0 8 209 538 276 11A8
1935 AOA 139 533 2A9 1 0 A 8
1935 A 32 203 571 269 105 A
1937 A1A 198 5A6 261 1073
1938 A25 . 207 561 273 1090
1939 A18 19 A 551 255 1038
19 AO A37 203 577 268 1038
19A1 A A3 206 58 A 272 1 0 A1
19 A 2 580 266 557 256 1029
19 A3 508 238 55 A 260 1052
19 A A 557 2A2 557 2A2 97 A
19 A5 508 2:L A 5A3 21A 9A5
SUMMER RICE RAJSHAHI
1920 51 2 A 5 A 25 1 0 A 8
19 21 55 22 58 2 A 908
1922 51 21 5 A 22 923
1923 59 23 62 2 A 862
19 2 A 58 23 61 2 A 876
1925 57 21 61 • ■* 23 830
1926 57 21 60 22 829
1927 51 21 5 A 22 896
1928 52 21 55 22 908
1929 53 21 5 6 22 896
1930 A 7 19 50 21 922
1931 51 20 5 A 21 86 A
19 32 50 25 53 27 1126
APPENDIX 1,3
- SUMMER RICE RAJSHAHI
OFFICIAL . . . REVISED REVISED YIELD
ACREAGE OUTPUT acreage OUTPUT ACR
YEAR (IN 0 00) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN L
1933 51 - 25 5 A 27 1126
19 3 A 53 27 * ' 56 29 11A 8
1935 A5 21 -..A 8 23 1 0 A 8
1936 62 29 66 31 1 05 A
1937 62 30 66 - 32 107 3
1938 60 29 " 6 A 31 1090
1939 59 27 63 - .29 - 1038
19 A 0 62 29 66 "31 1038
19 A1 63 29 66 - 31 10A1
19A2 196 9 0 63 • 29 1029
19 A3 79 37 62 -29 1052
19 A A 63 27 63 27 97 A
19A5 57 13 - 32 - - 13 ~ A9 6
SUMMER RICE DACCA
1920 272 127 3 A 0 159 1 0 A 8
1921 229 ■ - - 93 .. 286 - 116 908
1922 2A8 102 310 128 923
1923 2 A 8 95 310 119 862
19 2 A 272 106 3A0 133 876
1925 257 - 95 ■ - 321 119 ... 830
1926 258 95 322 - 119 829
1927 261 IDA 326 130 896
1928 263 107 329 133 908
1929 26A 106 330 132 -■ 896
1930 266 109 332 137 922
1931 279 108 3A9 13 A 86 A
1932 279 1A 0 3A9 175 1126
1933 282 1A2 352 177 1126
19 3 A 2 9 A 151 367 188 11A 8
1935 302 1A1 - 378 - 177 10 A 8
1936 3 0 A 1 A3 380 179 105 A
1937 28 A 136 355 170 107 3
1938 28 A 138 ' 35 5 173 1090
1939 280 130 3 A 9 162 1038
19 AO 286 133 358 166 1038
19 Ai 289 13 A 361 168 10A1
19 A 2 280 129 373 171 1029
19 A3 300 1A1 37 8 178 1052
19 A A 379 165 379 165 97 A
19A5 3A5 152 38 A 152 983
APPENDIX 1.3
SUMMER RICE CHITTAGONG
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LOS)
1920 59 27 93 AA 1 0 A 8
1921 60 ... 2 A ... 95 - 38 908
1922 60 25 95 39 92 3
1923 60 .. 2 3 - 95 37 862
19 2 A 55 21 87 ■ 3 A 876
19 2 9 31 12 50 . . .  1 8 83 0
1926 32 12 ■51 19 829
1927 31 12 ' 50 2 0 896
1928 29 12 A5 18 908
1929 29 11 A 6 18 896
1930 38 16 6 0 25 922
19 31 36 1A 57 22 86 A
1932 36 18 --- 57 29 ' 1126
1933 36 18 56 28 1126
193 A 3 A 17 53 27 11A 8
19 3 5 3 A 16 5 A 25 10 A 8
1936 35 16 55 2 6 105A
1937 35 17 ■ - ■ 5 5 27 1073
1938 33 16 53 26 1090
1939 3 A 16 55 25 1038
19A0 AA 20 7 0 32 1038
19 A1 A6 21 73 3 A 1 0 A 1
19A2 A7 22 A8 22 1029
19 A3 A9 23 A 7 22 1052
19 A A A5 20 A 5 20 97 A
19 A 5 A1 19 A9 19 1038
SUMMER RICE PRESIDENCY DIV
1920 17 8 2 A 11 1 0 A 8
1921 19 8 27 11 908
1922 17 7 25 10 923
1923 17 7 25 9 862
19 2 A 16 6 23 9 876
1925 17 • 6 2 A 9 - - 830
1926 A 7 17 66 25 829
1927 A 6 18 65 26 896
1928 A3 18 61 25 908
1929 A3 17 61 2 A 896
1930 15 6 21 9 922
19 31 16 6 2 3 9 86 A
19 3 2 16 8 23 11 1126
APPFNOIX 1.3 3
SUMMER RICE PRESIDENCY DIV
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1933 17 9 - 2A 12 1126 -
19 3 A 17 9 2 A 12 11A 8
19 35 16 7 —  - ..- 22 ...... 10... - 10A8
1936 26 12 > 36 17 1 05 A
1937 27 13 ---38 18 ..- 1073
1936 At 20 5 8 28 1090
1939 30 - 1A A 2 2 0 1038
19 AO 28 13 '■■■■■.. . A0 "■ — 18 1038
19 Ai 29 13 Ai 19 - 10A1
19 A2 33 15 A1 .... 19 1029
19 A3 57 2 7 ... A1 19 1052
19 A A A 2 18 A2 18 97 A
19 A5 38 3 ---  8 3 .; 180
... . SUMMER RICE BURDWAN - -
1920 28 13 12 0 56 1 0 A 8
1921 12 5 52 21 908
1922 28 11 117 A 8 " 923
19 2 3 25 9 10 5 - A0 — 862
19 2 A 22 8 92 36 876
1925 13 - 5 - 5 A 2 0 .... 830
1926 1A 5 61 23 829
1927 11 A A 5 ■ 18 896
1928 10 A AA 18 908
1929 11 A A7 19 896
19 3 0 1A 6 58 2 A 922
1931 13 5 55 21 - 86 A
1932 13 7 56 28 1126
1933 13 7 57 29 1126
19 3 A 11 5 A 5 23 11A 8
1935 6 3 26 12 * 1 0 A 8
19 3 6 6 3 26 12 105 A
1937 5 3 23 11 1073
1938 6 3 25 12 1090
1939 15 7 6 A 29 1038
19 A 0 17 8 73 3 A 1038
19 A1 17 8 71 33 1GA1
19 A 2 2 A 11 33 15 1029
19 A3 2 A 11 30 1A 1052
19 A A 28 12 28 12 97 A
19A5 26 28 71 28 2A28
APPEWJJXX 1.4
GRAM ALL BENGAL
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1920 162 A5 299 82 618
1921 1A2 32 262 - 60 510 "
1922 1A1 ' 3 A 260 62 ■ 53 5 —
1923 130 2 9 2A1 * - 5 A ---- A9 8
192A 130 33 2 A1 62 576
19 2 5 136 30 251 55 A89
1926 126 32 23 3 59 563
1927 92 18 1.7 0 33 A31
1928 1 A3 38 26 A 71 602
1929 15 A A2 285 78 613
1930 152 AA 280 81 6A8
1931 180 50 - ' 33 2 92 .... 619
1932 177 57 327 1.05 720
1933 175 52 32 A - 96 ... 665
193A 2 07 70 383 ■ 130 760
1935 183 A8 338 88 583
1936 2A2 76 AA8 1A1 705
1937 280 71 517 132 * . 572
1938 3A2 9 6 632 178 630
1939 310 8 A 573 156 611
19 A 0 319 76 591 1A1 533
19A1 316 92 58 A 170 65 2
19 A2 A 2 8 132 565 17 A 689
19A3 A 29 113 58 A 153 589
19AA 600 1A9 60 0 1A9 557
19 A5 A96 110 A93 110 A9 8
GRAM RAJSHAHI ... . .
1920 27 9 69 22 ‘ 713
1921 26 7 6 6 19 63 6
1922 26 6 66 16 557
1923 2 A 5 60 1A 51 A
19 2 A 23 6 58 15 567
1925 23 5 57 1A 533
1926 23 7 58 17 65 6
1927 2 A 6 59 15 571
1928 26 8 66 2 0 663
1929 28 8 72 20 623
1930 33 - - 9 8 3 23 621
1931 3 A 9 86 2 A 623
1932 33 10 83 26 69 3
APPENDIX 1.4 - -...... .
4
GRAM RAJSHAHI
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1933 34 9 -85 • 23 613
1934 39 13 99 34 774
1935 42 13 105 3 3 696
1936 43 14 109 37 754
1937 43 12 108 31 ... 652
1938 45 12 114 31 616
1939 37 10 95 25 583
19 40 49 11 12 5 27 479
1941 49 13 123 32 588
1942 79 22 120 33 617
1943 62 17 - 123 33 60 3
1944 126 33 ‘ 126 ..  33 586
1945 104 24 96 24 509
GRAM DACCA
1920 7 2 24 8 764
1921 8 2 -27 8 67 0
1922 8 2 29 8 587
1923 9 2 31 • 8 ~ -57 5 -
1924 9 2 32 9 619
1925 9 2 31 8 583
1926 9 2 31 8 586
1927 9 2 31 8 595
1928 9 3 31 9 632
1929 9 3 31 9 638
19 3 0 9 3 31 10 696
19 31 10 3 35 11 67 9
1932 9 3 32 12 843
1933 8 3 28 9 747
1934 10 4 3 5 13 831
1935 10 3 36 12 751
1936 12 4 42 14 775
1937 11 3 39 11 619
1938 10 3 35 10 65 6
1939 10 3 3 6 10 64 7
1940 11 3 37 10 628
1941 10 3 36 11 677
1942 14 4 38 10 591
1943 14 4 39 10 589
19 44 40 10 40 10 579
19 45 33 8 21 8 519
- * ■ 4 0-i
APPKiNHlX 1*4
GRAM PRESIDENCY QIV
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
19 2 0 109 28 175 44 569
1921 92 18 147 29 437
1922 90 20 144 32 501
1923 84 - 18 - 134 : 28 - 47 2
19 2*+ 85 21 135 34 556
1925 91 19 146 - 3 0 456
1926 78 18 124 --- 29 ' 521
1927 46 6 73 10 296
1928 92 24 147 38 ' 57 6
1929 101 27 16 2 43 60 0
1930 92 27 147 43 647
1931 120 33 192 52 607
1932 119 37 19 0 59 699
1933 118 35 189 - - 55 . 65 6
19 3*+ 142 47 22 7 76 747
1935 118 28 188 44 525
1936 170 51 271 81 672
1937 208 50 332 80 542
1938 267 75 42 8 120 629
1939 243 65 389 105 603
19 40 243 59 388 94 54 0
1941 237 70 379 112 664
19 4 2 309 99 367 118 717
1943 326 84 379 98 580
1944 392 95 392 95 54 4
1945 324 71 346 71 49 0
GRAM QURDWAN - -
1920 18 6 39 13 714
1921 16 5 3 5 10 65 6
1922 16 5 35 10 ‘ 663
1923 13 3 30 8 572
1924 13 4 30 9 689
1925 13 3 28 7 583
1926 16 4 36 10 626
1927 13 3 29 7 537
1928 16 4 ' 35 10 638
1929 15 5 34 10 669
1930 18 5 39 12 683
1931 15 5 34 10 676
1932 16 6 35 13 827
APPiilJNDlX 1.4 , 4 042
■- -• •-
GRAM 8UR0WAN — .. .....................
OFFICIAL
---
REVISED REVISED YIELD
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACR1
YEAR (IN 0 00) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN L
1933 15 . . .  5 3 3 -- 12 813
19 3 4 16 6 3 5 13 805
1935 13 4 29 8 -- - • 623
1936 17 7 38 15 869
1937 16 6 -....4 0 12 705
1938 19 6 42 - 12 664
1939 18 6 ....41 14 76 0
19 4 0 17 4 37 9 525
1.941 19 6 - 43 - 13 - 65 8
1942 27 8 39 11 634
1943 26 8 . - 39 12 667
19 4 4 40 10 ' 4 0 • 10 574
1945 33 8 . ..  28 -.. 8 ... 518
APPEMUlX 1.5
WHEAT ALL BENGAL
OFFICIAL . „ REVISED RFVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
19 2 0 117 31 132 35 600 '
1921 12A 26 1A0 30 ~ -- A75 -
1922 125 29 1A1 32 “ “ 516
1923 120 - 23 136 26 A3 0
19 2 A 126 .....31 1 A3 35 ... 5A3
1925 131 2 8 1A7 - 31 A75 *
19 2 5 129 32 1A6 36 556
1927 107 22 12 0 25 A6 8
1928 123 31 139 35 ‘ 561
1929 126 - 3 A * 1A3 — 39 606
1930 1 A3 35 161 39 5A2
1931 1A5 35 16 A 39 533
1932 1 A3 A1 161 A6 6 A1
1933 1A6 AO 16 A - - A5 617 -
193A 155 51 175 57 735
1935 127 32 1A A 37 572
1936 150 A6 169 52 688
1937 161 A 5 182 51 -- 633
1938 17 A AA 197 50 565
1939 177 A 5 200 51 573
19 AO 169 3 A 191 38 AA 6
19 A1 170 A1 192 A 7 5A6
19A2 179 53 191 57 67 0
19 A3 191 50 195 : 51 ..588
19 A A 198 A6 198 AS 523
19A5 198 A 2 202 A2 A7 A
......- ■ ■ ....  HHEAT RAJSHAHI ■ - -  -■ -
1920 63 19 63 19 661
1921 72 17 7 2 17 526
19 2 2 73 17 73 17 512
1923 70 1A 70 1A A51
19 2 A 69 18 69 " 18 575
1925 70 16 70 16 A96
1926 68 18 68 18 590
1927 63 15 63 15 53 9
1928 56 ' 13 5 5 13 53 A
1929 66 18 66 18 609
1930 73 19 78 19 5A6
19 31 79 19 79 19 5A1
1932 80 22 80 22 612
APPENDIX 1.5“ 
WHEAT RAJSHAHI
. . . _ OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LRS)
1933 81 - 22 81 22 599
193 A 81 27 81 27 750
1935 75 2 0 ~ 7 5 20 598
1936 73 23 73 23 706
193? 75 - -- 19 75 19 579
1938 73 18 73 18 552
1939 78 - 2 0 78 20  ^568
19 A 0 78 15 78 15 A22
19 Ai 78 18 78 18 526
19A2 '82 "28 82 28 756
19 A3 85 23 85 23 601
19 A A 81 19 81 19 531
19A5 81 - 18 - 9 0 ..... 18 ^9;?
WHEAT DACCA ' . .
1920 7 1 9 2 ASA
1921 7 1 - 8 ......1 ■ 362
1922 7 2 9 2 50 0 ■
1923 7 1 9 ■ .2 AO 1
192 A 7 2 9 2 565
1925 7 2 ... g ---- 2 --- 502
1926 7 2 9 2 A99
1927 7 2 - 9 2 523
1928 7 2 8 2 579
1929 7 2 8 2 - 573
1930 7 2 8 3 686
1931 12 ■ 3 15 i* 6A6
1932 12 3 15 A 635
1933 12 - 3 1A 3 502
19 3 A 13 A 16 5 69 0
1935 10 3 13 A 657
1936 10 3 12 67 9
1937 10 3 12 *■ A 6A8
1938 9 3 12 3 66 9
1939 8 3 10 3 693
19 A 0 7 2 9 3 635
19 A1 7 2 9 3 705
19A2 8 2 13 3 5 A3
19 A3 15 5 13 A 6 8 6
19 A A 13 3 13 3 568
19A5 13 3 1A 3 506
APPENDIX i.S"
WHEAT PRESIDENCY OIV _ ..
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE - OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 0 00) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1920 36 9 3 A 8 537
1921 36 - ...6 - • 3 A - - 6 AO 0
1922 3A 8 33 7 A95
1923 3 6 33 --- 6 379
19 2 A Ai ' 8 .39 .. 8 A6 0
1925 A3 - 8 - Ai ■- . . 7 398
1926 A A 10 A 2 9 A96
1927 29 A 2 8 ~ A 295
1928 A9 12 A 7 12 567
1929 A3 11 - A1 11 583
1930 AS 10 A A 10 A83
1931 A1 8 AO 8 A3 9
1932 39 11 37 .11 657
1933 AO 11 39 11 63 6
193A A 8 15 A 6 1A 712
1935 31 7 30 6 A8 9
1936 55 16 53 15 651
1937 6A 19 62 -.. 19 678
1938 80 19 77 19 5A3
1939 80 20 77 - 19 5A6
19A0 75 15 72 1A AA1
19A1 76 18 73 18 5A1
19 if 2 77 21 67 18 605
19 A3 79 20 69 17 557
19 tfif 71 16 71 16 A93
19 A5 71 1A 77 1A AA 1
WHEAT BURDWAN
1920 11 3 30 7 5A7 ‘
1921 10 2 28 6 A5 0
1922 11 3 29 8 625
1923 9 2 25 5 A7 2
192A ’ 10 3 27 8 6A8
1925 11 ....3 ■ ■ 29 ; g 625
1926 10 3 28 8 625
1927 8 2 22 5 A82
1928 12 “3 32 ' 9 661
1929 11 3 30 9 70 A
1930 13 A 3 A 10 65 8
1931 13 A 35 11 682
1932 13 - A 35 12 77 3
APPENDIX 1.5"
i
.. -- !i — j
WHiilAT J3UJKJJWAW
......
■ - . ....—- -
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
acreage OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1933 13 -- 5 3 5 12 77 6
1934 13 5 36 12 767
1935 11 ..  3 - 3 0 7 547
1936 12 - 4 3 2 11 761
1937 12 4 32 10 " 712
1938 12 ....  4 3 2 10 711
1939 11 4 -...  31 10 ...70 7
1940 9 2 2 5 " 6 " 541
1941 10 - - - 3 26 ...7 641
19 42 - 12 3 32 8 " 591
1943 12 - • . 3... ..32 ----- -.8 ---- - 57 9
1944 32 8 32 - 8 548
1945 32 - 7 -- 21 7 --- - 48 9
APPKHDIX 1.6
■ - - BARLEY ALL BENGAL   - -----......
official revised revised yield per
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1920 96 29 200   60 677
1921 83 25 " 173 52 675
1922 8A ' 2A 17A 50 6A8
1923 82 23   170 A8 628
192 A 79 ^ 2 2  ' ' 16 A ......  A6 62A
1925 86   22 - 180 A6 .......  573
1926 75 —  23 156  A8 ‘ ‘ 687
1927 67   18 138 38 611
1928 82 '‘ " 26 ' 1 7  0 5A 710
1929 8A 27 : 175 56 - 720
1930 86 ' 28 179 58 729
1931 88 27 182 56 695
19 32 86 27 .....  17 9 56 70 3
1933 85 2 A 176 50 632
193A 91 ' 30 ' 190   63 " ' 738
1935 90 26 187 5A 6A7
1936 95 31   198 ‘ 65 731
1937 - 95 30   198 - 62 707
1938 101 • 32 211 67 710
1939 98   31 - - 205 —  65 • 709
19A0 102 29 ' 213 60 637
19AI 103 33 213 68 718
19A2 136 A5 206 68 7A1
19A3 135 Ai 208 ‘ 63 - 680
19AA 210 66 ' 210    '66 706
19A5 166 AA 166 AA 59A
BARLEY RAJSHAHI ‘ .......
1920 A7 1A 176 53 677
1921 36 11 137 t,l 675
1922 37 11 - 137 AO 6A8
19 2 3 36 10 13 A 3 8 62 8
19 2 A 35 10 129 36 62A
1925 3A 9 129 33 573
1926 22 7 ' 8A 26 687
1927 20 6 7 6 - 2 1  611
1928 23 7 85 27 ’ 710
1929 25 8 93 30 720
1930 26 8 - 97 31 729
1931 26 8 - 9 9  31 - 695
1932 27 8 100 31 703
APPENOIX l.£> 
BARLEY RAJSHAHI
OFFICIAL .... RFVISFD REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 0 00) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1933 26 -- 7 --- 98 28 - 63 2
1934 30 10 114 37 73 8
19 3 5 32 9 - 118 34 - 647
1936 33 11 123 40 731
1937 32 10 121 ---38 707
1938 37 12 137 43 710
1939 35 11 129 41 709
1940 38 11 142 40 63 7
1941 38 12 144 46 718
1942 63 21 117 39 741
19 4 3 58 18 117 35 680
1944 117 37 117 37 706
1945 84 .... 22 84 22 -■ 594
' BARLEY DACCA
1920 28 8 40 12 677
1921 27 ■ 8 - - 39 - - - 12 - 675
1922 27 8 " 39 11 648
1923 27 -- 8 39 11 628
1924 27 7 39 11 624
1925 32 8 -. it 6 12 .- 573
19 26 33 10 47 14 687
1927 33 9 47 - 13 611
1928 32 10 47 15 710
1929 32 10 45 15 720
19 3 0 32 10 45 15 729
1931 32 10 47 14 695
1932 31 10 44 14 703
1933 31 9 - 45 13 632
1934 32 11 47 15 73 8
1935 33 .. . 10 48 14 647
1936 32 11 47 15 731
1937 32 10 46 14 707
1938 31 10 4 4 14 710
1939 31 10 44 14 709
1940 31 9 45 13 637
1941 31 10 44 14 718
1942 36 12 47 16 741
19 43 34 10 47 14 68 0
1944 47 15 47 15 706
1945 42 11 42 11 59 4
APPENOIX 1.6
BARLEY PRESIDENCY DIV
YEAR
OFFICIAL 
ACREAGE 
(IN 000)
OUTPUT 
(000 TONS)
REVISED 
ACREAGE 
(IN 0 00)
REVISED 
OUTPUT 
(000 TONS)
YIELD PER 
ACRE 
(IN LBS)
1920 1A A 18 5 677
1921 13 k - 17 5 675
1922 13 A 1 7 ... 5 6 A 8 '
1923 12 3 . .. 15 A - : • 62 8
19 2 A 12 .... 3 15 "■ A 62 A
1925 1A A IS --  5 - ~ - 57 3
1926 15 A -.... 18 .. 6 - - ---- 68 7
1927 10 3 12 ■ •' 3 .. --611
1928 22 7 .. . 27 ' 9 710
1929 22 ■■ - 7 .... 28 9 -. 72 0
1930 23 7 ... 2g . ■ ■ - 9 729
1931 2A - . 7 3 0 - - - 9 .... 695
1932 2 A
A
7 " 30 9 ' 70 3
1933 23 6 - ; - • 2 3 8 .. - 632
19 3 A 2 A 8 3 0 10 73 8
1935 22 - 6 28 8 6 A 7
1936 26 9 33 11 " 731
1937 27 - 8 3 A 11 707
1938 30 10 38 12 710
1939 29 9 37 -- 12 . 709
19 AO 30 8 ' ' 38 11 ..  637
19 AI 30 10 38 12 718
19A2 33 11 AO 13 7A1
19 A3 39 12 AI 13 680
19 A A A3 13 A3 13 706
19A5 35 9 35 9 ' 59 A
. . BARLEY BURDWAN • ...........•. : ...- .. . ..
1920 7 2 8 2 677
1921 6 2 7 ■ - 2 675
1922 7 2 8 2 BAB
1923 7 2 8 2 628
19 2 A 5 1 6 2 62 A
1925 6 1 6 2 573
1926 5 2 6 2 687
1927 A 1 5 1 611
1928 5 2 6 2 ' * 710
1929 5 2 6 2 720
1930 6 2 7 2 729
1931 5 2 6 2 695
1932 5 2 6 2 703
APPENDIX l.fo
: iJAKLb'I iuHJUWAB /
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISEO YIELD PEP
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LPS)
1033 5 - 1 6 2 632 -
193A 5 - 2 6 2 738
1935 A 1  A 1 - 6A7
1936 A 1 - 5 2  731
1937 A... ..... 1 5 - 2 707 -
1938 A - 1 5 2 710
1939 A 1 - 5 2 709
19A0 3 ' 1 -  A ...... 1 ...... 637
19 AI A 1 A 1   718 -
19A2 A 1 A " 1 7A1
19 A3 A ...1 A - 1   680
19 AA A 1 - A 1 706
19A5 3 —  1 3 1 59 A
APPENDIX 1.7
JUTE;ALL BENGAL
YEAR
OFFICIAL 
ACREAGE 
(IN 000)
OUTPUT 
(000 BALES)
REVISED 
ACREAGE 
(IN 000)
REVISED 
OUTPUT 
(000 BALES)
YIELD PER 
ACRE 
(IN LBS)
1920 2168 53 0 A 2602 636A 97 8
1921 1316 3586 157 9 A3QA 1090
1922 1197 3533 1A36 A2A0 1181
1923 2A12 7A71 2895 8965 1239
19 2 A 2360 7173 2832 8608 1216
1925 2680 7332 2867 78A5 1095
1926 331A 10626 35A6 11370 1283
1927 2929 8989 313 A 9618 1228 .
1928 2667 8502 285 A 9098 1275
1929 2983 9136 3192 9775 1225
1930 3028 ■ 9877 2756 8989 1305
1931 1597 A981 1868 5 827 12A8
1932 1821 57A7 2131 672 A 1262
1933 21A2 7055 2506 8 25 A 1317
193A 2321 76AA 2716 89AA 1317
1935 1898 6A75 2221 7576 136 A
1936 2220 79 A 0 2575 9210 1 A31
1937 2161 6976 2507 8092 1291
1938 2A75 58A2 2870 6777 9AA
1939 250 A 82 A 0 290'+ 9567 1318
19 A 0 A938 1A680 360 A 10717 1189
19A1 1533 A2A6 1655 A585 1108
19A2 2 70 A 8173 2920 8827 1209
19 A3 21A6 60 77 2318 6563 1133
19 A A 169A 5525 1830 5967 1305
19A5 2033 6771 2195 7313 1333
1920 635 1573
JUTE;RAJSHAHI 
762 1887 990
1921 381 917 A57 1101 . 96 A
1922 398 1189 A77 1A27 1196
1923 676 1937 811 2325 11A7
19 2 A 685 2317 822 2781 135 3
1925 759 2083 ' 812 2228 1098
1926 951 3038 1017 3250 1278
1927 8 A3 2A81 902 2 65 A 117 7
1928 759 23 A3 812 2507 1235
1929 8AA 25 6 A 903 2 7 AA 1216
1930 820 2526 7A6 2299 123 2
1931 A38 1397 513 163 A 127 A
1932 515 1575 60 3 18A2 1223
JUTE;RAJSHAHI
Ai: JL
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PI
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 3ALES) (IN 000) (000 BALES) (IN lb:
1933 631 20 Al 738 2388 129 A
19 3 A 639 21A7 7A8 2512 13AA
1935 505 1680 591 1965 1330
1936 58 A 2071 677 2A02 1A20
1937 597 1926 693 2235 1290
1938 692 1A28 802 1656 826
1939 686 2069 796 2399 1206
19 AO 1613 A831 117 8 3527 1198
19 Al 521 1A22 562 1536 1092
19A2 891 26A9 962 2861 1190
19 A3 720 1872 778 2022 1039
19 AA ■ 589 1920 636 2073 130 A
19A5 706 23A7 763 253A 132 9
jute;DACCA
1920 1039 2629 12A7 3155 1012
1921 635 1892 762 2270 1192
1922 526 1620 631 1 9 AA 1233
1923 1178 3883 1 Ai 3 A 659 1319
19 2 A 1122 3A11 13A7 A 0 93 1216
1925 1201 3268 1285 3A96 1089
1926 1A82 51A5 1586 5505 1389
1927 133 A A235 1A27 A531 1270
1928 1262 AO 99 1350 A3 86 1299
1929 1A18 A3 63 1517 A 669 1231
1930 1A93 5121 1359 A660 1372
1931 80 A 2A60 9A1 2878 122 A
1932 901 2907 105 A 3 AO 1 1291
1933 1013 3398 118 5 3976 13A2
19 3 A 113 A 3876 1327 A535 1367
1935 916 3350 1072 3920 1A63
1936 1075 AO A6 12 A 7 A693 1506
1937 1021 3289 118 A 3815 1289
1938 1231 312 A 1A28 3 62 A 1015
1939 126 A AA 0 3 1A6 6 5107 139 A
19 AO 19 A 7 5913 1A2 1 A316 1215
19 A1 599 1638 6A7 1769 1093
19A2 11A2 3 A 9 0 1233 3769 1223
19 A3 888 2629 959 2839 118 A
19 A A 669 2.188 723 23 6 A 1308
1-9 A5 803 2708 867 2925 13A9
IAPPENDIX 1 ../• 
JUTE:CHITTAGONG
YEAR
OFFICIAL 
ACREAGE 
(IN 000)
OUTPUT 
(000 BALES)
REVISED 
ACREAGE 
(IN 000)
REVISED 
OUTPUT 
(000 BALES)
YIELD : 
ACR 
(IN L!
192 0 255 470 306 564 739
1921 158 426 189 511 1082
1922 159 479 190 575 1208
1923 317 1007 381 1209 1270
19 2*+ 302 746 363 895 987
1925 374 1014 400 10 85 1084
1926 422 1296 452 1387 1228
1927 375 1137 401 1217 1212
1928 318 1114 341 1192 1400
1929 371 1113 397 1191 1199
1930 372 1212 339 1103 1302
1931 168 523 197 612 1244
1932 215 739 251 865 1377
1933 233 794 273 929 - 1362
1934 303 887 355 1038 1170
1935 236 708 276 829 1199
1936 270 1000 314 1160 1480
1937 255 905 296 1050 1418
1938 278 718 32 3 83.2 1031
1939 292 1106 338 1283 1516
1940 567 1831 414 1337 1293
1941 157 426 169 460 1086
1942 278 924 301 998 1327
1943 197 611 212 660 1244
1944 158 570 171 616 1442
1945 190 686 205 740 1446
JUTE:PRESIDENCY DIV
19 20 190 489 22 8 587 1029
1921 113 275 135 329 975
1922 96 206 115 248 862
1923 212 575 254 690 1088
1924 230 660 276 792 1146
1925 302 840 323 899 1113
1926 394 1004 422 10 74 1019
1927 320 949 342 1015 1186
1928 279 802 299 858 1150
1929 304 950 325 1017 1250
19 3 0 296 875 269 796 1182
19 31 156 500 183 585 1282
1932 160 427 187 500 1069
4 i 1
JUTES PRESIDENCY DIV
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED
V
YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 BALES) (IN 000) (000 BALES) (IN LBS)
1933 219 659 256 771 120 4
1934 206 612 241 717 1189
1935 216 661 25 3 773 1224
1936 259 719 300 834 1111
1937 257 760 298 882 1183
1938 243 477 282 553 786
1939 238 604 276 700 1014
1940 688 1741 502 1271 1012
1941 218 651 236 703 1192
1942 337 954 364 1030 1133
1943 295 845 319 912 1145
19 44 238 721 25/' 779 1211
1945 286 877 309 947 1227
1920 50 142
JUTE'BURDWAN . 
60 170 ‘ 1143
1921 31 76 37 92 1001
1922 19 39 23 47 826
1923 30 69 36 83 910
19 2 4 20 40 24 48 790
1925 44 128 47 137 1160
1926 65 143 70 153 879
1927 57 187 61 200 1314
1928 49 144 52 * 154 117 8
1929 46 145 49 155 1263
1930 47 143 43 130 1219
1931 30 101 35 118 1343
1932 31 99 36 116 1288
1933 46 162 54 190 1411
1934 39 122 46 143 1255
1935 25 76 29 89 1219
1936 32 104 37 120 1297
1937 30 95 35 110 1268
1938 31 96 36 111 1233
1939 24 66 28 77 1098
1940 122 364 89 265 1191
1941 38 110 41 119 1159
1942 56 156 61 168 1112
1943 46 120 50 130 1043
1944 40 125 43 135 1261
1945 48 155 52 167 1295
APPENDIX 1. -3 
MUSTARD:all-BENGAL
OFFICIAL REVISED Revised yield PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT acreage OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1920 882 150 679 115 380
1921 895 145 689 111 362
1922 753 127 580 98 378
1923 733 116 564 89 355
1924 737 118 567 91 357
1925 731 98 563 75 299
1926 757 129 583 99 382
1927 741 126 570 97 382
1928 700 120 539 92 L 383
1929 705 130 543 100 415
1930 769 137 592 105 399
1931 770 136 593 105 396
1932 716 153 551 118 479
1933 693 1.65 534 127 532
1934 724 180 557 139 557
1935 711 157 547 121 496
1936 740 179 570 138 542
1937 771 156 593 120 454
1938 771 149 594 • 115 433
1939 764 140 589 108 410
1940 753 129 530 99 384
1941 741 145 571 112 438
1942 885 163 558 103 412
1943 809 145 550 98 400
1944 549 92 549 92 375
1945 549 92 551 92 375
MUSTARD'' RAJSHAHI . ..
1920 361 63 296 52 393
1921 325 56 267 46 385
1922 302 51 247 42 380
1923 312 49 256 40 354
1924 300 51 246 42 378
1925 303 48 248 40 356
1926 308 52 252 42 376
1927 308 49 253 40 352
1928 295 50 242 41 378
1929 289 49 237 41 383
1930 325 58 267 47 398
1931 339 64 278 52 422
1932 316 TO 259 57 492
APPENDIX 1-2
rt2 -4 f'*-
MUSTARD 'RAJSHAHI
4 ± o
OFFICIAL revised revised yield per
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1933 297 71 244 58 532
1934 320 79 262 65 552
1935 323 70 265 58 - 489
1936 327 74 268 61 - 507
1937 358 69 294 57 431
1938 354 70 290 57 441
1939 341 61 280 50 - 402
1940 343 55 281 45 362
1941 335 65 275 53 432
1942 453 77 277 47 382
1943 349 56 279 45 362
1944 280 43 280 43 341
1945 200 43 253 43- 341
MUSTARD • DACCA
192 0 399 68 283 49 384
1921 451 73 320 52 362
1922 332 55 236 39 371
1923 303 48 217 34 352
1924 305 48 217 34 351
1925 296 30 210 21 224
1926 308 57 219 40 414
1927 300 59 213 42 442
1928 283 49 201 35 390
1929 309 62 219 44 449
1930 318 57 226 40 399
1931 314 51 223 37 367
1932 281 57 199 40 453
1933 278 69 1.97 49 555
1934 200 75 1 99 53 596
1935 203 69 201 49 543
1936 282 76 200 54 604
1937 283 59 201 42 464
1938 278 53 197 38 428
1939 2B1 49 199 35 395
194 0 272 49 193 35 401
1941 275 53 195 38 431
1942 279 53 178 34 423
1943 294 56 3 77 33 424
1944 172 32 1 72 32 416
1945 172 32 185 32 416
appendix 1,3 ... i {.
MUSTARD.CHITTAGONG
OFFICIAL
-
REVISED revised YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT acreage output ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1920 40 6 35 5 - -=- 328
1921 40 6 35 5 " 325
1922 41 9 36 8 ' — ' 478
1923 40 8 35 7 451
1924 53 7 46 6 307
1925 54 7 47 6 - 301
1926 64 8 55 7 - 293
1927 61 9 53 8 347
1928 43 8 37 7 408
1929 32 6 27 5 397
1930 50 9 43 7 384
1931 39 7 34 6 393
1932 41 9 35 8 476
1933 39 8 34 - 7 487
1934 39 8 34 7 477
1935 39 8 34 7 462
1936 4 0 9 35 8 499
1937 40 9 35 8 515
1938 39 7 34 6 *- 393
1939 37 7 32 6 429
1940 32 7 28 6 506
1941 34 7 30 6 454
1942 37 9 31 7 530
1943 40 10 30 7 540
1944 30 6 30 6 451
1945 30 6 37 6 . 451
MUSTARD; PRESIDENCY DIV . :
1920 59 9 42 6 327
1921 58 7 42 5 263
1922 58 8 42 6 327
1923 51 7 37 5 - 291
1924 52 7 37 5 318
1925 52 8 37 6 350
1926 53 8 38 6 337
1927 52 6 30 - 5 273
1928 57 9 41 6 34B
1929 51 9 37 6 389
1930 51 9 37 7 408
1933 55 9 39 7 385
1932 56 13 40 9 5 03
APPENDIX 1-2
MUSTARD:presidency DIV
4 18
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1933 57 11 41 ..  8 441
1934 61 13 44 9 " 472
1935 46 7 33 5 323
1936 63 13 45 9 459
1937 62 14 45 10 493
1939 79 15 57 11 433
1939 83 17 60 12 460
1940 84 13 60 10 360
1941 74 16 54 12 484
1942 92 19 52 11 472
1943 98 17 53 9 393
1944 54 9 54 9 370
1945 54 9 54 9 370
1920 24
m u s t a r d, burowan
4 14 2 334
1921 21 3 12 2 341
1922 20 4 11 2 415
1923 25 14 2 377
3 924 27 5 15 3 380
1925 27 4 15 3 368
1926 24 4 14 2 397
1927 18 3 11 2 322
1928 22 4 13 2 410
1929 25 5 15 3 421
1930 25 5 14 3 434
1931 24 5 14 3 ■ 448
1932 23 6 13 3 578
1933 23 6 13 3 562
1934 24 6 14 3 535
1935 19 3 11 2 396
1 936 28 7 16 4 580
1937 28 6 16 3 489
1938 23 5 13 3 452
1939 23 5 13 3 478
1940 22 4 13 2 412
1941 22 4 13 2 43 0
1942 24 5 14 3 445
1943 28 6 14 3 445
1 944 14 3 14 3 410
1945 14 3 22 3- 410
APPEND IX 1„1
TOBACCO:ALL BENGAL
- OFFICIAL REVISED revised YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT acreage OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1920 258 - 78 132 40 680
1921 298 90 152 46 68 0
1922 299 91 152 46 680
1923 288 87 147 45 680
1924 280 85 143 43 68 0
1925 293 92 150 47 700
1926 295 123 151 63 931
1927 290 120 148 61 926
1928 291 121 149 62 932
1929 295 123 151 63 936
1930 284 120 145 61 945
1931 293 123 149 63 939
1932 281 3 39 143 71 1109
1933 286 123 146 63 964
1934 308 144 157 73 1047
1935 307 129 157 66 938
1936 307 135 157 69 981
1937 313 127 160 65 907
1938 316 132 161 67 937
1939 316 128 1.61 65 905
1940 322 123 1 64 63 06 0
1941 321 135 164 69 940
1942 304 128 164 69 947
1943 300 120 165 66 094
1944 165 68 165 68 92 0
1945 174 69 176 69 883
TOBACCO .-RAJSHAHI . .
1920 200 61 80 24 680
1921 225 68 90 27 680
1922 225 68 90 27 680
1923 224 68 90 27 680
1924 223 68 89 27 680
1925 242 76 97 30 700
1926 238 99 95 40 936
1927 236 102 94 41 971
1928 235 103 94 41 977
1929 240 105 96 4 2 980
1930 229 100 92 40 976
1931 236 103 95 4 3 977
1932 224 114 89 46 1141
APPENDIX 1.*]
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TOBACCO:RAJSHAHI
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
- ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1933 230 98 . 92 39 959
1934 250 118 100 47 1053
1935 251 105 100 42 940
1936 250 110 100 44 991
1937 250 99 100 40 889
1938 251 105 ■ 100 42 936
1939 250 100 100 40 893
1940 254 95 1 02 38 838
1941 253 105 101 42 927
1942 233 96 102 42 928
1943 226 88 104 40 86B
1944 104 41 104 41 890
1945 110 42 105 42 856
... TOBACCO-DACCA
............ . ■ ’ " ' ■ ~ '
1920 25 7 22 7 680
1921 42 13 38 11 680
1922 42 13 38 12 680
1923 37 11 33 10 680
1924 33 10 30 9 680
1925 27 8 24 8 700
1926 27 11 --- 25 10 939
1927 26 9 24 8 753
1928 26 8 24 8 717
1929 26 8 24 8 720
1930 28 10 26 9 799
1931 29 . 10 27 9 739
1932 30 14 28 12 1007
1933 29 14 27 12 1037
1934 31 15 29 14 1091
1935 32 14 29 13 1009
1936 33 15 30 14 1008
1937 39 19 36 17 1090
1938 40 18 36 16 1001
1939 40 18 37 1 6 1002
1940 41 19 38 17 1028
1941 42 20 38 18 1063
1942 43 21 34 16 1073
1943 46 21 34 16 1 018
1944 34 15 34 15 10 06
1.945 36 16 44 16 962
APPENOIX l.<")
TOBACCO-CHITTAGONG
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD HER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1920 9 3 11 3 680
1921 9 3 11 3 680
1922 8 2 10 3 680
1923 10 3 12 4 680
1924 9 3 U 3 680
1925 10 3 12 4 700
1926 10 4 12 5 ' 842
1927 9 3 12 4 829
1928 9 3 - 12 4 ■ 822
1929 9 3 12 4. 844
1930 9 4 12 5 920
1931 10 4 12 5 862
1932 10 4 12 5 946
1933 10 4 13 5 939
1934 10 4 13 5 936
1935 10 5 13 6 1006
1936 10 4 13 5 650
1937 10 4 13 5 854
1938 10 4 13 5 855
1939 10 4 13 5 797
194 0 10 4 13 5 817
1941 10 4 13 5 822
1942 11 4 13 5 899
1943 10 4 14 5 899
1944 14 6 14 6 937
1945 14 6 12 6 , 902
TOBACCO:•PRESIDENCY DIV
19?0 19 6 23 7 680
1921 18 5 21 7 680
1922 19 6 22 7 680
1923 12 .4 15 5 68 0
1924 12 4 14 4 680
1925 1 i 4 14 4 700
1926 34 6 17 7 939
1927 12 3 ■ . 15 4 576
1928 13 4 16 5 715
1929 13 4 16 5 703
193 0 10 3 12 4 722
1931 10 4 13 4 762
1932 10 4 12 5 893
APPENDIX l.q .
; f  "X
HC f r j f  f—v*
TOBACCO:presidency div
OFFICIAL REVISED revised YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1933 11 4 13 5 842
1934 11 5 -  14 5 901
1935 10 3 12 3 623
1936 10 4 12 ..  4 788
1937 10 3 12 4 723
1938 11 4 14 5 852
1939 12 5 14 6 888
1940 12 4 15 5 - 769
1941 13 5 16 7 902
1943 15 6 12 5 956
1943 15 6 11 5 914
1944 11 4 11 4 911
1945 12 5 13 5 877
- ■ TOBACCO '• BURDWAN ........................ .... -  ■ -
1920 6 2 3 1 680
1921 5 2 3 1 680
1922 5 2 3 1 680
1923 5 1 2 1 68 0
1924 4 1 2 1 680
1925 4 1 2 1 700
1926 7 2 3 1 816
1927 7 2 3 1 787
1928 7 3 4 1 796
1929 7 3 4 1 806
1930 7 3 4 1 877
1931 7 3 4 1 865
1932 7 3 4 2 1063
1933 7 3 3 1 1012
1934 5 2 2 1 993
1935 4 I 2 1 797
1936 4 2 2 1 936
1937 4 2 2 1 870
1938 4 1 2 ' 1 795
1939 4 2 2 1 947
1940 4 2 2 1 899
1941 3 1 2 1 923
1942 3 1 2 1 774
1943 3 1 2 1 840
1944 2 1 2 1 916
1945 2 1 3 1 880
APPENDIX 1.10
SUGARCANE:ALL- BENGAL
OFFICIAL REVISED revised YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1920 218 255 124 145 2621
1921 220 240 125 137 2446
1922 200 213 1 14 121 2390
1923 207 224 118 128 2424
1924 205 210 117 120 2295
1925 214 246 122 140 2571
1926 200 214 114 122 2403
192? 208 235 118 134 2535
192R 195 21.7 111 124 2497
1929 197 222 112 126 2528
1930 197 249 113 142 2827
1931 232 273 132 156 2633
1932 232 454 132 259 4381
1933 256 457 146 261 4007
1934 275 494 157 281 4018
1935 324 557 185 318 3848
1936 354 651 202 371 4123
1937 289 485 165 276 3760
1938 298 437 170 249 3289
1939 315 525 179 299 3738
1940 330 530 188 302 3595
1941 313 477 178 272 3417
1942 302 419 172 239 3115
1943 337 475 192 271 3153
1944 300 421 176 24 0 3058
1945 321 489 184 278 3412
SUGARCANE -RAJSHAHI
. ..
1920 66 76 40 46 2569
1921 69 78 42 47 2528
1922 61 68 37 41 2485
1923 69 75 42 46 2464
1924 71 79 4* 4 48 2473
1925 74 73 45 45 2234
1926 68 71 42 43 2328
1927 72 82 44 50 2573
1928 72 84 44 51 2621
1929 72 8 0 4 4 49 2512
1930 72 96 44 59 2987
1931 92 115 56 70 2782
1932 88 158 53 96 4041
APPENDIX 1 iO
■ • . 4 ei--i
SUGARCANE:RAJSHAHI ...
OFFICIAL REVISED revised YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1933 93 172 57 105 4122
1934 102 188 62 115 4141
1935 118 215 72 131 4081
1936 132 262 81 160 4429
1937 106 188 64 115 3991
1938 109 165 66 101 3398
1939 131 219 eo 134 3761
1940 139 221 85 135 3554.
1941 119 175 73 107 3290
1942 114 134 70 82 2635
1943 119 138 73 84 2588
1944 100 116 61 71 2579
1945 104 133 69 81 2855
sugarcanewiacca
19?0 67 86 24 30 2872
1921 68 77 PA 27 2514
1922 64 64 22 22 2254
1923 63 69 pp 24 244 0
1924 73 71 26 25 2183
1925 75 98 26 34 2924
1926 67 69 23 24 2332
1927 72 85 25 30 265 0
1928 68 78 pA 27 2542
1929 69 79 PA 28 2550
1930 68 84 £4 29 2751
1931 86 91 30 32 2366
1932 88 187 31 65 4759
1933 104 174 36 61 3771
1934 112 197 39 69 3931
1935 139 235 49 82 3797
1936 153 264 54 92 3849
1937 117 179 41 63 3430
1938 121 167 42 58 3078
1939 113 183 40 64 3623
1940 112 183 39 64 3638
1941 123 190 43 67 3478
1942 121 192 42 67 3551
1943 146 224 51 78 3432
1944 135 187 47 65 3108
1945 140 217 45 76 34 74
APPENDIX 1-iO d ^  Hi i qJ
SUGARCANE'. CHITTAGONG
OFFICIAL revised revised YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) <000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1920 13 16 13 16 2799
1921 13 16 13 16 2743
1922 13 16 13 18 3124
1923 13 17 13 17 2997
1924 11 13 11 13 2531
1925 12 14 12 14 2749
1926 11 14 11 14 3010
1927 10 13 10 13 2932
1928 9 12 9 12 2985
1929 8 11 8 11 3011
1930 9 11 9 11 2952
1931 8 11 8 11 2975
1932 9 17 9 17 4543
1933 9 19 9 19 4657
1934 9 16 9 16 4062
1935 10 18 10 18 4091
1936 10 22 10 22 4697
1937 10 20 10 20 4302
1938 10 16 10 18 4 069
1939 10 19 10 19 4231
1940 10 19 10 19 4122
1941 10 18 10 18 3977
1942 10 18 10 18 4106
1943 10 18 10 18 4136
1944 10 19 10 19 4201
1945 10 22 11 22 - 4698
sugarcane • PRESIDENCY DIV
1920 18 18 15 16 2326
1921 19 19 17 16 2196
1922 15 14 13 12 2078
1923 14 12 12 10 1925
1924 14 13 12 11 2081
1925 14 14 12 12 2241
1926 15 15 13 13 2152
1927 15 12 13 11 1602
1928 13 12 11 10 2018
19-29 14 13 12 11 2123
193 0 13 15 11 13 2482
1931 1 6 19 ‘ 14 17 2 6 7 6
1932 17 31 15 27 4077
' APPENDIX 1 io
.
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SUGARCANE 'PRESIDENCY DIV
Jz f--a V
OFFICIAL revised revised YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1 933 18 32 .  16 .27 3866
1934 22 37 19 ..32 3743
1935 29 43 25 37 - 3304
1936 29 49 25 42 - 3789
1937 26 45 22 33 3830
1938 27 32 23 28 ‘ 2703
1939 29 48 25 41 3664
1940 35 55 30 47 3509
1941 32 51 27 44 3571
1942 32 47 27 40 3285
1943 35 53 30 46 3431
1944 35 52 30 " 4 5 3332
1945 36 61 35 52 : 3756
. . . . sugarcane burdwan
1930 53 58 53 58 2423
1921 50 51 50 51 2258
1922 47 49 47 49 2342
1923 48 50 48 50 2341
1924 35 34 35 34 ■ 2174
1925 40 46 40 4 6 2591
1926 39 45 39 45 2592
1927 39 42 39 42 2442
1928 33 32 33 32 2188
1929 34 39 34 39 2563
1930 36 44 36 44 2748
1931 29 3? 29 37 2630
1932 31 60 31 60 4395
1933. 31 61 31 61 4340
1934 30 5d 30 55 4119
193B 29 46 29 46 3605
1936 29 55 29 55 4310
1937 30 53 30 53 3977
1938 31 55 31 55 3988
1939 32 57 ■32 57 3966
1940 33 53 33 53 3548
1941 29 43 29 43 3319
1 942 25 pR 25 28 2 5 7 6
1943 28 42 28 42 348 4
194 V 29 48 29 48 3769
1945 30 56 30 56 4209
APPENDIX 1-11
SESAMUM V ALL BENGAL.
OFFICIAL REVISED Revised yield per
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE output ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1920 199 33 113 19 376
1921 207 34 118 19 367
1922 156 24 89 —  14 347
1923 157 25 90 14 359
1924 159 24 90 14 338
1925 153 25 87 14 368
1926 160 25 91 14 353
1927 150 26 85 15 382
1928 153 23 87 13 336
1929 157 26 89 15 366
1930 153 26 87 15 3871931 161 26 92 15 365
1932 3 61 36 92 20 500
1933 158 35 90 20 502
1934 159 35 90 20 492
1935 166 36 95 21 487
1936 184 41 105 23 501
1937 210 46 120 26 494
1938 168 32 107 18 375
1939 180 33 103 19 414
1940 174 33 99 19 428
1941 179 32 102 19 408
1942 172 33 98 19 434
1943 187 38 106 22 458
3944 189 39 103 22 464
1945 164 32 89 19 445
SESAMUM:RAJSHAHI
-
1920 39 6 11 ..  2 354
1921 39 6 11 2 3221922 35 4 9 1 286
1923 34 5 9 1 300
1924 32 4 9 1 296
1925 33 4 9 1 303
1926 42 6 11 2 347
1927 41 6 11 2 335
1928 41 6 11 2 338
1929 42 8 11 2 404
1930 43 7 12 2 380
1931 44 7 12 2 348
1932 41 8 11 2 429
APPENDIX 1.1 i .
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SESAMUM '.RAJSHAHI
OFFICIAL REVISED revised 'YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1933 38 9 10 2 -- 516
1934 42 9 11 3 —  504
1935 44 9 12 3 473
1936 43 9 12 3 - ■ 485
1937 49 11 13 3 498
1938 40 6 11 2 362
1939 41 7 11 2 371
1940 40 9 11 2 " 479
1941 41 8 11 2 464
1943 37 6 10 2 397
1943 36 8 10 2 464
1944 35 7 10 2 433
1945 30 6 8 2 416
SESAMUM DACCA - - - - - -  -
1930 112 20 47 9 405
1931 117 21 49 9 400
1923 73 11 31 5 349
1923 80 13 34 6 369
1924 82 13 34 5 349
1925 76 12 32 5 357
1926 75 10 32 4 304
1927 66 12 28 5 413
1928 70 9 30 4 302
1929 72 10 30 4 319
1930 72 12 30 5 372
1931 75 12 31 5 349
1932 76 18 32 8 535
1933 76 16 32 7 488
1934 74 16 31 7 472
1935 82 IB 34 8 504
1936 97 22 41 9 506
3 937 115 26 48 11 5131938 102 16 43 7 351
1939 92 17 39 7 419
1940 86 15 36 6 386
1941 90 . 14 38 6 357
1942 87 17 37 7 430
1943 99 . 19 42 B 440
1944 B6 18 36 7 456
1945 73 14 31 6 437
APPENDIX l.ii
SESAMUM:CHITTAGON0
OFFICIAL revised REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1920 22 3 22 3 - 277
1921 22 3 22 3 305
1922 23 4 23 4 430
1923 20 4 20 4 420
1924 25 4 25 4 345
1925 24 5 24 5 475
1926 24 5 24 5 ' 480
1927 24 4 24 4 391
1928 22 4 22 4 395
1929 25 5 25 5 413
193 0 21 4 21 4 428
1931 25 S 25 5 417
1932 25 6 25 6 513
1933 25 6 25 6 513
1934 25 6 25 6 535
1935 27 6 27 6 514
1936 27 6 27 6 519
1937 27 5 27 5 4081938 27 5 27 5 - 454
1939 28 5 28 5 436
1940 28 6 28 6 469
1941 28 6 28 - 6 439
1942 28 6 28 6 470
1943 29 6 29 6 491
1944 36 9 36 9 534
1945 31 7 30 7 ; 513
SESAMUM 'PRESIDENCY DIV
1920 8 1 12 2 - 365
1921 7 1 11 2 3791922 7 1 ‘ 10 2 332
1923 7 1 10 - 1 - 276
1924 6 1 10 1 29?
1925 8 1 12 2 352
1926 7 1 11 2 3401927 8 1 12 2 303
] 928 8 1 12 2 3211929 7 1 10 2 322
1930 6 1 10 1 324
1931 7 1 11 2 325
APPENDIX l.il
......
SESAMUM 'PRESIDENCY DIV
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1933 7 1 11 - - - 2 .. 429
1934 7 1 10 2 419
1935 4 1 7 1 339
1936 8 1 12 .. 2 ■ 429
1937 8 2 12 2 457
1938 7 1 10 2 328
1939 8 2 12 2 448
1940 8 2 13 - “ 3 ” ■ 507
1941 9 2 14 3 485
1942 9 2 14 3 491
1943 10 2 16 3 502
1944 19 4 17 6 427
1945 17 3 15 5 409
SESAMUM ‘BURDWAN
1920 18 3 9 2 371
1921 21 3 11 2 326
1922 18 3 9 1 ‘ 349
1923 17 3 9 2 400
1924 14 2 7 376
1925 12 2 6 1 420
1926 12 2 6 420
1927 11 2 6 414
1928 12 2 6 1 428
1929 11 2 6 1 453
1930 11 2 6 434
1931 11 2 6 1 453
1932 11 3 6 1 548
1933 12 3 6 1 557
1934 11 3 6 528
1935 10 2 5 1 393
1936 9 2 5 542
1 937 11 3 6 1 53 0
1938 13 3 7 463
1939 U 2 6 1 449
1940 10 2 5 1 404
1941 11 2 6 1 470
1942 11 2 6 1 445
1943 12 3 6 1 481
1 944 13 3 : 7 46 0
1945 13 2 7 1  ^^
APPENDIX 1-14-
TEA ALL BENGAL
YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
year (IN 000) (000 LBS) (IN LBS)
1920 172 7618? 444
1921 177 58753 332
1922 180 71663 398
1923 181 64579 358
1924 182 87062 479
1925 ] 88 84623 451
1926 189 94942 503
1927 190 97014 511
1928 194 94924 490
1929 195 109950 564
1930 199 97003 48?
1931 199 88464 445
1932 198 108847 550
1933 200 96684 484
1934 200 97860 49 0
1935 201 961 12 478
1936 203 99453 490
1937 202 108658 538
1938 201 106319 530
1939 201 112290 559
1940 201 115686 576
1941 201 121597 604
1942 201 149182 742
1943 198 159593 805
1944 200 130819 653
1945 200 154491 772
TEA RAJSHAHI
1920 167 74002 444
1921 172 57378 334
1922 175 70010 401
1923 176 62702 357
1924 176 854 04 484
1925 182 82984 456
1926 183 93334 510
1927 184 95258 518
1928 188 93439 497
1929 189 108454 573
193 0 193 95663 495
1931 193 86948 450
1932 193 10 7243 557
APPEND IA I., a
TEA RAJSHAHI
YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 LBS) (IN LBS)
1933 194 95172 492
1934 194 96372 498
1935 195 94665 487
1936 195 97689 500
1937 196 106923 547
1938 194 104335 537
1939 194 110229 567
1940 195 113677 584
1941 195 119470 613
1942 195 146758 753
1943 194 158107 613
1944 194 128434 662
1945 194 152106 785
tea CHITTAGONG
1930 5 2185 437
1921 6 1375 250
1922 5 1654 312
1923 5 1877 368
1924 5 1658 307
1925 6 1639 298
1926 6 1607 282
1927 6 1756 308
1928 6 1485 256
1929 6 1496 258
1930 6 1339 227
1931 6 1516 266
1932 5 1604 297
1933 6 1512 252
1934 6 1488 240
1935 7 1447 216
1936 8 1763 232
1937 6 1734 271
1938 6 1984 315
1939 6 2061 322
1940 6 2009 324
1941 6 2127 343
1942 6 2424 391
1943 4 1486 391
1944 6 2385 391
194b 6 2 3 8 5 391
APPENDIX 1 i'3
linseed:all bengal
OFFICIAL REVISED REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1920 126 16 126 16 288
1921 133 17 133 17 280
1922 127 20 - 127 20 ~ 3571923 122 17 122 17 -- 306
1924 121 19 121 19 ' 352
1925 134 IB 134 18 307
1926 136 20 136 20 - 3 S 8
1927 119 13 119 13 ■:-> 250
1928 132 20 132 20 3371929 114 19 114 19 370
1930 116 19 116 19 3641931 126 20 126 20 357
1932 125 25 125 25 4461933 124 24 124 24 . 438
1934 126 27 126 27 4741935 98 16 98 16 365
1936 131 25 131 25 437
1937 137 28 137 28 452
1938 156 29 156 29 415
1939 157 30 157 30 43 0
194 0 155 22 155 22 322
1941 159 32 159 32 444
1942 157 32 157 32 453
1943 163 28 163 28 379
1944 150 22 150 22 324
1945 134 21 132 21 351
■ LINSEED*RAJSHAHI
“ ' '' ~ ■ 1 ‘
• - •
1920 30 4 30 4 292
1921 28 4 28 4 2911922 30 4 30 4 294
1923 27 3 27 3 268
1924 26 4 26 4 355
1925 27 4 27 4 316
1926 27 4 27 4 3391927 24 3 24 3 - . 294
1928 24 4 24 4 348
1929 20 3 20 3 34 0
1930 21 3 21 3 326
193] 29 5 29 5 352
APPENDIX l-13
' ■ ■" -1 J
LINSEED RAJSHAHI
OFFICIAL revised revised YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT acreage OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) ( 000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1933 27 5 27 5 , , 432
1934 28 6 28 - 6 -- - 478
1935 28 5 28 5 . 399
1936 28 6 28 - 6 - 469
1937 24 5 24 5 430
1938 23 4 23 4 391
1939 21 4 21 4 - 404
1940 23 3 23 3 303
1941 23 4 23 4 425
194? 2 2 5 22 5 461
1943 22 4 22 4 373
1944 24 3 24 3 328
1945 21 3 22 3 352
- LINSEECKDACCA
r  - _ * - ■ ’ -
1920 15 3 15 3 t 393
1921 29 5 29 5 363
1922 18 3 18 3 379
1923 17 3 17 3 334
1924 16 2 16 ' 2 349
1925 17 2 17 2 286
3926 17 2 17 2 313
1927 17 3 17 - 3 - 355
1928 1 6 3 16 3 376
1929 15 3 15 3 388
1930 14 3 14 3 433
1931 13 2 13 2 375
193? 13 3 13 3 447
1933 13 3 13 3 486
1934 13 3 13 3 467
1935 13 3 13 3 484
1936 13 3 13 3. 494
1937 13 3 13 3 434
1938 12 2 12 2 404
1939 12 2 12 2 432
1940 11 2 11 2 382
1941 11 2 11 2 463
194? 11 2 11 2 449
1943 11 2 U 2 43 0
1944 10 2 10 2 380
1945 10 2 16 2 420
APPENDIX 1,1*2»
LINSEED tCHITTAGONG
YEAR
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
OFFICIAL revised revised YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
(IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
10 2 10 2 398
11 2 11 2 355
11 2 11 2 466
11 2 11 2 436
10 2 10 2 420
11 2 11 2 392
11 - ■ 2 11 2 345
10 2 10 2 346
9 2 9 2 394
8 1 • 8 - 1 343
8 1 8 * 1 250
8 . 1 8 1 257
7 1 7 1 316
8 1 8 1 340
9 2 9 2 457
10 2 10 2 422
13 3 13 3 463
33 3 13 3 494
13 3 13 3 446
13 2 13 2 346
13 2 13 2 375
13 2 13 2 400
13 2 13 2 396
14 3 14 3 421
9 2 9 2 4188 2 - 9 2 452
LINSEED* PRESIDENCY DIV
61 7 61 7 244
55 5 55 5 220
59 9 59 9 354
58 7 58 7 264
59 9 59 9 338
67 9 67 9 286
65 9 65 9 312
54 4 54 4 163
69 10 69 10 310
57 10 57 10 374
59 10 59 1 0 367
62 10 62 10 35562 13 62 13 454
APPENDIX iJ'S 
LINSEED'.PRESIDENCY DIV
OFFICIAL revised REVISED YIELD PER
ACREAGE OUTPUT ACREAGE OUTPUT ACRE
YEAR (IN 000) (000 TONS) (IN 00o) (000 TONS) (IN LBS)
1933 62 12 62 12 428
1934 64 13 .64 13 468
1935 36 4 36 4 267
1936 64 11 - 64 11 376
1937 75 15 75 15 457
1938 98 18 98 18 422
1939 102 20 102 20 446
1940 100 14 100 14 305
1941 102 21 102 21 454
1942 102 21 102 21 461
1943 107 18 107 18 368
1944 102 14 102 14 305
1945 90 13 80 13 329
- - LINSEED,;burdwan - • :
1920 10 1 10 1 269
1921 10 1 10 1 258
1922 10 2 10 2 407
1923 10 1 10 1 348
1924 9 2 9 2 369
1925 13 2 13 2 352
1926 17 3 17 3 377
1927 13 2 13 2 323
1928 14 2 14 2 368
1929 15 3 15 3 391
1930 14 3 14 3 409
1931 14 3 14 413
1932 15 3 15 3 528
1933 13 3 13 3 514
1934 12 3 12 3 516
1935 11 2 11 2 404
1 936 33 3 13 3 585
1937 12 2 12 2 433
193 R 11 2 11 2 377
1939 10 2 10 2 432
1940 9 2 9 2 398
1941 10 2 10 2 428
1942 8 2 8 2 4 25
1943 9 2 9 2 402
1944 5 I S 1 394
1945 4 1 5 1 434
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APPENDIX 2/1
DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE?ALL BENGAL
_ _
(Official SE RIES jIN 00 0 ACRES)
- ■ - -
NET CROPPED DOUBLE CROPPED CURRENT CULTURABLE -
YEAR AREA AREA FALLOW WASTE 1
192 0 23959 — - A281 ..... 50A0 6060 ....
1921 23701 ~ - AA60 - -----..  5027 5817 -■ --- -
1922 - 236A2 - A103 ----- A331 - ~ 5 9 A A ......  :
1923 22306 A120 - . - - A813 . - 626 3 : - "• " :
192 A 23528-- A219 ■ ---- A683 6207 ........ " “
19 25 238A1 A A63 A657 5 32 5 - ;
19 2 6 ”.. 23388 A082 " .. ~ 50 76 ‘ " '5808 "
19 2 7 ; - 2190 2 - : : r A159 ; - - 5960 . ; . bi+3/ - , ... .
1928 2 3827 A875 ' A70 8 " ----- 5935 "... '
1929 23369 - AA62: ' - 5387 -- 6 018 - - ^
19 3 0 2 3 A 6 0 ' .. A 939 557A ' “ 5 97 A - --
1931 2356 8 - . 5108 -.:: - 5301 r -591b . r r
1932 — 2 3 3 A 9 A826 5223 :'“'“ • 6 23 5 —
1933 . 2AO02 . A573- A76A 625 5 . -3
1 9 3 A 2835 7 A 5 6 A ~  ~ - - 5 A 2 A ----------------- 6 62 6
1935 2267 A - 5 021 , . 5670 665 8 ..........
19 3 6 ---------- 2 A A 66 A 93 7 ~ A 6 91 ~ 3  33 Q  -
19 3 7  — 2 A72 8 - - A 992 - A 926 - 575 A
19 3 8 2 A 7 3 0 ~ “ 5293 "  ' -  5013 6 6 3 A ' “
1939 2 A 916 - 5312 :: A 7A2 6 631 -  - — T---T — r- • ;~~j
19 AO 2 A 715 " 5 317 .............5 3 A9 ■' 6 03 A
19 A 1 -------- 25 AS 8 5567 — --~ A 618 -  -  - 5 751 - - - - - - -  - ....
19 A 2 26363 - 6 0 AO A 6 63 612 5
19 A 3 2 8 059 - - 6977 . : 2957 612 6 _  = : ~ - v -
19 AA 2 9 A A 8 7770 -  “  - 2 590 ' 5 0 7 9  "  .......... “
19 A 5 2 7 9 7 6 - ^ 6 6 8 3 “ - 2 6 9 A - 5 1 3 1  -  ---  -----------—
-------—  ...
D E S C R I P T I O N OF LAND USE!. R A J S H A H I  '  ^.. ......... —  - - ..........-
1920 ‘ 6 A7 9 ...... 8 6 3 ---- “ 1867 ' '■ 1 3 6 1  “ L'............1
19 21 66 A 6 625 1750 13 6 1  . - - - - - -
19 22 6631 “ " 663 ' 1615 1 AO 6 ......
19 2 3 - - 5 7A 2 - .... 6 9 8 . .....----- 2323  ^ - 159 0 ---- ---------------------------
19 2 A " 6603 ” 620 ' ' 1762 1 3 A 0
1925 6 79 6 - 795 1619 1296
1926 6 A 3 6 .... 738 2019 1 2 5 6
1927 ... 5739 ..- 7A 0 , 2531 - 1 A21 -
1928 6601 76 A 18 91 122 0
1929 622 5 80 A 2 0 8 A 1 A 51
1930 6227 955 2119 1 A A 1
1931 6293 - 878 2109 1 A3 6
19 32 6252 9 6 A 2118 1 A70 - ---
■■ • .. . • • • ■ —•— .-■ - - - APPENDIX 2.1 ~ :
“ ' -- ■ ' - ” ‘ 4- 4 O'
DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE; RAJSHAHI --- - -
... (Official SERIES * IN 000 ACRES) — .  — - —  -...- ---
•....... - NET CROPPED DOUBLE CROPPED CURRENT CULTURABLE .... _ --  - -
YEAR AREA AREA FALLON HASTE .... .
19 3 3 652 6 - 858 188A 1A2 9 ... ... -. —
-- - 19 3 A — - - 656 2 '•iA—r ' 838 • 2 0 76 -• 133 9
1935 6 A 81 - 7'. 903 -r . 2111 1355 - ; ..... r
J 1..  19 3 6 ■ 6 79 7 -J • : -.... ?ta ld67 1266 -- --- ------- -
1937 682 6 — 697 1839 1265 --
"....  19 3 8 ‘6771 -- - . 718 ---  1961.. ■ ■■ ■ 1270-- . . -- -til..
1939 6823 7- - . 717 183A 1263 • - - --- -
19 AO 652 A -. - 783 2132 126 2 *i._ . jr.. -
19 A1 6939 1177 - - 1718 115 9 ..—.. ---
— - 19 A2 : .. : 7218 - 1182 "  1 A39 1A32 -- L-L-. - - .
19 A3 800 0 1363 656 1 A31
--.... ^ 19 AA .. 62Qb - - * ' 18 A3~ ------- -3 75"“ " 110 9 ~ ----- -- - ”
19 A5 7796 1585 7 390 - 1119
_ 7  - -. r:— r-
: • - - -  -------- DESCRIPTION OF LAND’ USE; DACCA'"" .........  - -  ^ ------ '...... -
........  192 0 .. . 650 8 " - 150 0 230 753 . .. - - - -
- 19 21 6395 ....... 2075 328 75 3 ■ -...  -
19 22 6261 1795 188 682 - ......  ■ - ....
1923 fa A 0 0 ... ........ 1869 - - - -  - -  221 / 63 3 ------- - ------------..
.......  19 2 A 6 A61 1925 -  - -  A12 686 -
19 2 5 6A93 1969 -  A17 593 ■ . -
1926 63 8 3 1896 ^  - 218 710
1927 6A70 1930 - - 182. - 721 • -
— ■ 1928 66 01 : - - .....- - 1S5 72 7 . .._j ■ ' -■_ ^._
1929 fa 7 A A 1850 - —  - 179 615
1930 ..  fa 75 A --- 1802 323 A 9 U .... ..
. 1931 682 A 2 0A5 - 28 7 561 : r
1932 6819 17A7 2 AA 528
1933 6899 1867 169 528
19 3 A 69A5 1953 " 152 A95 - . .— -
1935 6711 2 31A —  ■ 1A7 A72 .
1936 68A2 2370 106 AO 9
19 3 7 6883 2 All 116 AO 8
1938 6959 2 A0 8 168 AA2
1939 7071 2397 - 16A 305 -
19 AO 7261 2A28 8A 182
19 A1 b8A3 2382 A 98 182
19A2 686 8 2971 180 533
19 A3 6998 3A13 50 533
19 AA 6917 3 5A3 290 62 7
19 A5 6571 30A7 302 633
 ■ APPENDIX 2 . 1 “
DESCRIPTION OF LAND USEJCHITTAGONG
(Official SERIES , IN 0013 ACRES)
NET CROPPED OOUGLE CROPPED CURRENT CULTURAOLE
YEAR AREA ~ AREA FALLOW WASTE
1920 - 2 / A 7 -- 790 --- 5A0 .. 1296
19 21 2 7 A 5 - -- - 773-------- 396 129 6
1922 267 9 857 .- v ' A59 “ “132 0
1923 278 6 ~ 826- 777-:-.. 203- -- 1330
192 A •' 28 0 7 . 869 ...  1A9 ' " 132 2
1925 - 2809 : 899 - - 232 - 12A9
192 b ' " 279 5 6 6 g ^ ~ 12A9
1927 ... 28!7 778 ; ; - 263 7 7 .1210
1928 - 658- -- 219 " ‘ 1217
1929 2699 - - 738 — ™--.... 3 A3 - 1221
1930 ,  .... 27&0 - - - 83A ” ----- 322 13 3 7
1931 276 8 80 8 - 7 7 — 7  -  A 61 1317
19 32 --------------------------------27A2------------------------------ ‘ 750" * '  “  370---‘ 1A92
1933 -  27A2 - - - - - 785 7-777-7 A90 138 A
19 3 A----- 272 8 '  “ “1383
1935 2721 T 7 7  7 - 7  ”  ‘ 8A3 7 7 3 -  -  559 1232
1936 ------e/30--------------------- '  7A7 ------------------------563 " 1221
1937 2 7 A 0 - 821 - -  :  • 55A 1193
1938 .....................- 278 0...... 338 ' ‘  1A0 3
1939 ................................  2766 - r  -  . 733 --- A19 -  1AQ1
19 A 0 ..................................  290 0 733 "  ^  A38’..............1 1381
19 A1 — . 28 3 5 . 585 7---  - A33 1A28
19A2 293 8 ” 772 ---- 533 . 1191
19 A3 295 8 - ' . " 7 7•.. 7 7 " 873—  . 50 5 ■- 1195
19 A A . 290 2 . ' ' 1263 • - AbA “ ” 13A2
19A5 - - i>75 7 - ^ r r . - = r r ^ - 1086 - ~. - A82 -—  1355
— 1 DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE'.PRESIDENCY OIV,
1920 3798 7A6 1377 1032
1921 3693 7 ; . " 611.-- 1355 1109
1922 _ 3663 ^ 616 : 1A25 10 8 9
1923 3703 - 519 - ---  1330 1086
192 A 360 9 ' ■' 629---  1A15 1156
1925 3 6 A 5 695--- 1351 1121
1926 3779 679 . - 1A2U 1U 6 A
1927 333 7 625 ----  1529 133 5
1928 3611 1055 13A8 1317
1929 3 AA 3 905 1652 123 A
19 3 0 361A 981 1583 1215
1931 3531 - . 1065 - - 1338 1017
1932 3A12 108 7 1 A65 1015
APPENDIX 2.1
DESCRIPTION OF-LAND USE; PRESIDENCY DIV
(Official SERIES,IN UOQ ACRES) - 7
NET CROPPED DOUBLE CROPPED CURRENT C ULT UR Ai
YEAR. AREA AREA FALLOW WASTE
1933 - 3629 - - - 866----- - 12 A 0 -- 1189
19 3 A 3529 795 - . 1515 ' 1A15
1935 v 3A51 ----- --- 8A1 . 1A32 - 153 6
1936 ■ AGG2 86 0 “ 1050 " - -1A7 9
1937 A290 82 A -1171 — - r 135 6
1938 AA76 ““ " 1102 -u '^' 872 1801
1939-- A A 0 2 ■ 1119 . .T 93 A - 1816
19AO ” ■' A562 10 81“-- 891 — --- 169 9
19 A1 A60 9 : 1119 .-I------.-. - 880 1562
19 A2--- 512 6 952 ' A73 135 7
19 A3 5659 - 1132 ■ :.- A 75 - 135 7
19 AA - v 6 0 3 8 .... 925 ” .A 75 : - gg5
19 A5 573 6 795 A9A , . .... 1005
DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE:UUROriAN
1920 AA2 7 - - 381 1027 ' : 1618
1921 A 221 376 7 - 1198 1297
1922 A3 8 9 - ±77 ^ 6A5 1A A 7
1923 A17 A - 207 736 • 1625
192 A AO A 9. 177 “ 9 A5 .. 170 3
1925 AG 9 3 105 1038 - 1566
1926 3995 99 1173 ‘ 1530
1927 353 8 : : .. 86 1A36 . 1750
19 2 8 A15 7 553 ' .... 1115 1A5A
1929 A259 •- 166 1129 1A96
1930 A 2 0 6 367 “ - 1228 “ 1A93
1931 A152 312 1106 ,1585
1932 A12 A ---278 10 27 - 1731
1933 A207 197 - - 981 1726
19 3 A 3593 151..... 1206 ' . 1995
1935 8310 121 - - - 1A21 2U63
1936 A 09 5 220 1105 1576
1937 3989 - 238 12A6 153 2
19 3 8 37A5 321 162 A ‘ 1718
1939 8 85 6 * 3A7 1391 18A7
19 AO 3  Ab7 292 - 18 0 A 1510
19 A1 A261 305 1089 1A21
19A2 A212 16 A 13A1 1611
19 A3 A AA 5 196 961 1610
19 A A 5385 198 987 1007
19 A 5 5115 170 10 26 1017
APPENDIX 2.3L
' “  "       4 4  3
DESGRXPT1UN OF LAND USE i ALL BENGAL
( REVISED SERIES jIN 00 0 ACRES) .....- ■ -  ......
NET CROPPED DOUbLE CROPPED CURRENT CULTURABLE - — r
YEAR AREA AREA FALLOW WASTE
19 2 0 30189 6A6A 1209 - A909 ~ '
1921 2 9 863 - 6735---- 1207 A 711 ---
1922“ 29789 - 6202 ' 10A0 “  " A 815 " .. -
19 23 28735 6221 . -__1155_. -- 5 07 3 - .---
19 2 A 296A6 6371 " ■112A -- 5 02 8 -- .. - .
1925 3UQA0 6 739 -... 1118 A 71 8 —i926 - 29A68 6163.. ...  1218 " A 70 5 ---
■ 1927 27596 — 6280 - 1A30 - - -521A -■
1928 .. 30022--- 7 362 ... - 1130 A807 ■ ~ ----- ----
192 9 29AA5 6738- • 1293 - A 87 A ----- — - :r— ----
• 1930 ... 2 956 0 7 A57 ' '“1338 - A 83 9 .—
1931 29696 .. 7712 v- . - 1272 - A792 ■----
---  1932 2 9 A 2 0 . 728 7 125A ' “- — 5 05 0 '* ----
1933 . 3 0 2 A 3 , 6906 • 11 A3 - 5 06 7 >-.-:.r.~====- —--z-rrzrz:
." 19 3 A ~ 2 9A3 0 * ■ “ 6892------- 13021 ' ' 5367 - ™
1935 . 28569 7582 . . v . 1361 .5393
19 3 6 3 0 328“  ' 7A55 “ " “ 1126 - A819 - - -
1937 3115 7 r 7537 1182 - - A 661 ' - I™
■ 19 3 8 3116 0 ~ 7 992--- 12 0 3 5 3 7 3  - - -
1939 31395 8021 -■ 1138 “5371 —  - -----..... „
. .  19 A 0 311AQ 8029 " “T ~ 128A A88 8
19 Al 3 0 585 8Q17 ---■ 1108 ~ — “ ' A65 8 v; 7 :7 :7 :  r --------:r=:
19A2 3 0 8 A 5 --- 8093 ---  1119 A961 ------- -----
19 A3 30 865 - • 8163 1212 - A962 ----- -
19 A A 30920 -------- 8236 .......  v"  1217 5 07 9 .........“ ■■■”...“ - - - -  —
19 A5 2 797 6 7083 - . 1266 - 5131 .= = ;
---=
DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE RAJSHAHI ----------------
19 2 0 - ' 8033 .......... 2A68 “ ............- ‘ 317 ~ 115 7 • -------- ........  —
1921 82 A1 1787 -  297 -  - ; 1157
1922 8223 1897 -  275 - “ ' 1195 —
- 1923 712 0------- 1997 - ------------------“ 395 - . 1351....... • —
19 2 A 818 8 1773 ■ 2 99 113 9
1925 8A2 7 2273 275 1101
1926 7981 2110 3A3 ‘ 1068
1927 7116 ....... 2116 .......r: ..............  ASA 12 0 8 ---- :
19 2 8 8185 218A 321 1037
1929 7718 2299 35A 123 A
1930 77 21 2731 360 122 A
1931 7803 2512 359 1220
1932 7752 2758 360 12A9
APPENDIX 2.~
DESCRIPTION UP LAND USEVRAJSHAHI
(REVISED SERIES »IN 00 0 ACRES) -
NET CROPPED DOUBLE CROPPED CURRENT CULIURAi
YEAR AREA AREA F ALLOW WASTE
1933 8092 - 2*55 - 32 0 ... 1215
19 3* ' 813 7 -..239 6 - : - 353 ^-“1138
1935 80 37 - . 2583 .. - 359 - 1152
19 3 6 8*29 - 2118-....- 317 ' - 107b
1937 8*65 1992 313 1075
1936 8396 2053 "' 333 1080
1939 8*6 0 2050 . - 312 - 107*
19*0 809 0 ' 22*0 . .. - - "362 - - 1073
19*1 6257 235* 292 - 985
19*2 83 01 - 2363 2*5 1218
19*3 8319 2372 322 1217
19** 82 8 8 ~ 2377 ' - 322 " "110 9
19*5 7796 20** 335 1119
- DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE^DACCA
1920 650 8 ~ 1635 ... . ' 195 ' 15**
1921 6395 2262 278 ; 15**
1922 6261 1956 ‘ 160 139 9
1923 6*00 2038 187 1297
192* 6*61 2 098 350 1*0 6
1925 6*9 8 21*6 35* 1216
1926 6383 ' 2067 185 “ 1*55
1927 - 6*70 210* . 15* 1*7 9
1928 6601 - 2 012 ..... . 116 .. 1*91
1929 67** 2017 152 1261
193 0 675* 196* 27* 100*
1931 682* 2229 2** 1150
1932 6819 190* 207 108 2
1933 b399 2035 1*3 1082
19 3* 69*5 2129 129 101*
1935 6711 2522 125 96 7
1936 6 8*2 2583 9 0 83 7
1937 6883 2628 99 83 7
1938 695 9 2 625 1*3 90 5
1939 7 0 71 2 612 139 62 5
19*0 7261 2 6*6 71 373
19*1 7117 2597 *23 373
19*2 71*3 2 6 * * 153 1093
19*3 720 8 2662 1*5 1092
19** 7263 2728 1*2 627
19*5 6571 23*6 1*8 63 3
' “7  ' ' ■“ APPENDIX 2.X ----  ' ~ •
. . .445
DESCRIPTION of la no use t chit t agong 
(.REVISED SERIES,IN 00 0 ACRES)
NET CROPPED DOUbLE CROPPED CURRENT CUUTURABLE
YEAR ARtA A Re A FALLOW waste ...;
' .... ' 1020 1 ‘ 2967 ' ‘ ’ 1391 ' ~ 324 '^  '1296
1921 2965 1361 •: - 238 " - 1296 -......  .
" " ■' 19 22 ‘ 2893 1508" ' 275 -=' 132 0
19 2 3 3009 1454" 122 - 133 0 .. - -: - -
— — - 19 2 A " 3 031 1530 go .---~. 132 2 ---- ----
1925 . 30 3 4 - - _■ 1582 r;_; 1 3 9  -2. 1249 --- : -..XIX
.~ 192 6 ..' ~ 3018 1178'" - -' 12 4 9
1927 3043 1368 - - - - -- 158 r ■ " - .1210 - -v-
------------ 1928 3086 ~ 1158 '' ‘ ' 131 ' 1217 .....
19 29 2915 ---- 1298 2 06 . 1221 -
19 3 0 "■ 2981' -- 1467 193 " -- 1337 - ......
1931 299 0 1422 277 1317 -------
" -- - 1932 2 961 1320 . ~ 222" “ - ““ 149 2 :
7:v-.AY- 1933 2961 1382 = ■ 294 : - - 138 4 -
193A ' " 2946 --- 1456 " " " 2 8 6“ - - ■ 1383 . ...  ' '
1935 . 293 9 1484 335 -■■■- 123 2 - v-r:--, - -- -
19 36 294 8 1314 33 8 ”“ 1221--- -- -------
...  19 3 7 2959 . 1445 332 119 3 - - -
- 19 3 8 --- 300 3 .. “ 1310 “ .. 233 — ' 140 3 ...‘ ..
1939 2987 ... 1289 ■ 251 - ' 1401
19 A0 3132 1289 263 1381
19A1 3 00 5 — --- - 1333 •----  26 0 • 142 8 ; ; - - - —-----
19 42 2997 “ 1328 320 . 1191
19 A3 298 8 - - 1328 --- 3 03 • ' 119 5 ---■=•
19 A A “ 2989 1326 3 Q 6  ... ' 134 2
19 45 2757 - - 1140 . 318 - •--r 1355 - -- —
DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE1PRESIDE NCY DIV-........
1920 5 62 2 " .. . 895 248 63 0
1921 5466 733 244 676 - - --- —
1922 5450 739 2 56 66 4 . .......
1923 5481 623 - 239 -- - 6 b 3 ..... -
1924 5341 755 2 55 705
19 2 5 5395 834 243 68 4
1926 5593 815 2 56 64 9
1927 493 9 . .. -- -750 . ..... 2 75 - 315
1928 534 5 1266 243 80 3
1929 6095 1086 2 97 .753
1930 6201 1177 285 741
1931 5226 - 1278 .. - 241 621 -........•
1932 5050 1304 2 b 4 bl 9
......  - APPENDIX Z.Z. -------...
DtSGRIPTION OF LAND USE:PRESIUENCY DIV.
(lRE^ISED SERIES,IN 00 0 ACRES). .. „.. . — ... —  .
NET CROPPED DOUBLE CROPPED CURRENT CULTURABLE
YEAR AREA -- AREA FALLON WASTE..
1933 5370 1039 •• - --- 223 -- 7 2 5 - ~
193A 5222 ‘ 95A - -- 2 73 ’ fl63 . . --- - -
1935 5107 -- 100 9 : - 258 -■ =: 93 7
1936.... 592 3 ---- ~- 1032.: - 189 .. 90 2 --- -----
1937 63A9 989 ... - 211 82 7
19 3 8 662 A ~" 1322 ---- ‘157--- i0gg
1939 651A 13A3 168 110 8 .........
19 A 0 6 751 1298 ;.. 160 " 103 6 ;
19A1 6131 1309 158 953 -
19 A2 6151 1332 85 828 .........
19 A3 6225 1358 180 82 8 -
19 A A 628 0 1387 176 ‘ 99 5 “■...  “
19A5 5736 1193 ,r,„- 183 . .1005 - , ,
QLSCRIPilON OF LANO USE:BURDWAN .- '.......
19 2 0 7A8 2 “ 656 185 “ 95 A - ---
19 21 713 3 6A6 ■: 216 765 v
1922 7 Ai 8 30 A . .. 116 85 A -----
1923 7 0 5 A 356 ~ 132 - - 95 9 ---
192 A 68A3 30A ‘ 170 i 0 Q 5  - - - - -  - -
1925 6916 181 187 92 A
1926 6751 17 0 211 90 2 ....
1927 5979 1A8 - - • - 258 1032 ----
1928 7 02 5 '■ • 950 ‘ . 201 . 85 8 ’ 7 --
1929 7198 - 285 203 - 88 3
19 3 0 7107 632 --- 221 - 881
19 31 7017 ,536 199 93 5
1932 6969 - A78 185 1021
1933 7110 339 177 1018 ..
19 3 A 60 7 3 260 217 1 1 7 ? ~ .........”■
1935 559 A 20 7 - 256 1217
1936 6921 378 199 930 '
1937 67A2 A10 22 A 90 A
19 3 8 6328 552 292 1013
1939 6 516 596 2 50 1089
19 AO 585 9 503 325 891
19 A1 6221 AA2 196 83 8
19 A2 615 0 AA3 2 AI 95 0
19 A3 6089 A A 5 202 950
19AA- 6031 AA7 2 66 1007
19 A 6 5115 38A 277 1017
44 7
*?•% )4Ut * a. ^ ,» > . -i.
( a i
r 1 ‘ - 0. • • * ,v- r* - */- v,*' V . .v! » V ^
'TLrvTQSi In 0 0 0 >
-> — » y>...M- 1.1
0 «n.w*>ir>& 
TT<jV» «* 'Oi»
** *w r^V 4’j,. .-.4
r niucds
• Vlon^ha
1 9 2 0 1 S/iJl 4458
192G * r) - it V. * ^ v.r* r n ^  *“• "vn
3
3."?0?
4Co9
1050 ;, 3904 459?
1935 r.^ -7 rj 1 r *r.;^r•Lwi 4f>9 1
1940 ; 991^ i.y 4193
1945 10497 *• • vr.r? '•« r v y (
*■* ♦ •*-»-*» **r*yr-M.voi;.* *11
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1920 1891 C*3S\/»y L, v* r 1505
1 9 2 0 ■? r • ^AVfcr. 1-/407 ^ # a 1.-70
1930 1 2 "? 1?21
2037
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✓ J>‘0 •* t>;-?,*■ • '' >
1*040 21*7 4896 1247
1045 2262 h n *>»» *1
V/ dmm i « — mm
1 0 0 0 ^2*1MMdl 4 1155
*• 4^.*'1 *>VlO *- „ Vi* 4263 1165
1050 r > \ A 3 -vU^ I 12CC
1055 25?1 44 94 113?
19*0 2738 4 5 7c 1163
1 /• ft•*• * * .V Cr* ;>.- n .;* 1255
4 4 8
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1920  ^AC,-a. V* VV« 1 rjry'.' a. ( K.\.> 457
1025 XlJJ n ''O-I A'-VS* 517
1050 i o^ r* 167? 491
1055 1?31 1046 ~ S
1040 14 *A K i nAv-i*. / 459
1045 1537
rV-* : !.;./>
1539
T,T ‘rr ■r •* * T *" TT * ‘ » A i. ± * ;t
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1020 IfiOAw / W 55CO 7 CO
1026 1?10 5635 823
1030 1716 546? BOO
1935 1670 rcr.rv* n ^ ri
1040 xaos / cr>?
1045 1-951 *.*» /N.l
t*t* f - •J * f-
CB3
1920 1013 71#;y-T V,.»vy 741
1926 *1 r.rv»V. 7»U fls :~*t 733
1050 Xs*~G, 370!.) 737
«ft r>*»#
1 ~ W 1076 5505  ^A• / >4.
1940 1 ■7.'! *> 771 •',• ■ a. , * f,9C
13*5 1D15 A ^ O “ Gr9
APPFNDIX 4-1
DATA ON PRIMARY CREDIT SOCIET lF,S ALL • BENGAL
(ALU FIGURES IN THOUSANDS)
WORKING loans LOANS LOANS
year societies MEMBERS capital granted PAID DUE
<RS) (RS) (RS) (RS)
1920 5*8 161.9 12262 4967 2857 10077
1921 6*1 169*6 13081 3797 2902 10653
19^2 7*1 186*6 14 862 5275 3613 12132
1923 8*4 216.2 17933 7031 3852 14835
1924 9*9 246* 1 21382 9066 6271 17345
1925 11*2 279*5 25654 11.963 7986 21118
1926 13*4 328*5 32084 13791 7993 26452
1927 15.7 300.9 37784 14 5 P 2 9 3 5 0 31260
1928 16.9 4 07 .6 42119 15 4 p 7 11777 34317
1929 19*2 456,2 49034 16008 1 0050 4 018 0
1930 20*2 4 73, 7 53818 9269 5680 43245
1931 20*2. 469 . $ 55626 BO 19 4688 43309
1932 20 • 0 4 6 4 . J 56900 3534 3656 4 2 B 4 3
1933 19*9 4 5 S e 8 5731 1 3235 3637 4 85 0 1
1934 19*8 450 ,9 6 8 4 0 0 244 8 2979 41529
1936 19*8 445, 1 58922 2240 3043 4 01 83
1936 1 9 9 4 45*6 59160 2194 30 83 39539
1937 20*0 437.2 58860 1583 2539 38313
1938 26*1 529*3 59703 2284 1977 38305
1939 32.7 678,8 59547 401.2 4516 37265
1940 35*3 774*3 58915 47 04 5449 3 6 1 7 B
1941 36.0 88 0,7 56555 4835 5625 35204
1942 36.2 866*2 57300 3138 3702 34094
1943 35. R 872.2 56067 26 0 0 4739 32640
DATA ON PRIMARY CREDIT SOCIETIES* RAjSHAHI
1920 1.5 39,8 3872 1258 749 3220
1921 1,6 4 0 ® 7 3907 7 85 651 3242
1922 1.8 46 o 4 4618 138 7 B51 3756
1923 2.0 51.6 4965 1335 855 4157
1924 2,2 54*0 551 4 1662 1295 4250
1985 2*5 61*6 629 1 2121 1434 5 0 63
1926 2 6 9 66 c 8 744 0 2396 1367 6041
1927 3*2 75.8 8 4 5 0 266 6 ] 6 8 4 6847
1928 3,3 76,8 8911 261 8 2040 6972
1929 3 o 6 8 4 « ?. 9947 2 9 4 4 1807 8041
1930 3*9 8 8 o 3 10 054 1B04 133 0 8591
1931 3,9 87 o 0 11107 9 0 4 862 8615
A P P E N D I X  4,1
■ -15
DATA ON PRIMARY CREDIT SOCIETIES:RAJSHAHI
(ALL FIGURES IN THOUSANDS)
WORKING LOANS LOANS LOANS
year societies members CAPITAL, granted PAID DUE
(RS) (RS) (RS) (RS)
1932 3*9 85.5 1141), 543 574 8568
1933 3*9 84.9 11278 621 654 8621
1934 3.9 83.6 11828 505 608 8426
1935 3.9 83.2 11947 425 614 8029
1936 3.9 82.0 11871 242 492 7872
1937 3*9 79.3 1 1777 158 400 7756
1938 6*1 115.6 12098 521 270 7938
1939 8.0 148.2 12051 1038 1085 7793
1940 8*8 163*7 1 1683 956 1178 7396
1941 9.2 186.2 11611 993 1216 7197
1942 9.0 201.7 11212 1192 107). 7033
1943 9.0 200.7 11001 965 1358 6756
DATA ON PRIMARY CREDIT SOCIETIES-DACCA
1920 1.7 47*2 4235 1.797 866 3398
1921 1.8 49.7 4489 1093 867 3547
1922 2.0 51.3 4820 l5nG 1175 3800
1923 2.3 57.1 6134 2436 1306 4657
19 24 2.7 67. 1 7180 2912 2170 5737
1925 3.0 75.4 8635 4212 2814 6997
1926 3.5 87*3 10411 44) 5 2758 8452
1927 4 o 2 99.0 12193 481 2 3238 9985
1928 4.6 107.0 13973 5676 4133 11401
1929 5.5 123*1 16731 5288 3156 13538
1930 5*9 130*7 ) 8718 2378 962 1483 7
1931 5*9 127 o? 3 9586 956 825 14870
1932 5.8 126.6 20172 782 778 14795
1933 5*8 124*9 20532 634 753 14634
1934 5.8 124. 1 20728 4?6 574 14434
1935 5*7 121.4 20984 295 632 13942
1936 5.7 120*9 21 0 25 539 898 13553
1937 5.8 120*1 20852 3?8 645 13177
1938 7.9 152*0 213 3, 4 6 15 413 13312
1939 9.6 203 * 2 21385 1297 1441 1 2921
194 0 10.3 233*1 ?1 038 1396 1799 12383
1941 10.5 265* 1 20909 1449 1857 12050
1942 10.4 2 6 9 * 6 21082 854 856 12036
1943 10.0 2.59*8 20597 6 l 2 } 229 11462
APPENDIX A 1
DATA ON PRIMARY CREDIT SOCIETIES: CHITTAGONG
(ALL FIGURES IN THOUSANDS)
working LOANS LOANS LOANS
YEAR societies MEMBERS capital granted PAID DUE
(RS) (RS) {RS) (RS)
1920 .8 18.6 1567 7.35 419 1362
1921 • 8 20.0 1758 737 4 99 1529
1922 1.0 22 o 0 2051 8\3 533 1786
1923 1.2 26.3 2638 1190 536 2288
1924 1.5 33.0 3554 1927 1011 3098
1925 1.7 37.7 4364 2115 133 0 3778
1926 2.0 45.0 5677 2540 1428 4882
192? 2.2 50.4 6261 2243 1745 5354
192B 2.3 55.1 6982 2732 2243 5921
1929 2.9 67.8 87 0 1 3384 1 927 7355
1930 3.0 70.2 9284 1875 1227 7699
1931 3.0 69.8 9767 10 35 1005 7775
1932 2.9 68.6 9953 703 772 7590
1933 2.9 67.2 } 0200 754 815 7457
1934 2.9 66 . I 10 389 461 583 7263
1935 2.9 65.6 1 0378 S43 711 6995
1936 2.9 65.9 10260 5 04 754 6711
193? 2.9 64.2 10259 400 585 6471
1938 3.6 71.9 10221 46? 461 6338
1939 4.5 100.2 10063 6?n 780 6091
1940 4.8 118*6 9867 8 6 6 10 47 588 f
1941 5.2 134.9 9807 899 3 08 1 5728
1942 5.2 121.4 9426 105 548 5577
1943 5.1 137.3 9273 33 529 4998
data ON PRIMARY CREDIT SOCIETIES: PRESIDENCY
1920 1.1 3 0*9 1604 622 436 1019
1921 1.2 33.1 3 696 6i9 531 1096
1922 1.5 3 ? .6 2014 862 568 1355
192.3 l.B 46.8 2479 1159 680 1769
1924 2.2 52 o 3 3086 158Q - 1029 2254
1928 2.5 59.6 3836 221 4 1539 2802
1926 3.1 73.4 5118 26 33 1444 3901
1927 3 « 5 83*4 6162 2733 1754 49 03
19?8 3.6 85.0 6968 2451 .1.869 54 66
1929 3.7 89.9 7512 2327 1 8 1 5 6027
1930 3*8 91.2 8217 1646 1 1 0 0 6529
1931 3.8 69. R 8438 .1255 10 62 6467
DATA ON PRIMARY CREDIT SOCIETIES'. PRESIDENCY
(ALL FIGURES IN THOUSANDS)
WORKING LOANS LOANS LOANS
YEAR societies MEMBERS capital GRANTED PAID DUE
(RS) (RS) (RS) (RS)
1932 3.7 89.2 8573 91 5 809 64 45
1933 3.7 87.2 8744 814 767 6514
1934 3 © 7 8 7.1 8981 566 578 6315
1935 3.7 85.3 9 0 65 459 549 6221
1936 3 © 7 85.3 9222 364 405 6223
1937 3*7 83.3 9249 307 446 60 17
1938 4*3 93.6 9342 362 378 5978
1939 5.7 120.7 9363 610 626 5839
1940 6*3 146.3 9586 953 875 5 B 6 6
1941 6 * 5 166.5 9527 939 903 5708
1942 6.5 155.8 9260 435 578 5258
1943 6.4 153.9 9070 452 733 5472
DATA ON PRIMARY CREDIT SOCIETIES)BURDWAN
1920 .9 25.6 986 555 388 1079
1921 .9 26*2 1151 - 54 3 354 1238
1922 i a 29*5 1359 7 04 486 1434
1923 1.3 34.7 17 3 7 912 475 1763
1924 1.6 39*9 2049 985 767 2006
1925 1.7 45 * 3 2529 1291 869 2478
1926 2.0 56*2 3439 1807 996 3176
1927 2.8 72 o 5 4719 2 019 879 4179
1928 3.3 83*1 5295 1950 1492 4559
1929 3.6 91*5 6144 2067 1266 5220
193 0 3.9 95*5 6745 1 4 8 ? 1061 5588
1931 3.9 95*5 6728 870 934 5581
1932 3.9 94*3 6792 64 0 723 5444
1933 3*8 91*9 6558 46 2 64? 5275
1934 3.8 90 « 1 6474 49 0 636 5091
1935 3*3 89*9 6548 51 8 518 4997
1936 3*9 91.7 6781 546 536 5179
1937 3 * 9 90*4 6723 391 463 4 891
1938 4.5 9 6 o 4 6728 320 454 4 7 4 0
1939 5«0 1 0 6 * 6 8 6 8 4 446 585 4621
194 0 5.3 112.8 6742 5 34 550 4 646
1941 3.9 128*3 67 0 0 554 56R 4521
194 2 5.4 117*9 6400 552 649 4190
1943 5*4 120.7 6126 539 891 3850
APPENDIX 4.X
4 5 3
- -- DATA ON PRIMARY CREDIT SOCIETIES ;ALL-BENGAL
(ALL FIGURES IN 000 RS) -
NON MEM
LOANS SHARE RESERVE memrers central RERS
year overdue capital fund 'deposits BANK DEPOSITS
1920 277 3 302 1573 627 9098 557
1921 4004 469 1833 639 9430 608
1922 4471 704 2164 698 10494 695
1923 5178 1028 2571 783 12478 807
1924 4927 1472 3072 933 14975 851
1925 Bill 1998 3634 1121 17876 1024
1926 6746 2602 4349 1277 22564 1228
1927 9213 3283 5348 1491 26237 1360
1928 11829 4015 6552 1667 28? 94 1525
1929 16004 4790 7949 1883 32855 1500
1930 24389 5252 9676 2196 35144 1465
1931 29381 5429 11587 20 05 34812 1697
1932 34659 5528 13364 1983 34225 1709
1933 34000 5589 15046 1979 32872 1730
1934 31048 5539 16550 1862 32828 1534
1935 32632 5419 17757 1974 32153 1497
1936 3458} 5328 18739 1932 31540 1449
1937 34372 5214 19308 1919 30966 1374
1938 34270 5228 19944 1841 31345 1355
1939 32794 5252 20231 1758 30942 1218
1940 33156 5386 20444 1710 29973 1205
1941 32852 5501 20642 1623 29446 1209
1942 30797 5512 20269 164 0 28882 10 07
1943 29033 545 0 20719 1626 27203 1018
DATA ON PRIMARY CREDIT SOCIETIES: RAJSHAHI
1920 901 110 522 154 2981 81
1921 1161 153 601 161 2958 88
1922 1408 227 688 179 3393 87
1923 1661 299 8 0 6 195 3519 99
1924 1484 404 927 222 3819 104
1925 1859 512 ion 243 4340 122
1926 1956 627 1260 260 5)49 143
1927 2087 747 1463 292 5778 158
1923 2883 877 1633 320 5823 195
1929 3415 1013 1965 333 64 91 147
1930 4661 1150 2305 327 6894 163
1931 5922 1122 2691 324 6783 ] 55
AKI-'tMUJA
DATA ON PRIMARY CREDIT SOCIETIES;RAJSHAHI
(ALL FIGURES IN 000 RS)
; NON MEM
LOANS Share reserve MEMBERS central 8ERS
YEAR overdue CAPITAL fund DEPOSITS BANK DEPOSITS
1933 6636 1141 3097 320 6690 152
1933 7092 1167 3475 324 6148 151
1934 7208 1147 3749 320 6473 126
1935 7201 1119 3986 325 6340 135
1936 7321 1110 4163 313 6143 129
1937 7310 1088 4286 308 5956 119
1939 7138 1105 4308 308 6271 121
1939 6714 1121 4339 292 6170 10B
1940 6842 1166 4273 280 5810 106
1941 6779 1191 4315 266 57 08 106
1943 6115 1234 3924 242 5653 97
1943 5885 1274 3903 238 5468 90
.. . DATA ON PRIMARY CREDIT societies :DACCA
1920 739 80 552 177 3254 107
1921 1441 3 25 637 170 3374 121
1922 1651 181 75 0 185 3522 127
1923 1756 285 894 224 4342 143
1924 1680 412 1075 274 5243 152
1925 1545 577 1216 364 6296 165
1926 2018 750 1455 423 7554 199
1927 2653 976 1792 486 8691 215
1928 3316 1221 2193 542 9741 244
1929 4766 1482 2692 621 11651 259
1930 8746 1594 3312 866 12847 6 9
1931 9861 164? 4033 684 12942 251
1932 12850 1668 4639 695 12883 243
1933 11751 1664 5197 691 12674 263
1934 871.3 1641 571 6 660 12666 105
1935 10474 1605 6133 825 12276 106
1936 121 26 1563 6504 821 11997 97 ‘
1937 11933 1513 6590 818 11830 67
1938 11732 1542 6818 787 12 c 57 80
1939 11526 1564 7 021 762 11869 76
194 0 11555 1621 7117 740 11422 92
1941 11449 1656 7186 702 11221 92
1942 11186 1677 725 0 756 11275 71
194 3 10 840 1628 7374 730 10 rsi 73
APPENDIX 4,'.<
4 5 3
-
DATA ON PRIMARY CREDIT SOCIETIES ;CHITTAGONG
(ALL FIGURES IN 000 RS) - -
NON MEM
LOANS SHARE RESFRVE MEMBERS central BERS
YEAR OVERDUE: CAPITAL. fund DEPOSITS 8ANK DEPOSITS
31920 276 34 129 76 1284 43
1921 343 65 162 92 1396 42
1922 301 100 233 10 0 3 574 55
1923 407 151 275 137 1993 79
1924 414 223 352 1 87 2698 8 7
1925 422 305 453 250 3241 n o
1926 607 410 6 04 312 4206 134
1927 1095 508 802 394 4386 162
1923 1439 630 1053 468 464 9 173
1929 2019 779 1334 561 5835 182
1930 3422 851 1669 629 5911 211
1931 5011 9 05 2061 622 5921 244
1932 5820 934 2425 839 5723 268
1933 5662 950 2773 58 0 5589 295
1934 551 7 944 3061 530 5525 315
1935 5454 915 3232 484 5412 318
1936 5252 802 3326 466 5269 309
19 37 5294 861 341 3 461 5203 310
1938 54 69 849 3534 422 5163 301
1939 5038 830 3448 390 5118 273
194 0 4969 826 3511 37 6 4915 258
1941 4923 844 3545 356 4829 259
1942 4949 835 3368 35 0 4745 176
1943 4340 805 350 6 333 4400 209
DATA ON PRIMARY CREDIT SOCIETIES':PRESIDENCY
1920 4 94 47 234 138 977 199
1921 535 74 275 129 999 212
1922 634 120 319 140 1196 235
1923 710 162 356 1 33 1536 271
1924 702 282 425 147 1931 298
19 25 639 399 504 ] 44 24 26 354
1926 1262 541 6 l 6 156 3379 418
1927 1915 694 774 177 4 0 39 47 0
1928 2480 83 0 974 176 4 4' 5 5 513
1929 3196 949 1 197 208 4614 533
1930 4 261 I 0 1 3 14 6 4 2 1 3 4 931 5 8 3
1931 4736 10 53 1720 202 4833 611
APPENDIX 4.X .......
^ o
DATA ON PRIMARY CREDIT SOCIETIES:PRESIDENCY
•g c' i~
(ALU FIGURES IN 000 RS) -
■ NON MEM
LOANS SHARE RESERVE MEMBERS CENTRAL BERS
YEAR OVERDUE capital FUND DEPOSITS Bank DEPOST
193? 5286 1049 1977 207 4719 601
1933 5193 1054 2238 211 4633 590
1934 5370 1048 251 0 188 4662 562
1935 5302 1021 2738 191 4574 529
1935 5428 1006 2933 177 4576 515
1937 5527 984 3081 175 4498 - 497
1938 5748 974 3210 167 4473 500
1939 5423 982 3245 160 4526 438
194 0 5688 1018 33?0 166 4573 452
1941 5636 1040 3352 157 4492 454
1942 4984 1040 3338 3.44 4321 399
1943 4717 1021 3459 155 4002 417
DATA ON PRIMARY CREDIT SOCIETIES* BURDWAN
1920 364 31 136 82 601 128
1921 525 52 158 88 704 145
1922 477 76 195 87 809 191
1923 644 U1 240 94 10 89 23.6
1924 646 152 294 103 1284 ‘ 210
1925 646 205 351 121 1573 27 2
1925 90? 274 4 ? 5 126 2276 334
1927 1463 358 51.8 141 3345 355
1928 1711 457 648 162 3626 401
1929 2608 566 772 160 4 ? 6 5 378
1930 3299 646 926 171 4562 439
1931 335? 702 1082 173 4333 436
1932 4 0 6 8 737 1227 172 4210 444
1933 43 02 753 1363 173 3829 432
1934 4239 760 1516 1 64 3602 426
1935 420 1 760 1669 150 3551 410
1936 4453 7 67 1813 154 3556 398
1937 4259 768 19 38 157 3478 382
1933 4133 757 2075 168 3381 354
1939 4093 755 2179 154 3269 324
1940 4103 754 2266 148 3253 297
1941 4 0 6 5 770 2277 141 3196 2 98
1942 3564 727 238? 148 28 88 264
1943 32.52 722 2421 171 2581 230
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